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DATA VIZ
EURO 2020 GROUP A: PLAYERS TO WATCH
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

S

ince making the Euro 2016 quarter finals, the Italian football team has gone through some
turbulent times. Having failed to qualify for World Cup 2018 in Russia under Gian Piero Ventura,
Roberto Mancini was appointed head coach. Since then the former Manchester City manager has
begun to change the Azzurri’s fortunes. Mancini takes his youthful team to this summer’s tournament
with an objective of winning it. Grouped with Switzerland, Turkey and Wales, Mancini has a tricky job
at his hands. The following visual shows the players to watch from from Group A.
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NOTE: THE DATA FOR THE VISUAL WAS COLLECTED ON 5TH MAY, 2021

T

BREEL EMBOLO (SWITZERLAND)

his will be Embolo’s second European championship with the 24-year old center-forward from
Borussia Monchengladbach part of the Swiss squad for Euro 2016. Embolo is a tall, quick
forward. Only four other center forwards have attempted more dribbles than Embolo this season.
Embolo has already made more than a handful of appearances for Switzerland and will be a key
player for the Swiss this summer. The Swiss will be looking for Embolo to score goals as they look
to advance from the group stages.

A

YUSUF YAZICI (TURKEY)

fter signing for Lille at the beginning of last season, Yazici has gradually developed at the club.
Having played only slightly more minutes than last season in the league, Yazici has seven goals
and five assists to his name this season. He can play as a right winger, forward or a right attacking
midfielder. Having started his Turkey career in midfield back in 2017, he has played across all the
positions in attack and now is set to play a vital part in his team’s push to go beyond the group
stages of the tournament.

A

HARRY WILSON (WALES)

couple of seasons back Harry Wilson lit up the Championship on loan at Derby County from
Liverpool. Wilson, however, struggled to replicate that form last season on loan at Bournemouth.
In 2020/21 he returned to the Championship to play for Cardiff City and it is fair to say the loan spell
was a successful one. Only three other players had more assists than Wilson in the 2020/21 season.
Wilson also found the net seven times, finishing as Cardiff’s second highest goal scorer. Wales will
be thrilled to see that Wilson has found his form this season and will be hoping he can continue that
form in this summer’s tournament.

L

MANUEL LOCATELLI (ITALY)

ocatelli is one of the brightest prospects to appear in the Serie A in recent years. The 23-year-old
midfielder playing for Sassuolo in the heart of the midfield, mostly, stands out for his defensive
numbers this season. Not just that, he is in the top five for the most key passes attempted per 90
minutes. His numbers go on to show he can put on a show dictating the play when he is put in any
position in any team. There is absolutely no doubt that Locatelli will be an integral part of the Italy
Squad in the Euro 2020.
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GROUP A

ITALY
LEE SCOTT // @FMAnalysis
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W

rite off Italy at your peril. Tournament
after tournament the Italian national team
seem to raise the game at the biggest stage
and they have a reputation for being extremely
difficult to beat in the games that really matter.
That was until they failed to qualify for the
last major tournament, the 2018 World Cup in
Russia. Now, though, with the rescheduled Euro
2020 on the horizon we see a new look Italy
gearing up for the competition. The defensive
solidity that we traditionally associate with the
Italians remains but it has been combined with
a more modern and progressive approach. This
combination could well see the Italians go far
this summer.
A qualifying group that included Greece,
Finland, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Armenia and
Liechtenstein may not have provided much of
a challenge but the Italians still handled each
fixture with a professional approach. Now, a
group with Turkey, Switzerland and Wales poses
a more significant, but not insurmountable,
challenge for the Italians.
So far we have seen coach Roberto Mancini
announce a provisional and not full squad with
a genuine mix of experience and youth.

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS

Gianluigi Donnarumma
Alex Meret
Salvatore Sirigu

DEFENDERS

Francesco Acerbi
Alessandro Bastoni
Leonardo Bonucci
Giorgio Chiellini
Giovanni De Lorenzo
Alessandro Florenzi
Gianluca Mancini
Leonardo Spinazzola

MIDFIELDERS
Nicolo Barella
Gaetano Castrovilli
Bryan Cristante
Manuel Locatelli
Lorenzo Pellegrini
Matteo Pessina
Stefano Sensi
Marco Verratti

FORWARDS

Andrea Belotti
Domenico Berardi
Federico Chiesa
Ciro Immobile
Lorenzo Insigne
Moise Kean
Giacomo Raspadori
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In the attack Ciro Immobile of Lazio carries a
genuine attacking threat and he will likely be
supported by Lorenzo Insigne on the left and
Frederico Chiesa on the right.

THE SQUAD

Here we have an age profile for Italy over the last
calendar year which shows all players who have
been called into the national team squad over
that time frame. The most eye-catching thing is
that there have been a large number of players
called up and tested.
The lighter blue area shows players that are
in their peak while the darker blue to the right
shows experienced players and to the left shows
nder Roberto Mancini we expect to see Italy younger players.
line up in a 4-3-3 shape although the fact
that the Chelsea midfielder Jorginho is not in We already know, of course, that Chiellini and
the provisional squad is something of a surprise. Bonucci are on the older side of the scale but so
Instead, we expect to see either Stefano Sensi, is Ciro Immobile. Donnarumma is firmly in the
of Inter, or Manuel Locatelli, of Sassuolo, take youth category, despite seemingly being around
the role of the ‘6’ at the base of the midfield.
for years, and the likes of Chiesa and Locatelli
also offer youth.
In goal Gianluigi Donnarumma will start with
a central defensive partnership of Leonardo The majority of the rest of the squad is then firmly
Bonucci and Giorgio Chiellini although Italy are in the peak group. A promising sign for this Italian
now defending with a much higher line and this side moving forward.
could be a stretch given the advancing years and
lack of pace of the two central defenders. The
fullbacks are expected to be the very modern
pair of Leonardo Spinazzola on the left and
Alessandro Florenzi on the right.

U

In the midfield Nicola Barrella and Marco Verratti
provide incisive passing and aggression in the
midfield alongside either Sensi or Locatelli.
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Lithuania. Italy have progressed the ball forward
quickly and the midfield pushed out to support
the man in possession. One switch of play will
then create a breakthrough into the penalty area.

ATTACKING PHASE

This time we see Italy again looking to overload
the opposition, this time Bulgaria. The ball carrier
is wide and Italy have four players looking to
access the penalty area.

U

nder Roberto Mancini Italy have developed
a modern possession based style that sees
them play progressively through the thirds in
order to create goal scoring opportunities. They
tend to press their defensive line all of the way to
the half-way line and as such the opposition are
compressed into their half.
With creative passing midfielders combined with
wide forwards who occupy the half-spaces and
fullbacks who move high in possession they can
create overloads across the width of the pitch.

The man in possession then has three players
on different lines that are in support. If the pass
cannot be accessed into the area then the ball
can be recycled backwards or switched across
to the far side.
These attacking structures effectively allow Italy to
keep the opposition pressed back in their own half.

Italy use rotations in the attacking phase in order
to create opportunities to outplay their opposition.
Here, we see the left sided attacker moving
inside to occupy the half space. This movement
When Italy move into advanced positions they allows the left-back to move immediately into a
do so in numbers in order to create overloads to higher position and suddenly Italy are creating
break through the opposition defensive structure. opportunities on different lines to break down the
We see this here in the recent match against other team.
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this manner Italy contain the threat and prevent
the opposition from breaking through.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

A similar situation here as Bulgaria attacked
down the far side. Once again the key for the
Italian defensive system is in the structure. The
4-3-3 is immediately defined and the ball near
fullback moves out to engage the ball carrier.

T

he fact that Italy are so proactive in the
defensive phase means that when it comes
to defending they do so from a higher starting
position. This, in turn, means that they will tend
to engage in more defensive duels, as opposed
to aerial duels, and that there will also be more
recoveries per 90 and recoveries in their own
third per 90.

The rest of the passing options are again taken
away through man marking.

Once again in this example you can see the
clearly defined 4-3-3 system with the three
forward players across the front line to engage
the first line of the Bulgarian build-up.

Here we see Italy defending as Bulgaria attacks
down their right side. Italy are in their 4-3-3 shape
with the ball side fullback and central midfielder
shading out to close down that side of the field.

As the ball moves out to the left back for Bulgaria
we see the Italian right back moving aggressively
to press and engage the ball. Traditionally Italian
fullbacks would sit deep and maintain their
defensive line. Now they are free to be far more
forward thinking whether in or out of possession.

The man in possession is then being pressed
from behind as Italian players move man to man
to take away his passing options. By pressing in
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TRANSITIONS

FORWARDS

T

his aggressive defensive approach from the
Italians extends to the way that they defend
in transition with defensive players encouraged
to win the ball back high up the field.

W

hen assessing the Italian forward players
that have been called up to the national
side over the last calendar year it is quickly clear
that Ciro Immobile is the key player. He averaged
over 3 shots per 90 and had 5 touches in the
We see an example of this here as Lithuania look opposition area per 90. This is combined with a
to play with a direct forward pass in transition. goal contribution per 90 of over 0.6.
The defender, Mancini in this case, reads the
pass and aggressively steps out to engage the Lorenzo Insigne also had strong output over the
forward before winning the ball back.
course of the season and he should be a genuine
threat when cutting in from the left side.

MIDFIELDERS
In transition Italy commits so many players into
advanced positions that when the opposition
wins the ball back they are ideally positioned
to immediately counter press in order to force a
turnover.

I

n terms of progressive passing metrics Manuel
Locatelli shows why he is a contender for the ‘6’
We see this here with five Italian players in position in place of Jorginho. He averaged over
or around the edge of the penalty area when 12 progressive passes and 12 passes to the final
Lithuania attempt to clear the ball with a header. third per 90.
There are another two Italian players in deeper
Marco Verratti is also an extremely progressive
positions controlling the depth.
passer and he could work very well in tandem
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with Locatelli with the more vertical running
Barella beside them. Italy are not blessed with
goal scoring midfielders but the creativity in the
centre of the park will balance this out.

BEST PERFORMER

DEFENDERS

M

arco Verratti is a midfielder who is going
from strength to strength as a football
player. Playing in the heart of the PSG side he
n terms of defenders output we can see that already plays in a system that is similar to the
Bonucci and Chiellini do not stand out from the way that Mancini wants Italy to play. They are
crowd although this is likely due to the defending possession dominant and progressive in their
style of Juventus this season. The style of passing approach and this fits Verratti perfectly.
defending that Mancini has taken in will see them
become more active in their defensive output and As you can see his creative metrics and
both central defenders are experienced enough progressive metrics are fantastic. He will be
to be able to change style.
a genuine threat with the ball in the opposition
half of the pitch and he could be a contender for
player of the tournament.

I

I

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

taly are my picks for the tournament winners.
They have a mix of experience and youth and
a coach who has instilled a defined and effective
model of play on the team. Teams will find it hard
to play through their pressing system of play and
when they regain the ball their technical ability
should shine through.
Italy have creativity and goals in their squad to
go with their normal defensive strength.
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GROUP A

SWITZERLAND
RISHICKESH RAMESH // @RishickeshRame1
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E

uro 2020 will be the fifth time that Switzerland
will make their appearance in the tournament,
having made their debut in 1996. Despite missing
out on the tournament in 2012, they came back in
2016 to qualify for the knockout stages. Despite
being huge favourites to beat Poland in the
Round of 16, they succumbed to their opponents
after a penalty shootout.
Vladimir Petkovic would be hoping that his men
make it into the knockout stages for the second
consecutive time. Though they will have a quite
amount of work to do in order to make it into
the next stages. They have a competitive group
that consists of Italy, Turkey and Wales. With
a decent squad at their disposal, Switzerland
would be hoping to exceed expectations in this
tournament and in this piece we will look into an
in-depth analysis of their squad.

THE SQUAD

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Yvon Mvogo
Jonas Omlin
Yann Sommer

DEFENDERS

Manuel Akanji
Loris Benito
Eray Comert
Nico Elvedi
Kevin Mbabu
Becir Omeragic
Ricardo Rodriguez
Fabian Schar
Silvan Widmer

MIDFIELDERS

T

he graph above contains a breakdown of the
probable pool of players that might make it
into Switzerland’s 26-men squad along with their
age and minutes that they have played in the
past year. The interesting thing to be inferred is
that there are quite a few youngsters (less than
24 years) and just 3 people over the age of 29
years and past their peak days. Among those
in the peak years, we see that the players are
mostly clustered in two extremes. We see a lot
of players have completed their 24th year or 29th
year with very few of them in between.
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Edimilson Fernandes
Remo Freuler
Xherdan Shaqiri
Djibril Sow
Granit Xhaka (c)
Denis Zakaria
Steven Zuber

FORWARDS

Breel Embolo
Christian Fassnacht
Mario Gavranovic
Admir Mehmedi
Dan Ndoye
Haris Seferovic
Ruben Vargas

This means that their squad is slightly imbalanced
in this even though it looks like they feature mostly
players in their peak years. There are a couple
of obvious choices from each department. Yann
Sommer is going to be their main tournament.
In front of him, the obvious defenders would be
Ricardo Rodriguez, Manuel Akanji, Kevin Mbabu
while the likes of Elvedi and Fabian Schar are
also expected to make it into the final squad.
Among the midfielders, Granit Xhaka is going to
be their main man in the middle of the park while
the likes of Freuler and Michel Aebischer will
be partnering with him. The other options could
be Christian Fassnacht who is also expected
to make the squad. The forward options will
be spearheaded by Xhedran Shaqiri while the
other options could be Breel Embolo, Mario
Gavranovic, Haris Seferovic, etc.
Based on the players and Petkovic’s recent
lineups that Switzerland used in their World-cup
qualification and friendlies, the probable playing
11 will be similar to the one in the image below.

ATTACKING PHASE

T

he attacking metrics tell us that Switzerland
are not a very dominant team when it comes
to playing with possession. Their percentile rank
of 28 for possession% means that they average
very little possession per game when compared
to the other European team at the Euros. But
they rank just above the median level for the
number of shots taken per match and they are
pretty good at being clinical in front of the goal
as a lion share of their shots taken are on target
(84th percentile rank). But despite notching
above-average shots per game they create very
few high-quality chances as their xG per match
is at 40 percentile rank which is less than an
average team playing at Euros which makes
it even more clear about their ruthlessness as
they have a tendency of converting low probable
chances into goals.
Switzerland cannot be seen as a very direct
team despite having less possession as we can
see they lie around the median when it comes to
the “Directness in possession” metric. They tend
to use the long ball very less as seen in the chart.
This means even when they have possession
they don’t look to play it quickly due to their
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conservative approach. This has often led to
teams immediately reorganizing into a low-block
against them and they have often struggled to
get into the penalty area as seen by their number
of touches averaged in the box.
Most of their chances come from crosses as they
tend to use crosses more with the likes of Shaqiri,
Rodriguez being very good crossers of the ball.
They also have a very high tendency to engage
in offensive duels as they have a percentile rank
of 68. Though they don’t win a lot of them as we
can see a very less accuracy but this is again
due to the fact that they contest a lot of duels.

The importance of Xhaka to the team cannot be
understated. During their attacking phase, his
positioning and ability to find players in space
is very crucial for Switzerland to move into the
final third. We already saw from the chart before
that they are very conservative on the ball. So
In most situations, Switzerland would look to Xhaka’s ability to progress the ball for them is
play the ball out from the back by inviting their very important to their attack. We can see him
opposition to press. With 3 centre-backs they dropping as a centre-back in the image below.
would look to split their wide centre-backs and This means that the player marking him has to
their goalkeeper would help the backline by commit forward leaving space behind him. This
forming a +1 option against the opposition’s can be used by another player to drop into that
press. This would result in a 4 men backline space. But Switzerland in this sequence have
(including the keeper) as the wing-backs would got it wrong as they have two players dropping
now play higher and create a 2v1 against a with none of them stretching the Belgian defence
player like in the image below where the right vertically. Had one player stretched the defence
wing-back (circled white) is high and along with vertically, the other could have used the space in
a forward has created a 2v1 situation.
a much more effective way.

Their shape in the final third would be a 3-25 with the wing-backs joining the forward line
and as they would be the ones responsible for
stretching the defence horizontally. The shape
can be seen in the image below. But often one
of the two wide centre-backs would often overlap
and find themselves in the wide regions to
provide crosses, especially Ricardo Rodriguez.

Also, as a whole, the positioning of the CMs are
crucial if the opposition looks to man-mark CMs.
Switzerland usually does this to manipulate
the opposition by dragging them out of their
position. This opens a passing lane for one of
the forwards to drop into and receive the ball as
they do in the image below. The likes of Shaqiri
can be benefitted from these sequences as he
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can drop into these central regions and drive
forward. If the opposition CB decides to follow
him then he can use his trickery to get past him
and Switzerland will then have an overload with
two other forwards already ahead.

are less intense when compared to the other
teams present in the tournament. They have a
very high value for PPDA, which is the number
of passes they have allowed for every defensive
action they make, which describes their less
intense approach during defensive phases. This
has directly impacted the number of recoveries
they make per game as they have a very low
percentile rank of 28 here. Their recoveries in
the final third and their own third seem to be less
than the averages when compared to the other
teams.

But they seem to be contesting in a lot of duels
per game as this includes not only pressing and
Overall, the underlying metrics say that tackling but also other ground duels when they
Switzerland, despite possessing some good man-mark an opponent. And also to be noted
quality forwards and midfielders, have performed here is that they have very sub-par accuracy
at an average level at best. If they need to go in winning these duels as their accuracy is less
past the group stage that has the likes of Italy, than an average European team.
Wales and Turkey they need to get their attack
firing at their best. The likes of Embolo, Shaqiri, Their interceptions stats are decent and are
Xhaka and Ruben Vargas are very crucial to their very much above average. This kind of explains
attack succeeding at the main stage.
their defensive style as they look to get their
positioning right and stay in the right position to
intercept the ball. This means that mostly when
an opponent looks to attack them they do not
tend to commit very much and would often look
to delay the process as much as possible and
win the ball back by blocking passing lanes.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

Their reactive approach here means that they
also do not make a lot of clearances, which
is again a proactive move of defending. This
approach means that they have often allowed a
lot of shots from their opposition as seen from
the chart. Despite that, they have conceded
fewer goals overall as they block the shots very
well and the likes of Yann Sommer has done a
good job in preventing goals.

L

Switzerland looks to deploy a ball oriented
pressing where they look to overload the ball
ooking into their defensive statistics over the side in most instances and try to force a turnover.
last calendar year, we see that Switzerland Their idea behind the setup is to squeeze the
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space around the ball and block passing lanes.
We can see an example of that in the image
below as they have overloaded the flank with a
6v5.

Overall, Switzerland are a very good team on
the defensive front. They have some wonderful
players like Akanji, Xhaka and Rodriguez
who form the defensive backbone of the team
and provide the team with the solidarity they
Though the issue with this form of pressing is need. Though systematically they have some
that it leaves a lot of space for the opposition on deficiencies, their individual players are capable
the far side and a single switch by a player to that of masking that and pushing the team forward.
side would cause a lot of issues. An example of
that is given below where Switzerland have a lot
of players committed to the ball side but have left
huge space in front of the defence as they have
e mentioned that they like to defend by
left it underloaded. All Belgium had to do was
delaying the attackers and they mostly look
to commit a player to make a dynamic run from
deep into that space and a switch to him into that to find the right situations to make recoveries and
intercept the ball instead of diving into challenges.
space would have left the defence exposed.
They use a similar set of principles even during
transitions. The reason why this would be effective
is that it could effectively give them the time to have
their players, who went forward, track back and
form an overload. And also against fast and skilful
attackers, this method would ensure that the options
for them are blocked while also not providing them
with the space to go forward. An example of this can
be seen below where the Swiss players are tracking
backwards while having the right body orientation so
In their low block, they maintain a 5-2-3 system that Belgium attackers don’t have the right options
which is quite unusual as most of the teams that to pass or make runs into.
use 3-4-3 tend to use 5-4-1 as their preferred lowblock setup. The advantage of this, which is seen
in the next image, is that it ensures no central
passes happen from the centre-back. If the
forwards were to form a line with the CMs then the
opposite centre-backs would have time to carry
forward and when the forwards push up to press
that would create a dynamic space in behind.

W
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TRANSITIONS

During an offensive transition, Switzerland
generally looks to commit at least five players to
the attack. It would feature the forwards making
central runs, Shaqiri would usually be the one
carrying the ball or playing the final pass and
the two wing-backs would join the attack and
provide the width by making overlapping runs.
An example of this can be seen in the image.

also taken the second most number of shots per
game behind Seferovic. The latter too records
a high amount of touches inside the box and is
only behind Itten.

Veteran Gavranovic is also one of the high
performers when it comes to the number of
touches in the box per game but he seems to
be taking fewer shots relatively. Looking into
Embolo, whom we predicted would be a starter,
he seems to be around the median mark for
both touches as well as shots. This is obviously
impacted by the league in which he plays in as
Bundesliga is relatively more competitive than
the leagues in which the other Swiss forwards
compete. Vargas is very less involved in taking
shots and moving into the box, which is expected
With the pace and power from the likes of given that he is a winger.
Embolo, Seferovic and Vargas with Shaqiri
providing creativity for them, Switzerland look to Comparing their goal contributions, Gavranovic
be a very threatening team on the break. Most seems to be their best performer with respect
of their counter-attacks have been stalled or to both expected contributions and actual
unsuccessful due to decision making in the final contributions. Closely behind him in both metrics
third. If they can sort that out, then it would be is Seferovic who also seems to overperform his
impossible to stop them in these situations.
expected contributions by proving to be clinical.
Itten seems to be amassing better expected goal
contributions than Seferovic while not being as
clinical as the latter. Despite that, he performs
better than most of the other forwards and looks
likely to book his ticket to the main tournament.
The likes of Embolo and Vargas seem to be
behind the mentioned players even when it
comes to goal contribution, of course for obvious
reasons mentioned before. Despite that Embolo
will be the main attacker starting for Switzerland.
This is due to his experience playing in a top5 league and also being young means that his
pace and energy could be used effectively in
omparing potential Switzerland forwards, correspondence with Seferovic or Gavranovic’s
who might make into the final squad for the experience. He has also averaged 5 goals and
Euros, in the above chart with respect to their goal 6 assists in 30 appearances in the league which
contributions and ability inside the opposition is good considering his age and the number of
box. We see that Cedric Itten has averaged the games he has started.
most number of touches inside the box among
the Swiss forwards. The Rangers forward has

FORWARDS

C
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Overall, Switzerland have a decent attack with
some exciting young talents and a couple of
experienced campaigners. The only concern is
that they do not have forwards in their definite
peak period with all those mentioned options
either entering their peak or are just leaving
behind. Only Fassnacht seems to be an option
who is in his peak, but his statistics don’t seem
to be favourable when compared to the other
players.

MIDFIELDERS

of his style of play as he is much more inclined
towards defensive responsibilities than attacking
and passing.
While Shaqiri, who pretty much plays as a forward,
is taken into consideration here as a midfielder
due to his role as a CAM. He does pretty well
in finding teammates with progressive passes
but does not record a lot of passes into the final
third. This is because of his positioning higher up
the pitch as his role is very much responsible for
the creation of chances in the final third while the
dirty work and linking up the attack and defence
will be done by players like Xhaka, etc.

Comparing the midfielders when it comes to
goal contributions, Shaqiri easily comes out on
top with both expected as well as actual goal
contributions. Among the other midfielders, we
see Freuler and Aebischer scoring high in terms
of actual goal contributions. Both of them are
capable of playing as a box-to-box midfielder
beside Xhaka, who ranks very low due to his deep
mong the midfielders, it is clear that Granit positioning on the pitch and the responsibility of
Xhaka is their key progressor of the ball and staying deep to protect against the opposition’s
is probably one of the best in the business. We counter-attacks.
will discuss his ability and importance to the team
in detail later but for now, it’s clear that Xhaka Overall, A Shaqiri-Freuler/Aebischer-Xhaka
is key to Switzerland’s ability to progress the combination is the best one Switzerland can have
ball from their defensive third to the final third. and if they need another midfielder who needs to
Closely following him behind is Remo Freuler do more defensive work against superior teams
who has also seems to be a key progressor for like Germany, France, etc then Zakaria would
his club, Atalanta BC. The two midfielders in our be a very good option to go with. The midfield
predicted lineup were Freuler and Xhaka. The department for Switzerland is probably their best
reason for that is both are quite progressive on and they would be very crucial to their nation’s
the ball while also complementing each other chances of making it into the knockout stages.
defensively. While Xhaka approaches in a much
more composed manner, Freuler likes to be
aggressive in pressing and be intense.

A

Among the others, we see Fernandes and
Aebischer being the most progressive passers
on the ball. Zakaria, one of the highly-rated
defensive midfielders in world football, is not very
progressive with possession. This is because
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Ricardo Rodriguez can be seen as a versatile
defender with his ability to play as both a centreback as well as a left-back. Though he doesn’t
compare very well with other players statistically
his versatility and experience playing at a top
level for top teams like AC Milan will see him
edge past defenders like Schar in the lineup.

DEFENDERS

Among the full-backs/wing-backs, Mbabu, rightback, seems to be the best player both in both
offensive as well as defensive ability. Petkovic
has also recently used midfielder Steven Zuber
as a wing-back due to his superior attacking
mong the defenders, we see that Comert ability on the left side. Overall, Switzerland’s
has been one of the best defenders when it defensive department is stacked with some
comes to intercepting the ball with his very good experienced faces and Petkovic has a variety
reading of the game. He also averages more than of options to choose from apart from Akanji and
11 successful defensive actions per game and is Rodriguez who are expected to be sure starters.
equally good with his challenges and duels. But
on the ball, we can see that he lacks the ability
to progress the ball with his passes or carry it
forward. This is one of the reasons why he has
featured very little for the national team and has
made only 3 appearances.

A

BEST PERFORMER

Among the other potential starting centre-backs,
Elvedi seems to be very good in the defensive
metric by averaging around 8 interceptions
per game and also averaging more successful
defensive actions than Comert. Similar to
Comert, Elvedi too is not very progressive on the
ball and attempts very few actions. But given that
he plays in Bundesliga, his experience playing at
a competitive level is why Petkovic prefers him.
Akanji, on the other hand, is decent when it
comes to making defensive actions as playing
for a possession dominant team (Borussia
Dortmund) means he doesn’t have to make many
defensive actions in a game but still is probably
the best Swiss defender. His value to the team
can be seen with respect to his ability on the ball
by averaging more progressive passes than any
other centre-back.

D

espite having the likes of Shaqiri and Akanji
in the squad, Granit Xhaka will be their key
player and probably their best player going into
the tournament. While Arsenal under Mikel Arteta
had a turbulent 2020-21 season, the Swiss was
one of the low-key best performers at the club.
We can see his importance as a player from the
chart above which depicts his statistics in major
attacking, passing and defensive metrics.
According to the chart he ranks around 95th
percentile, among the league midfielders, when
it comes to the total number of passes made
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into the final third per game and what’s more
interesting is that his accuracy seems to be one
of the best in the league despite such a volume
of passes. This shows that he is consistently
responsible for Arsenal’s progression from their
own third to the attacking third. His forward pass
ratio, which measures the percentage of forward
passes among the total passes, is also around
the 80th percentile. So when compared to the
other midfielders present in the league, Xhaka
has a very high tendency to attempt a forward
pass instead of lateral ones.
General trend among the midfielders today
shows that not being progressive does not mean
they are good at being secure in possession and
retaining the ball. But Xhaka’s pass completion
rate tells a different story as he is one of the
best retainers of the ball. His ability to read the
situation is one of the reasons why he is able to
retain and progress the ball at the same time. He
also has the knack of breaking lines and playing
valuable passes to his teammates. This is shown
by his high value when it comes to the number
of through passes and smart passes that he has
attempted.
He does not seem to contribute a lot in terms of
goals as he takes fewer shots per game which is
the reason behind his low xG value. Also, he is
more of a deep-lying facilitator for the team and
not someone who will be making the final passes
for his teammates to score goals. That particular
responsibility will be carried by the wing-backs
and Shaqiri as Xhaka will be more about bringing
out the ball to their feet. It will be very interesting
to see his combinations with Shaqiri when the
latter drops deep as their chemistry is very crucial
to Switzerland’s attack.

the chart. He is very good aerially as he contests
in a high amount of aerial duels and also wins
most of them (percentile rank around 75).
His style of play mostly revolves around reading
the play and positioning himself at the right place
to intercept the ball. This is one of the reasons why
he averages a lot of interceptions per game and
while also contributing to the team’s defensive
compactness. This is why he doesn’t look to
contest in a lot of duels and also he seems to
be below average whenever he contests where
he either loses them or fouls the player (high
percentile rank).
Overall, his positives completely outweighs his
certain negatives and the stats shows why Xhaka
is probably the best Swiss player going into the
tournament. Switzerland would be expecting him
to be at his best for them to qualify and make it
into the knockout stages.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

W

ith Italy in their group, Switzerland would
be the second favourites ahead of Wales
and Turkey to qualify from their group into the
next stage. Unlike last time, where they were
knocked out very early in the Round of 16, they
would be hoping to reach the quarterfinals stage.
It would then be very competitive and difficult for
them in the quarter-finals as they will start facing
favourites like France, Portugal, Germany, etc
in these phases. So with the team that they
have a quarter-final exit would be our predicted
outcome.

His contributions to the side do not stop there as
his defensive abilities at the centre of the park
are as valuable as his passing. We mentioned
before that he is one of the cornerstones of this
team’s defence and the proof can be seen from
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TURKEY
HARSHAL PATEL // @HarshalPatel93
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espite a fanatic love of football in the country,
Turkey have long been underachievers on
the international stage. They have only played at
two World Cups in their history, with their most
recent appearance in 2002 seeing them reach the
semi-finals and achieve third place - an indication
of what this nation is capable of. Their best finish
at the Euros is also third place, achieved at Euro
2008, while they went out at the group stage at
Euro 2016. However, there is cause for optimism
if we look at Turkey’s form and results over the
last 12 months or so. While the Turks were
disappointingly relegated from League B of the
most recent UEFA Nations League campaign,
they have been in superb form over the last few
months in the 2022 World Cup qualifiers, sitting
on top of their group after emphatic victories over
Norway and the Netherlands. Quite a few of the
Turkish squad have been in excellent form for
their clubs as well this season, and they could
be quite a handful to contend with at Euro 2020
under Şenol Güneş, who is in his second spell
in charge of the national side. It is notable that
it was under Güneş himself that Turkey reached
third place at the 2002 World Cup, so he will be
hoping to generate another miraculous campaign
from the side at Euro 2020 as well.

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Altay Bayındır
Uğurcan Çakır
Mert Günok

DEFENDERS
Kaan Ayhan
Çağlar Söyüncü
Zeki Çelik
Merih Demiral
Ozan Kabak
Umut Meraş
Mert Müldür

MIDFIELDERS
Halil Akbunar
Taylan Antalyalı
Hakan Çalhanoğlu
İrfan Kahveci
Efecan Karaca
Orkun Kökçü
Abdülkadir Ömür
Mahmut Tekdemir
Dorukhan Toköz
Ozan Tufan
Cengiz Ünder
Yusuf Yazıcı
Okay Yokuşlu

FORWARDS

Kenan Karaman
Enes Ünal
Burak Yılmaz (c)
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Günok providing experienced backup, and
Gökhan Akkan as the third-choice keeper. In
defence, Zeki Çelik will start at right-back, fresh
off a Ligue 1-winning campaign with Lille, where
the 24-year-old played a key role, and he has
nailed down his place for the national side as a
result as well. Çağlar Söyüncü and Ozan Kabak
are expected to be the starting central defensive
pair, but Juventus’ Merih Demiral could potentially
displace either of these two in the XI. In Erkin’s
absence, Umut Meraş is expected to take the
left-back slot, with Çelik able to provide cover
there as well. The likes of Kaan Ayhan and Mert
Müldür will be the backup options on the bench.

Midfield is perhaps the area with the most talent for
Turkey, and with Güneş likely to set the team up
in a 4-2-3-1 or a 4-3-3, there will be one defensive
midfielder flanked by two more creative midfielders
in the lineup, one of whom can also play as a number
10 if the 4-2-3-1 is used. Of course, that man is
going to be AC Milan stalwart Hakan Çalhanoğlu,
who is this side’s lynchpin. The 27-year-old is, on
form, one of the best creative midfielders in Europe,
capable of setting up teammates as well as scoring
üneş has a number of interesting and quality himself, and he is also extremely dangerous from
options available to him, and a good mix of set-pieces, being lauded as a free-kick expert for
youth and experience as well, as we can see years now. Behind him, we are likely to see Ozan
in the age profile chart too. There have been a Tufan and Okay Yokuşlu. Tufan has had a decent
couple of surprising non-selections, with the likes domestic season for Fenerbahçe, and the 25-yearof Caner Erkin, Hasan Ali Kaldırım and Cenk old will provide energy and intelligence in midfield,
Tosun left behind, but all three players have had helping to progress the ball forward whenever
underwhelming campaigns this season, and it possible. Yokuşlu will be the most defensive of
has been refreshing to see a number of young this trio, sitting deep and protecting the defence,
players picked in the preliminary squad. In fact, and he had a huge impact after arriving on loan
only three of these players were part of the squad at West Bromwich Albion in January. Although he
at Euro 2016, which is also a reflection of how was unable to prevent them from being relegated,
quite a few Turkish players have progressed in his performances drew a lot of admiration from
the intervening years.
across the league, and he may just be on his way
to England in a permanent deal from Celta Vigo in
In terms of the starting XI, Güneş does seem the summer on the back of that six-month spell.
to have a set of players that he trusts, while Turkey have a number of options in this area of the
we can make our best guesses for the rest of pitch to rest and rotate this trio, who are likely to be
the lineup. Trabzonspor’s Uğurcan Çakır will the first-choice options for Güneş throughout the
be Turkey’s number one goalkeeper, with Mert tournament.

G
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In terms of the attacking trio, Fortuna Düsseldorf
attacker Kenan Karaman will start on the left,
while Lille playmaker Yusuf Yazıcı will play off
the right, from where he will drift into central
areas to link up with Çalhanoğlu. Yazıcı has
had an excellent season in Ligue 1, scoring
14 goals in all competitions, and his creative
ability will add a huge threat to Turkey’s attack.
Up front, the veteran Burak Yılmaz will captain
the side, and the 35-year-old forms part of a
Lille triumvirate in this squad. Yılmaz has had
a stunning resurgence this season, scoring 18
goals in all competitions to be one of the biggest
reasons behind Lille’s title win, and he will look
to carry that form into the Euros in what is likely
to be his last major tournament for his country.
The likes of Enes Ünal and Cengiz Ünder offer
exciting alternatives in this area of the pitch as
well. Overall, Turkey’s first-choice XI has quite
a few quality players, and they should be more
than a match for their group-stage opponents at
Euro 2020.

Looking at the age chart, it is clear that the
majority of the squad is at their peak years,
with only Yılmaz as one of the older players
among those who are expected to start at the
tournament. There is also a good blend of youth
in the side, and a number of those who are
expected to play important roles at Euro 2020
have seen a lot of playing time during the season
as well, all of which bodes well for a group that
should arrive at the tournament with confidence
and energy.

ATTACKING PHASE

T

his radar shows a few key attacking metrics
and the Turks’ performance on them in
relation to the other teams at the tournament,
and this will help us understand their playing
style and tendencies when in possession. Turkey
are around the average for possession %, which
indicates that they do not necessarily hold on
to the ball too long, looking to pass it forward
whenever possible. This is also seen through
their ranks for forward passes per 100 passes
(72nd percentile) and directness in possession
(64th percentile), while they also have an
above-average tendency of passing long (56th
percentile). While Turkey do fairly well in terms
of getting shots on goal (64th percentile for shots
and 60th percentile for shots on target %) it is
concerning that their rank for xG per match is quite
low (28th percentile). Combined with the high
rank for average shot distance (92nd percentile),
and the low rank for touches in the penalty area
(16th percentile) this points towards an alarming
tendency to take shots from distance, which will
have a much lower chance of going in. While
the likes of Yılmaz, Çalhanoğlu and Yazıcı are
all extremely capable from distance, this is not a
viable attacking strategy, and Güneş must figure
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out a way to make the side more creative and get We can see this in this example, where Yılmaz
them closer to goal if they are to have a better has dropped deep into acres of space, and is
and more consistent chance of scoring goals.
able to switch the play out to Meraş on the left.
In terms of build-up play, Turkey will often look to
go long from their goal-kicks, with Yılmaz moving
wide to one flank to be the target man and flick
the ball on for runners, or control the ball and
lay it off to his teammates, who will try to get
close to him in order to win the second ball if
necessary. This is an effective way to get the ball
into the final third quickly, and takes advantage
of Yılmaz’s physical attributes well.

Another feature of Yılmaz’s role in this team is that
he does not stay static or offer depth by playing
on the shoulder of the defensive line. Rather, the
35-year-old will often drop deep to offer a passing
option between the lines, and he is quite capable of
then picking out teammates in good positions. This
also vacates the central space for the wingers and
one of the midfielders to dart into, beyond Yılmaz,
and it is often a common sight to see the Turkey
captain dropping deep to receive the ball, before
spreading it out wide, or laying it off to a teammate
centrally who can then play a direct pass to the
player making a third-man run centrally.

Another example, this time against Norway,
where Yılmaz drops deep into space to receive
possession from Söyüncü, and lays it off with his
first touch to a supporting teammate.
Turkey’s style of play is predicated on quick,
direct passing with a lot of runners into space,
and Yılmaz plays a big role in facilitating this
through his movement and passing, in addition
to his obvious goal threat.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

S

imilar to the previous radar chart, this one
looks at a few key defensive metrics and
helps us understand Turkey’s defensive style of
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play. From the start, it is clear that they are an
extremely active and physical side, looking to
win the ball back in an intense manner, as seen
by the ranks for interceptions (80th percentile),
fouls (84th percentile) and recoveries (88th
percentile). It is also notable that the majority of
these recoveries take place in their own third of
the pitch (92nd percentile) than the opponent’s
third (28th percentile), and this, combined with
the ranks for PPDA (68th percentile) tells us that
Turkey generally will look to sit back and defend
deep, rather than pressing high up the pitch.
However, they do face a lot of shots through this
approach (84th percentile), and therefore the
emphasis will be on ensuring that these shots
are from low-quality areas and from distance,
rather than from up close in and around the
penalty area.
Turkey will look to stay compact centrally wherever
possible, forcing the opposition wide, and not
looking to press aggressively in the final third.

The opening moments of the match against
the Netherlands offer a good view of Turkey’s
shape off the ball - they will drop into a 4-1-41, with the defensive midfielder protecting space
between the lines, and the second line of four
staying narrow to stop central progression for the
opposition.
This emphasis on denying central progression
can be seen in the next image as well, where
Turkey form two central triangles to force the ball
wide.

We can see how the Turks have moved slightly
up the field, but are not pressing the Netherlands’
centre-backs - instead, they are trying to deny
easy passes into the central spaces, with Yılmaz
having shifted slightly wider alongside Yazıcı,
while Çalhanoğlu stays deeper as the central
player of the trio to create that funnel-like shape
and force the ball wide. This shape is replicated
in the second line, where Yokuşlu is the deepest
player
However, Turkey will try to win the back in a more
aggressive manner in their middle and defensive
thirds, while maintaining this 4-1-4-1 shape to
stay compact and narrow.

We can see Turkey’s shape here, with Söyüncü
looking to aggressively press Memphis as he
offers himself as a passing option between the
lines.
Turkey’s defensive lines will tend to drop deep
onto the edge of their own box during spells of
sustained possession for the opposition, with
Yılmaz left upfield as the target man for long
passes once possession is regained.
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TRANSITIONS

e have already mentioned the key role
that Yılmaz plays for Turkey’s offensive
strategy, and this extends to transitions as well,
where his ability to hold up the ball and bring
runners into play is vital. Turkey look to counterattack quickly and with numbers when they
regain possession, while attempting to find one
of those runners with passes into space from a
deeper player.

first applying pressure on the man in possession
while cutting off easy passing options to slow
down counter-attacks, which then buys them the
time needed for numbers to get back into shape.

As soon as the ball is lost here, two players
converge on the Norway player in possession,
while another Turkey player moves across to cut
off the easy pass to Martin Ødegaard.

Another facet of their attacking transitions is the
emphasis on having late runners into the box
from the far side to attack crosses. This is also
seen in their general attacking play, where they
will sometimes work the ball down one flank to
draw the opposition out before quickly switching Ødegaard does get on the ball eventually and
it to the opposite side, where the full-back or is able to drive forward, but by then, Turkey
wide player has space to run into.
have managed to get six players behind the ball
and are already blocking central passing lanes,
forcing Norway wide.

In terms of defensive transition, we have already
mentioned how the Turks are unlikely to press
high, preferring to drop into a compact shape
quickly. They are quite intelligent in doing so,

Of course, this is not a fool-proof strategy, and
our earlier metrics showed how Turkey have
been susceptible to conceding goals over the
last year. However, we believe that this is the
best way for them to continue playing in their
established style of play, and it is only their
execution of this strategy that needs to improve,
rather than a change in strategy itself.
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FORWARDS

MIDFIELDERS

W

e will now compare the various attacking
options at Güneş disposal, looking at
all the attackers to have been called up to the
Turkey squad over the last calendar year, while
focusing on those who are part of the preliminary
squad for Euro 2020. The chart on the left looks
at touches in the penalty area and shots per 90
for this season, and we can see that Karaman
leads the squad for touches in the area. This
may be a reflection of the fact that he played
as a striker for Düsseldorf this season, while he
is likely to be used on the left for Turkey. The
likes of Yazıcı, Yılmaz and Ünder have had
a decent number of shots per 90 this season,
and it is especially encouraging that Ünder has
registered such strong numbers despite failing to
feature regularly for Leicester City in the Premier
League this season.
The second chart considers goal contributions
as compared to expected goal contributions, and
it is here that the Lille playmaker Yazıcı really
stands out. He played a big role in Lille’s Ligue
1 triumph, along with Yılmaz, who also performs
well on this chart, and these two players are
likely to be Turkey’s biggest offensive threats at
this tournament, alongside Çalhanoğlu.

N

ext, we will look at Turkey’s midfielders.
The chart on the right is the same as the
one in the previous section, while the one on
the left compares these players for passes to
the penalty area and progressive passes per
90, with the size of the individual dots indicating
their overall pass success rate. Taylan Antalyalı,
the Galatasaray midfielder, has been the best
performer for both metrics, while also delivering
a decent pass success rate. It is notable how
Çalhanoğlu, Yokuşlu and Tufan, the three most
likely midfield starters at the tournament, all
have rather average performances for these
two metrics this season, with Çalhanoğlu’s pass
success rate being quite low as well. This is a
reflection of his role with AC Milan, where he
tries a lot of risky passes rather than playing a
safer, more conservative pass, and he will have a
similar role to play with Turkey as well, especially
given their tendency of going direct.
Of course, when it comes to goal threat,
Çalhanoğlu is streets ahead of the rest of Turkey’s
midfielders. The 27-year-old notched nine goals
with a further 14 assists in all competitions for
the Rossoneri this season, and this is another
indication of how he will be Turkey’s creative
hub at this tournament. The rest of Turkey’s
midfielders do not fare too well on these
stats, which puts even more responsibility on
Çalhanoğlu’s shoulders.
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DEFENDERS

has among the most progressive runs of this
defensive unit, but overall, the Turkish defence
is likely to play a role in their team’s possession
through their passing from deep rather than by
running with the ball, as this chart suggests.

BEST PERFORMER
L

astly, we will compare Turkey’s defensive
options here. While it is extremely difficult
to compare defenders through statistics, given
that so much of quality defending cannot be
captured by the existing metrics, this is still
an important proxy in trying to identify the key
personnel in Turkey’s defence. The first chart
t should come as no surprise that we have
looks at defensive metrics, while the second
picked Çalhanoğlu as the team’s key performer
chart considers these players’ ability to progress
at Euro 2020. The 27-year-old is one of very few
the ball through passes and runs.
Turkish players who are established top-class
Sassuolo’s Mert Müldür is the best performer players in one of the major European leagues,
when it comes to possession-adjusted and Çalhanoğlu’s experience will be vital in this
interceptions, while fellow full-back Zeki Çelik regard, along with his undoubted quality.
has the most successful defensive actions per 90
of the players in the preliminary squad. Kabak, This profile shows how he has been among the
Ayhan, Demiral and Söyüncü, the four potential most creative and threatening midfielders in
centre-back options, are all around the average Serie A this season, ranking around and above
for these metrics, which is also a reflection of the 90th percentile for xA per 90, shots per 90,
smart passes per 90 and deep completions
their respective clubs’ style of play.
per 90. He has also ranked well for through
passes, passes to the penalty area and touches
Despite an underwhelming season for in the box, all of which show his ability to affect
Fenerbahçe, the furore around Erkin’s absence the game from in and around the opposition’s
from the squad can perhaps be understood when penalty area. When considered together with his
we look at the second chart. The left-back has passing metrics, we can see that Çalhanoğlu is
nearly double the number of progressive passes a pretty direct player - one who does not make
per 90 than the next players on the list, which is too many passes per match, but tries to make
an indication of his ability to provide a creative an impact with every pass. This is the sort of
threat from deep. This is something that Turkey play that he will have to bring to Turkey as well,
may come to rue at Euro 2020, but Meraş and as they will need someone to feed the likes of
Çelik, the two likely starting full-backs, have not Yılmaz, Yazıcı and Ünder with quick passes out
done too badly in this regard either. Çelik also wide and behind the opposition’s defensive line.

I
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Çalhanoğlu will also pose a huge threat from setpieces, both in terms of his delivery from corners
and wider free-kicks, as well as the potential to
score from more central positions.
The 27-year-old is not expected to play a big
role in Turkey’s defensive efforts, but he can be
relied on to get back and drop in as part of a
solid shape. Overall, Turkey’s fortunes at Euro
2020 will rest a lot on his form, and given that
he is out of contract at AC Milan in June as well,
there is even more incentive for the playmaker to
provide high-quality displays at this tournament
as he pursues a lucrative contract in Milan or
elsewhere.

this match with no fear of their opponents at all.
Of course, this is a hypothetical scenario, and
will need a lot of pieces to fall into place, but
we predict that Turkey will manage to make it to
the quarter-finals after finishing second in their
group, and if a potential match against the Dutch
does materialise, anything could happen.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

T

urkey have been drawn in Group A,
alongside Italy, Wales and Switzerland. It is
expected that Italy will top the group, leaving the
other three to battle it out for second place and
a potential third place qualification, and Güneş
has admitted as much publicly, in a bid to lower
expectations. We have mentioned how this is
largely a new squad, with just three players from
the previous Euros, and while there are some
exciting and in-form players available, the group
stage will not be an easy task, with all three
teams above Turkey in the FIFA rankings. We do
expect Turkey to qualify from this group, either as
the second-placed side or as one of the four best
third-placed teams. Second place would bring a
round-of-16 tie against Russia or Denmark, while
qualifying via third place could see them face
one of Belgium, Spain or the winners of Group
F (Portugal, France or Germany). It is quite clear
that finishing second would offer a much easier
route to the quarter-finals, where the Netherlands
would be their most likely opponents. Having
beaten them quite recently in the 2022 World
Cup qualifying campaign, Turkey will go into
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GROUP A

WALES
ASHWIN BALLAL // @ashwinballal_
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espite missing out on the 2018 World
Cup, Wales will have fond memories of
their previous Euros, in 2016, where they went
as far as the semi-finals and proved to be the
tournament’s surprise package. They looked
all set to repeat their heroics this time around,
having been put in a very underrated and open
group alongside Italy, Turkey and Switzerland,
but controversy off the pitch sees them enter this
tournament without their first-choice manager,
Ryan Giggs. His assistant, Robert Page, has
been at the helm for the last two international
breaks, since November 2020, in light of Giggs
having been stunningly charged for assault and
despite a few other names being thrown around
for the manager spot, the Football Association of
Wales have decided to stick with Page and the
remainder of Giggs’ staff for the tournament.
Since taking over, Giggs and his staff have
overseen the growth of a young Welsh squad,
with many budding talents playing some exciting
football and it is understandable as to why there
has been no overhaul in coaching staff following
the controversial announcement. Page will seek
to carry on the legacy of the core coaching
team heading into Euro 2020 and with Gareth
Bale leading the group, the side are still one to
keep an eye on through the tournament. In this
tactical analysis, we will look at how the Wales
side could perform at the Euros based on their
prior performances under Giggs and identify if
any changes may be made under Page for this
tournament.

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Adam Davies
Wayne Hennessey
Danny Ward

DEFENDERS

James Lawrence
Ben Davies
Joe Rodon
Chris Mepham
Chris Gunter
Rhys Norrington-Davies
Neco Williams
Connor Roberts

MIDFIELDERS
Joe Allen
Joe Morrell
Ethan Ampadu
Matthew Smith
Jonathan Williams
Aaron Ramsey
Dylan Levitt

FORWARDS
Kieffer Moore
Harry Wilson
Gareth Bale (c)
David Brooks
Tyler Roberts
Tom Lawrence
Rabbi Matondo
Daniel James
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and Joe Rodon have impressed and should Ben
Davies be fit, we expect him to complete the back
three of the side. However, his fitness is still in
doubt having missed the last few of Tottenham’s
fixtures and if he does not make it, we expect
James Lawrence to take his place on the left of
the back three.

As for the wing-backs, Neco Williams and Connor
Roberts are the pair that are expected to start,
despite the former being a right-back naturally.
Williams has consistently played in the left-wingback role for country, ahead of the likes of Rhys
Norrington-Davies and the pair’s performance
at the tournament will surely be interesting to
watch. In central midfield, injury concerns may
mean that our expected pair of Ethan Ampadu
and Aaron Ramsey may in fact not start, but
when fully fit, this should be the starting pair.
Ramsey has been a constant injury concern and
has not played much for his country recently but
with his experience, he should be a starter when
fit. Ampadu, meanwhile, has missed the last
few fixtures of Sheffield United’s season and his
he average age of the Wales squad is just fitness is still up in the air as of writing. It does not
about 26, making them one of the younger help Page that another key figure in Joe Allen is
sides in the tournament and if we look at their in a race of his own to recover from injury, having
strongest starting 11, the average age is a year come off within six minutes in Wales’ World
younger at 25. This starting lineup could get Cup Qualifier game against Belgium in March.
younger still, with a few injury concerns looming Allen has not played for his club since then, and
but considering a fully fit squad, we feel this would should none of these three be fit, Joe Morrell,
be the 11 that Page would ideally start every game who probably makes a case to start regardless,
with. While Giggs’ preferred formation has been should line up alongside Matt Smith.
the 4-2-3-1, the recent trend with Page appears
to be a 3-4-3/5-2-3, with wing-backs and three The front three is probably the most exciting
centre-backs. Heading into a major tournament, aspect of this Wales lineup, with plenty of pace
we feel the Page would probably continue with on offer. Daniel James missed a chunk of games
this formation considering how vital defensive for Manchester United towards the end of the
solidity can be at such competitions.
season but has returned from injury and will
take his place down the left wing, with captain
Between the sticks, Danny Ward has taken over Bale to start down the right. Despite having an
the gloves from Wayne Hennessey since the out and out centre-forward in Kieffer Moore, we
latter’s injury and we expect him to be rewarded expect Page to continue with Harry Wilson in
for his performances in that time with a place in that position, as he has done since taking over,
the starting lineup. Ahead of him, Chris Mepham offering the Wales side a dynamic front three
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that are capable of shifting across seamlessly.
Of course, there are chances that Moore may
get the go-ahead if Page decides to take a more
traditional approach but with the talent of Wilson
and the promising signs that this front three has
shown in this short span seems too good to
change heading into the tournament.

We mentioned the youthfulness of this Welsh
side and the above picture shows just that. Of
the players to have been called up over the past
year, only six of them are aged 30 and above,
with 31 being the maximum age for any outfield
player. Bale, Allen and Ramsey are three of them
and could likely play crucial roles for the side but
the remaining three may not feature. Of the 13
players in the peak age range of 24 to 29, Ben
Davies and Ward (both aged 27) Wilson (24)
and Roberts (25) are expected to start if fit with
Morrell (24) being the other likely candidate.

as high as that of Euro 2020. However, Wales
can still take joy from the fact that their core
group of players still have many years ahead of
them and could potentially play in three to four
more major European tournaments.

ATTACKING PHASE

L

ooking at the attacking statistics of Wales,
it does seem a bit underwhelming at first
glance, but to put it in perspective, the side have
only scored 10 goals in nine games with three of
those coming in a single match. Of the remaining
This means that a host of first team options eight games, the side won six by score lines of
fall under the youth age range and is quite a 1-0 with the remaining fixtures being a 0-0 draw
promising sign for the Wales side. Mepham, and a 3-1 loss. This may look poor on the face of
James and Rodon are all 23, with Ampadu and things but for a short knockout tournament, it just
Williams still just 20 years old. This accounts for might be key in going as far as possible. The side
five of our predicted starting lineup and apart rank in the 16th percentile for possession and in
from them, the likes of David Brooks (23), Smith the 8th percentile for expected goals, shots per
(21) and Norrington-Davies (22) may still play match and touches in penalty area per match as
well. However, they rank in the 88th percentile
important roles at the tournament.
for shots on target percentage and this is quite
It is always a gamble to head into a major interesting since it shows that in spite of their
competition with a young side but considering the low frequency of chances, they are somewhat
minutes that they have played for their respective clinical in front of goal.
clubs in the last calendar year, the squad is quite
experienced in terms of game time, though the Another interesting point to note is that the side
level that they have been playing at may not be rank in the 4th percentile for offensive duels
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per match but in terms of success rate, are
in the 96th percentile. This goes to say that
though the side are not ones to attack in large
volumes (apart from maybe the odd game, for
example against Finland in November), they
do so efficiently and is possibly the best thing
to ask of a national side at a major tournament.
The next few metrics give us a clearer idea into
Wales’ style of play, showing a lower crossing
tendency and directness in possession but an
above average long pass tendency as well. Their
average shot distance is also low and they play a
lower number of forward passes per 100 passes
as well and all this could lead us to believe that
the side make use of counter-attacks, utilising
the pace of James and Bale especially to attack
the opposition. Of course, the data does not
suggest an over reliance on counters but rather
that the side largely looks to pass the ball around
in the build up looking for central spaces but are
also keen to play in their pacey wingers should
the chance arise.

Wales naturally shift to a 3-4-3 in possession and
what we saw with the data backs up their style of
play. The two central midfielders are no natural
creators on the ball, meaning Wales look to pass
the ball to the wing-backs who can then play
the ball directly to the forward line. There is a
clear attempt to break the lines of the opposition
quickly, allowing the pacey wingers to have more
space and hence making them more threatening.

wingers to chase. One might think that it should
be easy to defend against such tactics by simply
committing more men to the flank, but Wales
ensure that they cover this as well.

When in possession, Wales look to make the
pitch as small as possible, basically overloading
one half of the field. This forces the opposition to
do the same and when this happens, the wingback on the opposite side provides some width,
meaning he is an option to quickly switch the
play. He would then find himself in large spaces
with room to burst forward and by this time, the
winger down his flank also makes a run in behind
with the rest of the forward line darting forward
as well.
As a result, instead of the opposition committing
men to the flank to snuff out Wales’ attack,
Page’s side push themselves into those areas,
drawing the opposition in while also providing
passing options for the ball carrier before quickly
switching the play and attacking the now vacant
opposite flank. The pace of the forwards also
means that the opposition cannot leave a man
wide to cover the wing-back as this would mean
that space would become available in the centre
where the forwards could move in and attack.

Sometimes, when pressed high, the wing-backs
have to drop deeper and then we see the long
passes being played forward into space for the
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showing that despite lower volumes, the side
carries out their duties efficiently.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

Other interesting points to note are the fact that
the Wales side rank about average for aerial
duels per match and clearances as well. The
aerial duels won percentage is on the lower side,
but this suggests that owing to their passive style
of defence and compact shape, the opposition
may turn to long balls and crosses to try and
score, possibly a reason for the lower number
of shots faced as well. Perhaps the only thing
they could be worried about is the slightly above
average ranking for fouls but otherwise, it just
goes to show that the style of play incorporated
by Wales seems to work and as we said earlier,
they show signs of being a perfect knockout
tournament team that can grind out results.

I

t just seems like the Wales side does not
look impressive statistically, ranking lowly for
multiple defensive actions as well. However, we
mentioned their record earlier and the side has
conceded just four goals in their last nine games
since 2020, with three of those in a single game
against Belgium in the World Cup qualifiers. This
defensive record is impressive for any side but
then the question arises as to why they fare so
lowly in terms of their data. Their Passes Per
Defensive Action (PPDA) metric gives us some
insight to this, as we see the side in the 88th
percentile for this metric. This means that Wales
do not actively try to regain possession of the
ball and are instead focussed on maintaining
their defensive shape and seeking to cut down
the opposition’s options on the ball.
This seems to be working as well, as despite
ranking lowly for recoveries, defensive duels
and interceptions, the side rank in only the 36th
percentile for shots against per game. Obviously,
the lower the number of shots faced, the lesser
the chance is of conceding and this seems to be
Wales’ defensive style. We also see them rank
above average for defensive duels won, again

Wales move back into their 5-2-3 without the ball
but with just two players in midfield, there is the
chance that they may be outnumbered in the
centre of the pitch. However, here is where Page
makes use of the front three to help his central
midfielders, effectively cutting out the passing
lane to the opposition’s midfielders. This then
prevents the opposition from regularly playing
through the lines to bypass the Wales defence
and hence forces them wide, where a wing-back
can then push forward and try to engage an
opponent.
It is crucial for Page’s side that the front two lines
of this passive press do not have a major gap
between them in order to prevent the opposition
pivots from finding space in midfield. Moreover,
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the two lines need to be pressing in tandem, as
since it is a passive press if one player pushes
forward to engage an opponent, it could leave a
gap behind them that their teammate may not be
able to cover.

Further back, it gets into a very compact and deep
set-up with the forward line dropping deep as well.
We mentioned earlier that the two in midfield could
get outnumbered and hence it is again important
that the forward line drops back to add some
support to prevent the opposition from finding
space on the edge of the box. The centre-backs
may also push forward to engage if an opponent
finds some bit of space and in this way, Wales
prevent any sort of central progression, reducing
the attack to shots from outside the box or hopeful
crosses from the flanks. This is a reason why the
defence has been quite efficient, since they have
not allowed the opposition to regularly create
quality chances for themselves.

TRANSITIONS

C

three crucial to their goal scoring ability. Their
long passing tendencies were low from the
data shown above but this is due to their side
defending so deep. There is no outlet for a
pass that is well forward but the side rely on
one forward to receive the ball within their own
half, hold up play and lay it off for a teammate
in support. The wingers burst forward to provide
passing options as well, and sometimes the pass
may go directly out to them depending on where
the ball has been won. This effectively means
that at least three players look to get forward in
this transition, with supporting players, be it the
centre-forward or midfielders, coming forward.

In defensive transitions, Wales have the
benefit in that they always have at least two of
their centre-backs behind to deal with counter
attacks. The third centre-back will push forward
to engage the ball carrier and look to dispossess
him, stalling him to allow the midfielders to drop
back as well. The remaining two centre-backs
will hold their line, not committing till as late as
possible to prevent the opposition from beating
them and running into space. They look to
position themselves in such a manner that they
can cut out of the passing lanes available to the
ball carrier, aiming to isolate them and stop the
counter. More often than not, they manage to
get back in time to snuff out the attack and can
regain possession of the ball.

ounter attacks are probably Wales’ best
form of attack, with the pace of the front
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FORWARDS

T

MIDFIELDERS

aking a look at the Welsh forwards this
season, we see some promising statistics
for Bale, who despite playing fewer minutes
since his return on loan to Tottenham, leads the
way for shots per 90, expected goal contribution
per 90 and actual goal contribution per 90. Bale
also ranks second for touches in the box per
90 and the national side will need him to be on
form if they are to go deep into the tournament.
Interestingly, we see Wilson ranks much lower
for shots and touches in the box per 90 but he in
fact overperforms his expected goal contribution.
If he is to line up as the centre-forward for the
Welsh side, he will need to have his shooting
boots on but the stats do suggest a clinical
nature, which is good for the side.

F

or the midfielders, Ramsey is well clear in
terms of expected goal contribution but his
actual value somewhat underperforms. His
passing has been decent but it is Smith and Dylan
Levitt that have impressed in this area, ranking
one and two for progressive passes and passes
to the final third per 90. Allen and Morrell show
decent passing stats but their goal contribution is
underwhelming, but nevertheless should form a
key part of the Welsh side.

Ampadu is one who does not feature in these
metrics but this is due to the fact that he plays as
a centre-back for Sheffield United, and operates
in midfield only for his country at the moment.
We mentioned earlier that the Wales midfield
department is their biggest concern heading into
James is the other key forward and he just about Euro 2020, considering a host of injuries, but
matches his expected goal contribution while they do seem to have some depth in this area,
having the third highest touches in the box per with Ramsey, Allen, Ampadu, Morrell, Smith and
90. He has, however, operated more as a right- Levitt all good and promising players that could
winger for Manchester United, leading to fewer start if needed, with the likes of Tyler Roberts,
shots per 90 but when playing down the left, we Will Vaulks, Josh Sheehan and Jonny Williams
can probably expect more. Of the remaining, also having good statistics this past season and
Moore and Brooks impress, with good statistics ready to serve as strong alternatives as well.
all round and even though they may not be
starting every game at the Euros, we do expect
them to play key roles of the bench at least,
providing extra attacking threat in case the side
are in search of a goal.
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DEFENDERS

BEST PERFORMER

L

ooking at the defenders, Williams is a standout,
ranking highest for successful defensive
actions and progressive runs per 90 while just
about second for Possession Adjusted (PAdj)
Interceptions per 90. Rodon does well defensively
and Mepham has a good mix of defensive and
progressive statistics and this bodes well for two
of our predicted back three for Wales. Davies
was our other predicted centre-back, and he
shows excellent progressive statistics but ranks
lower for his defensive metrics. Should he not
be fit though, his replacement of Lawrence ranks
well in both areas and should be able to cover
for him easily.
As we mentioned earlier, Ampadu has played as
a centre-back and hence we see his statistics
here, though they have been underwhelming
overall considering Sheffield United’s poor
season which saw them finish bottom of the
Premier League table. Roberts was the man that
we picked to start as the right-wing-back and
while he ranks lowly defensively, his progressive
passing does look good.

T

here is no surprise with our choice of Bale
as the key performer and it is clear that the
forward needs to fire if Wales are to go deep
into the tournament. His career has changed a
lot since his last involvement in the Euros where
Wales went till the semi-finals but the captain’s
ability is undoubted and with all his years of
experience at the highest level, there will be
big expectations on his shoulders. Despite
significantly lesser minutes for Tottenham this
season, Bale’s attacking and passing statistics
do look good, with the forward ranking highly in
areas such as dribbling, shots, touches in the
box and expected assists as well. Interestingly,
his average pass length is one of highest in the
league and for a side like Wales, that would
be crucial especially when they look to counter
quickly or switch the flanks during an attack. Even
otherwise, his passing into the final third and
penalty area is better than the league average,
as are his through passes as well.
Defensively, Bale’s strength in the air is highlighted
by his high ranking for aerial duels and its success
rate as well, meaning he is a threat in the opposition
box as well. He also shows a good number of PAdj
interceptions and would be an important player in
Wales’ defensive phase. He does not, however,
engage in many defensive duels but considering
that Wales have a more passive style of defence,
this should not be an issue.
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At 31, Bale does seem past his peak though
flashes of brilliance provide some hope for his
fans that he may not be done just yet. However,
with minimal playing time at club football level,
Bale’s future is uncertain but it does look like his
days of playing for the national team in major
competitions are numbered. Of course, the
famous poster that read “Wales. Golf. Madrid. In
that order” showed his commitment to the Wales
side but he would be 33 by the time of the next
World Cup, should Wales qualify, and 35 by the
time the next Euros come around so this might
just be one of his last chances to shine on the
world stage for Wales.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

W

ales find themselves in Group A, with Italy,
Turkey and Switzerland and it is all to play
for considering even third place could be enough
to make it through to the quarters. However, if
they do finish third, potential fixtures against
the likes of Belgium, Spain, Germany, France
or Portugal may await in the Round of 16 and
this could be a tough ask for this Wales squad,
though an upset cannot be ruled out. If the side
do manage to finish second in their group or even
top it though, the Round of 16 gets considerably
easier, though of course every knockout game
is difficult. It is, however, difficult to see the side
going past the quarter finals, repeating their
Euro 2016 run and making the semi-finals for
the second consecutive edition but as we have
said right through this analysis, we might just
be looking at a side that knows how to grind out
results and at a knockout tournament, what more
could you possibly wish for.
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DATA VIZ
EURO 2020 GROUP B: PLAYERS TO WATCH
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

T

he current Belgian side - Belgium’s Golden Generation - is the number one ranked team in the
world right now. Belgium are also the overwhelming favorites to win the tournament this time.
Even though the Red Devils made the 2014 World Cup quarter finals, it’s when they reached the
Euro 2016 quarter finals that they made their statement to the world. They finished third in the 2018
World Cup under Roberto Martinez and their progress since then has been even more remarkable.
Grouped with dark horses Denmark, Finland and Russia, Belgium should undoubtedly advance
from the group stage. The following visualisation shows the players to watch out for in Group B.
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NOTE: DATA FOR THIS VISUAL WAS COLLECTED ON 5TH MAY, 2021

T

JONAS WIND (DENMARK)

he 22-year-old center-forward, playing for F.C Copenhagen, is an allround attacker who can
play as an out and out striker or as an attacking midfielder behind the striker. Only two other
players have scored more goals than Wind in the current season. Jonas Wind also ranks third for
assists in the current season in the Danish SuperLiga. Having made his senior debut for Denmark
towards the end of last year and coming off the back of a prolific season in front of goal, Jonas Wind
will be looking to make his mark in this summer’s European competition

N

YOURI TIELEMANS (BELGIUM)

o outfield player has played more minutes for Leicester City than Youri Tielemans. Tielemans also
started five games for Belgium in the 2020/21 season, only two other Belgium players started
more. Since he signed for Leicester City in the summer of 2019, he has become an untouchable
player for both club and country. The midfielder has also been one of the best players in this season’s
Premier League. His ability to excel both defensively and offensively, as shown in the radar above,
makes him one of the most important players in this Belgium squad and that is why he is one of the
players to watch out for in this tournament.

G

GLEN KAMARA (FINLAND)

len Kamara played almost double the minutes for Rangers this season in the Scottish
Premiership. However, he had a relatively ordinary domestic season, as shown in the visual
above. That being said, his ability to play in different positions across the midfield, including as a
defensive midfield, makes him one of the most important players for Finland. He is, therefore, one
of the players to watch out for in this summer’s European championship.

Z

RIFAT ZHEMALETDINOV (RUSSIA)

hemaletdinov, the 24-year-old playing for Lokomotiv Moscow, can either play as a winger or as
a midfielder. His ability to create chances for his teammates frequently, as shown by his above
average percentile rank for key passes per 90 in the Russian Premier League, makes him one of
the most creative players in this Russian squad. He is someone who also likes to get inside the box
to finish chances. Hence, Rifat Zhemaletdinov, having made his senior national debut recently, will
be one of the players to watch out for in this Russian squad.
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GROUP B

BELGIUM
MAK PAKHEI // @MakPakhei
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B

elgium has long been regarded as one of
the best teams in Europe but they are yet to
achieve any glory in major competitions. At the
last Euros in 2016, they were surprisingly knocked
out by Wales in the quarter-finals, despite having
the likes of Eden Hazard, Romelu Lukaku and
Kevin De Bruyne, to name just three standout
players, in their starting XI. Marc Wilmots was
soon replaced by Roberto Martinez, who led
Belgium to the semi-finals of the 2018 World
Cup, where they lost to eventual winners France.
Belgium have also risen to the top of the FIFA
World Rankings under the Spaniard, and have
been extremely consistent, losing just twice in 27
matches since the World Cup. This tournament
is probably the last chance for Belgium’s own
‘Golden Generation’ to claim a major trophy, with
the likes of Thibaut Courtois, Toby Alderweireld,
Thomas Meunier, Axel Witsel, De Bruyne,
Hazard and Lukaku all nearing or past the age
of 30 already.

THE SQUAD

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Thiabut Courtois
Simon Mignolet
Matz Sels

DEFENDERS

Toby Alderweireld
Dedyrck Boyata
Yannick Carrasco
Timothy Castagne
Nacer Chadli
Jason Denayer
Thorgan Hazard
Thomas Meunier
Thomas Vermaelen
Jan Vertonghen

MIDFIELDERS

Kevin De Bruyne
Leander Dendoncker
Dennis Praet
Youri Tielemans
Hanks Vanaken
Axek Witsel

FORWARDS

Michy Batshuayi
Christian Benteke
Jeremy Doku
Eden Hazard (c)
Romelu Lukaku
Dries Mertens
Leandro Trossard
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M

artinez has displayed a clear philosophy
and style of play during his time in charge of
the Red Devils, and this enables us to predict his
starting XI with some certainty. Belgium will line
up in a 3-4-2-1 shape, which allows Martinez to
account for the lack of quality Belgian full-backs
by using wing-backs, and this also means that
he is able to play most of his best creative and
attacking players.

should start on the left, after an excellent season
that has seen him win La Liga while playing in that
position, with Leicester City’s Timothy Castagne
expected to play on the opposite flank. Castagne
can shift across to play on the left as well, while
Nacer Chadli and Thorgan Hazard offer further
options in this area of the pitch.

Hazard, De Bruyne and Lukaku will form one of
the most dangerous attacks in the tournament,
Courtois is the undisputed starting goalkeeper, even with Hazard’s lack of form and fitness.
having completed another strong season at Real Lukaku has had a superb season leading the
Madrid, with Simon Mignolet and Matz Sels as line for Serie A winners Inter Milan, scoring
his backups. In defence, Alderweireld and Jan 24 goals and setting up a further 11, while De
Vertonghen have had a good understanding Bruyne chipped in with six goals and 12 assists
for both the national side as well as their time for Manchester City in the league. While Hazard
together at Tottenham Hotspur, and this duo will may have struggled for Real Madrid, there
be accompanied by Jason Denayer of Olympique is no doubt about his quality, and the squad
Lyon. Thomas Vermaelen is 35 now and not has capable understudies in the likes of Dries
good enough to start, while Dedryck Boyata has Mertens, Leandro Trossard, Jeremy Doku,
had an injury-plagued season for Hertha Berlin. Christian Benteke and Michy Batshuayi.
Axel Witsel suffered an injury to his Achilles
in January, undergoing surgery and therefore
putting his participation at these Euros in doubt.
Martinez has included him in the 26-man squad,
but it remains to be seen if the Borussia Dortmund
midfielder will be fit enough to start for Belgium.
We expect the Premier League pair of Leander
Dendoncker and Youri Tielemans to form
Belgium’s midfield pivot in Witsel’s absence, with The age distribution shows a healthy mix
Dennis Praet and Hans Vanaken as the backup between youth and experience, with Belgium’s
options.
most important players in their peak years. The
likes of Mertens, Vertonghen and Alderweireld
Belgium have long had issues with producing form an experienced core which has also
quality full-backs, so much so that they have often featured enough in the last year to be able to step
had to use the likes of Alderweireld, Vertonghen up when needed, while the only ‘young’ player
and Vermaelen as auxiliary full-backs in previous who is expected to regularly feature in the XI is
years. Under Martinez, however, the Red Devils Tielemans. However, even he is an experienced
have usually been set up with a back three player at the top level, having already picked up
and wing-backs, which mitigates this lack of 37 caps for Belgium to go with his crucial role
quality. The Spaniard has also used wingers for Leicester City in the Premier League over
in these roles to further emphasize Belgium’s the last couple of seasons. Thus, Belgium have
attacking threat, and that is set to continue at this a very experienced and talented squad which
tournament. Atletico Madrid’s Yannick Carrasco should have the mentality to be able to deal with
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the vagaries and circumstances of tournament
football in a good manner, as they showed in
Russia three years ago as well.

ATTACKING PHASE
Playing with a back three means that Belgium
are usually able to have numerical superiority
when building up from the back, as opponents
will usually have one or at most two players in
their attacking line. This helps them play out
of the back easily, especially with the likes of
Alderweireld and Vertonghen who are very good
on the ball. We can see this sort of situation in
the image, where Vertonghen is the free man in
the build-up.
The second line will usually consist of the two
players in the double pivot, who will rarely look
artinez has been heavily influenced by to drop into the defensive line. Rather, they will
Barcelona and Pep Guardiola’s style of try and stay behind the opposition strikers to try
football, so it is no surprise to see Belgium ranking and attract the opposition midfielders, as this
high for possession (76) over the last calendar will create space for the likes of De Bruyne and
year, as they look to dominate on the ball. This Hazard in front of the defence, or also out wide
is further emphasised by their percentiles for for the wing-backs. In this example, we can see
forward passes per 100 passes (12), long pass how Dendoncker’s positioning has drawn the
tendency (24), directness in possession (12) Czech Republic winger towards him, creating
and crossing tendency (20) - all of which point space for the left wing-back.
towards a patient style of play. They have also
been able to translate this possession into an De Bruyne will also drop into midfield sometimes
attacking threat, as the percentiles for xG per to create overloads - the Manchester City man
match (76) and shots on target % (96) show.
has a free role under Martinez for Belgium, and he
constantly alters his positioning, going out wide,
A few in-game examples will now help us dropping deep or staying high to try and overload
understand Belgium’s tactics in possession in a different areas of the pitch when needed. In this
little more detail.
scenario, he drops deep to create a dilemma
for the Czech Republic midfield - leave him free
and he can wreak havoc, but follow him and you
create space out wide for the wing-back, which
is what happened in this instance.

M
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Belgium’s tactics often help them in creating
opportunities against teams that play with a low
block, while if they face a team that presses hard
and high, they can utilise the aforementioned
direct approach to bypass this press and enter
the final third quickly.

While the stats may show that Belgium like to play
in a largely patient and possession-based style,
they are not averse to a long, direct pass when
needed to change the angle of attack or to get
in behind the opposition’s defensive line. Again,
having Alderweireld and Vertonghen in the side is
a huge advantage in this regard, as they can easily
play longer passes out of defence accurately.

Lukaku is also often used as a target man for
direct passes from deep or wide, and he has the
physical strength needed to hold the ball up and
play in runners. This means that Belgium often
have players making third-man runs off Lukaku,
as he can find them with simple passes, as we
can see in the above example.
Here, De Bruyne receives the lay-off from
Lukaku, and is then able to play a simple switch
out wide to Thorgan Hazard, who has a lot of
space to run into.

The 3-4-2-1 shape allows Belgium’s wing-backs
to stretch play by staying wide on the touchlines,
which creates space as the opposition stays
narrow to combat the sort of central overloads
we described above. This example, taken from
a game against Denmark, is the perfect example
of this sort of situation - the Danish line is narrow
and central due to the likes of Lukaku, Mertens
and De Bruyne, which allows Alderweireld to
play a long pass into space on the right flank for
Thorgan Hazard to run onto. This allows the Red
Devils to get into the final third with just one pass. In the final third, Belgium look to make forward
runs whenever possible to utilise the pace and
It is interesting to note that Belgium’s central ball-carrying ability of the likes of Lukaku, Hazard
midfielders do not have too much responsibility in and Mertens, with possibly the best player in the
terms of their build-up, especially on the ball. Their world at supplying accurate through balls in De
role is create space and favourable situations Bruyne behind them to create 1v1 situations in
through their positioning and movement.
the penalty area.

This example shows the combination between
Lukaku and De Bruyne, where the Manchester
City man is able to receive in space and
immediately send a defence-splitting pass for
Lukaku to run onto and score.
Individual quality can play a big role at
international tournaments, and with the likes of
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De Bruyne, Lukaku, Hazard and more in the
squad, Belgium certainly have the players to
decide the big moments on which matches can
turn in knockout football.

The final example to showcase Belgium’s
offensive tactics is another combination
between Lukaku and De Bruyne, where there
is a reversal of roles from their usual duties Lukaku turns creator and De Bruyne finishes
the move off. Lukaku often drops off from the
defensive line as a decoy, which draws out a
centre-back and creates space for a runner
from deep, as we can see with De Bruyne in the
image.
These examples show the variety of attacking
strategies that Belgium can use to create chances
- they have a number of high-quality players in
the squad who are versatile and can fulfill different
roles at a high level, and this allows them to be
unpredictable and dangerous in the final third.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

T

he earlier section has demonstrated how
Belgium are a side that tend to dominate
possession, which means that they spend a lot
less time defending as well. The Red Devils are
therefore likely to face teams that will try and use
quick and direct attacks against them. Belgium’s
percentile score for defensive duels won % (80)
is impressive, and demonstrates a side that is
able to win the ball back relatively frequently.
However, they do not press intensely at all - their
percentile rank for PPDA is 80, which indicates a
higher PPDA and therefore a less intense press,
and this is in line with the other defensive metrics
that point towards a more passive and targeted
defensive approach.
The other metrics tell us a lot about their defensive
style - they are below average for recoveries in
the final third (44), while impressive for recoveries
in their own third (72). Belgium are not a side that
presses too high, preferring to drop deep and
allow the opposition to progress upfield. With
defenders such as Alderweireld, Vertonghen
and Denayer, all of whom are comfortable in the
air, they can easily defend the box from crosses,
and their relatively passive approach can be
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seen through the low scores for a number of
defensive metrics that measure the number of
defensive actions - clearances (20), aerial duels
(12), defensive duels (12) and interceptions (8).

This is another example of a pressing trap used
by Belgium. Here, De Bruyne once again forces
the ball to the opposite side by curving his run
from inside to press the England centre-back.
This is a beneficial situation for Belgium, as
it forces the ball wide into an area where they
have numerical superiority and can win it back
relatively easily, and they also have a 6v4 in this
vertical half of the pitch, which is why De Bruyne
forced the play out to that side in the first place.

Belgium do not play with a high defensive line
- rather, they set up in a mid-block with the
defensive, midfield and attacking lines in a
compact block. The wing-backs drop back to
create a back five, with two or three players in
the midfield line, and the remainder forming the
attacking line, as we can see in the example, If Belgium are not looking to set up pressing traps,
where a 5-2-3 shape is being created off the ball. they settle into a central block aimed at forcing
the opposition to go wide. The front five players
This image also shows one of the pressing try and ensure that all central passing options
strategies and triggers used by the Red Devils. for the opposition centre-backs are marked and
De Bruyne has stepped up and is the highest covered, with the front three also staying deep
player for Belgium, as he is blocking the pass out to ensure that the midfield pivot is not dragged
to the left for the Czech Republic. This forces the out of position. Additionally, the wing-backs are
play to the right, where we can already see how given the freedom to press high if needed, with
the Belgian players are ready to press, with the only one of them advancing at a time, which
left wing-back also higher than his counterpart on often converts Belgium into a 4-2-4 during the
the opposite flank to apply immediate pressure opponent’s first possession phase.
on the Czech right-back when he receives
possession.

W

TRANSITIONS

ith players like De Bruyne, Lukaku,
Mertens, Hazard and Carrasco, it is no
surprise that Belgium are extremely dangerous
from counter-attacking situations as well. They
are able to spring forward from their relatively
deep defensive block at pace, with the midfielders
and De Bruyne capable of finding rampaging
attackers in space.
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The next image shows this sort of situation,
where Lukaku is able to attract two English
defenders towards him due to his sheer pace
and power. This opens up the pass to Mertens
for De Bruyne, and the Napoli forward is able to
accelerate into the box in space as a result.

This is another reason why Belgium are quite
happy to sit deep in a compact block when
needed, as they have the players to thrive on
the counter-attack. In fact, this is also a definite
attacking strategy for the Red Devils, as they are
able to draw the opposition high in this manner
before being able to exploit that high defensive
line through rapid counter-attacks.

can see how the midfield pivot is behind play,
leaving the back three exposed, and Martinez
may need to consider leaving one of the central
midfielders or wing-backs in a deeper position to
provide better protection against such situations.

FORWARDS

T

his scatter plot looks at the offensive stats
of the Belgium squad for their clubs over
this season, with players who have been called
up to the squad in the last calendar year being
considered. Romelu Lukaku stands out as one of
the key attacking players, with the most touches
and shots per 90 of any players in the squad,
In terms of defensive transition, we have already while Dries Mertens is also a threat in the box. It is
mentioned how Belgium look to get behind the also interesting to see how the likes of Chadli and
ball in a compact shape as soon as possession is Carrasco, who have played at wing-back for their
lost, so this minimizes the threat of leaving space clubs as well this season, are around the median
for the opposition. They also rarely give the ball for these stats, which underlines their attacking
away in critical areas. However, one thing they contributions and is also a clear indicator of the
do need to be careful about is the spacing behind role they will play for Belgium as well.
their midfield line during defensive transitions.
Lukaku and Mertens are also excellent when
we consider the second scatter plot, which
looks at goal contributions versus expected goal
contributions.

This image shows the situation immediately after
Belgium lost possession in a central area. We
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t is interesting that none of the expected starters
for Belgium in defence rank too highly in these
charts. Vertonghen, Alderweireld and Denayer
are all towards the bottom-left of the first chart,
which tries to measure defensive proficiency.
While this is heavily influenced by their respective
club sides’ style of play, Martinez would be wise
to try and ensure that they are not exposed in
direct duels as much as possible.

MIDFIELDERS

H

ere, we are looking at Belgium’s midfielders
this season, with their ability to be a threat via
their passing and goal threat. Kevin De Bruyne
and Youri Tielemans are impressive when it
comes to passes to the penalty area and passes
to the final third, and also shows how De Bruyne
does not necessarily have to be the creative hub
for Belgium, as Tielemans is more than capable
of providing that spark from midfield. However,
it is quite obvious that the Manchester City
man has been the biggest direct goal threat in
terms of goals and assists when we look at the
second scatter plot. The likes of Tielemans and
Dendoncker will have to be a lot more defensively
focused to give De Bruyne freedom in the final
third, while it is also interesting that Thorgan
Hazard, who is likely to be used at wing-back, is
also a goal threat, having played in a similar role
at Borussia Dortmund this season.

DEFENDERS

The second chart is an indication of these
players’ playmaking abilities, which is important
for a team like Belgium which tries to monopolize
possession. We can see how Vertonghen and
Alderweireld are much better at progressing the
ball than Denayer, and thus these two players
will play much bigger roles in Belgium’s build-up
play.

BEST PERFORMER

K

evin De Bruyne has stood out as an important
player in almost every phase of the game in
our analysis so far, and it is therefore fitting that
he is considered as the most important player
for the Belgium team. This is borne out by the
statistics as well, which once again make it clear
that he is one of the best players in Europe at the
moment.
The profile shows how he is near the top for every
attacking and creative metric this season, which
underlines how he is capable of both scoring
himself and setting up his teammates.
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He has excellent stats when it comes to a couple
of passing metrics as well - namely, passes to
the final third per 90 and passes per 90. It is also
interesting to see that he is well above the league
median for pass length as well - De Bruyne is
quite capable of playing longer and more direct
passes, and this fits in well with Belgium, as he
will often play passes out wide to switch the point
of attack, or pass in a more direct manner during
offensive transitions.
However, it is apparent that De Bruyne is not going
to be a very efficient defensive player. Again, this
works for Belgium, as we have already mentioned
how they are relatively passive off the ball, while
the 29-year-old has the intelligence to position
himself well and direct the press, as he has shown
on multiple occasions for Manchester City this
season, as well as in our examples earlier.
A fit and firing De Bruyne will be key to Belgium’s
hopes in this tournament, and he will be the
player that opposition sides will have to try
and subdue if they are to have any chance of
defeating Belgium in this tournament.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

B

elgium are definitely one of the strongest
contenders for EURO 2020, with an
experienced and high-quality squad that has the
ability to beat any team in the competition. The
core of this side will be looking at the tournament
as their last chance to win a trophy, with next
year’s World Cup possibly coming too late for
some of these players. The likes of Doku and
Trossard could provide something different for
Martinez off the bench, but this is largely a triedand-tested squad, playing under a style and
approach that they have become used to, and
therefore Belgium should be a definite contender
to pick up the trophy at Wembley on 11th July.
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GROUP B

DENMARK
JACK MANSHIP // @jmanship19
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t is almost 30 years since Denmark last lifted
the European Championship trophy, winning
the competition in 1992. In truth, they’ve
struggled to get close to those levels since that
triumph, but their squad going into this European
Championship is arguably more talented than it
has been in recent years – the likes of Christian
Eriksen, Pierre-Emile Højbjerg and Kasper
Schmeichel are all incredibly gifted players, and
Denmark have the luxury of having a good youth
production too, a good number of young, home
grown players are in with a shout of making a
difference this summer.
Denmark failed to qualify for the last instalment
of this competition in 2016, so we have to
reach back to Euro 2012 to look at their last
outing. In that competition, they failed to get out
of the group stage. In fact, Denmark haven’t
reached the knockout rounds of the European
Championship since 2004, where they bowed
out at the quarter-finals. While there are an
abundance of strong and exciting teams entering
this year’s competition, Denmark will play to
their strengths and look to give anybody a test –
Belgium, Russia, and Finland join them in group
B, so they will definitely fancy their chances at
making it to the knockout rounds.

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Jonas Lossl
Frederik Ronnow
Kasper Schmeichel

DEFENDERS

Joachim Andersen
Nicolai Boilesen
Andreas Christensen
Mathias Jorgensen
Simon Kjaer (c)
Joakim Maehle
Jens Stryger Larsen
Jannik Vestergaard
Daniel Wass

MIDFIELDERS

Anders Christiansen
Christian Eriksen
Thomas Delaney
Pierre-Emile Hojbjerg
Mathias Jensen
Christian Norgaard

FORWARDS

Martin Braithwaite
Andreas Cornelius
Mikkel Damsgaard
Kasper Dolberg
Yussuf Poulsen
Robert Skov
Andreas Skov Olsen
Jonas Wind
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As we touched upon, that central 3 for Denmark
is an important area in terms of the quality at
their disposal: in the advanced role is Christian
Eriksen who, despite having some issues at
Inter and struggling for starting places in that
side, possesses great natural quality as we saw
during his time at Tottenham Hotspur. His vision
and creativity can turn regular phases of play into
dangerous attacking sequences with ease. The
defensive cover behind him in midfield comes
from Borussia Dortmund’s Thomas Delaney and
Tottenham’s Pierre-Emile Højbjerg. Delaney has
been a mainstay in Dortmund’s side for a number
of years now, providing stability in their midfield
ranks, while Højbjerg has enjoyed an impressive
season at Spurs in both defensive and attacking
elements. The pace on the wings is essential
for this side to break through into the final third
to allow them to ultimately create dangerous
chances. Barcelona’s Martin Braithwaite is
expected to operate on the left (despite naturally
being a striker, he is an accomplished winger.)
While he isn’t blessed with blistering pace, his
agility on the ball might just be enough to beat
bove is what we believe to be Denmark’s a defender and break into the box. Meanwhile,
strongest line-up for the summer, with on the right flank, Yussuf Poulsen, also a
their central midfield unit holding the key to any natural striker capable of playing in wide areas,
success they are to have, in terms of quality. is expected to make the cut. He does possess
Their pace on the wings and decent experience pace, and the ability to drive at defenders with
in defence will also come into play.
the ball at his feet – combining with Wass and
Eriksen could be Denmark’s attacking key.
They have an absolute stalwart between the
sticks in Kasper Schmeichel, having years of
international and Premier League experience to
his name. In front of him, he has the experienced
Simon Kjaer and Andreas Christensen who,
despite only making 17 appearances for the
London club in 2020/21, still has good experience
at both Premier League and Champions League
level. The versatility of Daniel Wass will be
something of a secret weapon for the Danish
– the Valencia man is more than capable of As we can see in the graph above, the ages within
playing several positions, from either full-back, the expected Denmark squad are fairly balanced
to a defensive midfield role, to a number 10 role. – a good mixture of youth and experience: vital
for a team at the level of Denmark. Kasper

THE SQUAD

A
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Schmeichel stands out in terms of minutes played
this season for his club, playing a pivotal role in
Leicester City’s impressive season, meaning he
will go into the Euros in tip-top form. Højbjerg
has also accumulated a good number of minutes
at Spurs, and he will also be hoping to carry his
form into the national side. There are plenty of
experienced players in the team with a good
level of quality – Wass, Kjaer, and Dalsgaard
for example, will be important cogs in this team,
particularly in pressure games. Looking at the
other end of things, they have a strong number
of younger players who have gained valuable
experience at their respective clubs this season
– players such as Maehle, Oliver Christensen,
Oliver Abildgaard, and Jonas Wind to name a
few will be able to inject that bit of youth into the
side. We can see through our data that Christian
Eriksen has not amassed the amount of playing
time that he would’ve wanted, but his involvement
in the Danish set-up is still crucial.

ATTACKING PHASE

W

e are unlikely to see Denmark try and
control a game the way Spain in 2012
would, for example, and that is reflective in the
graph above. While they will look to attack where

possible as they know dominating possession
will be a difficult task for them, they have the
players capable of doing just that in the right
moments. As we can see above, their attacking
approach does have an element of flexibility to
it: their percentile ranking of 44 for directness in
possession suggests that they are capable of
launching attacks with a variety of pass lengths
– this will depend on their opponent; in games
which they are the favourites, they may look to
put shorter passing combinations together, for
example. Their ranking for xG also suggests
that they have an eye for goal, and when you
look at their results over the last year or so,
this is backed up further – their squad depth
and versatility also help with this, making them
somewhat unpredictable in parts. However, don’t
expect them to make a high number of crosses
as this doesn’t play into their arsenal – they
don’t impress a great deal in various areas for
duels either. Below are a couple of examples of
potential attacking tactics that Denmark could
deploy this summer.

In those portions of a game where Denmark will
in fact look to take control of the game in search
of a needed goal, they will look to push the fullbacks into attacking positions. In the example
above, Belgium’s back four remains compact
and tight yet not deep. Denmark’s front three
mirror this, with their two wingers tucking inside
to give that back four an extra job – an extra
incentive to remain compact. This allows space
on the flanks which can be exploited, mainly
through the talents of their talisman, Christian
Eriksen – we will touch on his role a little later.
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Denmark also have an eye for details, and know
when to strike when the opposition’s set up is
poor. As we can see above, Belgium’s midfield
unit shape is a strange one, only encouraging
Denmark to build their attack. The right winger of
Denmark (Lucas Anderson in this case) notices
the large unattended area between the Belgium
midfield and defence, and the attacking potential
that comes with it. If Denmark are able to take
advantage of these types of scenarios, where
they create not one, but two promising outlets of
attack (far flank and central space), they will be
an exciting team to watch.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

I
As we mentioned previously, Eriksen’s role
is pivotal to Denmark’s attacking tactics and
ultimately, their chances of success. We also
mentioned that he likes to operate in areas where
we aren’t used to seeing him, to fit the needs of
his teammates. While he is involved in many of
Denmark’s dangerous attacks, both from central
areas and on the flanks, in times where Denmark
are struggling to progress up the field, Eriksen
will drift into a deeper zone to offer himself as
a passing option. His creative abilities allow him
to turn average possession in areas like the one
above into potential attacking phases – whether
he’s driving forward via dribbling or by putting
his passing range to good use. Furthermore,
because he usually drifts in deeper from a more
attacking position, he very rarely gets tightly
marked in these deeper areas, making him even
more dangerous to opponents.

f Denmark are to find success of any level
this summer, they will have to be defensively
organised and difficult to break down. Above,
we can start to get a sense of how they have
performed in a defensive manner, particularly in
key areas like interceptions and defensive duels
won. But as we can also see, their ranking for
recoveries, in both their own half and the final
third, is quite low, which tells us not to expect a
high level of intense pressing. Playing out from the
back is another thing we may not see a lot of from
Denmark, as we can tell from their interceptions
percentile rank – there is a suggestion that when
they are under pressure defensively, they are
well aware of when to simply clear the ball up field
rather than risking short passing combinations
to get out of danger. This could also be used to
launch counter attacks if the opposition leave
themselves short at the back, particularly in
the flanks, as we have seen that Denmark are
capable of turning transitions into dangerous
chances. Below is an example of Denmark are
likely to approach the defensive side of things,
particularly when they’re up against it, facing a
team stronger that themselves.
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D

As we can see above, Denmark are well-drilled
defensively, with each unit having their own
instructions to make life difficult for their opponents.
The back four is very compact, allowing the fullbacks to lend a helping hand to combat the
attacking threat in the middle – their presence in
a more narrow zone means that the midfield unit
doesn’t have to drop in deeper for this, which allows
them to stay a little higher up, blocking off the space
for the opposition to play through. The wingers will
drop back to make almost a flat four in midfield:
their role is to defend the flanks – the opposition
wingers. With the full-backs narrow, the job of the
two wingers becomes very important, but they also
need to keep their own position in mind as they
cannot leave too much space between themselves
and the central midfielders – having a big gap
between the two would allow the opponent to play
through the lines a lot easier. Eriksen’s defensive
role in this set up is to stay between his striker
and midfield unit, just keeping a close eye on any
potential passing option. The striker will perform a
similar role; unless the ball is played backwards by
the opposition, in which case he will look to apply
minimal pressure on the opponent’s back line.

TRANSITIONS

enmark will rotate through different onthe-ball strategies in terms of attacking
transitions. We are unlikely to see them burst
into an intense counter attack the way Liverpool
would, for example, but this isn’t to say that they
will look for the chance to move their possession
further up field given the chance. As mentioned
previously, they will often operate with a narrow
defensive unit, with their teammates on the flanks
having some good space to work with in the
event of a turnover. Timing is key in these little
moments. Poulsen, the man on the right-flank
about to receive the ball, doesn’t drop deeper
instantly to make a better angle for the pass. He
instead peels off away from his full-back marker
ever so slightly, at the final possible moment.
This causes his marker to follow him, leaving
space to be exploited. At this point, a teammate
(Eriksen in this example) will drift into the space
left by the opposition full-back, giving Denmark
the chance to create a numerical advantage in
a dangerous area out wide. Depending on the
match scenario, we won’t always see this type
of move from Denmark – we may see Eriksen
drop deeper again to help his side maintain
possession if they are looking to simply defend
a lead.

Defensively, as with attacking transitions,
Denmark’s approach will fluctuate. In games
where they fancy themselves as the favourites or
in games where they are simply out-performing
their opponents, they will look to pin their enemies
into their own-half on occasion – dependent on
a few variables. If Denmark already have the
numbers close enough to execute the counter
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press, they will, unless the opposition find
themselves in a dangerous position early in the
transition. 2 players will press directly, making
it next-to-impossible for the opponent to play
forward initially. Pressing support will arrive from
either a winger or striker, coming in from a different
angle, looking to force the opposition in a certain
direction. Denmark’s number 23 midfielder is
highlighted above, as his role is also vital. Once
the (out of shot) midfield unit is set up, he rushes
out to mark and apply pressure to the opposition
central option, as this space will otherwise be
left unmarked due to these players applying the
counterpress. If the opponent breaks through
both the initial press and the added midfielder
block, Denmark will then simply look to regroup
at the back as quickly as possible to deal with
the threat.

ATTACKERS

old has given the Denmark management team
something of a no-brainer as to who should start
up front in the Euros. As we can see from the lefthand graph above, Wind is able to get involved
in attacking phases frequently and attempt shots
on goal. However, he doesn’t tend to have many
touches in the penalty area per 90 minutes,
ranking in the bottom half in comparison to other
Danish strikers. This shouldn’t be much of an
issue when stepping into the Euros this summer,
however, as it is likely that a lot of action he sees
will require few touches – more shooting on sight.
Looking at the right-hand graph above, we can
start to get a sense of Wind’s ability in front of
goal. He ranks highly in actual goal contributions,
and as we mentioned, he has achieved this in just
18 games – some impressive accomplishment.
His record in the xgoal contribution department
also suggests that there is potential within him
to carry his form into a tournament with tougher
opponents this summer.

One thing that is for sure, despite Wind’s obvious
goalscoring ability, is that Denmark do have
other attacking options in their arsenal – when
looking at players who have strong records in
goal contributions/xGoal contributions. Despite
contributing in just 5 goals total this season
for his club side Bologna, 21-year-old Andreas
Skov Olsen is an attacking option that can add
n terms of attacking threat, it’s difficult to identify something different to Denmark’s attacking
one player as highly dangerous, but that isn’t to unit. While he is naturally a winger, capable of
say that Denmark don’t have a capable finisher operating on either flank, he possesses some
to get on the end of an attack. Firstly, we will qualities that make him a considerable option as a
take a look at the player we have tipped to start backup/substitute striker. It should be mentioned
for Denmark in that centre forward role – Jonas that Denmark may look to alternative winger
Wind, before analysing the numbers of other options to allow either Poulsen or Braithwaite to
potential strikers available for the Danes this operate as the number 9, yet another luxury they
summer.
have. They also have an experienced option
in Christian Gytkjaer. The 31-year-old striker is
Jonas Wind, currently plying his trade in the currently contracted to Serie B side Monza and
top tier of Danish football at Copenhagen, has has registered 6 goals and 5 assists in 2020/21.
registered an impressive 11 goals and 4 assists The 6-foot tall striker has previously earned 9
in just 18 games this campaign, and the 22-year- caps for Denmark, bagging 5 goals in that time.

I
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Two very interesting options that will likely feature
as substitutes and/or squad rotation players are
Pione Sisto and Robert Skov. While consistency
in their respective games is something that lets
them down, both players undeniably possess
talent – pace, trickery, the ability to get into
scoring/assisting positions in attack. If either
Braithwaite or Poulsen are required to leave their
post as a winger and play as the striker, expect
Skov or Sisto to be ready to step in.

MIDFIELDERS

S

imilar to the case of Denmark’s striker –
being that Jonas Wind is almost certain
to be their strongest option, Christian Eriksen
is guaranteed to start every game that he is fit
and ready in that advanced midfield role, with
the 2 roles behind him almost certainly going to
Delaney and Højbjerg, but squad depth is very
important in these kind of tournaments where
games thick and fast.
Looking at the left-hand graph above, we can
see a number of players have registered good
numbers when it comes to passing into the final
third and making progressive passes. Christian
Nörgaard fits that description, having played
a part in Brentford’s impressive season in the
EFL Championship, and we will likely see him
play a supporting role for his national side when
squad rotations are made. 34-year-old Lasse
Schöne is also a good option to have amongst
the squad. The versatile veteran, currently
playing for Heerenveen in the Eredivisie, has

an abundance of experience that will play a vital
role in Denmark’s journey this summer – it is also
likely to be his final international tournament,
considering his age. Over recent years, Schöne
has demonstrated an impressive skill-set on the
ball – a good passing range, good vision, and an
eye for goal.
Moving onto the partnering graph, we can start
to paint a picture of which midfield players will
be of use to Denmark, in consideration to goal
contributions. This is an important area for
Denmark’s attacking midfielder to be effective
due to the team being likely to play with just one
striker. As mentioned, Christian Eriksen’s lack
of game time at Inter has hampered his actual
record of goals and assists this season, but we
can see by his record in the xgoal contributions
area that this is not a reflection of his talent – the
former Spurs man is still highly capable in these
areas, hence him being the star man for his
team this coming summer. One player who will
provide an exciting watch, should he be given
the chance, is 21-year-old Jesper Lindström of
Bröndby, who has nine goals and nine assists
this season. The tricky midfielder holds a good
level of potential and could provide an interesting
and fresh alternative off the bench if Denmark
need to either rest Eriksen or add more attacking
midfielders into their system. A more experienced
option who could also still be effective is 29-yearold Rasmus Falk of Copenhagen. He has seven
goal contributions for his club this campaign and
has an element of versatility to his game as he
can also operate as a deeper midfielder as well
as a winger on either flank. 30-year-old Anders
Christian is also an interesting midfield option
that Denmark may look to explore. The Malmo
midfielder has only made 8 appearances this
campaign, but has a very healthy contribution
of combined goals/assists, suggesting he has a
valuable attacking threat.
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that Kristensen is decent on the ball too, making
a good number of progressive passes per 90
minutes; not a lot of progressive runs. The lack
of progressive runs, however, could work in his
favour as this means he is not bursting out of
position, but instead making the passes from
right-back.

DEFENDERS

U

nless an injury, suspension, or any other
unmanageable scenarios crop up for
Denmark, we are likely to see few changes to
their back four, as maintaining a level of solidarity
and consistency will be hugely beneficial in
developing chemistry which will assist them in
stopping opposition attacks. However, in the
even that changes need to be made, the right
player must be ready to step in. Here, we will
look at some of the stand out players who could
make that step up into the starting XI.
Starting with the left-hand graph which looks at
defensive contributions, we can see that one
candidate who stands out is Andreas Maxsö
of Bröndby. The 27-year-old has registered
impressive defensive stats that demonstrate his
ability to be a solid defender – as we can see
from the opposite graph, though, it’s his ability on
the ball that may hamper his number of minutes
in the Euros. We mentioned earlier that rightback Daniel Wass’s versatility may result in him
gaining some minutes in the midfield rather than
at the back. In that case, we may see Rasmus
Kristensen (RB Salzburg) step in, after the
23-year-old has turned out an impressive season
with equally impressive stats in several areas.

Switching out focus to the right-hand graph,
we can start to understand which Danish
defenders are capable with the ball at their feet.
As mentioned, Rasmus Kristensen is a prime
candidate to step up to the starting 11, as is
29-year-old Nicolai Boilesen, who is currently
at Copenhagen. Boilesen’s stats suggest he is
more than capable on the ball, making a good
number of progressive passes and runs on
a match-by-match basis. Furthermore, he is
extremely versatile – comfortable in any position
along the back four. He also has 18 previous
international caps which will only promote his
inclusion further. While there are a few players
who impress on one of the two areas on the
right-side graph, another player who has
registered good numbers in both areas is Aab
Fodbold’s Jakob Ahlmaan – a 30-year-old leftback who is also capable of playing on the left
side of a midfield unit. Our data suggests that
he could be an important squad player and that
he is comfortable on the ball – he could bring a
calming influence in those frantic games.

As we can see, his defensive capabilities are not
to be undermined as he has displayed himself
as a solid defender at full-back. Quickly jumping
over to the opposite graph, we also get the sense
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While his forward passing ratio does go above
the average for Serie A central midfielders, this
still isn’t that high, suggesting Eriksen has the
ability about him to slow the game down when
needed – to help his side maintain possession,
for example, with sideways and backwards
passes. However, we may not see this side of his
game as frequently when he pulls the Denmark
shirt on.

KEY PERFORMER

C

hristian Eriksen’s importance to this
Denmark side is undoubtable. While there
is an abundance of exciting talent in the squad
already, we have seen over the years just what
the creative midfielder is truly capable of, and
even with his limited appearances this season
for Inter, our data shows us that quality.
His averages per 90 minutes in areas such as
smart passes, through passes, and passing
accuracy all register higher than the median
for other central midfielders in Serie A, showing
Eriksen’s determination to actually get into
helpful positions and perform once he’s on the
ball. His average numbers in areas like passes
into the penalty area and touches in the penalty
area also demonstrate his hunger and ability
to contribute effectively in dangerous parts of
the pitch, looking to get on the end of attacking
moves.

I

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

t goes without saying that Denmark aren’t
a side that gets a mention when discussing
potential winners of this tournament. Despite
having a strong squad with some highly talented
players, they are still some distance from being
mentioned in the same breath as sides like
France, England, and Portugal. On the flip side,
they will be massively disappointed if they fail
to get out of the group stage, as this year is a
big opportunity for them to do so. Getting to the
quarter-final would be deemed a big success
for this side, while reaching the round of 16 is
more realistic – we believe they will finish second
in their group which could land them a tricky
opponent in the first knockout round.

We can also see that he is no stranger to
attempting shots on goal, which is something
that Denmark will need from midfield as they
won’t always have the luxury of creating clearcut chances for their strikers. Eriksen’s xA and
xG are also at an impressive level – another
element that Denmark will need to bring out of
him to find success this summer.
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GROUP B

FINLAND
DAVID ASTILL // @DavidPAstill21
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W

hen the 2020 European Championship
was moved back to this year, it gave every
team extra time to prepare and plan for their
confirmed matches. This has been particularly
beneficial to countries who have never played
in major tournaments before, such as Finland,
whose qualification for the finals was their first
success in a major international tournament in
their history. Therefore, they would have been
happy to have had an extra year to work out their
best squad, how to go about winning games, and
how to adapt to different match situations. These
three factors are essential in major international
tournaments, because the variety of teams and
playing styles that teams face means they need
to have a bit of everything in their squad.
Arguably the face of their success has been striker
Teemu Pukki, who has been doubly successful
this year. Not only did he score nine goals for
Finland in Euro 2020 qualifying, but he also
played a major part in Norwich City’s success in
the EFL Championship, helping them to secure
an immediate return to the Premier League at
the first time of asking. He has been sensational
domestically this season, scoring 26 goals and
rediscovering the form that made him one of the
best free transfers in English football’s recent
history, after a difficult 2019/2020 in the English
top flight. Undoubtedly, when the tournament does
begin, there will be plenty of interest in him, with
many keen to see whether he can deliver in major
international tournaments, the biggest stages of all.
However, Finland’s team is built on teamwork,
which is what has secured their place at the
European table. Every player has a different
role, and, when put together, they have a bit
of everything in the squad, meaning they can
adapt to different situations and styles of play.
We have seen plenty of teams fail to deliver,
because they have one star player but lack
quality around them. In this tactical analysis, we
will look in detail at every aspect of the tactics
that “Huuhkajat” (the Eagle Owls) play with, as
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Lukáš Hrádecký
Jesse Joronen
Niki Mäenpää

DEFENDERS

Nikolai Alho
Paulus Arajuuri
Albin Granlund
Niko Hämäläinen
Juhani Ojala
Daniel O’Shaughnessy
Jukka Raitala
Joona Toivio
Jere Uronen

MIDFIELDERS
Fredrik Jensen
Glen Kamara
Joni Kauko
Thomas Lam
Robin Lod
Rasmus Schüller
Pyry Soiri
Tim Sparv (c)
Robert Taylor
Onni Valakari

FORWARDS

Marcus Forss
Lassi Lappalainen
Joel Pohjanpalo
Teemu Pukki

well as the squad’s strength and potential setup
during the tournament.
There will be no expectations on them when the
tournament does begin, with plenty tuning in to
simply enjoy watching them play, given that their
qualification is a breath of fresh air for all football
fans, and proof to all countries that, if they keep
pushing in every qualification game, they too
could make the finals one day.

THE SQUAD

the individual players; the 3-5-2 formation lends
itself to both of these key needs, which is why it
has been so effective for them.
In goal, we can expect that Lukas Hradecky will
start, as he is their most experienced goalkeeper,
with 64 caps to his name. He has plied his trade in
the Bundesliga with Bayer Leverkusen since 2018,
so has plenty of high-level footballing experience.
In defence, their best combination is experienced
Hacken defender Joona Toivio, former Brentford
and Cheltenham Town defender Daniel
O’Shaughnessy and another experienced centreback, Paulus Arajuuri, who currently plays for Pafos
in Cyprus. All three are experienced international
campaigners, and we can expect that Finland will
be a difficult side to break down because of that
level of experience and organisation.
The wing-backs are tasked with controlling the
wide channels, and so need to have pace and
energy, running forwards and backwards as
required. Both Albin Granlund and Jukka Raitala
are capable of performing in these roles, so we
can expect that Finland will use them to provide
the central attackers with balls into the box,
allowing them to overload the box and outnumber
the opposing defenders.

F

inland like to play with a 3-5-2 formation,
depending on the wing-backs to control the
wings, whilst having three centre-backs adds
extra cover at the back. Three midfielders allows
them to have a mixture of qualities on the pitch,
whilst the two strikers at the top of the field ensure
that they maintain a constant attacking presence.
When moving the ball forwards, Finland generally
like to keep the ball on the ground, whilst they
look to stretch across the pitch in defensive
scenarios, without leaving gaps open between

The three midfielders, Rangers’ Glen Kamara,
captain Tim Sparv, of Greek Super League side
AEL, and Robin Lod, of MLS side Minnesota
United, all bring different qualities to the team.
Sparv is a defensive midfielder, and will stay
further back, protecting the defence when the
wing-backs have gone forward. His positioning
will allow Kamara and Lod to join in with the
attacking phases of play, with Kamara likely to
engage in duels and interceptions, whilst Lod is
the playmaker, finding spaces and linking up the
midfield and attack.
Finally, with the forward line, we have already
mentioned how Pukki is the team’s talisman, but
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he can be partnered by any number of talented
forwards. However, Joel Pohjanpalo is the most
experienced of those choices, which also include
Brentford forward Marcus Forss, and he will be
tasked with helping Pukki to break down the
opposing defensive line and create goalscoring
chances for the team.

When it comes to their ages, the majority of
those likely to start the games are beyond their
peak. However, those likely to be the match
substitutes are mostly in the peak area, with the
likes of attacking midfielder Robert Taylor, rightback Nikolai Alho and winger Pyry Soiri all aged
between 24 and 29. Therefore, Finland may use
their experienced players to start games, and
then bring on the younger players to add extra
energy as games begin to reach their conclusions,
maintaining the pressure on their opponents.

F

inland’s biggest strength in attack is playing
forwards, for which they rank in the top 20%
when compared to the other 23 teams in Euro
2020. This comes from their 3-5-2 structure,
which is designed to help teams transfer the ball
through the thirds, keeping control and never
making risky passes. This has been one of the
most notable features of Finland’s play during
qualifying. However, their tendency to play long
passes when necessary is also apparent from
this graphic, with their wing-backs looking to find
each other across the pitch, moving the opposing
defenders around and potentially leading to them
leaving gaps open for Finland’s central players
to move into.
One low statistic worth pointing out is their
expected goals (xG) per game, for which they
rank in the bottom 20%, compared to the other
teams in the finals. Couple this with their shots
per match, which they rank even lower in, and we
can deduce that, despite setting up in a way that
helps them create chances, they lack an ability to
convert them into goals. This could be what lets
them down when the tournament gets underway,
so is something worth keeping an eye out for.

ATTACKING PHASE
Here, we see the effect of their wing-backs on
their attacking play. They have stretched out to
the edges of the pitch, which puts Bosnia and
Herzegovina in a difficult position. They must now
either stretch out to meet the wing-backs in the
wide spaces, but leave gaps open through the
middle, or remain as they are, which would allow
Finland to dominate the wings and continuously
set up chances for the central players.
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The wing-backs’ positioning means that the
strikers can stay close to each other, increasing
their potency. They have been joined in the
forward line here by midfielder Glen Kamara,
who has advanced up the field to support them,
and we can now see how Finland’s attack is
spread out across the whole pitch as a result.

We have already mentioned how Robin Lod
is the playmaker in their team, with a range of
short and long passes and excellent spatial
awareness some of the key qualities he brings.
He constantly finds pockets of space like this
one, which gives Finland different options around
the pitch, enabling them to continue their attacks
even when in tight spaces. With the Minnesota
United attacking midfielder on the pitch, Finland
will always pose a threat, because he will find
gaps in opposing setups and expose them.

The effect of Lod’s movement is that the strikers
can move further forward when he has the ball,
creating passing options behind the defensive
line. Here, we see how both forwards have moved
towards the outside of Wales’ defensive line,
making it harder for them to stop the ball getting
behind them. If they close one striker down, the

other is left open, or, if they close both down, the
gap is left open through the middle for Finland to
move into. When Finland attack with this setup,
they will always create problems for the opposition.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

T

his chart suggests that Finland are a team
who defend a lot during matches, and the
way they defend will become clearer. However,
what is immediately obvious from this graphic is
that Finland are in the top percentage for shots
against per match, so we can expect that, during
the finals, they will play a lot of defensive football,
getting behind the ball and trying to stop their
opponents finding the net.
However, they are set up to deal with teams who
are constantly on the front foot against them. To
prove this, we can see how they are in the top
10% for passes per defensive actions (PPDA), as
well as the top 20% for clearances. This implies
that they are used to being pinned back, and
their wing-back formation was selected tactically
because it gives them added cover at the back.
It is worth mentioning that Finland average more
defensive duels than the majority of the other
teams in the Euro finals, and yet win significantly
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less than the majority. This suggests that they
struggle to deal with opposing attackers who make
runs into their third, which could be one way that
their Group B opponents will look to beat them.

When they lose possession, Finland’s wingbacks track back to slot in either side of the three
centre-backs, who then close the gaps between
themselves through the middle. This leads to a
wide defensive structure, like the one in this image
against Ukraine, making it harder for opposing
attackers to break through them. Having the extra
player is the defensive advantage of the wingback system, but what is notable about Finland’s
defensive line is that they don’t simply stay back
and hold their positions. Individually, they move
out to gently close down any attacker near them
in possession, but don’t get too tight. The other
four defenders are always vigilant, ensuring that
the space is covered, and then, once the ball
moves to another attacker, the player who moved
out drops back in, and another goes forward. This
puts pressure on the attackers, forcing them to
play sideways as they try to find a way through.

defender Niko Hamalainen, in the blue circle, has
positioned himself in a way that stops Tottenham
Hotspur midfielder Moussa Sissoko, in the yellow
circle, from moving further down the wing. This
forces Sissoko to move inside the pitch, where
more Finnish players are ready to win and clear
the ball. Therefore, whilst Finland close down
their opponents, they don’t make many tackle
attempts, leading to their low foul rate, which is
only in the bottom 20% of teams in the finals.

When the ball does come into dangerous areas,
Finland surround their opponents, but don’t
necessarily make an attempt to win the ball. Here,
France have moved into their box, but Finland’s
aim here is to constrict the space that France
have, and both attackers run into each other as a
result. With France posing such a threat, Finland
looked to play a defensive game against them,
and their 2-0 win in this match showed how their
organisation and discipline can be difficult for
opponents to break down, as the reigning world
champions found out here.

Shadowing the ball is another key tactic in Finland’s
defensive play. In this image, we see how QPR
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TRANSITIONS

W

hen Finland win possession in their half,
their first thought is always to get forward
and launch a counter-attack. In their team, they
have the pace to get out early, moving into spaces
before opponents can get back to block them off.
Glen Kamara is making the tackle here, which is
his key strength in the Finnish team, but it doesn’t
matter who is trying to win the ball, because the
main thing to look at here is the movement of
the two strikers, who instantly run forwards to
offer passing options once Kamara has retaken
the ball. This is one reason that Finland pose
such a threat in attack, and why their defenceto-attack transitional play is something that their
opponents will need to be aware of throughout
the tournament.

We have already mentioned how Finland’s
defenders are organised when without the
ball, but what is particularly notable about their
attack-to-defence transitional play is the role of
the three midfielders and two strikers. In this
image, we see how the midfielders have tracked
back, getting behind the ball, forming a narrow
structure around it. The strikers, meanwhile,
stay ahead of it, and Finland have now trapped
Ukraine in a small area of the pitch as a result,
making it harder for them to move the ball
forwards, thereby bringing the attack to a halt.

Whilst the defenders’ positions are fairly fixed,
providing a brick wall between the ball and the
goal, the midfielders drift around and shadow the
ball, ensuring there is never any space available
Once they get out of their own third, the next most for the attackers to pass into a teammate ahead
notable thing about their transitional play is what of them. Now, Ukraine are limited to shooting from
they do with the ball. We can see how they have a distance under Finnish pressure, decreasing the
player running up the field in the central channel, accuracy of their effort.
but don’t look to get the ball to him at this stage.
Instead, they always look to keep possession for Should Finland win possession back here, the
as long as possible, simply dribbling it forwards, positioning of the strikers is important, because
before releasing it into the central runner at the they can get up the field and offer passing options
right time. By doing so, they ensure that there is in dangerous areas, which brings us back to their
minimal to no risk of the opposition reclaiming transitional play going forward.
the ball and launching their own counter-attack.
To demonstrate this point, Switzerland have
two defenders ahead of the central runner here,
so getting the ball into the middle at this exact
point would gain Finland nothing; therefore, by
waiting, they have a better chance of making the
opportunity count.
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him, meaning that the 23-year-old is a useful
player to have in the team for that reason. He
does have the least number of touches in the
box, but that is likely to be because he does a lot
of his work outside it, putting balls into the box for
the strikers to get on the end of.

FORWARDS

MIDFIELDERS
W

hen it comes to the productivity of the
forwards, we will focus on their touches in
the box, shots, goal contributions and expected
goal contributions, all per 90 minutes.
From these two scatter graphs, we can see that,
as expected, Teemu Pukki has the most touches
in the penalty area and shots, and also ranks
highly for expected goal contributions. However,
he doesn’t actually contribute to as many goals
as expected, which is likely to be because he
scores plenty, but doesn’t provide many assists,
as that is the job of his teammates.
When it comes to finding a partner for Pukki in
attack, it depends on how Finland approach
the game tactically. The best option would be
Joel Pohjanpolo, who plays for Union Berlin,
on loan from Bayer Leverkusen. He takes the
second-most shots, so would be a good option
if Finland are looking to increase the pressure
on their opponents, particularly when it comes to
moments where they need to score a crucial goal.
However, others like Marcus Forss, who ranks
more averagely across all the statistics, will also
be able strike partners.
The final player to look at here is Fredrik Jensen.
The Augsburg attacking midfielder is likely to
compete with Robin Lod for the creative role in
the midfield three, but it is notable that Jensen
contributes to more goals than is expected of

T

o assess the strength of Finland’s midfielders,
we will look at progressive passes, passes to
the final third, goal contributions and expected
goal contributions, giving us an overall picture of
what their best combinations could be.
Firstly, Glen Kamara is their best player in terms
of passing forwards, ranking highly in progressive
passes and passes to the final third. As we have
already established in this analysis, his role is to
win the ball back and get it to Finland’s danger
players, so it makes sense that he is the best in
these statistics. He and captain Tim Sparv don’t
rank highly for goal contributions or expected
goal contributions, but that is not their role in the
team. Instead, Robin Lod and Fredrik Jensen will
have that responsibility, with Kamara and Sparv
taking on the more defensive duties. Sparv in
particular will likely stay further back, protecting
the defence, so that explains why he ranks so
low in these statistics.
On the flip side, Onni Valakari ranks lower for
progressive passes and passes to the final third,
but highly for expected goal contributions and
goal contributions. He is an attacking midfielder,
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so is likely to spend most games in the final third
anyway, and his role in the team, like Lod and
Jensen, is to create chances and shoot at goal,
supporting the striker. Since his move to Pafos
in the Cypriot First Division in January 2020, he
has scored 18 goals in 35 games, so will add a
goal threat whenever he is on the pitch.

DEFENDERS

the team, responsible for receiving the ball from
his teammates and moving it up to the midfielders.
He is therefore the one who links up the defence
and midfield, giving Finland a second player who
can play out of the back under pressure, helping
in their defence-to-attack transitional play.
Across the board, those who are strong when
making interceptions and successful defensive
actions are not as good at progressive passes
and runs. However, this is yet another reason
why Finland’s defence is difficult to beat, with the
balance they have amongst the defensive line
coming from each player knowing their role and
what to do in each situation, such as when to
press and when to stay back, whilst others have
the awareness to see the movements out of line
and to cover the resulting gaps.

BEST PERFORMER

D

efensively, with a back three, each of the
three centre-backs selected in our predicted
starting XI has a different role, which is again
why Finland can be difficult to break down.
Paulus Arajuuri ranks averagely, compared to his
international teammates, for interceptions and
successful defensive actions, but has the lowest
progressive passes and runs. This suggests that
his role is to win the ball back and stop opponents
getting into the space behind them, and he is the
most combative of the three.

I

t is clear that Teemu Pukki’s main strengths
are in attacking and shooting, which is nothing
Joona Toivio, meanwhile, ranks highly for
successful defensive actions and progressive less than we would expect. However, whilst he
passes, so his role is therefore to win the ball ranks highly compared to the other strikers in
and instantly look to pass forwards, helping to the Euro finals for most of these statistics, it is
launch counter-attacks. In doing so, he tends interesting to note where he does not score so
to work closely with the wing-backs, helping the highly, and to find the reasons for that. Firstly, he
only scores around the median mark for headed
team to play through the thirds.
goals, which reflects how Finland like to attack.
Daniel O’Shaughnessy, meanwhile, ranks highly We have already seen in this analysis how
for progressive passes and runs, but not for Finland don’t play many aerial balls into their
interceptions and successful defensive actions. strikers, preferring instead to dribble forwards
He is therefore the most attacking centre-back in and release the ball along the ground when an
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opportunity arises. Therefore, Pukki tends to
score mostly with his feet.
He also ranks lower when it comes to successful
dribbles, but this is not a reflection on his ability
with the ball. Instead, because he is their target
player, he doesn’t tend to dribble too often,
instead getting into the right position to receive
the ball from his teammates and shoot at goal.
When it comes to passing and progression,
his overall passing statistics are lower than the
median, but this again reflects how his role is not
to set up chances, but to score goals. Therefore,
he doesn’t make many passes to teammates,
because they expect him to shoot whenever
he gets the ball in the final third. When he does
need to pass, it is never by a great distance,
because he is usually in or around the goal area,
hence why that is lower when compared to the
other strikers in the finals. However, his highest
ranking in this section is for passing accuracy,
which suggests that, when he does pass, it more
often than not finds it’s intended target.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNEMENT

G

iven everything we have looked at in this
scout report, Finland will be a handful for
the other sides in Group B, which are Belgium,
Denmark and Russia. However, given the
experience of the other three sides, it is likely,
though not certain, that Finland will finish at the
bottom of their group. That is not to say that they
won’t create excitement during their matches,
as we have already mentioned how their squad
is full of different types of players who will bring
different styles of play to their tactics. This will
enable them to adapt mid-game to different
situations, which will be crucial to their hopes of
taking any points from their three group stage
matches.

When it comes to defensive actions, we expect
this to be low, as he is not a defender and, as we
have seen, is not asked to track back and help
out when opposing attackers have possession.
Instead, he and his strike partner remain in
an area where they can quickly move up the
field when their teammates retake possession,
offering themselves as quick passing options in
Finland’s defence-to-attack transitions.
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GROUP B

RUSSIA
DOMAGOJ KOSTANJSAK // @DKostanjsak
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F

ollowing their glorious run in the 2018 World
Cup that they hosted, Russia will be looking
to replicate or even improve on that success in
the upcoming Euros. Stanislav Cherchesov has
warranted his contract extension which will see
him take charge of the team for yet another big
event but with a squad that does scream for a
major overhaul, chasing success may turn into
something that’s easier said than done.
The former Spartak Moscow and Dynamo
Moscow coach is, however, the first Russian
manager to take the national team into the
knockout stages of a major tournament since the
collapse of the USSR. Of course, there was Guus
Hiddink before him who achieved the same in
2008 after beating Spain but he is not Russian,
making Cherchesov’s achievement in 2018 that
much more impressive.
Still, Russia feel like a team that’s trying to live on
the glory of the World Cup and an ageing squad
that has quality but is over reliant on their veteran
stars. Their last set of games suggest they are in
a mixed form, tallying some decent results but at
the same time, faltering against opposition who
are not afraid to control the proceedings. The
defeat at the hands of Slovakia certainly stings a
lot and so does the 5-0 collapse against Serbia
and the 3-2 fall against Turkey. However, wins
against Malta and Slovenia do suggest there is
still hope Russia can pull something out of their
bag once push comes to shove.
Cherchesov can also not be too happy with a
string of draws in the Nations League and the
friendly against Moldova at the end of 2020 so
some improvements will be necessary heading
into the upcoming Euros.
Russia will still play two friendlies before starting
their group stage journey and locking horns with
Belgium, Denmark and Finland, three strong
teams that can make their lives very difficult.
For that reason, warm ups against Poland
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Yuri Dupin
Andrey Lunev
Anton Shunin

DEFENDERS

Igor Diveev
Roman Evgeniev
Mario Fernandez
Georgy Jikia
Fedor Kudryashov
Ilya Samoshnikov
Andrey Semyonov
Yuri Zhirkov

MIDFIELDERS

Dmitry Barinov
Denis Cheryshev
Daniil Fomin
Alexander Golovin
Alexey Ionov
Daler Kuzyaev
Denis Makarov
Alexey Miranchuk
Andrey Mostovoy
Magomed Ozdoev
Arsen Zakharyan
Rifat Zhemaletdinov

FORWARDS

Artem Dzyuba (c)
Alexander Sobolev
Anton Zabolotny

and Bulgaria must be used to fine-tune what’s is not that great. Looking beyond the strongest
necessary and make the final tweaks to sharpen 11, it does feel Cherchesov’s options are quite
their edges.
limited to say the least. The goalkeeper situation
is especially concerning since despite Anton
For now, however, they seem like a mixed bag Shunin’s quality, there is no one in the team with
that will need the help from their established great international level experience.
stars to push them in the right direction.
Similarly, in midfield and apart from Golovin, the
team is completely bereft of technical quality,
which makes getting the ball to Dzyuba that much
more difficult. Speaking of the side’s captain, he
will once again be their biggest source of goals,
having also bagged nine in the Euro qualifiers,
topping the charts for the team.

THE SQUAD

But looking at the age graph of the squad, it
highlights Russia’s need to overhaul their team
even more. A lot of their key figures with the
exception of Golovin are in their late prime or
already in experienced years, meaning sooner
rather than later, there’ll be a generational shift.
Russia need their young players to step up, take
hile Russia’s squad has some established up the mantle and lead the next iteration of the
names, it is far from a well-balanced set team to glory. However, at this point in time and
of players. We can expect them to line up in looking ahead to the Euros, it seems the veterans
their usual 4-2-3-1 structure with two midfielders could once again take the spotlight, for better or
serving as extra protection behind the backline. worse.
That said, we have seen some experimentation
from Cherchesov who isn’t afraid to deploy a
back five if necessary.

W

The team they’re taking to the Euros still has a
lot of quality and with players like Artem Dzyuba,
Mário Fernandes and their young star Aleksandr
Golovin, they can go toe to toe with some of
Europe’s best. The depth in the squad, however,
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on target are not good enough. When you factor
in the average but decent touches in the box per
game and a very short average shot distance, it
seems they struggle to create often enough.

ATTACKING PHASE

L

ooking at Russia’s in possession chart, we
can immediately see their general style of
play. Cherchesov’s team is very direct, focusing
on long balls forward into their target man up
front. The numbers confirm that thesis as they are
in the top 4% in all three of long pass tendency,
forward passes and directness in possession.
Russia are not a team that will recycle the ball
for too long nor will they aim to systematically
dismantle opposition through positional play. The
backline will clear the ball towards Dzyuba who is
often dropping slightly deeper to hold up play and
then it’s spread wide for a crossing opportunity.
Again, that is confirmed by their 88th percentile
ranking in crossing tendency and a very low 24th
percentile in possession percentage. Russia
will actively avoid having prolonged spells of
possession despite potentially having the quality
to do so, albeit from just a couple of clear sources.

This could be down to a couple of problems.
The first one, of course, is the lack of a different
approach. Cherchesov can be a very stubborn
man, often set in his ways and unable to (or
unwilling to) come up with different solutions
despite experimenting with the lineup every now
and then. Yes, Russia’s direct route has served
them well in the past but the lack of a plan B
can and will eventually hurt their progress. The
second reason is simply the fact that apart from
Dzyuba, and potentially young forces like Fyodor
Smolov and Aleksandr Sobolev, Russia don’t
have a very big pool of players who come that
close to his output.
Denis Cheryshev can and should offer some
presence from the wings but his involvement will
largely depend on Cherchesov’s opinion as he
is not always a nailed-on starter. We can expect
Dzyuba to chip in with goals since that’s what
he does best but if teams find ways to shut him
down and limit the midfield’s already struggling
production and creativity, Russia could be in a
world of trouble.

Finally, when taking a look at their offensive duels
and offensive duels won percentile rankings, it’s
also quite obvious that they’re not doing well in
those departments. This is closely connected
with the lack of a creative output as their players
often struggle at securing an advantage in 1v1
situations and creating ‘something out of nothing’.
Of course, there are exceptions to this in Golovin
and Dzyuba but apart from them, there are no
players capable of those magical moments of
Their shooting and xG (expected goals) values individual brilliance that can shift the tide of the
are, however, very low and that’s where they whole game.
might encounter big problems. Despite being
in the upper half in regards to the xG percentile A fairly usual approach, as we’ve alluded to
rankings, both their shots per game and shots earlier, would be the backline feeding balls into
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their key targets, Golovin and Dzyuba directly.
Cherchesov doesn’t really encourage Russia
to play out from the back but they do have the
option to do so if the opportunity arises. In such a
scenario, Aleksandr Zhirov and Andrei Semenov
are one of their most progressive options in the
backline.
He receives a long ball from the backline,
immediately lays it off for the supporting player
and it quickly goes to Golovin who can run with
it towards the final third. Such a sequence is
something we’re used to seeing quite a lot and
will undoubtedly be a part of Russia’s arsenal in
the upcoming tournament.
Even though they don’t always have loads of
You can see how the ball is usually played into possession, they can recycle it fairly well. In the
the midfield, looking for Golovin who has the last calendar year, Russia have tallied just over
technical quality to play quick and penetrating 50% possession on average but will still gladly
passes further up the pitch. The young midfielder surrender it against high-tier opposition. This is
will aim to progress the ball and speed up the a shame as it sometimes feels they have the
tempo, always looking for a positive play rather squad to battle for the supremacy of the ball,
than sending the ball backwards. This is where even though that carries a certain risk in itself.
the big brunt of Russia’s creativity comes from
and also where their success often lies in.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

If Golovin gets time and space on the ball, he can
and will make things happen for the team. In the
previous example, we saw him shift possession
wide with a single touch, enabling Russia to
advance through the flanks and get into those
desired crossing opportunities. Another way to
progress is via an even more direct route.
Cherchesov’s men will often look for Dzyuba,
who likes to drop slightly deeper to link up with
the midfield or receive a pass directly from
the backline. This is a tool they use to bypass
the opposition’s press as well as orchestrate
attacks. You can see Dzyuba do exactly that in
the following example.

S

imilarly to the attacking phase, Russia out
of possession also have a clear identity,
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which is an encouraging sign overall. They will
aim to suffocate the opposition in the final third,
often contesting the ball high up the pitch and
not letting the other team have time and space
in possession. This is confirmed by a rather low
PPDA (passes allowed per defensive action)
percentile ranking which indicates a high dose of
aggression in the defensive phase.
That fact goes hand in hand with one of the
highest percentile rankings in recoveries in the
final third, suggesting once more Russia will
recover the ball close to the opposition’s goal,
making their transitions that much deadlier. Even
when the initial pressing and counter-pressing is
broken, they are still aggressive and will make a
lot of interceptions and even own third recoveries,
as indicated in the defensive chart.

defensive phase. In attack, that’s a result of their
crossing tendencies while in defence, teams
also seem to deploy lofted balls to first bypass
the Russia press and then also to bombard the
box. A high number of clearances also indicates
they are not afraid to just clear the ball from their
danger zones rather than trying to systematically
outplay the opposition once the ball is recovered
in their own third of the pitch.
Considering their direct approach that was
previously mentioned, this does fit the whole
narrative and their general tactics. We’ll now
explore a situation where their high press is
deployed in an attempt to disrupt the opposition
build-up phase.

But considering they make a lot of fouls as well,
seeing how they rank in the top 20% in sheer
volume, we can conclude their press is not always
a perfect tool to set up transitions into the opposition
box. However, it is effective at stopping the other
team from advancing and resetting the play so
Russia can assume their organised defensive
structure. In those scenarios, they are not afraid to
soak up the pressure and then hit on the counter,
once again showcasing that direct route towards
the goal we already discussed earlier.

It does seem like Russia will assume a manmarking approach to their pressing tactics, trying
to mimic the opposition structure to cover every
short-range option when playing out of the back.
This is done to either force blind clearances
That said, this approach has been a mixed bag or mistakes in the danger areas, preferably
for them in recent times. Yes, they make a lot resulting in Russia recovering possession close
of recoveries and their aggression can stifle to the opposition goal.
opposition attacks but they still concede a high
number of shots per match despite engaging in In a settled defensive structure, they will assume
a lot of defensive duels. The reason lies exactly a variation of a 4-4-1-1(2) or a 4-2-3-1, depending
in their (un)successful attempts at defending. on the stage of their block. Given their aggressive
According to our data, they are in the bottom 8% nature, Russia will progressively raise their line,
when it comes to defensive duels won, indicating pushing up to get into the face of the opponent.
they struggle in 1v1 situations and are often We have seen Cherchesov experiment with a
beaten in such scenarios.
3-5-2 as well, which aims to pack the middle of
the pitch, trying to smother the opposition there
Similarly, they face a lot of aerial duels per and then start transitions towards the final third.
match, which is both true in the attacking and the
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Generally, however, we can talk about a box despite having high starting positions. Our
more standard 4-4-2 with some variations, as first example shows us the opposition during a
mentioned earlier.
counter-attack and Russia dropping eight players
back to their half to ensure numerical superiority
and defend the box easily.

Whether they’ll be so aggressive once the
tournament starts remains to be seen but as
of right now, it does seem to be a part of their
defensive identity. It has to be said that their
approach will vary depending on the opponent.
Against stronger teams that are expected to
dominate both the ball and the match as a whole,
we can expect a slightly deeper structure with a
packed midfield and potentially even back fives
in certain situations as the wide players drop into
the full-back roles.

Usually, however, the likes of Dzyuba will stay
higher up and Golovin, while dropping to defend
as well, can stay relatively high to be the link that
starts the transition should possession quickly be
regained. The most interesting and impressive
part of that is the work-rate and the willingness
to commit to the defensive phase.

Cherchesov is often a very cautious and
industrious coach and it shows in the ethic
across the squad. Russia will aggressively
Either way, setting up their structure so that it and actively hunt for the ball in the middle and
lends itself nicely to transitional play will surely the final third, and that lends itself perfectly to
play a part in their tactics at the Euros.
attacking transitions, such as the one pictured in
our next example.

TRANSITIONS

Golovin is the one to tally the high recovery and
start running with the ball towards the box. At the
hen it comes to transitional play, Russia same time, we can see that Russia have three
seem very active and willing in both more players ready to join in immediately and
attacking and defensive transitions. In defence, one of them being Dzyuba who is the highest
we can often see them counter-press aggressively positioned attacker on the pitch.
upon losing possession, pulling defenders out of
their shape to push up the pitch and put instant
pressure on the opposition ball-carrier. While
that does carry a dose of risk in their play, it’s
also an effective way to recover possession and
turn a defensive transition into an attacking one.

W

Still, if the counter-press is broken, they have
willing runners who will try to get back into the
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While he is initially in an offside position, that
still pins the opposition backline and creates
separation from the midfield line, creating more
space for Russia to exploit.

FORWARDS

The most encouraging thing for the Russians,
however, is that he often converts the chances and
bags goals on a regular basis. Will that continue
to be true once the Euro starts remains to be
seen. We can also mention both Anton Miranchuk
and Anton Zabolotny as players with decent game
time and also good goal contributions.
Of course, no one is really that close to the
squad captain but if they can pop off and chip
in to help the team, Russia could find it much
easier to wrestle with some of the stronger teams
in the tournament. If they plan to solely rely on
Dzyuba, they might encounter issues against
more organised and defensively solid squads.

MIDFIELDERS

N

ow we’ll take a look at all of Russia’s forwards
who played for the team in the last calendar
year. The attackers were analysed in terms of
their shot output per 90 minutes, touches in
the box, goal contribution (goals + assists) and
xGoal contribution (expected goals + expected
assists). However, the game time is not depicted
in the graphs so that has to be taken into account.
With that being said, we can see the usual
suspects here with Dzyuba leading the line
alongside Fyodor Chalov. The 23-year-old
forward, however, hasn’t been used as much
by the coach so while there is potential here,
we would need a much bigger sample before
making any conclusions. The same can be
said for Sobolev and Smolov who are younger
and could be making a big step forward in their
national team careers sooner rather than later.

S

imilarly to the previous section with the
forwards, Russia have some quality in
midfield as well but are lacking any real depth
to plug holes and help shoulder the burden of
creativity and progression. When it comes to
midfielders, however, we’ve decided to measure
their contribution through progressiveness in their
passing, passes to the final third per 90 minutes
and then the same goal contribution (goals +
But as of right now, the major brunt of the attacking assists) and xGoal contribution (expected goals
responsibility falls on Dzyuba’s shoulders, as + expected assists).
was already alluded to, and continues to be both
Russia’s strength and weakness. The veteran Note that the size of the circle also represents
captain is topping the charts in both graphs, the percentage of all midfielders’ accurate
offering a huge presence in the box, shooting passes, which will tell us which players are
at a high rate and getting into good positions to the most secure in possession. Instantly, in
the progression chart, we see Yury Gazinsky
score.
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topping the chart with both passes to final third
and progressive passes per 90, indicating he’s
one of the most progressive midfielders in the
team. Most importantly, he’s been used quite a
lot in the last calendar year by Cherchesov. With
that being said and as of right now, he’s not on
the list that’ll travel to the Euros.

of PAdj (possession-adjusted) interceptions and
successful defensive actions per 90 and their
progression through runs and passes per 90.
The latter categories have become a major part
of almost any team’s backlines but in Russia’s
case, it proves to still be a distant concept, as per
the coach’s wishes.

Right behind Gazinsky we have the likes of
Magomed Ozdoyev and Daniil Fomin, both of
whom are invited and have had regular minutes
in the last calendar year in Russia’s midfield.
Looking at the direct goal contribution from the
midfielders, Golovin is the player we absolutely
have to highlight. As was mentioned earlier, he is
the most creative of their midfielders and the one
with the highest contribution rate per match.

But starting with the defensive performances,
there are a couple of stand-out players we simply
have to highlight. Firstly, both Yegor Sorokin and
Ilya Kutepov top the charts in interceptions and
successful defensive actions but with limited
game time so it has to be taken with a pinch
of salt. Aleksandr Zhirov is in a very similar
situation in the last calendar year but looking
at Roman Evgenyev, he seems to be the most
solid of the first four with a decent minute tally as
well. However, as of right now, neither of those
players have a cemented place in the squad for
the Euros so that does represent a worry for the
team as a whole.

The worrying thing, however, is the fact that apart
from him, Russia don’t really have someone of
that calibre who can turn games around with
individual brilliance. Aleksandr Yerokhin hasn’t
been regularly used in the last year while a
similar thing can be said for Aleksei Miranchuk,
who has the quality to make a difference if given
the chance and the minutes to do so.
It will be up to the coach to pick his best pieces
but the jigsaw does seem to be a quality one if
put together properly.

DEFENDERS

That means that the next two in line are Sergei
Petrov and Fernandes, both being reliable
defenders and the latter being one of the key
pieces of the overall puzzle. As already mentioned,
Russia don’t rely on prolonged possession
phases nor does the coach encourage playing
out of the back that often.
For that reason, it doesn’t surprise to see
that they don’t have that many impressive
progressive passers in their team. We have
already highlighted Semenov and Zhirov to
be key in this regard as the two have it in their
lockers to find midfielders and dropping forwards
with piercing passes.
When it comes to runs, both Fernandes and Ilya
Samoshnikov are great choices that can advance
play and help bolster the attacking phase.

W

ith defenders, we’ve decided to measure
their overall defensive displays in terms
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opposition backline. His high win rate in aerial
duels explains why the role of a target man suits
him perfectly while his defensive duels success
should also not be disregarded despite a lower
overall volume tally.

BEST PERFORMER

I

I

t doesn’t surprise anyone to see Artem Dzyuba
as Russia’s best performer. The 32-year-old
striker and captain is an enormous presence both
on and off the pitch and is close to becoming the
country’s leading goal-scorer. And that, again, is
no surprise at all. Dzyuba’s non-penalty goals
per 90 as well as his goal conversion percentage
are off the charts, leading the line against other
strikers in league football for Zenit.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

t is genuinely difficult to predict Russia’s fate
at the upcoming EURO. Seeing how they find
themselves in the group with Belgium, Denmark
and Finland, it feels like all three of those teams
represent dangerous opposition for Cherchesov’s
troops. Even though their qualifiers inspired a lot
of confidence, the recent run of form certainly
does not.

However, the team does have a lot of young
talent that’s waiting to explode and maybe they
will do exactly that on one of the biggest national
stages of them all. Russia can no longer live
Similarly, his xG values per 90 and xG per shot put on the glory of the 2018 World Cup and has to
him near the 100th percentile, which also means look forward to an even brighter future. If the
he’s slightly underperforming in comparison to stars align, Cherchesov could be looking at yet
his true output. But that doesn’t lower his value another successful campaign despite having the
nor his poacher abilities as he’s by far Russia’s tag of an underdog.
most lethal presence up front. It’s very intriguing,
however, to see Dzyuba excel in other important Reaching the knockout stages could very well
metrics as well.
be tough considering the immediate opposition
in the group stages but it’s also not an entirely
When it comes to passing and progression, the impossible task. We’ve seen this team beat
big Russian is on an elite level in creativity as mighty opponents before and since a large part
well, topping the charts in xA per 90, key passes of the team remains unchanged, we’ll have to
per 90 and smart passes per 90. His tendency to wait and see whether they have it in them to do
drop deeper to link up with the midfield is proving it all once more.
fruitful and his progression stats back it up.
It is, however, in the defensive categories that
Dzyuba doesn’t shine as much. Of course, part
of that is the fact that he likes to stay high up
the pitch, offering that target man outlet as well
as being the first man to apply pressure to the
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DATA VIZ
EURO 2020 GROUP C: PLAYERS TO WATCH
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

A

fter failing to qualify for two straight major tournaments - Euro 2016 and the 2018 World Cup
- Netherlands have had quite an exciting few years under Ronald Koeman. Now that he has
left to manage Barcelona, under manager Frank de Boer, The Dutch, grouped with Austria, North
Macedonia and Ukraine, will be looking to go deep into the tournament. However, that won’t be an
easy task for the Oranje. The below visualisation shows the key players from each team in Group C.
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NOTE: DATA FOR THIS VISUAL WAS COLLECTED ON 5TH MAY, 2021

O

OWEN WIJNDAL (NETHERLANDS)

wen Wijndal is currently one of Europe’s most exciting full backs. Linked with some of the top
teams in Europe in recent times, Wijndal plays for AZ Alkmaar of the Dutch Eredivisie. The
left-back is one of the most creative full backs in the league as is evident in his assist numbers. He
is in the 77th percentile for assists, 86th percentile for expected assists and 82nd percentile for key
passes. Having made his senior international debut only last year, Wijndal has grown to be a key
member of this Dutch squad and he is one of the players to watch out for this tournament.

I

ELJIF ELMAS (NORTH MACEDONIA)

t will be a proud moment for Eljif Elmas and North Macedonia when they walk out for the first
time in a major tournament. Elmas, who plays in midfield for Napoli in the Serie A, has not played
frequently this season. However, his experience of playing in one of Europe’s top five leagues could
be valuable to his country. He sure is one of the players to watch out for in this North Macedonian
team.

S

SAŠA KALAJDŽIĆ (AUSTRIA)

aša Kalajdžić could not have asked for a better individual season in the Bundesliga 2020/21.
The 23-year-old center-forward playing for VFB Stuttgart scored 16 goals and ended up as the
sixth highest scorer in the league. As seen in the visual above, Kalajdžić has a bit of creativity as
well in his locker, with the forward ranking above average for xA, key passes and dribbles. Having
made his debut towards the end of last year, Saša Kalajdžić will be one of the key players to watch
out for in this year’s tournament.

V

VIKTOR TSYGANKOV (UKRAINE)

iktor Tsygankov is the second highest scorer in the league this season with 12 goals to his
name. The 23 year old Ukranian, playing for FC Dynamo Kyiv, is also quite a creator as shown
in the visual above. Ukraine are known to have caused some notable upsets in the past and if they
are to repeat any of those, they need Tsygankov to step up.
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GROUP C

AUSTRIA
SELIM BEN HMIDA // @mrziguen
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A

ustria were drawn with the Netherlands,
Ukraine and North Macedonia for UEFA Euro
2020, and this will be a big chance for Austria
to aim at qualifying for the knockout phase for
the first time ever. In fact, this would only be
their third-ever appearance at a European
Championship finals, and they went out at the
group stage on both occasions previously, at
Euros 2008 and 2016. Thus, Unsere Burschen
will be champing at the bit to try and make it out
of the group stages at least, and they have been
dealt a pretty decent hand in that regard, with
only the Netherlands likely to provide a difficult
test from their group.
The Austrian squad contains several talented
and experienced players such as David Alaba,
Marcel Sabitzer, Julian Baumgartlinger and
Marko Arnautović, and these players will be
fundamental to determine what Austria can
achieve at this tournament. There are also some
talented young players in the squad who are
ready to make a difference, with the likes of Saša
Kalajdžić, Xaver Schlager, Konrad Laimer and
Phillip Leinhart all having done well for their clubs
in the German Bundesliga in recent seasons.
The team qualified for these Euros by finishing in
second place in their group, behind Poland but
ahead of North Macedonia, Slovenia, Israel and
Latvia. Thus, Austria have actually played one of
their group-stage opponents in North Macedonia
fairly recently, and this match should therefore
be one to watch out for as these two sides will
try to pick up a positive result in this game,
ahead of sterner tests against Ukraine and the
Netherlands.
Head coach Franco Foda has also had the
chance to experiment a little during the UEFA
Nations League campaign, where Austria
finished top of their group in League B and
will therefore be promoted to League A for the
next season. All of this shows how Austria have
improved in a big way over the last few years,
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Daniel Bachmann
Pavao Pervan
Alexander Schlager

DEFENDERS

David Alaba
Aleksandar Dragović
Marco Friedl
Martin Hinteregger
Stefan Lainer
Philipp Lienhart
Stefan Posch
Christopher Trimmel
Andreas Ulmer

MIDFIELDERS

Julian Baumgartlinger (c)
Christoph Baumgartner
Florian Grillitsch
Stefan Ilsanker
Konrad Laimer
Valentino Lazaro
Marcel Sabitzer
Louis Schaub
Xaver Schlager
Alessandro Schöpf

FORWARDS

Marko Arnautović
Michael Gregoritsch
Saša Kalajdžić
Karim Onisiwo

and they will definitely consider this tournament
as one to make an impact on.

THE SQUAD

be the full-backs. The likes of Lienhart, Stefan
Posch and Marco Friedl provide cover for these
positions, as well as additional options should
Foda feel the need to switch to a back three at
any point.

In midfield, we can expect to see Baumgartlinger,
the captain of the side, and Stefan Ilsanker in the
double pivot. Both players are well above 30 years
old now, and will provide a solid base for the team,
protecting the back four and also helping the
team during build-up and in transitions. The likes
of Xaver Schlager, Alessandro Schöpf, Florian
Grillitsch and Laimer can provide more athletic
and attacking options, either off the bench or
from the start if Foda wants to change the setup.
David Alaba and Valentino Lazaro will start on
the flanks - the now ex-Bayern Munich man is
extremely versatile and offers cover at left-back,
centre-back and in central midfield as well, but
has been used in an advanced position on the
left wing by Foda to maximize his talent, while
Lazaro will bring pace and direct running on the
opposite flank. RB Leipzig stalwart Sabitzer will
be the creative player in the middle, just behind
Arnautović, while there are some excellent and
e will now look at Foda’s preferred in-form options on the bench as well in the form
formations and tactics for Austria, and it of Kalajdžić and Michael Gregoritsch.
is notable that he has been quite flexible with
regard to the formations used, as Austria lined
up in a 4-4-2, 5-3-2, 3-4-2-1, 5-4-1, 3-5-2 and
4-2-3-1 shape across their games in the last
year or so. The 4-2-3-1 is the formation that was
used most frequently, especially during crucial
matches as it helped the team keep a balance
between defence and attack.

W

Alexander Schlager, of LASK Linz, is expected
to be the first-choice goalkeeper, with Pavao
Perdan and Heinz Lindner providing experienced
backup. Martin Hinteregger and Aleksandar
Dragović will line up in central defence, with both
players having years of top-flight experience in
the Bundesliga and elsewhere under their belts,
while Stefan Lainer and Andreas Ulmer will

When looking at this age chart, we can see that
the Austrian squad has plenty of experience,
with a number of players who are at their peak
years or slightly beyond, while there are quite
a few younger players who have also seen
significant minutes in the last calendar year, and
should therefore arrive at this tournament match-
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fit and also with the confidence of being able to the box, xG per match and shots per match, this
influence proceedings if and when they make it shows that Austria need to improve the accuracy
on the pitch.
of their shooting, as they are definitely getting into
good positions. Efficiency in front of goal will be
vital at the Euros, especially once the knockout
stages commence, and the likes of Arnautović
and Kalajdžić will need to take whatever chances
fall to them.

ATTACKING PHASE

Alaba and Lazaro will provide quality on the
flanks, with both players capable of progressing
upfield with the ball, dribbling past opponents
and picking out their teammates in the box, and
in Arnautović and Kalajdžić, they also possess
two players who have good instincts in the box
and can generally be relied upon to get on the
end of those passes in dangerous positions, as
this example shows.

A

ustria’s attacking phase has been solid in the
past year or so, as confirmed by the numbers
shown above. The team has ranked high for xG
per match (68th percentile), shots per match
(80th percentile), touches in the penalty box per
match (80th percentile) and possession% (80th
percentile), which points towards a side that is
comfortable keeping the majority of possession
and also converting said possession into goals
and chances. It is also interesting to note that
they are just above the average for forward
passes per 100 passes (52nd percentile) and
directness in possession (56th percentile), while
extremely low for offensive duels per match (24th
percentile), indicating that Austria are generally a
patient side on the ball. However, they can mix it
up when needed, as seen by the 68th percentile
rank for long pass tendency as well as crossing
tendency.
One area of concern is the low score (24th
percentile) for shots on target - when considered
together with the percentile ranks for touches in

Crosses from wider positions could be a key
attacking tactic for Foda’s side at this tournament,
since Arnautović, Kalajdžić and Gregoritsch are
all excellent in the air.

Another key part of this attacking strategy will
be Stefan Lainer’s delivery and attacking bursts
from right-back. The previous image shows the
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Borussia Mönchengladbach player delivering an
inch-perfect cross for Kalajdžić to convert, and
he will be crucial to Austria’s attacking plans, as
he can provide dangerous crosses from deeper
areas as well as by advancing down the flank.
The next example shows his ability to break
lines through his passing from deep as well,
incidentally against one of Austria’s group stage
opponents, North Macedonia.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

A fit and firing Lainer will play a big role for Austria
at these Euros.

Of course, in addition to all of these threats,
Austria possess one of the Bundesliga’s finest
creators in Marcel Sabitzer. The RB Leipzig
captain is versatile enough to play in a deeper
role as well as on the flanks, but he will be used
as the number 10 in this system, from where his
excellent vision, dribbling ability and passing
skills will come to the fore. Sabitzer also has the
ability to score from long range, as these two
instances show, and this is another trait that can
help against the sort of deep-lying defences that
we are likely to see at these Euros.

E

ven though Austria have generally been solid
defensively over the last 12 months, we must
also consider the quality of their opponents during
this time - they have not played against too many
high-quality sides, and therefore could struggle
when facing a bigger side at the Euros. There are
some metrics which stand out - recoveries per
match (96th percentile), defensive duels won %
(88th percentile), interceptions (68th percentile) and
recoveries in own third (88th percentile), which paint
a picture of a team that is aggressive, physical and
active defensively, looking to engage opponents
and win duels wherever possible. The PPDA metric
supports this as well - Austria’s 12th percentile rank
here indicates a very aggressive press, but this is
likely a targeted press, since they are below average
(48th percentile) for recoveries in the final third. They
have also conceded very few shots per match (28th
percentile). All of this is extremely encouraging, but
there are some worrying signs as well. While the
Austrian side competed in a significant number of
aerial duels per match (80th percentile), they won
very few of them (48th percentile for successful
aerial duels). This is worrying, and could be targeted
by opponents through crosses into the box as well
as at set-pieces.
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Additionally, the Austrian defenders are prone
to lapses in concentration and mistakes, which
will be punished at the Euros, especially against
top-quality sides. The next image is an example
from their match against Denmark, where they
were beaten 4-0. The opening goal came after
Dragović had left Ulmer isolated against his
opponent by getting dragged out to the right
flank, while Ulmer also did himself no favours by
allowing the player space to run into. These sort
of errors are the kind that can cost sides dearly,
and it seems as though the Austrians have a
tendency to pull one of these out more frequently
than others.

A

TRANSITIONS

ustria are quite good when it comes to
offensive transitions - the midfield pivot
usually looks to pass forward quickly, while
Sabitzer also drops deep to pick up possession
and play direct passes out towards the flanks.
The following image is an example of this sort
of situation, where Sabitzer is able to bypass
the opposition’s press and set his teammate
free down the right flank with a pass. He is quite
press-resistant, able to work the ball away from
onrushing players and also use his physicality
to defend possession, and this makes him the
perfect player to be on the ball during counterattacks.

Another example of an error from the same
match - here, Ulmer is at fault once again, as
he is too far from his opponent, and in fact has
turned his back on him, while his teammate is
too slow to get across to block the shot. This
sort of lazy defending will be ruthlessly taken
apart at the Euros, and Foda will need to work
on his side’s defensive shape if they are to have
any hope of progressing deep into the knockout
rounds. The defensive line needs to be more
compact to minimize horizontal space, with at
least one of the two defensive midfielders also
staying back to provide cover.

FORWARDS

A

ustria’s attacking options include players
such as Arnautović, Kalajdžić and
Gregoritsch, which is a decent group with
different qualities. Arnautović leads the group
for touches in the box per 90 minutes, and this
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is also an indication of the evolution of his own
style of play, as he has gone from a winger to
an attacking midfielder to now being a poacher
in the later stages of his career. However, when
we look at goal contributions versus expected
goal contributions this season, it is the 23-yearold Stuttgart striker Kalajdžić who comes out on
top, having averaged 0.8 goals + assists per 90
minutes over the last 12 months, which is a very
strong performance, especially considering that
this season has been his breakout season for
Stuttgart in the Bundesliga. Arnautović has also
done well in this regard, and these two players
are likely to be the key when it comes to scoring
goals for Austria at these Euros.

squad for the Euros, in Raphael Holzhauser, who
is miles above the rest. Of the players who are in
the squad, 21-year-old Christoph Baumgartner
has the best goal contribution ratio this season
at around 0.5 per 90, but he is unlikely to see too
much game time. In general, Austria’s midfield is
unlikely to provide too much of a goal threat, and
it will be down to their attackers to pick up the
goalscoring burden.

DEFENDERS

MIDFIELDERS
T
N

ext, we look at the midfielders who have
been called up to the Austrian squad over the
last 12 months. The left chart, which considers
passes to the final third and progressive passes
per 90 for this season, is an attempt to try and
gauge the creativity of these players, and it is
no surprise to see Alaba topping both metrics this is even more impressive when you consider
that he has usually played as a centre-back for
Bayern Munich this season. Sabitzer is another
who stands out, alongside Ilsanker and Grillitsch,
and these players will be the ones who Austria
will rely on for creativity from midfield.

hese charts look at Austria’s defensive
options, where we consider defensive stats
on the left chart, and their ability to progress the
ball on the right. Dragović ranks high here, and
he will need to be the leader of this defence, with
the likes of Hinterreger, Lainer and Ulmer also
quite competent at defensive actions.
In terms of ball progression, it is clear that this is
a unit that is more likely to attempt progressive
passes than progressive runs. Among the
expected regulars, Hinteregger, Dragović,
Ulmer and Lainer all averaged around 10-12
progressive passes per 90 this season, while
Lainer has the most progressive runs per 90 at a
little over 2, which emphasizes the earlier point.

We have also looked at their goal and assist
contributions versus their ‘expected’ tally on the
right, and it is a player who is not a part of the
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BEST PERFORMER

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

A

ustria should make it to the round of 16
as runners-up in Group C behind the
Netherlands, which would pit them against the
winners of Group A, most likely to be Italy. This is
probably going to be the extent of their ambitions
for this tournament, and anything more than this
will be a welcome bonus.

M

arcel Sabitzer is coming into his prime
now, and the RB Leipzig stalwart will play
a key role for Austria at these Euros. The chart
shows how he has been excellent across most
creative and attacking metrics this season, with
particularly strong ranks for xG per 90, shots per
90, passes to the penalty area per 90 and through
passes per 90. This shows how the 27-year-old
provides a goal threat himself while also being
able to set up chances for his teammates. He is
also heavily involved in his team’s possession,
as seen by the high percentile rank for passes
per 90, while another measure of his creativity
is the similarly high rank for passes to the final
third per 90. His tendency to attempt riskier and
therefore more damaging passes can be seen
by the fact that he is only around the Bundesliga
average for pass accuracy for midfielders, which
is a further indication of his playmaking style.
Simply put, Sabitzer will be the creative fulcrum
of this Austrian side, and a strong performance
from him will go a long way towards propelling
Austria through the tournament.
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GROUP C

NETHERLANDS
ASHWIN BALLAL // @ashwinballal_
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E

uro 2016 was the first time a European
Championship was held without the
Netherlands, with the side failing to qualify for
the tournament just two years after reaching the
semi-finals of the World Cup in Brazil. Their road
back has not been easy, with the side missing
out on the World Cup in 2018 as well but finally,
they are back to fight for an international trophy.
The side has seen five different managers since
their last major tournament, the World Cup in
2014, after which Louis van Gaal stepped down.
Guus Hiddink, Danny Blind and Dick Advocaat
could not steer the squad to success on the
international stage but with Ronald Koeman, there
was a real sense of progress. The side reached
the finals of the UEFA Nations League, where
they narrowly lost to Portugal, and the future was
looking bright for the Dutch, with some exciting
talents lighting up the stage under Koeman’s
leadership. Although Koeman’s contract was
set to run all the way up to the 2022 World
Cup, Barcelona came knocking and poached
the manager that had successfully guided them
back to the Euros. This made way for the current
manager, Frank de Boer, to assume managerial
duties.
The selection did cause some stir among fans,
and rightly so, with de Boer’s recent record as
manager prior to the announcement indeed poor.
Despite four consecutive titles at Ajax early in his
career, what followed were poor stints at Inter,
where he lasted just 85 days, and Crystal Palace,
where he was manager for just seven games.
There was a revival of sorts when he moved
to the MLS with Atlanta United, where he won
two trophies in his first season but a dip towards
the latter stages once again saw him leave. His
stint so far as the manager of the national side
has been unconvincing as well. Despite just
one loss, de Boer has won just half of the eight
games that he has managed, with the remaining
three being draws. With a talented squad at his
disposal, the majority are still unsure about how
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS

Jasper Cillessen
Tim Krul
Maarten Stekelenburg

DEFENDERS

Nathan Ake
Daley Blind
Matthijs de Ligt
Stefan de Vrij
Denzel Dumfries
Jurrien Timber
Patrick van Aanholt
Joel Veltman
Owen Wijndal

MIDFIELDERS

Frenkie de Jong
Marten de Roon
Ryan Gravenberch
Davy Klaassen
Teun Koopmeiners
Donny van de Beek
Georginio Wijnaldum (c)

FORWARDS

Steven Berghuis
Luuk de Jong
Memphis Depay
Cody Gakpo
Donyell Malen
Quincy Promes
Wout Weghorst

the Netherlands will fare on their return and in an ankle injury suffered in Netherlands’ 7-0
this tactical analysis, we take an in-depth look at victory over Gibraltar at the end of March that
the Dutch squad ahead of the Euros.
required surgery. Blind has made the squad
though and so we should expect him to feature
at the tournament. Apart from this, we expect
the first choice pairing to be Stefan de Vrij and
Matthijs de Ligt.

THE SQUAD

In midfield, Frenkie de Jong and Georginio
Wijnaldum are sure starters barring injuries,
with the latter the captain in the absence of van
Dijk. The form and consistency of the pair will
be crucial to the side’s campaign and could very
well be a deciding factor in how far the side
progresses. While there may be calls for Davy
Klaassen to start along with the pair, we believe
it will be Marten de Roon who completes the
midfield three. In the bigger games, de Boer has
often preferred de Roon in order to offer more
protection for the defence and we believe that
the manager will opt for a more conservative
approach, playing Wijnaldum in a more attacking
role with de Roon, and not de Jong, to play the
more defensive role. This of course offers de
Jong more freedom in midfield as well.
Up front, Steven Berghuis and Memphis Depay
t has become clear that de Boer’s preferred are pretty much guaranteed starters down the
formation is the 4-3-3 and we expect this to right and left flank respectively. Berghuis has
continue in the Euros as well. The Dutch have performed well when called upon for the side
an ageing goalkeeping unit, with the three that this season and three consecutive starts in the
were initially selected for the previous round of previous international break shows de Boer’s
fixtures, Jasper Cillessen, Tim Krul and Maarten growing confidence in him. Depay is a key figure
Stekelenberg all 30. While Cillessen withdrew for the side in attack and de Boer has shown
from the squad early due to injury with Krul that he prefers to play him down the left where
taking his place, he has already begun playing he can showcase his creativity more than down
for Valencia and should take his place between the middle. Moreover, owing to de Boer’s style
the sticks at the Euros.
of play, we expect him to opt for Luuk de Jong
over Donyell Malen through the middle to pose
Key player and captain Virgil van Dijk is still a greater threat from crosses into the box. Wout
recovering from a cruciate ligament injury Weghorst is also a good option and has made
suffered way back in October and will miss the the squad but it does seem like de Boer is not
Euros this time around. This isn’t the only worry full convinced about him just yet, which is why
for de Boer in the centre-back position though, we feel Luuk de Jong gets the nod.
with Daley Blind also currently recovering from

I
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This Netherlands side boasts talent but
unfortunately does have a fair share of
inexperience as well and its shallow defence
may prove to be an issue should they go deep
into the tournament. However, on paper, the
starting lineup does look good for the squad to
at least pose some challenge in the tournament.

for this position as mentioned earlier. Apart from
them, Blind receives the most minutes having
played his role as a centre-back for Ajax.
Overall, the squad is placed pretty well in terms
of age and there does not seem to be a threat of
a core group retiring all at once, which is surely
good for the long-term future of the national side.

ATTACKING PHASE
An immediate advantage for the side is that most
of the key players are within the peak and youth
age. Wijndal, Frenkie de Jong and de Ligt are all
expected to be consistent starters throughout the
competition and these three are still classified as
youth players, as they are aged 23 and below.
Depay, Dumfries, de Vrij and Berghuis are
currently in the peak age ranges, between 24
and 29, with the latter two just about in this
range. This effectively means that seven out
of the starting eleven are within the youth and
peak age, which does bode well for the future
of the side as well, going beyond the Euros and
heading into the World Cup. Talents such as
Ryan Gravenberch, Sven Botman and Doyell
Malen are also still below 23 and have played
significant minutes, meaning the side have a rich
pool of talents with decent experience coming up
as well.

L

ooking at the percentile rank of the Netherlands
side across attacking metrics, we immediately
see how highly they rank for expected goals per
game. However, this is not down to the quality
of the shots taken but is mainly due to the large
amounts of shots that the side takes, with them
ranking in the 96th percentile for volume of shots
per game. Unfortunately, the conversion rate has
been poor for the side, with the side only in the
44th percentile for shots on target. A lot of the
shots have been suboptimal, with the side not
The more experienced players such as really able to create a good number of clear-cut
Wijnaldum, de Roon, Luuk de Jong and Cillessen chances for themselves and this has perhaps
are also expected to be key parts of the squad at been the major concern under de Boer. Despite
the Euros, but apart from them not many players scoring seven against Gibraltar, the side has
in this age range have significant minutes. shown that they can dominate lesser sides but
Backup goalkeepers mainly feature highly for when posed with a stronger defence, they appear
minutes, with the side having an aged squadron to falter, as they did in a 4-2 loss against Turkey.
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We also see that the side like to play in
possession, usually against ‘smaller’ sides,
but their high ranking of touches in the penalty
area per game is perhaps inflated owing to their
high crossing tendency. There is perhaps an
over reliance on crosses in order to score goals
under de Boer and this could be a major reason
for downfall for the Oranje this summer. Their
attacks are easily repelled by sides capable
of defending deep, forcing them to commit
more players forward and in turn leaving them
vulnerable at the back. The Netherlands also
rank low for average shot distance, meaning
they take most of their shots closer to the goal
but again, dependence on crosses means that
these shots are not clear goal scoring chances.
There is also a tendency for the side to try and
over complicate their attacks and try to work
their way too close to the goal, when they may
have found room for a shot a bit further away.
Apart from this though, the side ranks highly for
offensive duels and have a good success rate as
well, meaning that they are good on the ball and
can beat their man. There is also a clear tendency
to build-up the attack from the back, rather than rely
just on long balls and we see this with their lower
rankings for long pass tendency and directness in
possession. However, an issue with this seems to
be the pace of the build-up with the low ranking
for forward passes showing that the side may not
necessarily move the ball forward very often and
are left with less threatening rotations of the ball
towards the back. This allows the opposition to
fall back and settle into a solid structure in order
to defend better, once again making it difficult for
the Netherlands to be truly threatening in attack.

In terms of tactics, there is a slight variation that we
will see throughout that depends on the midfield
combination that de Boer plays. Depending on
whether an attacking or defensive midfielder
is played alongside Frenkie and Wijnaldum,
Depay’s role changes accordingly. The aim of
the Netherlands in possession is to get Depay
central, but when an attacking midfielder plays,
for example Klaassen, then Depay will drop
deeper into central midfield, allowing Klaassen
to move forward and join an attacking line of five,
with the full-backs pushing forward to provide
width. Of course, Depay can also move into the
front line when they look to play crosses into the
box or pass their way in, but for the most part
he is given this free role just below the front line.
This effectively leaves Netherlands with a 2-3-5
formation in possession against ‘smaller’ sides.

Against somewhat stronger opposition, de Boer
does not play the attacking midfielder and in
this case, Depay moves centrally but stays in
the front line. Essentially, he is a second centreforward in this phase and the left-back acts as
the winger and provides the width. To help with
rotation in the midfield, the right-back does not
join the front line but helps to provide width
through the middle and allows the Netherlands
to stretch the opposition midfield as well. This
effectively creates a 3-3-4 formation with the
defensive midfielder dropping into the backline.
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These statistics, however, need to be taken
with a pinch of salt. We mentioned how the side
ranks lower for defensive actions owing to their
domination of possession against ‘smaller’ sides
but unfortunately, when out of possession, they
do present good chances for the opposition.
The loss against Turkey once again is a prime
example, with Netherlands conceding four goals
from eight shots and five on target having had
66% of the possession. Against somewhat bigger
sides, the possession is much more even and
despite draws to Italy and Spain, the issues with
defence could be a problem in the later stages of
the tournament.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

T

he defensive phase, however, does not look
to be as good for de Boer’s side. With the
side’s passes per defensive action (PPDA) ranking
among the lowest, along with their high percentile
rank for recoveries in the final third, it is clear that the
Netherlands are a high pressing side. They engage
in an active press when out of possession but this
seems to be more effective in the opponent’s half.
In their own half, they make fewer recoveries and
in fact rank only in the 36th percentile. Interestingly,
they face a low number of shots per game and rank
only in the 32nd percentile for defensive duels per
game. We see this for other defensive metrics too,
with the side ranking lowly for interceptions and
clearances as well.
This is mainly due to their style of play involving
high possession football. We saw earlier how
highly the side ranked for possession and
naturally, when the opponent sees less of the ball,
the side will have fewer defensive actions. We
also see that they engage in fewer aerial duels
per match, which is interesting considering the
number of crosses that they play but their success
rate from this is excellent, meaning that as of now,
their quality in the air is not much of an issue.

Netherlands often settle into a 4-4-2 or 5-3-2 out
of possession, usually with Depay in the front
two. However, when the side uses an attacking
midfielder, Depay drops into midfield and allows
the attacking midfielder to pair up with the
forward. In this case, it is a simple 4-4-2 with the
wingers dropping into midfield. However, when
Depay plays in the front two, which is how we
expect the side to operate in the tournament, the
defensive midfielder, either Frenkie or de Roon,
will drop into the backline while Berghuis drops
into midfield. Then, the left-back, Wijndal, would
either operate as a wing-back or move forward
into the midfield as a winger, allowing the side
to shift into either a 5-3-2 or 4-4-2. This does not
happen down the other flank though, as Berghuis
does not join the front line of the press.
However, an issue with this pressing structure is
that the Netherlands often offer space between
the lines, as shown above. A major issue that
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they have faced is allowing players to receive the
ball between the lines just ahead of the defence
and turn and take on the backline. The players in
the middle three or four are also too far ahead to
recover in time and the side is often caught out in
such situations.

When defending deep in their own half, the
absence of van Dijk is quite evident, with the
side looking lacklustre in defence. The defensive
structure is messy, with Frenkie dropping back
and the aim only to crowd the area close to the
ball. Where van Dijk was good at reading the
space and either tracking the runs of supporting
players or engaging the ball carrier, the current
backline struggles a bit in this area and are
often indecisive in their movement. The image
above shows how they neither close down the
ball carrier nor track the runs of the supporting
players and eventually Turkey managed to score,
with the player taking on the shot from distance.
This does have to be sorted out heading into the
tournament if the side are to have hope of going
deep into the tournament.

TRANSITIONS

W

ith Depay, Berghuis and Malen among the
ranks, the Netherlands certainly have pace on
the counter and they look to do so with at least four
players. Usually the side will make use of the centreforward as an outlet from the back and his role is to
hold up the ball before feeding it to a teammate on the
run. By this time, the wingers in Depay and Berghuis
are expected to provide width and make runs to the
wings but if they are not in a position to do so, then the
full-backs make the runs instead. The centre-forward
also turns and makes a more central run while the
ball carrier also looks to move towards the centre,
meaning he has two passes to the wings and one
central option as well. The main idea is to quickly
attack the spaces in behind the opposition full-backs
before squaring the ball into the box for the centreforward, and the earlier ball-carrier, to meet.

In the defensive transition, the onus is on the fullbacks to drop back quickly in order to prevent leaving
large spaces for just the centre-backs to cover. One
centre-back, Blind in the above case, moves forward
to engage the opposition ball-carrier and effectively
blocks off the central spaces, meaning that he has to
feed his teammate out wide. This also buys time for
the full-backs to drop back but understandably, this
is a risky tactic. Should Blind, or whichever centreback, be beaten in a 1v1, the opposition could easily
outnumber the remaining defenders and create an
excellent scoring opportunity.
When Netherlands use a defensive midfielder, they
would have him for support through the middle as well
but against Latvia above, the side used an attacking
midfielder and it meant that Frenkie had to drop back
in order to support the defence. This is of course a
problem as he would have to cover large spaces
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in midfield quickly to get back and may not always
be able to recover in time. This means that there is
effectively a 3-2 formation at the back as shown above
and the side would have to ensure that they can get
the lines as close to each other as possible to prevent
a simple pass from exposing them. Of course, with a
defensive midfielder it is a formation of 4-2 at the back
and allows for greater stability.

MIDFIELDERS

FORWARDS
M
L

ooking at the forwards in the side, Malen is
among the most threatening of the group, along
with Weghorst, but we still believe that neither would
be the side’s leading forward in the tournament
and the man that we believe will lead the line, Luuk
de Jong, fares pretty decently as well. Weghorst
probably should still challenge for a spot in the
starting eleven, with fans crying out for the same and
the fact that he can fit de Boer’s style of play, but with
the manager so far unwilling to do so, it would be a
big deal (maybe even good) should he find himself
a starter at the tournament.
Apart from them, we see Depay and Berghuis
fare at the top as well, with both of them quality
players and captains of their respective clubs as
well. The rest do not seem to really match up, with
only Quincy Promes coming somewhat close and
returning to the squad for the first time since a run-in
with the police in December where he was arrested
for alleged involvement in a stabbing. We do believe
he has dropped well down the pecking order for de
Boer and is highly unlikely to be a starter.

oving on to the midfielders, Teun
Koopmeiners, the 23-year-old captain of
AZ Alkmaar, appears to be a standout performer
this season, making the greatest number of
progressive passes per 90 and the secondhighest passes to the final third per 90. He also
ranks second for expected and actual goal
contribution among this list and statistically
seems a no brainer. The confirmed spots in the
starting line-up, however, go to Frenkie de Jong
and Wijnaldum, with the latter being one of the
more experienced members and the captain
of the squad. This does somewhat excuse his
poor passing statistics but Wijnaldum does rank
fourth highest for expected goal contributions
and de Boer will be relying on his leadership and
experience to take the side far into the tournament.
The battle for the remaining spot in midfield, we
feel, is between Klaassen and de Roon as we
mentioned earlier. While Klaassen ranks highest
for expected and actual goal contribution, de
Roon plays the highest passes to the final third
per 90 and third most progressive passes per
90. Of course, we are essentially comparing to
different types of midfielders here, but we feel
this is precisely the decision that de Boer has
to make. Should he go for an attacking set-up
against a weaker side, he could field Klaassen
to aid the attack but deeper into the tournament,
we believe de Roon will be the key to providing
defensive stability for the Netherlands.
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With these four players in the squad, Donny van
de Beek and Ryan Gravenberch join them despite
the former not playing much since his move from
Ajax to Manchester United. He still has been a
crucial part of the national side and impressed
in the last round of fixtures, also showing good
performances coming off the bench, and is a handy
option for de Boer to have. As for Gravenberch,
he has been a key part of the title-winning Ajax
side at just 18 years of age and is one of Europe’s
brightest prospects. His passing statistics show
that as well and he could really make his mark
on the tournament if given the chance but we feel
that he would probably be used as an option off
the bench if needed and that this time around
it would be about gaining the experience of an
international tournament for the youngster.

DEFENDERS

being on the lower side. However, he does top the
lists for progressive runs per 90, which is good for
a full-back, despite ranking lowly once again for
progressive passes. Wijndal’s competition for the
spot is Patrick van Aanholt but with the 21-yearold starting all three games in the previous run of
fixtures, it seems like de Boer has chosen his left
back for the tournament.
Now, the centre-back position is perhaps the most
interesting part of this Netherlands squad with de
Ligt, de Vrij, Jurrien Timber, Nathan Aké and Joël
Veltman to look at. Interestingly, the player that
we expect to start, de Vrij, ranks lowest among
the group for the defensive metrics. However, we
mentioned that his experience would be important
for the Dutch side this tournament and our other
pick, de Ligt, is arguably the best choice statistically
as well. He ranks third highest for PAdj interceptions
overall and third highest among centre-backs for
successful defensive actions as well. de Ligt’s
presence in the line-up is important to de Boer’s
side, especially in van Dijk’s absence, and would
certainly be a leader in defence. As for Aké, he
has struggled with injuries through the season and
has faired pretty average statistically, so we do not
expect him to be more than a squad player.

BEST PERFORMER

N

ow, when looking at the backline, it is important
to remember that van Dijk misses out and Blind
could still be carrying an injury and we would have
to look at the other options at centre-back. At rightback though, Dumfries seems clear of the rest,
ranking second highest for Possession Adjusted
(PAdj) Interceptions per 90 and third for successful
defensive actions per 90. While his performances
for the national side have been erratic, Dumfries
is PSV Eindhoven’s captain at 25 years of age
and with lack of better options, is pretty much
guaranteed a start.
For the left-back spot, 21-year-old Wijndal has been
the favourite to start despite his defensive statistics

I

f Netherlands are to go far in the tournament,
Frenkie de Jong will surely have to fire on all
cylinders and we believe he is key to the side’s
performance. Along with Wijnaldum, he will be
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tasked with running the midfield and will be crucial
in helping the side build-up, linking the midfield with
the attack. Netherlands have had issues in attack
and defence under de Boer and Frenkie will be key
to preventing them from affecting the side at the
Euros.
We see above that his passing and attacking ability
has been excellent through the season, with the
23-year-old playing a crucial role in Barcelona’s
late title charge. This will be very useful for the
Netherlands with Frenkie having the freedom to
move forward in possession and could probably
often a new dimension apart from the usual tactics
of crossing. In terms of defence, though, he does
not rank as highly and this might be a slight worry
for the national side.
We mentioned earlier that he is sometimes
deployed in a more defensive role in midfield and
while there may not be an issue with him dropping
into the defence in possession, he could be caught
out should the side lose possession. We do,
however, expect de Roon to be the player preferred
for games with more defensive burden and hence
this should not be much of an issue.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

N

etherlands find themselves in Group C,
alongside Ukraine, Austria and North
Macedonia. Barring any huge upsets, we expect
their quality to take them through to the knockouts
and on paper, they should top their group as well.
However, how far they go beyond that probably
depends on who they face, with matchups against
Portugal, Germany or France all highly possible
should they win their group.
Should they not top their group or avoid these teams,
the fixture looks somewhat easier for the Round of
16 and potentially the Quarter Finals as well. This
puts the side in the semis should the fixtures be
favourable but we do not see them progressing any
further than this. Their unpredictability, especially
against strong opposition, means that we feel that
practically the side could end up being knocked out
anywhere between the Round of 16 and the Semi
Finals, but with their current setup and tactics, they
are by no means favourites and we do not see
them being surprise winners or finalists either.
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GROUP C

NORTH MACEDONIA
FINTAN O’REILLY // @FintanFootball
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N

orth Macedonia’s FIFA World Ranking (62)
makes them the biggest outsiders for UEFA
EURO 2020. Their underdog status won’t put
a damper on their achievement of qualifying,
however, as EURO 2020 will be the first time
that this independent republic competes at
a major tournament since its secession from
Yugoslavia in 1991.
This summer’s North Macedonian squad will
have the opportunity to join Blagoje Vidinić - the
only player of North Macedonian origin to have
ever played in the European Championships,
which he achieved as runner-up Yugoslavia’s
goalkeeper in 1960.
The southeastern European underdogs
qualified for the tournament via play-off Path D,
overcoming Kosovo 2-1 in the semi-final before
beating Georgia 1-0 in a cagey final thanks
to captain, legend and national hero Goran
Pandev’s 56th-minute goal - a strike that’s
been declared the most important in North
Macedonia’s history.
In this tactical analysis, we’ll provide
comprehensive analysis of Igor Angelovski’s
squad, the tactics that the 44-year-old manager
successfully deployed to help his country qualify
for the Euros, and a preview of the tactics we
anticipate they’ll use at this tournament.

N

THE SQUAD

orth Macedonia are packed with technically
proficient players. Captain and play-off
hero Pandev of Serie A side Genoa is of this
mould himself, as are playmakers Eljif Elmas
of Napoli and Enis Bardhi of La Liga side
Levante.
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Stole Dimitrievski
Risto Jankov
Damjan Siskovski

DEFENDERS
Ezgjan Alioski
Egzon Bejtulai
Visar Musliu
Kire Ristevski
Stefan Ristovski
Darko Velkovski
Gjoko Zajkov

MIDFIELDERS

Arijan Ademi
Daniel Avramovski
Enis Bardhi
Darko Churlinov
Eljif Elmas
Ferhan Hasani
Tihomir Kostadinov
Boban Nikolov
Marjan Radeski
Stefan Spirovski

FORWARDS

Goran Pandev (c)
Milan Ristovski
Vlatko Stojanovski
Aleksandar Trajkovski
Ivan Trickovski
Krste Velkoski

national team have seen him deputise at rightback, where Ristovski is likely to play.
The playmaking duo of Elmas and Bardhi will
likely occupy two ‘8’ positions in central midfield,
alongside either Arijan Ademi, Stefan Spirovski,
or - our pick to take the holding midfield position Boban Nikolov. Nikolov has been a regular member
of North Macedonia’s starting XI of late and we feel
that’s a good indication of the manager’s feelings
on this position. It’s possible that both Nikolov and
Ademi/Spirovski play, which could provide more
central solidity for this team, but Angelovski has
been willing to play the two attacking options, with
that decision paying off in a recent 2-1 World Cup
qualifier giant killing of Germany.
When he took charge of North Macedonia,
Angelovski persuaded the country’s mostcapped player and top scorer Pandev to return
These men, as well as the wing-back pairing to national duty. That decision was rewarded,
of Ezgjan Alioski, from EPL side Leeds United, with Pandev playing a vital role in his side’s
and Stefan Ristovski from Croat giants Dinamo qualification for EURO 2020. The captain plays
Zagreb, are some of the biggest names that a key role in his national team’s offensive tactics,
Angelovski has available for the Euros and as and we expect him to play at right centre-forward.
shown in figure 1, we expect all of them to feature Lastly, Aleksandar Trajkovski, who successfully
in the 44-year-old’s preferred starting XI.
partnered Pandev for North Macedonia’s recent
wins over Germany and Liechtenstein, is our
One shape that Angelovski has used throughout pick to take the left centre-forward position.
his tenure, especially versus strong opposition,
is the 3-5-2. So, we predict that Angelovski will Experienced
centre-forward
options
Ilija
opt for his trusty 3-5-2 as plan A in the Euros, Nestorovski and Ivan Trickovski could claim a
versus tough opposition. Stole Dimitrievski place in the starting XI alongside Pandev, but
has been a regular between the sticks under the Trajkovski-Pandev partnership has been
Angelovski, and we expect him to retain the successful recently and their profiles suit the
‘number 1’ shirt for the Euros. Alioski will likely roles that Angelovski likes his centre-forwards to
play at left wing-back with Ristovski at right play in this team.
wing-back. Between them, we predict that
Darko Velkovski will play at right centre-back,
Kire Ristevski will play at left centre-back, and
Visar Musliu will play in the centre of the back
three. Egzon Bejtulai and Kristijan Tosevski
provide other options for Angelovski at centreback, however, this trio tends to play when fit
and many of Bejtulai’s recent minutes for the
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Figure 2 highlights that the vast majority of North
Macedonia’s squad are within the ‘peak age’ range
of 24-29. This includes Dimitrievski, Ristovski,
Alioski, Nikolov, Trajkovski, Musliu and Bardhi,
who we expect to play a key role at the Euros. Far
more of their squad members, including captain
Pandev, are in the experienced range than are in
the inexperienced/youth range, with only 21-yearold Elmas featuring as one for the future.
This graph doesn’t make terrific reading for
the future of North Macedonian football. This
side does desperately need to start looking to
the future outside of Elmas, however, to take a
more positive look, for those purely concerned
with North Macedonia’s chances at Euro 2020,
Angelovski will have an experienced group,
largely at the height of its power.

Knowing that North Macedonia don’t pass the
ball around laterally much and are keen to get
forward quickly, it mightn’t be surprising that they
engage in lots of offensive duels, however, their
efforts are in vain the vast majority of the time.
They don’t spend much time in the opposition’s
penalty area and they don’t create many
goalscoring chances, however, they aren’t
wasteful with the shots they do take and their lack
of time in the opposition penalty area doesn’t lead
to them taking many longshots. When they do
take shots, they tend to be accurate, indicating
that they’re not wasteful in front of goal and
largely take shots after having worked to create
a good goalscoring chance, though they still fail
to create many of them.

ATTACKING PHASE

F

igure 3 shows us this team’s percentile rank
in key offensive areas over the last calendar
year. To summarise this, North Macedonia are very
direct in possession. They don’t spend a lot of time
on the ball, players tend to try and get their team
up the pitch and away from their own goal with
great urgency. In addition to playing a lot of forward
passes, they’re comfortable with going long.

Figure 4 shows North Macedonia’s 3-5-2 offensive
shape, with the ball at the feet of goalkeeper
Dimitrievski. There’s a large distance between
the goalkeeper and the rest of the team, with
the back three positioned closer to the halfway
line than their own box. It’s common to see
North Macedonia go long from the goalkeeper,
as was the case here, from either goal-kicks or
open play. When this happens, the rest of the
team tends to get quite narrow, as we see here,
with the centre-backs, wing-backs and central
midfielders forming a tight octagon in the middle
of the park.
North Macedonia don’t always play with an
obvious long ball target. Neither Trajkovski or
Pandev are a traditional ‘number 9’. Neither of
them are very physical players, and so, North
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Macedonia often lose the aerial duel resulting
from their goal-kick. For that reason, Angelovski’s
side tends to focus more on winning the second
ball following these aerial duels. In their narrow
formation, the nearest players to the forward
battling for the ball, such as his strike partner,
the near-side central midfielder and near-side
wing-back, crowd around the drop zone, ready
to pounce on the second ball. If they win it,
then they’ll carry the ball forward or play a more
advanced player through.

It’s common to see North Macedonia’s 8s link up
with the forwards while the wing-backs overlap,
which we see in figure 5. In attack, playing
without traditional wingers, North Macedonia’s 8s
frequently get wide. From here, they either carry
the ball forward via the wing or, more commonly,
carry the ball inside, linking up with the forwards
to exploit the half-space.

As mentioned previously, North Macedonia have
plenty of technical players in attacking positions,
like the centre-forwards and 8s. This leads to
plenty of intelligent movement and creative short
passing sequences inside the final third. This
highlights why they’re so keen to get the ball away
from their own goal and towards the opposition’s
goal quickly. It’s imperative for them to limit their
deep-lying players’ time on the ball, and give their
technical attackers more time on the ball.

North Macedonia’s centre-forwards’ technical
quality is another key element of their offensive
tactics. When the ball is on their side of the
pitch, it’s common to see a centre-forward drop
into the half-space, to either make themselves a
passing option for a deeper teammate, or drag an
opposition defender out with them, creating space
in behind for either their strike partner or the 8 on
that side to exploit, as happened in figure 6.

When they get into the half-space, they can find
the overlapping wing-back, play a through pass
to a teammate in the box, or play a cross to the
While it’s common to see North Macedonia go far post. Bardhi and Elmas’ playmaking quality is
long from the goalkeeper, they do sometimes key to North Macedonia’s tactics. This is why they
play out short from the goalkeeper to the centre- often play with two 8s, as one is always on that
backs. In these cases, it’s common to see the side of the pitch to drift out wide and create, either
ball played out to the wide centre-backs, rather staying outside or cutting into the half-space.
than the central one. This player will then look
to play a long ball forward, with a similar result
as when the ‘keeper launches the ball forward.
Generally, their centre-backs’ technical quality
isn’t great. When the ball is played to the centrebacks, this can be something for the opposition
to target via aggressive pressing, which has
proven successful, as these players’ ability on
the ball is a notable weakness.

Both centre-forwards act this way. Their
movement, combined with their teammates’
movement around them, makes them difficult
for the opposition to mark. The centre-forwards’
movement and the 8s’ movement highlights
how North Macedonia’s technically proficient
attackers are constantly trying to find space in
between the opposition’s backline and midfield
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line. It’s dangerous for these players to have so
much room, should they find it, and they can
hurt defences of the highest quality, as Germany
discovered.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

F

igure 7 shows North Macedonia’s percentile
rank in key defensive areas over the last
calendar year. To summarise what this tells us,
North Macedonia are a passive team in terms
of pressing intensity. They win the ball back a
lot, but they do so in their own third far more
often than in the final third, where they defend
with far less urgency and rarely force turnovers.
Additionally, North Macedonia engage in lots of
defensive duels, and win lots of them too.

Figure 8 shows North Macedonia in their
compact 5-3-2 block, with the opposition having
just progressed beyond the halfway line. The
wing-backs drop into deeper positions in-line
with the centre-backs, while the 8s sit alongside
the holding midfielder, with very little space
in between the midfield and defensive lines.
Additionally, one of North Macedonia’s centreforwards, in this case Trajkovski, drops from the
frontline as the opposition advance. By doing so,
he can mark the opposition’s holding midfielder
and plug space between the frontline and midfield
line. As the opposition continue to advance, this
player often drops further, essentially creating a
5-4-1 shape.

North Macedonia don’t typically press
aggressively in the opposition half or in the central
third. Organisation and discipline are essential to
their defensive tactics. They deploy a strict zonal
marking system, with North Macedonians picking
up opposition players as they enter their zone,
but they don’t follow players very far outside of
their zone if they drift away. They rely on the
compactness of their shape to limit the space
This last point indicates that Angelovski’s side is these players have to drift into and limit space
good at setting up favourable defensive situations between players’ zones. In figure 8, we see that
for themselves. They are good at creating the North Macedonia’s right centre-back has been
defensive duels that they want to engage in, drawn to a German player in the left half-space,
and their success at recovering the ball in these while North Macedonia’s right central midfielder
scenarios justifies their tactics. These defensive is focused on Germany’s left centre-back, who’s
scenarios typically see North Macedonia drop to carrying the ball upfield.
the edge of their box in a compact 5-3-2 / 5-4-1
shape before engaging with the opposition to try The right central midfielder getting drawn
and retrieve possession.
towards the ball-carrier creates space in midfield
for Germany to potentially exploit but North
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Macedonia react with the right centre-forward
dropping to cover the right central midfielder
and the right centre-back following the German
attacker in the left half-space as he drops off,
before the right central midfielder drops back into
his position as Germany continue to advance.
Spaces like this can be exploited if the opposition
are quick enough. The North Macedonian centrebacks won’t have as much quality as many of the
attackers they come up against this summer and
when dragged into 1v1s, they can struggle, so
if the attacker in the left half-space did get the
ball behind the right central midfielder here, he
could’ve caused problems.
This isn’t the defensive scenario that North
Macedonia like, or the type they’re so good at
setting up, however. As figure 8 showed, it’s more
common to see them block off spaces and remain
compact before forcing the opposition to pass
into a risky area close to the North Macedonian
box. This is when North Macedonia’s defenders
pounce and usually win back possession. They
don’t defend in large areas a lot, nor do they
typically defend 1v1 a lot thanks to their compact
defensive block. It will be key for them to limit the
1v1 defending scenarios they have to engage in
this summer, while it will be key for their opponents
to exploit the defensive frailties of their 8s and
create 1v1s against the centre-backs.

I

North Macedonia can be exploited in transition
to defence, with figure 9 showing how. As
mentioned previously, this team’s centre-backs
don’t particularly like defending 1v1 but in
transition to defence, if the opposition get past
the midfield line and enjoy space to run at the
backline, then the centre-backs can be dragged
into 1v1s.
In figure 9, the Romania player on the ball was
found in space behind North Macedonia’s 8s by a
deeper player. Teammates quickly got forward to
support him, making runs either side of him and
he ultimately played through the man overlapping
on his right. As this player gets forward, with
North Macedonia’s wing-backs caught up the
pitch, the right centre-back gets dragged into a
1v1. This isn’t the kind of scenario where North
Macedonia thrive, and a goalscoring opportunity
was conceded.

TRANSITIONS

n transition to defence, North Macedonia try to
quickly get bodies back behind the ball, in their
designated position within their defensive shape.
They don’t counterpress, instead opting to try
and regroup, creating their organised compact
structure. They try to create the defensive
scenarios they like, rather than gamble with
winning the ball via a defensive scenario that
isn’t optimal for them in counterpressing.

In transition to attack, North Macedonia’s 8s
perform a crucial role. Just before figure 10,
North Macedonia’s holding midfielder regained
possession after the deep, compact defensive
shape forced the opposition to play a dangerous
pass that allowed a turnover. The holding
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midfielder immediately played the ball forward
to one of the two 8s, and then they used their
playmaking quality in this deeper area to get the
ball forward. It’s common to see North Macedonia
look for one of the two 8s immediately after
forcing a turnover to kickstart a counter via their
playmaking quality.

Figure 12 highlights some key statistics for North
Macedonia’s attackers. We see from the leftsided graph that Nestorovski and Trickovski tend
to take more touches inside the penalty area than
both Pandev and Trajkovski - with the former two
representing more traditional ‘number 9’ options
compared to the latter two.
Despite taking fewer touches in the box per 90
than Nestorovski and Trickovski, Trajkovski takes
more shots per 90 than any of the other three
main centre-forward options we’ve discussed.
Trickovski and Nestorovski operate similarly in
this regard, while Pandev takes fewer shots than
the others, with the 37-year-old often playing
more of a creative role.

Pandev also plays a key role in transition to
attack, as it’s common to see him drop to a
slightly deeper ‘number 10’ position, like in figure
11, during counterattacks. He drops between the
opposition’s backline and midfield line when his
team wins possession to find space. His deeper
teammates find him in this position after regaining
possession, and he uses his technical quality to
turn and play through the runners ahead of him,
with the 8s, his strike partner and the wing-backs
often bursting forward to provide options.
The 37-year-old isn’t the paciest member of the
squad, so on the counter, Angelovski has him
perform a role that hides this weakness and
emphasises his strengths - reading of the game,
movement, and playmaking quality.

FORWARDS

However, turning attention to the right-sided
graph, Pandev makes more goal contributions
than the others despite taking fewer shots though his xG contribution is lower. Pandev is
quite clinical with the chances this team creates,
while his teammates are also good at taking the
chances he creates.
In contrast, Trickovski and Nestorovski’s xG
contribution is greater than their actual goal
contribution, indicating that they’re not quite
clinical enough in front of goal and/or their
teammates aren’t taking the chances they create
for them enough. Trajkovski’s goal contribution
and xG contribution are roughly on par with one
another, indicating that he’s getting as many
goals and assists as expected based on the
quality of chances he’s creating/getting.
This highlights the crucial role that Pandev plays
in this side. He’s a key source of goals and
assists, even if the chances he gets/creates aren’t
always extremely high quality. With Trajkovski
outperforming Nestorovski and Trickovski in this
area, it would seem that the best centre-forward
pairing for North Macedonia in this tournament will
be Pandev and Trajkovski. They will be playing
against difficult opposition and as a result, may
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not get a tonne of chances. So, they must be
clinical and the Pandev-Trajkovski duo are that.

MIDFIELDERS

especially if he opts for two 8s, but due to the level
of competition they play at regularly with their
clubs, as well as their suitability for this system,
we feel Elmas and Bardhi are likely to be in the
starting XI, though this is a position where North
Macedonia have some healthy competition.

DEFENDERS
F

igure 13 highlights some key statistics for North
Macedonia’s midfielders, except for Bardhi who
was included in figure 12, due to often playing as
a winger at club level with Levante. As a result, we
will refer back to figure 12 when discussing Bardhi.
Firstly, we’ll use the left-sided graph to compare
North Macedonia’s three main holding midfield
options - Nikolov, Spirovski, and Ademi. This graph
highlights how good these players are at getting
their team further up the pitch. Spirovski and
Nikolov outperform Ademi in this area based on
these numbers, and considering the position they
play and the emphasis that is placed on getting the
ball forward quickly in attack and transition within
North Macedonia’s tactics, this makes the case for
Spirovski or, our pick, Nikolov, to start over Ademi.
The right-sided graph highlights goal contributions
and xG contributions for North Macedonia’s
midfielders, and so, may be more useful for
comparing their options for the more advanced
central midfield positions. Elmas performs
relatively well in both goal contributions and
xG contributions, while going back to figure 12,
Bardhi’s numbers would place him in a similar
range to Elmas, but slightly less impressive,
closer to where Ademi falls on this graph. Ferhan
Hasani, Darko Micevski, and Tihomir Kostadinov
all perform well in terms of xG contribution, and
could be useful squad members for Angelovski,

F

igure 14 highlights some key statistics for North
Macedonia’s centre-backs and wing-backs.
Firstly, the left-sided graph tells us how these players
fare in terms of their ability to regain possession.
One member of our predicted back three, Velkovski,
performs very well here, with Ristevski also
impressing. Predicted backup Bejtulai performs very
well in terms of interceptions, but doesn’t impress
as much in defensive actions overall, while Musliu
trails the rest of the predicted back three. Kristijan
Tosevski stands out for his level of successful
defensive actions, and while we don’t anticipate
he’ll be part of Angelovski’s starting XI, he may be
difficult to leave out of the 26-man squad, and could
be useful in one of the centre-back positions.
As for the wing-backs, both Ristovski and Alioski’s
performances for defensive actions are positive,
though Ristovski’s interception-making ability
stands out more than Alioski’s. However, turning our
attention to the right-sided graph, which highlights
key statistics for ball progression, Alioski makes up
for this here. The Leeds United man impresses in
terms of his progressive passes and progressive
runs. Given the direct nature of this North Macedonia
side, and the offensive role that the wing-backs can
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play, the 29-year-old’s quality in this area could be
key for Angelovski’s attack, especially as Ristovski
performs relatively poorly in terms of ball progression,
so North Macedonia may rely heavily on Alioski to
make up for what Ristovski lacks offensively.
As for the centre-backs’ progressive passing, the
right-sided graph highlights Velkovski as a standout
in this area again, but the other two predicted starters
Musliu and Ristevski don’t match up, so Velkovski
may be North Macedonia’s key ball progressor from
centre-back. Other centre-back options Bejtulai and
Tosevski also perform well in progressive passes,
however, so Angelovski has got some options,
though not as much depth as central midfield.

BEST PERFORMER

back Ristovski performing less impressively
in this area, Alioski may be relied on heavily in
getting the ball up the pitch. Lastly, while Alioski’s
interception-making ability doesn’t impress, and
Ristovski trumps him in this area, he performs
very well in terms of defensive duels. He won’t
hesitate to tackle an opponent if the opportunity
presents itself via North Macedonia’s deep,
compact defensive shape and organised
defensive tactics, while there’s a strong chance
he’ll come out on top of that defensive duel
too. For these reasons, he’s a key player for
Angelovski’s side.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

T

heir three group opponents, The Netherlands
(16), Austria (23), and Ukraine (24) are all
far higher up FIFA’s World Rankings than North
Macedonia (62), and while football isn’t all
about these rankings, this doesn’t indicate that
Angelovski’s men should be optimistic about their
chances this summer. However, as their recent
win over Germany showed, they’re capable of
pulling off upsets against the strongest opposition.

W

e’ve chosen to highlight Alioski as North
Macedonia’s best performer. Alioski is
consistently playing at a very high level with
Leeds United, and he will likely have to play a
prominent role in Angelovski’s North Macedonia
squad this summer, especially on the ball. As
figure 15 shows, Alioski’s technical quality is one
of his greatest assets. He’ll be required to make
overlapping runs in attack, and when doing so,
he’ll provide a real threat from the wing, as he’s
great at making accurate crosses, successful
dribbles, getting into the penalty area and
creating high-quality goalscoring chances.
As explained in the previous section, Alioski is
also a great ball progressor. With right wing-

They’ve got players who are capable of winning at
the highest level, they’re going to be a very difficult
team to break down due to their discipline and their
organised defensive tactics, while they’ve also got
plenty of creative flair in their side, between the
centre-forwards, 8s and Alioski. If Angelovski’s
side can successfully exploit space between the
opposition’s midfield and defensive lines, then
they can create quality goal scoring opportunities.
The more they do this, the better their chances will
be. Realistically, North Macedonia shouldn’t get
out of the group, but we predict they’ll be a tough
team to beat and there’s an outside chance they
do advance past the group stage, which would be
a tremendous win for them in their first Euros.
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U

kraine have experienced a rollercoaster of
highs and lows under Andriy Shevchenko’s
tenure, much like the 44-year-old’s playing career.
From the towering heights of Milan to the dreamcum-nightmare that was his time at Chelsea, since
2016, his first steps into a managerial career have
been somewhat unsteady. He took over a squad
that finished rock bottom in their unfortunate Euro
2016 campaign, meaning his immediate goal was
to reignite the faith back into an ageing squad.
If there is one thing to be said about this squad
at least, is that it is reinvigorated. Youth runs
amok - acting as the genuine lifeblood of what
is good about this current team. Youth in relative
terms to this Ukraine squad is probably anyone
playing consistently under the age of 25. Viktor
Tsyhankov, Vitaliy Mykolenko, and Valeriy
Bondar (amongst others) lead what hopes to be
a brighter future for the Yellow and Blues.
Performances haven’t always been represented
in the results for Shevchenko over the past year
or so - working both in and against his favour.
While an encouraging display versus Kazakhstan
only earned his side a 1-1 draw, the same result
occurred just one match prior against Finland in a
game where they were constantly backpedalling
versus Pukki and co. The boss has utilised different
formations to varying success, but most recently a
3-4-1-2 has been the formation of choice - aiming
to squeeze the attacking juices out of chief creator
Ruslan Malinovskyi in that #10 role.
As a squad, they need to improve their consistency,
which is hard to achieve not only as a national
team who only play together every so often but
also due to Shevchenko’s insistent squad rotation.
There seem to be very few players who are
guaranteed their starting spot, and it is probably
no coincidence that those players are the very
few from Europe’s top five leagues.
They will need to hit the ground running at the
Euros to make it through to the knockout phases,
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Heorhiy Bushchan
Andriy Pyatov
Anatoliy Trubin

DEFENDERS

Oleksandr Karavayev
Viktor Korniyenko
Serhiy Kryvtsov
Mykola Matviyenko
Bohdan Mykhaylichenko
Vitaliy Mykolenko
Eduard Sobol
Ilya Zabarnyi

MIDFIELDERS

Yevhen Konoplyanka
Viktor Kovalenko
Ruslan Malinovskiy
Marlos
Mykola Sharapenko
Taras Stepanenko (c)
Serhiy Sydorchuk
Viktor Tsyhankov
Andriy Yarmolenko
Oleksandr Zinchenko
Oleksandr Zubkov

FORWARDS

Artem Besyedin
Junior Moraes
Vladyslav Supriaha
Roman Yaremchuk

but against the Netherlands, Austria, and North
Macedonia, they stand a decent chance with the
squad they have. A handful of friendlies is all they
have in terms of preparation in May and June - in
this analysis we will take a look at how they’ve
been performing across the last 12 months, and
what they should do to make the most of their
higher-quality individuals.

THE SQUAD

but Heorhiy Bushchan has been starting in goal
ahead of veteran 36-year-old Andriy Pyatov in
recent fixtures at the World Cup 2022 qualifiers.
Illya Zabarnyi has broken through at Shakhtar
Donetsk at the ripe old age of 18-years-old, and
into the Ukraine senior squad subsequently.
Lining up with him at the back, Mykola Matviyenko,
linked with Arsenal, has become somewhat of a
mainstay in the last couple of years at centreback, so he’s a shoo-in here as well.
The midfield resembles strong squad depth arguably the strongest starting section of the
starting XI too. Stepanenko occupies the deepest
midfield role, screening the back four and
instigating transitions on his own, laying the ball
off safely to Malinovskiy and Zinchenko further
up the pitch. Those two are the best players in
the squad, with Malinovskiy regularly becoming
the fulcrum of this side in terms of creativity.
Viktor Kovalenko, Serhiy Sydorchuk, and Mykola
Shaparenko add to an already strong midfield as
backup options with real talent.

Upfront, Ukraine have an abundance of rightwingers to choose from, but an apparent lack of
star quality at left-wing. Oleksandr Zubkov has
been starting there recently, but he has never truly
shone for the national side, but he will give his all.
Yaremchuk has started there too in the past, but
now, as a natural goalscoring centre-forward, it will
be hard to rip him away from the #9 role. Marlos,
n their most recent matches (the World Cup Andriy Yarmolenko, and Yevhen Konoployanka
2022 qualifiers), Ukraine have been operating are three veteran forwards who will be looking
with a back three, most frequently in a 3-4-1-2 to make their last hurrah a great one for Ukraine
specifically. However, Shevchenko has had to as well, with younger talents coming through to
deal with several injuries throughout the squad replace them, such as Viktor Tysgankov.
which has forced him into a system switch. When
the Euros come around, with a couple of weeks of
extra preparation due to an early training camp,
and what looks to be a fully fit squad, Ukraine
should line up in a 4-3-3.

I

Starting at the goalkeeper, Anatoliy Trubin has
been rumoured to become the #1 for Ukraine,
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When we take a look at the age of the squad, we
can see that Ukraine finally have a good balance.
Yellow and Blue stalwarts remain in the form of
Andriy Pyatov, Marlos, Andriy Yarmolenko, and
Yevhen Konoplyanka, there are a number of
players in their ‘peak’ years such as Oleksandr
Zinchenko, Ruslan Malinovskyi, and forward
Roman Yaremchuk, as well a few youth talents
ala 18-year-old Illya Zabarnyi, Vitaliy Mykolenko,
and Viktor Tsyhankov. They may lack the quality
compared to many West European teams, but in
terms of squad composition, Ukraine are fairly
well-balanced, set up perfectly for an incoming
tournament.

ATTACKING PHASE

we can expect better performances than the
ones they have shown across the last year.
The attacking radar does not paint a pretty
picture at all. This data includes a 7-1 drubbing
at the hands of France where they held just 27%
possession, an embarrassing 4-0 loss to Spain
in which they had 30% possession of the ball,
and many more. In these games, they have
predominantly played either a 4-1-4-1 or 4-3-3,
whilst lacking the quality depth to do so. Against
the bigger sides, they’ve struggled to maintain
possession, initiate dangerous counters, or even
get the ball into the other team’s defensive third.
However, against sides ‘more on their level’,
Ukraine have demonstrated their attacking
capabilities. They typically build up through the
flanks, via the likes of Mykolenko, who will make
overlapping runs to create overloads down the
half-space and wide zones. The full-back will
overlap while the winger will cut inside, waiting to
receive the ball within dangerous areas. Ukraine’s
inside-forward’s score a good proportion of their
goals on the international stage, which was
demonstrated in their huge 5-0 victory versus
Serbia in 2019, arguably Tsygankov’s best game
for the Yellow and Blues.

L

et’s begin with the obvious: across the last
calendar year, Ukraine have not played
as much football than the typical year. The
pandemic struck, games were postponed, and
this team nearly went a year without playing
football together. Let’s continue with a less
obvious remark: during the period in which
Ukraine have started to play matches again,
they’ve been crippled with injuries. Key players
have always been missing in some shape or
form. Now, however, the team looks fully fit, so

Karavayev has made the overlapping run down
the right flank, while Tysgankov has managed
to ghost inside the box for a deft finish into the
bottom left.
Ukraine do not typically attack down the centre
of the pitch in a 4-3-3, but in their most recent
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matches where they have utilised a 3-4-1-2, with
Malinovskiy operating as the #10, the primary
attacking goal is to get the ball into the feet of the
attacking midfielder. In their most recent matches,
there has been somewhat of an over-reliance on
the Atalanta player, but he does provide the most
moments of magic in the final third, with an ability
to create something out of nothing from his nifty
dribbling in tight spaces.

they rank lowly for where you want to rank highly.
Let’s begin with the PPDA (passes per defensive
action), which sits in the 98th percentile for all
national sides in the dataset. Coupled with a lowly
4th percentile for recoveries per match, we can
begin to gauge an understanding of how Ukraine
like to defend. Employ a low block, especially
against some of the tougher sides, and attempt
to block the ball - Burnley style.

Now, this actually changes when Ukraine face
teams that are not Germany, France, or Spain.
Against teams that they can hold a candle to,
Ukraine like to initiate turnovers in midfield to
spark dangerous transitions and exploit some of
the gaps as a result. Stepanenko is especially
important for this, typically holding his position
in the base of midfield, screening from left to
right, cleaning up any loose balls and harrying
Neat and tidy in tight spaces: Malinovskyi makes his opponents like nobody’s business. His main
his way past three Finland players down the half- passing options are to the two midfielders on
space and can send a good delivery towards either side of him who can progress the ball
Yaremchuk.
further up the pitch.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

Stepanenko wins the ball back here in a
dangerous position for the opposition, and he
can lay off the ball to a nearby teammate.
Depending on their opponent, and the formation
that Shevchenko uses, Ukraine’s wingers will also
get involved defensively if the situation demands
so. If a team like to attack down the half-space,
the wingers for Ukraine will consistently track
gain, from a defensive perspective here, it back and assist their fellow full-backs in regaining
does not look so brilliant either. They rank possession, often making for a 7-3-1 formation if
highly where you would like to rank lowly, and Shevchenko opts for a back three/five. In recent
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matches, it seems as if the 44-year-old coach
has been trying to develop a strong basis to
build from defensively, given their weak displays
over the last calendar year, almost like a system
reboot. In that case, we could see the back three
at the Euros, but with all their key players back in
business, it is unlikely.

nose of the Dutch defenders to stand a chance
of success.
Ukraine under Shevchenko most frequently
initiate transitions from midfield, with any one of
the three midfielders recovering possession, but
usually, this is up to Stepanenko. Once the ball
is won, Yaremchuk is typically waiting upfront
to receive the ball with his back to goal, given
his big physical presence. This will draw the
attention of potentially two defenders, creating
room for one of Tsygankov or Zubkov to make
the run into space, where they can be found with
a neat through pass.

France on the attack here - just as Ukraine clear
the ball out, notice their back five and two holding
midfielders in the box, protecting the goal.
We can also see from their statistics the results of
a low block. They remain in the 92nd percentile
for clearances, which makes sense given how
busy they are in their defensive third for a lot of
the matches in this dataset against bigger sides.
Their high percentage for shots conceded per
match does, however, need to drop significantly
at the actual Euros tournament. Conceding
that high number of shots to a side like the
Netherlands, who they face in the group stages,
could be devastating if their forward ensemble
are in form.

I

TRANSITIONS

n the transition, Ukraine could make the most
of their quicker attackers when they face up
against the Netherlands - their sternest opponent
in the entire group. We know that the Dutch
will play with a high line under Frank De Boer,
so exploiting that will be crucial to Ukraine’s
success. Players such as Tsygankov, Yaremchuk
to an extent, and Zubkov will need to be on the

Indicative of the defensive responsibilities instilled
into each player, Yaremchuk here drops back into
midfield to win the ball back to instigate a turnover.
Although, if the ball is won back from one of the
wider central-midfielders in a 4-3-3, the idea is
to find one of the inside-forward’s immediately
with a through pass to match their movement in
behind. From there, they can enter the penalty
area and have two goal-scoring options, go for
goal by themselves, or find Yaremchuk in the
box who should have caught up by this point, in
prime position to receive the ball and score.
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Yaremchuk lays the ball off here to Tysgankov in Alternatively, Tysgankov and Yaremchuk have
support, who can drive up the pitch to create a played at left-wing for Ukraine previously, leaving
4v2 scenario in Ukraine’s favour.
room at striker or right-wing for veteran Marlos,
who does not make these graphs due to lack of
data this season.

FORWARDS

Although not listed as an attacker, it should be
noted that Ruslan Malinovskiy as an attacking
midfielder has contributed to goals at Atalanta at
a rate of 0.89 per 90. Combine this with his recent
performances for the Yellow and Blues and we
have a player who can contribute to goals at a
high rate from midfield, an extremely useful asset
to have, which we will cover in more detail later.

MIDFIELDERS

W

hen we look at the statistics of Ukraine’s
forwards, they generally come across as
rather middling. Some of the better players in
the database, the likes of Robert Lewandowski
and Lionel Messi blow these statistics out of
proportion somewhat, making good players
look slightly worse. This is the case with our
selection of attackers here. Let’s take Tsygankov
as one example: 12 goals and 8 assists in 1300
minutes of league action is a phenomenal return
- further evidence of how far he has outgrown
the Ukraine league. Another shining example,
Roman Yaremchuk at Genk, the first consistent
Ukrainian goalscoring #9 since Shevchenko
himself. 17 goals, 6 assists is the cherry on top of
the 6’3” pie of a striker who contributes so much
more than just goals to his team.
Outside of those two players though, there is
genuine cause for concern. The main area of
worry is the lack of a natural left-winger with
decent current ability. Yevhen Konoplyanka was
a genuine talent once upon a time, especially
for Ukraine, but it is generally agreed that his
time to shine has come and gone. Oleksandr
Zubkov suits the role to the greatest degree, and
will certainly work diligently for his side, but at
24-years-old, really has lacked the output one
might expect of him at this stage of his career.

I

n terms of ball progression, Ukraine have a
few noteworthy individuals who are capable of
breaking the lines with their passing. It should
come as no surprise that Zinchenko of Man
City leads the way for Ukrainian midfielder’s
progressive passes. For Guardiola’s team, he
has primarily featured as a left-back over the
last few seasons, but he has been given his
opportunities at centre-midfield as well. That’s
where he will play for Ukraine too. He will not
be the chief creator, but as a #8, he will link the
midfield to attack capably.
At the base of midfield, Stepanenko’s role will be
to first and foremost screen the backline - but he
also has the ability to progress the ball up the
pitch too. To label him as a destroyer might be a
discredit to his abilities. He’s not quite a modern
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#6, nevertheless, his passing range does go
somewhat under the radar. Outside of those
two names, Serhiy Sydorchuk pops up as an
attacking passer, with a good number of passes
into the final third per 90.
Moving onto goal contributions, as we
mentioned, Malinvoskiy outshines them all in
this regard. Marlos and Vikor Kovalenko also
produce a decent number of goal and expected
goal contributions for their respective sides too,
although poor Kovalenko has barely had any
time to shine since his January move to Atalanta.
Again, outside of these players, the rest do not
stand out from an attacking perspective.

DEFENDERS

N

ow, if there is one thing that Eastern
European sides are credited for: it’s their
solid defensive capabilities. Russia, Poland,
and Ukraine have all been applauded for their
defensive stalwarts in the past (Akinfeev,
Fabiański, Pyatov, amongst others…). In 2021,
how do the Yellow and Blues stack up in this
regard?
Well, for one thing, there are a number of young
Ukraine defenders breaking through at senior
sides across the Ukrainian league. There is
a widespread shock that Mykolenko at Kyiv
hasn’t left the country for a top-five league yet,
Denys Popov the same, Valeriy Bondar has
suffered unfortunate injuries, and Zabarnyi
has experienced a rapid ascent to the top level

before the age of 19. There is plenty of promise
for the future defensively for Ukraine, while
some of them aren’t ready now, the hope is that
they will be, come the next tournament.
Statistically, Ukraine do have some rather active
defenders by the look of their interceptions
and successful defensive actions. Bondar,
Matviyenko, and Yevhen Cheberko all
respectively rank highly for PAdj interceptions
per 90, identifying that they somewhat regularly
step out of their defensive line to block passing
lanes, which demonstrates a level of defensive
intelligence. None of the listed defenders
are overly active from a successful defensive
actions perspective, but if we consider the
context, many of these players are representing
some of Ukraine’s best teams, who will have a
high amount of possession each game, so I’m
sure if these stats were possession-adjusted,
they would come across potentially even better.
When it comes to ball progression, the expected
names come up - Mykhaylychenko is rated
highly here playing for Belgian side Anderlecht,
playing the line breaking passes you might not
expect from a left-back. Mykolenko and Sobol
also rank highly here, which again makes
sense considering their positions and team’s
that they represent. One noteworthy comment
to make here is that the majority of Ukraine’s
centre-backs are fairly conservative here in
terms of progressive passes and runs. Defend
first, play later is the principle of many Ukraine
teams over the years, so it seems like the ball
progression responsibility will be laid upon the
full-backs at the Euros.
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BEST PERFORMER

T

Ukraine, Malinovskiy may struggle more in this
regard somewhat.
Defensively,
somewhat
understandably,
Malinovskiy lacks in terms of output. He is not
a defensively active attacker, but at Atalanta,
their forward’s aren’t in general. Gian Piero
Gasperini asks his men to hold the shape of
the formation and cut off passing lanes, rather
than aggressively press the ball carrier. With
that being said, his success rate is poor, but if it
isn’t something he works on intently at training,
then why would it be a positive trait in an already
blossoming skillset. Given Malinvoskiy is 5’11”
/ 180cm, his above-average aerial abilities are
impressive, to a certain extent. Depending on
which team he is up against in midfield, he can
be up against smaller, nimble midfielders, or tall,
physically combative players.

he message should be clear and obvious by
now: Malinovskiy is the fulcrum of this side
from an attacking sense, and this output is also
translated into league play too. With Atalanta,
he is not a guaranteed starter, regardless, his
underlying numbers have been spectacular for a
couple of seasons now. A brief look at his attacking
and creativity numbers make this abundantly
obvious. He ranks in the 90th+ percentile for
every statistic listed as an attacking midfielder,
apart from touches in box per 90, which he ranks
kraine are yet to get out of the group stages in
slightly beneath for. It is worth noting he does
a Euros tournament, but this year they have
play for Atalanta, an overtly attacking side who
are willing to leverage some defensive mishaps the chance to rectify past mistakes. People may
in favour of more attacking endeavours, as such, only remember their embarrassing 7-1 defeat
to France, as such, people may underestimate
boosting Malinovskiy’s numbers.
some of the legitimate strengths of this squad.
From a passing & progression perspective, If they turn up in their 2019 form, Ukraine could
Malinovskiy underwhelms and overperforms enter this tournament as dark horses. Faith
simultaneously. According to fbref.com via remains in Shevchenko as a capable coach, he’s
StatsBomb data, Malinovksiy ranks in the made errors in the past, but in his 5th year at the
99th and 94th percentile for progressive runs helm, he might just guide this team out of the
and progressive carries with 7.47 and 9.32 group stages, potentially to a quarter-final finish,
respectively across the last 365 days compared which would represent a great success for them.
to attacking midfielders / wingers in Europe’s
top five leagues. Truly a dual-threat capable
of breaking the lines and carrying the ball
into dangerous areas with frequent success.
However, his forward pass ratio remains below
average, suggesting in a team which are
less dominant in an attacking sense, such as

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

U
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DATA VIZ
EURO 2020 GROUP D: PLAYERS TO WATCH
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

T

here have been few happy moments for the English national team in recent history, however,
reaching the 2018 World Cup semi final was a sign of progress. Fans were eager to know if this
team and manager were capable of getting into the final and actually winning a competition. So, the
next big test for Gareth Southgate and England comes in the form Euro 2020. The tournament is
not just a test for England, but also for Croatia - to see if they can repeat their World Cup heroics.
England and Croatia are grouped with Czech Republic and Scotland in Group D. The following
visualisation shows the players to watch out for from each team in Group D.
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NOTE: THE DATA FOR THE VISUAL WAS COLLECTED ON 5TH MAY, 2021.

T

ADAM HLOŽEK (CZECH REPUBLIC)

he center-forward from Sparta Prague has been one of the players to watch out for in this
season’s Fortuna Liga. At only 18 years of age, Hložek has already made his senior debut and
has appeared often for his club in the league. From the above visual, it is clear that Hložek is a
prolific goal scorer. He is also among the top 10 scorers in the league, having played fewer minutes
than every player above him in the list. It will be interesting to see how important a role Hložek plays
in this summer’s competition.

I

BRUNO PETKOVIĆ (CROATIA)

t is fair to say Bruno Petković is among the top forwards currently in the HNL. Petković is among the
top 10 scorers in the league and as the visual above shows he is a forward who is mostly stationed in
the box. He is not someone who frequently attempts shots, as indicated by his percentile rank for shots
per 90 but his goal numbers show he is quite clinical. One of the biggest strengths of Petković is his
rare skillset. His positional versatility at times has made him one of the most in demand players in the
HNL. One could also argue that he is ready for the step up to one of the big sides in European football.

T

CHE ADAMS (SCOTLAND)

here was so much uncertainty around Che Adams’ international future. The Southampton
center-forward, having represented England at U20 level, decided that his future at international
level lies with Scotland. Adams, after a disappointing start to his career at Southampton, became
integral to manager Hasenhüttl’s squad in the beginning of 2020/21 season. However, both his and
Southampton’s form dipped as the season progressed and Adams lost his place in the squad. In
spite of this, Adams has the highest Expected Goals value among Southampton players and has
seven goals to his name. Having made his Scotland debut recently, Adams will be one to watch for
Scotland in the tournament.

T

PHIL FODEN (ENGLAND)

here was so much hype around Phil Foden when the season began. And, for all that hype, Phil
Foden is well on track to be in contention for the PFA Young Player of the Year award. Foden
has played almost three times the minutes he played last season and is an integral part of Pep
Guardiola’s squad at just 20 years of age. As a U17 World Cup winner with England, Foden made
his senior debut towards the end of 2020. From the visual above, it is clear that Foden ranks among
the very best for almost all attacking metrics. The versatility of Foden presents a challenge for
manager Southgate and there will be no one complaining if Foden is one of the first names on the
England team sheet this summer.
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GROUP D

CROATIA
LORIHANNA SUSHKOVA // @LorihannaSh
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T

he 2018 World Cup was the greatest
tournament in Croatian football history, as
they finished as runners-up to France - an outcome
that very few people would have predicted at the
beginning of that tournament. That team was
packed with some world-class players at their
peak, and it is therefore only natural that there
has been something of a decline since then, and
the Vatreni arrive at these Euros with a lot more
uncertainty in their ranks.
Croatia have been drawn in Group D for Euro
2020, alongside England, Scotland and the
Czech Republic. Their recent form has been
concerning - Croatia only won one game in the
most recent UEFA Nations League, albeit having
been drawn in a tough group alongside France,
Portugal and Sweden, and while they are faring
better in their qualification group for the 2022
World Cup, they did begin that campaign with a
surprise loss to Slovenia. The transition from that
2018 squad has been tricky, with Ivan Rakitić,
Mario Mandžukić, and Danijel Subašić having
retired from international football, and the likes
of Luka Modrić, Ivan Perišić, Dejan Lovren and
Domagoj Vida all entering the last phase of their
careers as well. There are some promising young
players who could spark a new generation,
but this is definitely a time of transition for this
Croatian side.
Group D is likely to be a tricky assignment for
Croatia - England are always strong, and have
some truly elite players available, with the added
advantage of playing their group games at home
at Wembley, while both Scotland and the Czech
Republic have done well in recent matches. It is
not a foregone conclusion that Croatia will qualify
from their group, even with the safety net of the
four best third-placed teams qualifying for the
round of 16 along with the top two in each group.
This article in the form of tactical analysis covers
Croatia’s tactics and also includes a scout report
on their squad.
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Lovre Kalinić
Dominik Livaković
Simon Sluga

DEFENDERS

Borna Barišić
Domagoj Bradarić
Duje Ćaleta-Car
Joško Gvardiol
Josip Juranović
Dejan Lovren
Domagoj Vida
Šime Vrsaljko
Mile Škorić

MIDFIELDERS
Milan Badelj
Marcelo Brozović
Luka Ivanušec
Mateo Kovačić
Luka Modrić (c)
Mario Pašalić
Nikola Vlašić

FORWARDS

Ante Budimir
Josip Brekalo
Andrej Kramarić
Mislav Oršić
Ivan Perišić
Bruno Petković
Ante Rebić

Dominik Livaković will be the starting goalkeeper,
playing an important role not only defensively but
in ball progression too. His contribution to the
build-up is often underestimated, but the backline
does involve him in retaining possession and
uses him as an additional passing option. He
contributes with both short passes and long balls
into the opposition half equally well, and will have
an important role against high-pressing sides,
as his accurate direct passing will help Croatia
bypass this press.

THE SQUAD

T

actically, the coach Zlatko Dalić switches
between the 4-2-3-1 and the 4-3-3 formations,
depending on the opposition, with an emphasis
on retaining possession and controlling the game.
Dalić’s favoured set-ups also allow the full-backs
to get involved in the attack and provide better
coverage higher up the field. Croatia are generally
quite attacking, and often overcommit many players
in advanced areas to overload the box. That
advanced positioning, though, affects their defensive
performance, and they struggle in transitions. Due to
their tendency to build up from the back and involve
the goalkeeper, they have issues against teams
that press high, and can be susceptible to giving up
possession in dangerous areas.
It is expected that he will rely on the 4-3-3 for this
tournament, based on the players in this squad,
with one defensive midfielder sitting and two attackminded players either side of him, who can join the
forward line and overload the box in possession.

Borna Barišić of Rangers will be the left-back,
and he is expected to be one of the most active
players on the pitch, both offensively and
defensively. His crossing ability will be one of
Croatia’s key attacking weapons, while there is
still a little doubt around his availability due to an
injury picked up recently. On the opposite side,
Šime Vrsaljko is likely to hold on to his starting
spot, despite an extremely frustrating season
with Atletico Madrid, for whom he barely played.
Despite this, the 29-year-old is quite experienced
at the highest level, and he will likely play a more
reserved and defensive role than Barišić.
The ex-Liverpool defender Lovren and Vida will
reprise their successful partnership at centreback, and while their defensive quality is known,
they will also play a big role in possession, as
both players are comfortable on the ball and will
initiate Croatia’s build-up from the back.
Inter Milan’s Marcelo Brozović will be the holding
midfielder, coming off a superb season for the
Serie A champions. He will quite literally be the
pivot of this team, setting the tempo for the side,
providing ball progression and also guarding
against transitions. The two players on either side
of him will be Modrić and Mateo Kovačić. Despite
having turned 35, Modrić continues to deliver
high-quality performances for Real Madrid, and
having announced his international retirement
after this tournament, he will be looking to provide
a final flourish for this Croatian side. Kovačić has
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also been quite good for Chelsea this season,
especially under Thomas Tuchel, and his ability
to break the lines and progress the ball through
his dribbling will be a vital component of Croatia’s
attacking strategy. Croatia’s midfield is definitely
the strongest component of their side, and all
three of these players will be vital for Vatreni
to have any hope of progressing deep at this
tournament.

ATTACKING PHASE

We can expect to see Perišić and Nikola Vlašić
start on the flanks. Perišić will be a direct threat
on the left, staying high and wide and trying to
isolate the opposition full-backs in 1v1 situations
before cutting infield dangerously, while Vlašić is
more likely to roam and occupy central positions.
Dinamo Zagreb striker Bruno Petković will lead
the line as a strong, physical presence who is
good in the air as well as in terms of dribbling
e have already mentioned how Croatia focus
ability, although his finishing has been below par.
on retaining possession and trying to create
The likes of Ante Rebić, Andrej Kramarić, Josip
Brekalo and Ante Budimir provide quality options goalscoring opportunities through this approach.
off the bench or even as replacements for any of They also emphasize wide play and crossing (84th
percentile for crossing tendency), while engaging
the front three in the starting XI.
in a high number of attacking duels as well (92nd
percentile). This is down to the skill of players such
as Perišić, Kovačić, Modrić, Petković and Rebić,
among others, in 1v1 situations and direct duels
with opponents. However, there are quite a few
concerning metrics here - namely, the low ranks
for xG per match (12th percentile), shots per
match (24th percentile), shots on target % (32nd
percentile) and touches in the penalty area (28th
percentile), all of which points towards a lack of
When we look at the squad’s age profile, it is clear cutting edge and goalscoring threat over the last
that the majority of this squad are at their peak, year, despite their tendency to keep possession.
and therefore this tournament could be their best
chance of another strong performance to match The team tries to progress the ball mostly down
or even exceed their exploits at the 2018 World the flanks by using link-up-play and overloading
Cup. As mentioned earlier, the majority of that the wide areas, in an effort to open up passing
squad is present here as well, three years on, lanes. Whenever they reach the edge of the final
with some exciting young players such as Duje third, the players move infield from the wider
Ćaleta-Car, Joško Gvardiol, Vlašić and Brekalo spaces in order to have more bodies in attack.
The goalkeeper also gets involved in the buildto supplement that experienced core.
up, as shown in the next image

W
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Whenever they feel pressured and are unable
to open passing lanes due to the opposition’s
tight marking, they go direct. This often happens
with the help of the goalkeeper, who delivers
long balls directly into the opposition half, taking
advantage of the team’s high positioning. Croatia
also frequently attempt to switch play from one
flank to the other if the opposition is blocking
central progression to try and shift them out and
create space.
Croatia attempt to overload the opposition half
and have as many options in front of the goal
as possible, as shown in the next image. The
full-backs are actively involved in their attacking
play, and thus, the wide players immediately get
more freedom to occupy the half-spaces and
provide a direct threat.

Croatia’s players are quite good technically and
tactically, which means that their movement and
positioning is usually excellent in the final third.
We can see an example of the way they try to
overload the flanks in the next image, and their
strong technical skills also allow them to link
up well and attempt quick passing moves and
interchanges close to the opposition’s penalty
area.

Barišić has averaged 8.29 crosses per 90 in
his last six games for Croatia at an outstanding
39.5% accuracy. This underlines his importance
to the team’s current strategy well, with Vrsaljko
focusing on crossing too. The team attempts an
average of 22 crosses per game, which shows
how committed they are to these tactics.

The team’s reliance on the wide areas means
that the full-backs are tasked with providing width
and crossing, while the rest of the team try to
drag players out of position and exploit the free
spaces centrally. Although this does make them
a little predictable in their attacking movements,
they still do create chances through the sheer
volume of crosses and passes from the flanks.
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DEFENSIVE PHASE

C

roatia have been quite vulnerable
defensively in recent matches, and some
of this is down to their tendency to overcommit
when in possession. There are definitely some
encouraging signs from the data - they are
excellent in the air, as seen by the high ranks
for aerial duels (72nd percentile) and successful
aerial duels (88th percentile), while also ranking
well for defensive duels and recoveries per
match (80th percentile for both). Vatreni press
a little more aggressively than average (48th
percentile for PPDA), while they recover the ball
more frequently in their own third than in the
opposition’s third of the pitch.
Croatia’s overcommitment in possession leaves
them vulnerable to quick, direct attacks, with the
defenders often left isolated in 1v1s due to the
lack of numbers at the back, as we can see in
the next example.

Another issue is that individual errors and
mistakes are alarmingly commonplace. While
the likes of Lovren and Vida are usually excellent
defenders, they are also prone to making
mistakes at crucial times, while both players also
tend to get dragged out of position and concede
space. This is true out wide as well, where the
full-backs need to commit due to the lack of
defensive support, causing the centre-back to
step out as well and therefore leave players
unmarked in dangerous positions, as the next
image shows.

Croatia do try and recover the ball quite quickly
when they do lose it, especially in the middle third
of the pitch, which does help protect their defence
on occasion. This is also a strategy that helps
their attacking play, as the midfielders can retrieve
possession and then quickly try and progress
upfield through a disjointed opposition press.

C

TRANSITIONS

roatia’s formation rarely differs in and out
of possession. As mentioned, they most
frequently use either a 4-2-3-1 or 4-3-3 in
possession and defend with a four-man backline
as well. As the next image shows, their defensive
set-up remains the same.

When it comes to defensive transitions, the team
doesn’t have the same connection between the
lines and often fails to limit spaces and drop back
as a unit. They often allow multiple opposition
players between the lines, which later forces
them to dive into risky challenges.
As mentioned previously, they have difficulties
defending against long balls which is due to
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their high positioning. Additionally, the fullbacks’ support of the team’s attacks also leaves
them vulnerable down the flanks, which forces
the centre-backs to move wide to cover, as
mentioned earlier. All of this means that Croatia
can get caught out quite often during defensive
transitions, and this is definitely a problem that
Dalić will need to solve if they are to progress at
the Euros.

FORWARDS

MIDFIELDERS

T

he next chart looks at the midfielders, where
we try to gauge creativity and ball progression
on the left, and goal and assist contributions
on the right. Kovačić has been one of the most
impressive in terms of creativity, along with
Brozović and Modrić, and it bodes well that this
is likely to be the team’s starting midfield.

W

e will look at all the attacking players
called up by Croatia over the last calendar
year in these charts, in an attempt to understand
their most effective attacking options. The first
chart, on the left, considers shots per 90 minutes
along with touches in the box per 90, while the
chart on the right is a comparison between
goal contributions per 90 (goals + assists) and
expected goal contribution per 90 (xG +xA).

In terms of goal threat, Vlašić is the only player
who has significant numbers this season, and
this is down to his role as an attacking winger
or midfielder for CSKA Moscow. This chart also
makes it quite clear that the responsibility of
scoring goals will be firmly on Croatia’s attackers,
and the midfield’s role is that of providing ball
progression and creativity.

DEFENDERS

Of the players in the squad, Kramarić is one of
the strongest options, as he averages a good
number of touches in the box as well as shots,
and he is also a consistent goal threat. Mislav
Oršić is another who ranks well across both
charts, while the likes of Budimir, Perišić and
Rebić need to improve their output.

T

he last comparison in our analysis looks
at all the Croatian defenders to have been
called up over the last calendar year. The left-
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sided chart considers possession-adjusted
interceptions and successful defensive actions
per 90, in an attempt to gauge their defensive
prowess, while the chart on the right looks at
their ability to progress the ball, either through
passing or dribbling.
Of the players in the squad, Mile Škorić, of NK
Osijek in the Croatian 1. HNL, and Gvardiol have
much higher numbers than the likely starting pair
of Lovren and Vida. Of course, this is as much a
reflection of their respective club sides’ playing
styles, but it may also indicate that these players
could be ready to step in if needed.
In terms of ball progression, Barišić and Domagoj
Bradarić, the two left-back options, are the most
impressive in terms of progressive runs, with
Gvardiol also showing his ability as a ball-playing
centre-back who can also provide progression
through dribbling. Lovren and Vida have both
averaged around 8 progressive passes per 90
in their respective leagues this season, which
shows how they will play a big part in Croatia’s
build-up play.

BEST PERFORMER

L

uka Modrić remains a top-class player, even
at the age of 35, and he will have a pivotal
role to play for Croatia at these Euros.

We can see his excellence in terms of passing
and creativity in La Liga this season through
his percentile ranks for those metrics, where he
has been among the best in the league for smart
passes, deep completions, passes to the penalty
area and passes to the final third. He has also been
an attacking threat, being around the 80th percentile
for shots per 90 and touches in the box per 90, and
it will be interesting to see if he is given the license
to get into the box as frequently for Croatia as well.
His defensive contribution is a reflection of his
age, and this is where Croatia will need to protect
him and ensure that the likes of Kovačić and
Brozović pick up his defensive burden. Modrić’s
ability to progress the ball and create chances
will play a huge role in any Croatian success this
summer, and as captain of the side, he will be
expected to lead from the front.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

C

roatia are definitely transitioning from the high
of that 2018 World Cup campaign, and this
tournament will be the last chance for a number
of players of that generation to achieve something
together as well. They have the ability to out-pass
any team on their day, with a superb midfield
unit, and pose a huge threat from the wide areas
as well. However, there are significant defensive
issues that will need to be tackled for them to go far
at Euro 2020. We expect them to finish second in
Group D, which would see them face the runnersup of Group E in the round of 16. That is likely to
be one of Sweden or Poland, and if they get past
that, a quarter-final against France or Germany is
likely to follow. Of course, nobody expected Croatia
to reach the final of the 2018 World Cup either,
so it would be foolish to write off their chances
completely, but we believe that a quarter-final
appearance would be the most realistic outcome
for this Croatian side at Euro 2020.
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CZECH REPUBLIC
TONI BILANDZIC // @ToniBila17
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T

he Czech Republic have been a frequent
participant in the European Championship,
having appeared as part of Czechoslovakia until
1992, and they have qualified for every edition of
the tournament since then as well. The Czechs
are part of Group D at Euro 2020, along with
England, Croatia and Scotland, for which they
qualified by finishing second in their qualification
group, incidentally behind England. The Czech
Republic finished as runners-up at Euro 1996,
which is their best performance at the European
Championships, but went out at the group stage
at Euro 2016, and given the strength of their
group, it may be a tricky task for them to qualify
for the knockout stages.

THE SQUAD

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Aleš Mandous
Jiří Pavlenka
Tomáš Vaclík

DEFENDERS

Jan Bořil
Jakub Brabec
Vladimír Coufal
Ondřej Čelůstka
Pavel Kadeřábek
Tomáš Kalas
Aleš Matějů
Patrizio Stronati
David Zima

MIDFIELDERS

Antonín Barák
Vladimír Darida (c)
Adam Hložek
Tomáš Holeš
Jakub Jankto
Alex Král
Lukáš Masopust
Jakub Pešek
Tomáš Souček
Petr Ševčík

C

zech Republic has a solid starting XI with
some very good players playing in the top
leagues. Sevilla goalkeeper Tomas Vaclík should
be the starting goalkeeper but he has not played
regularly for Sevilla this season, which makes
us lean towards Werder Bremen’s Jiří Pavlenka
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FORWARDS

Michael Krmenčík
Tomáš Pekhart
Patrik Schick
Matěj Vydra

as the man between the sticks for the Czechs at
Euro 2020.
Sparta Prague’s Ondřej Čelůstka and Bristol
City’s Tomáš Kalas will start as the centre-back
pair, with Slavia Prague’s Jan Bořil as the leftback. The West Ham right-back Vladimir Coufal
will be one of the key players for this side, and
he will look to carry forward his superb club form
for his country, having joined the Hammers from On this graph, we can see the 40 players who
Slavia Prague in the summer.
have been called up for the Czech side over
the last calendar year. We can see that most of
Another Czech player that joined West Ham this their peak players have had high playing time in
summer from Slavia Prague is Tomáš Souček. the last calendar year which is a good sign and
Souček is the star of this team and their results should mean that they arrive in good condition
in this tournament will depend a lot on his for Euro 2020. The team has a good mix between
performances. Alongside Souček in midfield, youth and experience, and we can expect some
we can expect to see Vladimir Darida of Hertha of the younger players to feature throughout the
Berlin, and Udinese’s attacking midfielder Czech Republic’s journey at this tournament.
Antonín Barák who will have a little more
offensive freedom in front of Souček and Darida.
Alex Král is a player worth mentioning and he
could easily start instead of Barák which would
mean that Král would take the holding midfielder
role, with Souček pushed further forward.

ATTACKING PHASE

Jakub Jankto is a player that can make difference
for the Czech Republic in this tournament, with
the Sampdoria winger playing on the left. Lukáš
Provod, who would have been expected to start
on the right, injured his knee and he won’t be
able to play in this tournament while his potential
replacement Václav Černý also suffered a knee
injury and probably won’t recover till the start of
the tournament either. That opens up a spot for
either Lukáš Masopust or some other players who
are not natural wingers, such as Adam Hložek or
the experienced Matěj Vydra. We expect Bayer
Leverkusen’s Patrick Schick to be the starting
centre-forward with Michael Krmenčík offering
backup.

L

ooking at the Czech Republic attacking chart,
we can immediately see that they are very
direct - they tend to play a lot of long passes and
they try to deliver the ball into the box whenever
they have a chance. The percentiles confirm that
their style of play is very efficient based on xG per
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match and shots per match and they manage to We can see that the Czech Republic is above
create quality chances through their direct style. average when it comes to possession and they
are averaging 53.7% ball possession per match
The Czech Republic are not focused a lot on even though they tend to play direct and fast
positional football and they feel most comfortable football with a lot of transition, however, when
in transitions. They are in the 80th percentile for they played against weaker opponents they held
long passes and in the 88th percentile when it onto possession more patiently. They manage to
comes to directness in possession. They rely on get a lot of touches in the penalty area as well
their target-man like Patrick Schick and Michael which is a good sign of their creativity.
Krmenčík who are tall and strong forwards
able to hold up the ball and win aerial duels in
an attempt to move the ball into open spaces
for their wingers. Their tendency for direct play
is also seen through the high rank for crossing
tendency (92nd percentile), which indicates their
preference for getting the ball wide and sending
in crosses for their strikers and attackers to
contest in the box.
Their xG (expected goals) and shooting numbers
look very good compared to the other teams in
the tournament. They manage to get their attacks
to count with very high xG (80th percentile) even
though they are not amongst the top teams when
it comes to shooting attempts (68th percentile).
However, their high xG can be connected with
the distance of shots because their average
shooting distance is around 15.8 metres away
from the goal, only France and Russia are
shooting from a closer distance on average. If
we look at the main problem with their shooting
metrics it is their shooting accuracy. They sit at
the 16th percentile in shots on target % which is
surely something that they need to improve on at
this stage.
They are not involved in many offensive duels
and they are amongst those teams who are below
average when it comes to offensive duels winning
rate. It is still not something concerning because
they are winning 40.2% of their offensive duels
while the best team in that department, Wales
wins 45.7% which isn’t such a big difference.

This is something we can see from the Czech
Republic on a regular basis, whether it is to
start a counter-attack or when the opponent is
defending in structure. Their goalkeeper and
centre-backs look to find centre-forward with a
long pass on the opponent half.
What they look to do from these situations is
that their target man proceeds the ball into the
space behind him where wingers are making
their runs. Both Jankto and Provod did that part
well, however, it will be interesting to see who
will replace Provod on the right-wing. It won’t
be a surprise if we see Schick on the right-wing
while Krmenčík starts in the central role. In that
situation, they would have two options for long
passes leaving their opponents in doubt where
to pay more attention.
Of course, if their target man doesn’t win the
aerial duel or hold the ball, their midfielders are
very close and prepared to pick up deflected
balls. We can see in a situation that their three
midfielders created a triangle and it is hard
for the ball to go past them if deflected. Their
midfielders cover a lot of ground and try to be
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involved in these situations where they pick up
the ball and pass it wide while continuing their
run towards the opponent’s goal. We know that
Soucek is one of the best midfielders right now
in the football world in that kind of actions, he is
capable of arriving in the penalty area off the ball
and get into the right spots to score.

In this example, we can see how they try to attack
through ground passes which is very similar to
the previous example. Their centre-forward drops
deeper to receive the ball from the midfielder
and draws attention from the centre-back who
follows him opening the space behind. Again
that space is mostly attacked by the opposite
winger while the closer winger keeps the closest
defender wide. Because a closer winger keeps
the defender wider it opens the space for the
midfielder to make a run and offer himself as an
option for a pass from centre-forward.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

W

hen we talk about the Czech Republic
defending qualities we talk mostly about
high intensity and aggression. The chart above
will show us where the Czech Republic looks
good when it comes to defending and what could
be their weaknesses which opponents will try to
exploit.

First, we will mention their PPDA (Passes allowed
per defensive action) which in this case means
the lower the percentile the higher the pressing.
Darida is often the distributor in these situations They are in the 20th percentile meaning they are
while Souček and Barák along with Jankto who one of the most intense teams in this tournament
likes to position himself in half space are the when it comes to pressing. To support that we
players who look to receive the ball from centre- can see that they are at the 84th percentile in
forward. Both Schick and Krmenčík have the recoveries in the final third showing that they are
ability to hold the ball and make accurate passes very good at pressing high and they are able to
for supporting midfielders. They are capable of regain possession in the dangerous areas near
keeping possession a little bit longer but they try the opponents’ goal. The reason for such quality
to be more direct and look for situations like this to numbers is that the whole team is very compatible
create chances with few quick passes especially in pressing attempts where we can often see
when they play against better opponents like eight players engaged in pressing actions deep
England and Croatia who they face in the group in the opponents half. They are also one of the
teams that make the most fouls and they are in
stage.
the 92nd percentile in fouls per matches, below in
the tactical part we will mention it in more detail.
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Opposite to their recoveries in the final third,
they are in the 32nd percentile when it comes to
recoveries in their own third showing that they try
to regain the possession away from goal more
often than the other teams. They have a very
low number of interceptions and a slightly belowaverage number of clearances per match.
Aerially they are looking very good, they have
a lot of aerial duels and win 50% of their aerial
duels which puts them in the top 10 teams in the
tournament. It is no surprise given the fact that
their team is very tall and from regular players,
only Darida and Bořil are built smaller.
They are not looking good when it comes to
defensive duels. They participate in fewer duels
than an average team in a tournament and they
sit at 36th percentile when it comes to defensive
duels won%. These numbers can also be
connected with a lot of fouls they make which
is marked as a lost defensive duel. Whatever
the reason, they will have to up their game in
defensive duels if they want to be at the level
needed to deliver quality results.

In the situation above we can see how the Czech
Republic did high pressing on the Slovakian
backline which attempted to build up the attack
from deep. They like to wait for the opponent to
pass towards the full-back before they increase
their intensity in order to limit his time on the
ball and to limit his options. We can see that
the winger is pressing the full-back, the centreforward is oriented on the closest centre-back
while the opposite winger is close to the second
centre-back but positioned just enough to be
prepared to attack full-back on his side if the
opponents switch flank.
The midfielders are tightly marking opponents
midfielders while the full-backs are just above
the half-line to be close to the opponent wingers.
Intensity from both Bořil and Coufal is crucial in
these situations and because they are capable
of covering a lot of ground and putting instant
pressure on wingers it makes the opponents
harder to progress down the flanks.

The last we will mention is their ability to prevent
opponents from shooting on their goal. They
allow 6.8 shots per match to their opponents
and only England and Spain allow less which is
impressive and tells a lot about their compactness
in defence.
We’ll now take a look into a high press they
often use in order to prevent opponents from
progressing to their half with ground passes and
making them make mistakes or hit long passes.

What the image above represents is the Czech
Republic’s fouls in the last 10 matches. It is clear
that they tend to make fouls in the opponents half.
118 of their 182 fouls were made in the opposition
half which shows how intense and aggressive
they are in the press. It also can indicate that
when the opponent manages to avoid pressing
or beat them in 1v1 situations they tend to make
fouls to prevent them from progressing down the
pitch.
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Given that the Czech Republic will face England
and Croatia in the group stage they will have to
be careful sometimes with their high pressing
because both teams have quality centre-forwards
who can hold on to the ball - Harry Kane and
Bruno Petković. Through those two players, their
opponents could bypass their high pressing and
try to hurt them by running at their defence in
wide space.
Because of that, we could see the Czech Republic
take a careful approach and drop a little into a
middle block which would then mean that they
will pick the right situations to attempt high press.
However, it is hard to predict what approach
Šilhavý will choose and it will depend a lot on
their result in the first fixture against Scotland
where they will surely look to press high and try
to force them into mistakes.

T

TRANSITIONS

he segment where the Czech Republic
thrives is the transition. When you have
midfielders capable of covering a lot of space
and full-backs who possess high work rate and
stamina it is easy to make it work in transitions
which is exactly what the Czech Republic has at
their disposal.
They look to attack from the moment they regain
possession, especially if possession is regained
in their own third and with a lot of space in front of
them. The example below will show us how they
look to exploit the opponent in a counter-attack.

We can see in this situation how Schick is
surrounded by few Estonian players which are
oriented on the ball and not on the movement
of the Czech Republic midfielders. Schick
smartly looks to pass back towards Soucek who
is unmarked. There are three players trying to
exploit the left side of the pitch - Barák, Darida
and Jankto. That means except for Soucek both
midfielders are making a run forward and both
wingers with Jankto having more space in front
of him. Souček’s only task is to make an accurate
pass into space over the five players surrounding
Schick. Usually, they look for Darida to make that
pass while Souček is running forward.
They will try to make the most out of this kind of
situation and Jankto is the player they will target
to carry the ball forward. Jankto’s mix of pace and
creativity makes him the best carrier for counterattacks. Both Barák and Souček are capable of
supporting counter-attacks with their late arrivals
into the box from where they can endanger the
opponent’s goal.

The Czech Republic looks very good in defensive
transitions as well. They have a compact and
high working group of players who don’t neglect
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defensive responsibilities. Everyone is capable
of tracking back quickly and instantly structure a
block to prevent the opponent from progressing
closer to their goal.

Like we would expect, Krmenčík and Schick
are the players who look good on both graphs.
Krmenčík is the player with the most touches in
the box and most shots amongst the forwards.
Schick is very close to him, but we have to take
In the example above we can see how they try into account that Schick plays in a better league
to slow down the opponent from progressing where it is tougher to average those numbers.
down the pitch by attempting counter press
when the ball is lost. The player who lost the ball Hot-prospect Adam Hložek looks great on both
instantly attacks the ball carrier, preventing him graphs and he is someone who could shine if given
from passing quickly while the players around a chance. Many scouts will look at him if he gets
him are covering the nearest opponents. Both of minutes in the tournament because he was born in
their full-backs show instant reaction by tracking 2002 and already has 84 appearances for Sparta
back to not leave centre-backs on wide space Prague. This season Hložek managed to score
which is a very smart and proactive movement 11 goals and assist 8 times in 18 appearances in
by them. The key part is Král moving into the red Fortuna Liga for Sparta Prague which is why he
area where he acts as a corrector if the opponent looks impressive on the goal contribution graph.
manages to progress in the middle Král is there
to stop the opponent from progressing further by Masopust is looking the least dangerous player on
dispossessing him or making a tactical foul.
both graphs and it is because he mostly plays as
a right-back or right wing-back for Slavia Prague.
These movements in defensive transitions are However, in the Czech Republic, he gets used
one of the reasons why they are so successful more on the wing since Coufal is irreplaceable on
in recoveries in the final third and also why they right-back. It is unfortunate that Černý injured his
are capable of stopping the opponent before knee and won’t be available for the tournament
progressing quickly down the pitch.
since he is looking pretty good in both graphs.

FORWARDS

W

MIDFIELDERS

e’ll now take a look at all of the Czech Republic’s
forwards who played for the team in the last
calendar year. We will show their output in shots
per 90 minutes and touches in the box on the left
graph while on the right graph we will take a look into
their xGoal contribution (expected goals + expected
assists) and goal contribution (goals + assists).

I

n this section, we will take a look into some
interesting metrics for midfielders just like we
did in the previous section for forwards. We
decided to use the same graph on the right as
in the previous section, while on the left graph
we can see a number of attempted progressive
passes and passes into the final third. The size
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of circles on the left graph represents the overall
passing accuracy in %.
Vladimir Darida is showing quality numbers in
both graphs as well, but in a tougher league
where he plays for a team in the bottom half of
the table. Darida is pulling strings in both Hertha
Berlin and the Czech Republic and he is the main
distributor of the ball. We can see that Souček is
not the best distributor of the ball and he makes
an impact with his smart off the ball movement.
Král is very close to Darida when it comes to
ball distribution, however, he doesn’t contribute
that much in the advanced areas of the pitch
like Darida. Král can be labelled as a holding
midfielder while Darida is also capable of playing
as an attacking midfielder. Barák is also looking
better in contribution graphs than in distribution
since he is positioned higher on the pitch.
Ladislav Krejči looks good on both graphs given
the fact that he plays as a defensive midfielder
or centre-back. He would get his first callup since he is one of the biggest talents they
have currently, but unfortunately, he suffered a
metatarsal fracture. The youngster would add
quality depth for them in both positions he can
play and he is a major aerial threat on set-pieces.
We can conclude that they have a very good
balance in midfield and that Šilhavý has enough
depth to mix things in the starting XI and adjust
for the specific opponent.

I

n this section, we will assess defenders based on
their PAdj (possession-adjusted) interceptions and
successful defensive actions per 90 on the left graph
while on the right graph we will take a look into their
progressive ability through progressive runs and
progressive passes per 90.
When it comes to defensive metrics we can see
that all the defenders show very good output in
both defensive metrics on the graph. Only Pavel
Kadeřábek is slightly worse than the rest of the
defenders and it is because he plays as a wing-back
in Hoffenheim with more offensive duties. There is
no player who stands out, but we have to mention
David Zima and Jakub Brabec as two backups
for Čelůstka and Kalas. Both of them show similar
numbers to first-choice centre-backs meaning that
Šilhavý is having sweet worries when it comes
to choosing centre-backs. Brabec stands out in
progressive passes per 90.
Brescia right-back Aleš Matějů stands out as a
player with the most successful defensive actions,
but also as the best progressive runner amongst the
defenders. We can see that starting XI defenders
Kúdela, Coufal and Bořil are all averaging more than
8 progressive passes per 90. However, when we
take into account the Czech Republic style of play
it is not very important to have defenders who can
progress the ball through the build-up, because they
rather look for direct long passes while Darida takes
care of ball progression and often drops deeper to
receive the ball before progressing it further.

DEFENDERS
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BEST PERFORMER

T

omaš Souček is a player whose stocks skyrocketed in the last two years. At the time he
arrived in West Ham his price on Transfermarkt
was £10.8 million and now he is worth £36
million. He started all matches this season in the
Premier League for West Ham and played all
minutes. Souček managed to score 9 goals and
assist once in the Premier League.

Czech Republic on the highest European stage
when it comes to national team football.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

B

ecause of the new format, it is normal to
expect the Czech Republic to go through
Based on the player profile above where he is
compared to the midfielders from Premier League the group stage. They are a better team than
we will draw some conclusions. We can see in Scotland on paper, however, it will be a hard task
the first section that he isn’t a midfield creator because both Scotland and England will play on
and that he is a quality box-to-box player who home turf which could be a slight advantage
knows how to get into promising situations. He for them. The main problem is they lost the last
is amongst the best in the league when it comes three matches against Scotland and the last two
to xG per 90 and also he manages to average a matches were in 2020, if they lose again they will
lot of touches in the box and shots. His qualities have to get a win against Croatia or England if
are the perfect balance to Darida’s qualities, who they want to go through into the knockout phase.
is better when he is in the possession of the ball
In the Euro 2016 (the last big competition they
and facilitates for his teammates.
participated in) they finished 4th in the group
Just like the first section hinted he doesn’t make where they played against Spain, Croatia and
a big impact with his passing and neither has Turkey. They lost two matches and drew with
a lot of passes per 90. However, he tends to Croatia. That group was slightly tougher than the
pass forward often and looks for longer distance actual group because Croatia doesn’t look the
passes which is a good complement to both same after the silver medal at the 2018 World
West Ham and the Czech Republic playing style. Cup and the Turkey squad was the better team
than the current Scotland squad. It is important to
The last section on the visual above shows say that the Czech Republic has a better squad
how valuable Souček is in the defensive phase. at their disposal than in the Euro 2016.
His height allows him to win a major part of his
aerial duels and he has the highest number of We can say that based on the quality of the squad
aerial duels per 90 amongst the midfielders in and the recent performances they can go through
the league. Aerial ability is also his strength in to the next round. They have a very interesting
offensive set-pieces because of his good timing playing style and few exciting players which will
to attack crosses. He concedes a lot of fouls and it probably draw attention to their matches in this
is valuable for his national team as well in order to tournament.
prevent opponents’ progressing further especially
when they break through their pressing.
Souček is clearly the star of this team and he
became a star in such a short period because of
his impressive performances in one of the best
leagues in the world. It is now his time to lead the
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GROUP D

ENGLAND
DAVID SEYMOUR // @davidseymour_
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A

fter a positive 2018 World Cup campaign
where England reached the semi-final of the
competition, there is an ever-high expectation
at home for the national side to put together an
equally impressive run at the Euros.
Since September last year, England have put
together some impressive performances, with
wins over Belgium, Poland, as well as against
Albania, San Marino, Iceland, Ireland and Wales.
In this time period, England have averaged two
goals a game, scoring 22 in 11 games, whilst
only conceding five with their only losses coming
against Belgium and Denmark.
There is a feeling amongst many that the current
crop of players is nearing the talent pool that
performed so underwhelmingly for Sven GoranEriksson and Fabio Capello. Whilst England
don’t currently have a team filled with the likes of
David Beckham, Steven Gerrard, Frank Lampard
et al. there is a young core to this side, who could
well become leading world-class players in the
not too distant future. As such there is a positive
atmosphere in England in regards to the national
team, and incredibly so, just like at the last world
cup, lower levels of expectations - which only
seemed to benefit them in Russia.
This tactical analysis gives an in-depth insight
into the players likely to feature in this summer’s
tournament, as well as giving an analysis of
Southgate’s overall tactics, and how the manager
is likely to use said players.

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Dean Henderson
Sam Johnstone
Jordan Pickford

DEFENDERS

Trent Alexander-Arnold
Ben Chilwell
Conor Coady
Reece James
Harry Maguire
Tyrone Mings
Luke Shaw
John Stones
Kieran Trippier
Kyle Walker

MIDFIELDERS
Jude Bellingham
Phil Foden
Jack Grealish
Jordan Henderson
Jesse Lingard
Mason Mount
Kalvin Phillips
Declan Rice

FORWARDS

Dominic Calvert-Lewin
Mason Greenwood
Harry Kane (c)
Marcus Rashford
Raheem Sterling
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THE SQUAD

still perform at the highest level against some of
the best players in the world.
And then we come to players in the peak years
of their career, as highlighted by the lighter blue
section in the following image. There are certainly
some key players in this stage of their career.
Likely centre-back partnership Harry Maguire and
John Stones fall into this category, as do potential
starters Jack Grealish, Raheem Sterling, Kalvin
Phillips, and left-back duo Ben Chilwell and Luke
Shaw. Finally, Captain and talisman Harry Kane
also falls into this category too.

Overall, the squad is certainly one of the
ngland’s squad is filled to the brim with younger squads of a leading world footballing
young talent. You could theoretically have nation, and even the players in the peak years
a host of players in the starting XI yet to enter of their careers, still have plenty of football left
their peak years. We can see these talents in them at this stage of their career. What’s most
in the image below. Declan Rice, Mason exciting however, is the young players, who are
Mount, Marcus Rashford, Phil Foden, Reece arguably already leading talents on the world
James, and even Jude Bellingham could all stage. Foden, Rice, and Mount undoubtedly fall
arguably put a case forward for a starting role into that category from their performances this
in Southgate’s preferred side. On the other end season, whilst Alexander-Arnold has failed to
of the spectrum, Kyle Walker, Kieran Trippier meet the heights of the previous two seasons,
and Jordan Henderson make up the only likely but is nevertheless an elite talent. Finally
squad options who are perhaps beyond their along with Rashford, Bellingham, and James,
peak years. Whilst Henderson might struggle for Callum Hudson-Odoi, Bukayo Saka, Jadon
fitness, which would be a devastating blow for Sancho, Mason Greenwood, and Joe Gomez all
England, and Trippier faces steep competition represent phenomenal talents with an incredibly
from the aforementioned James and Trent high ceiling.
Alexander-Arnold, Walker is playing some of the
best football of his career under Pep Guardiola As for formation there is still some debate as
at Manchester City. His recent performances to how Southgate will choose to have his side
against Paris Saint-Germain in the Champions set up, let alone what players he will choose in
League semi-final further highlighted that he can that system. It’s been widely documented that

E
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Southgate likes to play a back three, but he has
seemingly begun to move away from this.
Most recently it appears Southgate is preferring
a 4-3-3, flipping between playing with a single
pivot and a double pivot. Either way, it seems
highly likely that midfield three will involve Rice
in the double pivot, or by himself as a single,
and Mount is also likely to start too. Then with
that third position, there is a lot of competition.
Kalvin Phillips has performed admirably in that
role in recent internationals, whilst if fit, it’s likely
Henderson would warrant a start in the midfield
given his experience and leadership qualities,
on top of his consistently strong performances
for England in recent years. However, keep an
eye out for Bellingham making a late claim for a
start. It might seem like somewhat of a push with
the Dortmund midfielder still only 17 years old.
However, there’s an argument to be made that
Bellingham is England’s most natural number 8,
and with Rice best as a 6, and Mount as a 10,
Bellingham would arguably give England their
most balanced midfield three. Nevertheless, if
the tournament were to occur tomorrow, Phillips
would probably be given the nod.
Ahead of this midfield three, England will operate
with a front three. The one position that will be
certain is Harry Kane starting as the centreforward. Dominic Calvert-Lewin deserves credit
for an excellent season with Everton, and the
poacher will undoubtedly offer a threat off of the
bench. Either side of Kane, Foden would appear
to have played himself into the starting XI given his
scintillating club form. As for the other position, it’s
incredibly difficult to predict. Sterling has been a
strong performer for England and is experienced
at international level, but a dip in club form may
cost him a starting berth, whilst Grealish was
widely regarded as the Premier League’s player
of the season until his injury which sidelined him
for a significant amount of time. Again, this could
cost him a start. Rashford on the other hand,
has been consistently excellent for Manchester

United this season and given his form and lack
of injuries, he may well steal a no to start on the
right side of that front three.
At the back, Maguire and Stones seem set to
start as a centre-back pairing, with Kyle Walker
at right-back, despite strong competition from
James. As for the left-back position, it’s a toss
up between Chilwell and Shaw, but expect the
Manchester United man to nick it. The full-back
pairings, and even overall formation, may well
change based on the opponent. Against an
opponent sitting deep in a low block, we could
well see Southgate opt for Alexander-Arnold or
Trippier, and Chilwell, giving these full-backs the
license to pepper the box with crosses, whilst
against sides with a more considerable attacking
threat, Walker and Shaw’s pace should see them
into the team.
Finally, in goal, Jordan Pickford went through
a very public questioning of his ability at the
beginning of the season, however, he has
performed admirably since. His strong distribution
skills will also prove helpful for Southgate’s side,
and this should see him keep his place at the
expense of Nick Pope and Sam Johnstone.
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ATTACKING PHASE

W

e can see that England are a patient
possession side, playing with little
directness, and therefore, unsurprisingly, with
few forward passes per 100. On top of this,
Southgate’s side are far from partial to a long
ball. And yet despite this lack of directness, they
are an incredibly efficient attacking side. We can
see how highly they rank for shots per match, xG
per match and touches in the penalty area per
match.
It’s well known that Kane likes to drop into
midfield at any given time, and by leaving two
In terms of how they will set up in possession, in the midfield during build-up it provides more
we have to acknowledge that Southgate has space for him to do this, and plenty of different
flittered between using a back three and back passing angles from the back three and fullfour. However, with Declan Rice growing as a backs to find the mercurial front man.
ball-player and not just a defensive midfielder
who can break up play, the West Ham midfielder Kane’s undeniable ability as a goalscoring threat
provides Southgate with the flexibility to allow ensures he is always marked closely by the
England to play in a 4-3-3 with a single pivot. opposition defence, and he is happy to be manFrom this shape, Rice will sit deep as the single marked to create opportunities either side of him
pivot during build up play, allowing the full-backs for his attacking teammates.
to push on and giving England something very
similar in possession with a back four to what In the following image we can see how he remains
they look like with a back three. We can see this central as England build play out wide, with a
from the following pass map, from England’s sequence of quick interchanges and rotations
most recent game against Albania.
involving the left-back, left-winger and centralmidfielder. We can see how Foden drops in to
exchange passes with Shaw, drawing Albania’s
right-back forward. Central-midfielder Kavlin
Phillips then rotates into the space created by
Foden’s run and England can advance play
down the left-flank.

We can see this pattern in a game situation
from the same game, as we see Rice dropping
between the two centre-backs in order to allow
the full-backs to push forward, whilst also
creating lots of central space.

England will use their attacking talent in wide
areas to build play, and even when opponents
don’t get pulled forward, their attacking wide
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players have the pace to latch onto through
passes even with little space behind. We can
see in the following image how Sterling is being
man-marked as Shaw receives the ball on the
left-flank. He makes a simple dummy move
inside just to ensure his defender moves forward
on the front foot, before then spinning in behind
for the through pass.

the opponent has the ball inside their own third.
In terms of just general solidity in defence, it’s
encouraging for england fans to see their aerial
duel win percentage and defensive duel win
percentage, rank so highly too.
Look for England’s midfield to get particularly
compact in an effort to protect the centre of the
pitch. If operating with a single pivot, expect that
player to be flanked pretty closely by the two
number 8’s positioned in front of him. However,
with a double pivot they will remain compact,
whilst still providing pressure when the ball is
in the half-space. We can also see how the leftwinger tucks inside, with the right-winger and
centre-forward preventing any easy passage out
of pressure for the Belgian side.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

W

ith England being a side that dominates
possession so heavily, they naturally spend
less time out of possession then other teams will.
With this style of play, England will most commonly
face sides looking to beat them with quick, direct
counter-attacks. Cutting these attacks out at the
source is vital, and we can see that England’s
recoveries in the final third is strong, suggesting
they press well, and turn over possession when

This compactness remains in the press as
well.England will keep their front three narrow,
pressing the ball and showing the opponent
wide. They are supported by the centralmidfielders pushing forward to ensure that if the
front three are beaten, there won’t be any space
in the centre of the pitch for them. We can see in
the following image how the right-back is ready
to push up and press should Albania decide to
switch possession to the opposite flank.
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Rice’s ability to cover ground well and break up
play so effectively gives England’s midfield and
front three more freedom to press aggressively.
Should they be beaten, as they are in the next
image, Rice steps forward from his deep position
to intercept the ball.

W

this. Firstly, if the ball is lost over a short
distance, it will be immediately pressed by the
player who gave up possession. We can see an
example of this in the next image as right-back
Kyle Walker still pushes forward, past the front
line, to press his lost possession. This immediate
pressure forces the opponent to move the ball
quickly, perhaps before their teammates have
transitioned into space to receive the ball and
play out. As such, this can force a quick turnover,
or at least encourage the opponent to merely
clear their lines with a long ball forward.

TRANSITIONS

hen we talk about transition we naturally
look at what teams do as they transition
from defence into attack, and then vice versa
from attack into defence.
However, England also structure their counterpress during the possession phase. In advanced
Starting with transition to attack, England will often attacks, Southgate’s side will have plenty of
look to keep possession and begin their patient passing options in close proximity to the ball.
build up phase from the back. However, Kane This allows them to combine in tight spaces and
has the abilities to perform as a target man on advance possession, but it also allows them to
transition, and England will also look to hit him on quickly swarm the ball upon losing it, and quickly
transition. With the pace of England’s wide players overload the opposition.
a constant threat, the likes of Foden, Sterling et
al, will look to run past Kane and latch onto the
knockdown, before continuing the fast break.

As for transition into defence, England counterpress well, using two basic structures to facilitate
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despite this, with plenty of rumours suggesting he
may move elsewhere this summer. Nevertheless,
this graph shows the forward in a positive light.
On the flip side, both Sterling and Ollie Watkins
have underperformed slightly on their xGoal
contributions.

FORWARDS

Regardless, what we can ascertain from this
data is that England are blessed with a highperforming group of attacking players, and there
will be top-level players not selected. It’s a good
headache for Southgate to have at least.

MIDFIELDERS

A

s a group, England have a set of forwards
that are taking a respectable amount of shots
per 90, on top of taking a good amount of touches
in the box per 90. There isn’t particularly any
weak player. If we were being critical, you would
suggest Danny Ings should be registering slightly
higher on both, but he’s still scoring goals at a
respectable rate for a low-end Premier League
team. Other than this, the graph shows wide
players generally leaning towards more touches
in the box per 90 than the centre-forwards,
and then adversely, the centre-forwards taking
more shots than the wide players. That’s to be
expected.
There are a few outliers worth mentioning from
this first graph though.
In terms of wide-players, Grealish and Sterling
are clear outliers for touches in the box per 90,
whilst Kane, unsurprisingly, is high on shots per
90. Interestingly with Kane, he ranks relatively
low on touches in the box per 90 despite this,
giving an insight into how quickly he gets his
shots away, but also showing that he will take
plenty of shots from outside of the area too.
Moving on to look at actual goal contributions
as well as xGoal contributions we can again
see how highly Kane ranks, whilst Abrhama
has outperformed his xGoal contributions. The
Chelsea forward has struggled for regular starts

T

hen we move onto looking at England’s
midfielders. Initially we measure them on
pass to the final third per 90 and progressive
passes per 90. Henderson, and interestingly,
Harry Winks, are the outliers when we look
at these metrics. Whilst Henderson will be a
shoe-in if fit, Winks will be less so. The young
Tottenham midfielder has often been criticised
by many for playing a lot of lateral passes, so it
is encouraging for his continued development to
see him rank highly on this graph.
Next we can see their goal contributions against
their xGoal contributions. 12 months ago, had
you said Jesse Lingard would be an outlier
on this graph, you might have raised a few
eyebrows. However, the Manchester United
man has thrived on loan at West Ham, and has
arguably been one of the most potent attacking
players in the league since this move. It would be
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very surprising to see him not make the squad,
particularly given Southgate’s previous use of
him in the World Cup. Aside from Lingard, Foden
ranks well, although is more likely to play out
wide than in the 10 role, even though he could
perform this role perfectly well, whilst Mount,
Bellingham, and James Ward-Prowse are other
stand outs.

BEST PERFORMER

DEFENDERS
K
W

hilst Southgate is spoilt for choice when
choosing his best options in midfield and
attack, England’s defensive options are slightly
more shallow. Whilst Chilwell and Shaw are
two leading left-backs, and England have an
embarrassment of riches at right-back, should
there be an injury to one of Maguire or Stones,
the centre-back position would look noticeably
weaker.
In the first graph we measure the defenders
based on pAdj. interceptions and successful
defensive actions per 90. Tyrone Mings and
Gomez ranks well for interceptions, whilst
Chilwell leads successful defensive actions
per 90 and ranks well for interceptions. Stones
and Walker are at the bottom end of this group,
but with City dominating possession so often
it’s unsurprising to see them at the bottom of
successful defensive actions.

ane is one of the best centre-forwards in
the world and will be looking to perform
as well as he did in the World Cup three years
ago. His game has moved on from just being
an elite goalscorer, and Kane has become an
outstanding provider this season, on top of his
continued goalscoring exploits. We can see
this by seeing how highly he ranks for not only
attacking and shooting statistics, but also passing
and progressions statistics.
Firstly, in attack, he is in the upper-echelons
of the league for non-penalty goals per 90, xG
per 90, headed goals per 90, and shots per 90.
His lower ranking for xG per shot comes from
his willingness to take on shots from longer
distances. Also, his lower ranking for successful
dribbles and touches in the box per 90 are
likely down to his preference for quickly taking
on shots. He isn’t a dribbler by trade, and is far
better playing quickly, whether that’s taking a
shot, or moving the ball on with a pass.
As for his passing statistics, with Kane leading
the Premier League in assists, it makes sense
to see him rank so highly for xA per 90, as well
as key passes per 90. Kane is an outstanding
passer of the ball, and as he likes to drop into
deeper areas to receive possession, he will often
look for that long diagonal switch of play, which
he does very effectively. This is why we see his
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average pass length rank so highly amongst his
peers in the league.
It will be interesting to see whether the transfer
furore surrounding England’s captain will derail
his tournament. He will be out to prove those
doubters wrong once again, particularly those
who haven’t taken his World Cup golden boot
seriously down to his penalties that led him to
that honour.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

A

nything less than a semi-final appearance
would be seen as a disappointment, but
anything more than that would also be seen
as an over-achievement. Southgate is honestly
still riding the wave of good will that the World
Cup performance from three years ago created.
There will be more scrutiny this time around, and
aside from France, there’s every chance that this
is the most loaded squad in the tournament.
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GROUP D

SCOTLAND
LEE SCOTT // @FMAnalysis
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T

he wait is finally over. After 22 long years
Scotland have once again qualified to play
in a major international tournament. As ever
with Scotland, however, they had to do things
the hard way in finally overcoming familiar foes
Israel in the playoffs. The final act came thanks
to goalkeeper David Marshall who threw himself
low and to his left to save the final penalty in
the shoot-out from Serbia’s talisman Alexander
Mitrovic.
An entire generation of fans have grown to
adulthood having never seen their country take
part in a major tournament. Now that wait has
come to an end but what can we expect from this
Scotland team under Steve Clarke?
The answer? Organisation and teamwork but
no shortage of talent in certain areas of the
pitch. Since this is Scotland, of course, things
are anything but straightforward. Arguably their
two key players are both natural left-backs in
Kieran Tierney, of Arsenal, and Andy Robertson,
of Liverpool although Clarke has found a way to
make this work with Tierney featuring as a leftsided central defender with licence to attack
down the outside while Robertson patrols the
left side in a wingback role. Next we have two
midfielders who are Premier League regulars in
Scott McTominay of Manchester United and John
McGinn of Aston Villa. McTominay, however is
likely to play as the right-sided central defender
in a back three with licence to move into midfield
when Scotland are in possession.
This tactical analysis will provide insight into the
players who are likely to feature for Scotland as
well as offering insights into the tactical system
that we are likely to see.

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Craig Gordon
David Marshall
Jon McLaughlin

DEFENDERS

Liam Cooper
Declan Gallagher
Grant Hanley
Jack Hendry
Scott McKenna
Stephen O’Donnell
Nathan Patterson
Andy Robertson (c)
Greg Taylor
Kieran Tierney

MIDFIELDERS
Stuart Armstrong
Ryan Christie
John Fleck
Billy Gilmour
John McGinn
Callum McGregor
Scott McTominay
David Turnbull

FORWARDS
Che Adams
Lyndon Dykes
James Forrest
Ryan Fraser
Kevin Nisbet
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Dykes offers a similar profile to Adams but is
likely to start alongside unless the likes of Ryan
Christie or Ryan Fraser can push their way in.

THE SQUAD

This scatter graph provided an age profile of the
Scotland squad over the last calendar year with
the lighter blue area representing those players
who are in the peak age range. While the oldest
players in the squad are represented by the
goalkeepers in Craig Gordon, David Marshall
and Jon McLaughlin the other two players to the
right of the graphic, Andy Considine of Aberdeen
and Robert Snodgrass of WBA were not called
up to the squad.

S

teve Clarke seems to have settled on
preferring a three at the back system with
Kieran Tierney on the left and Scott McTominay
on the right being given licence to push on
slightly, depending on which side of the pitch the
attack is on.
The configuration of the midfield is still a question
mark. It remains to be seen whether Clarke will
favour a ‘6’ with two ‘8’s or two ‘6’s and a ‘10’ and
this will dictate the players selected for any given
match. Callum McGregor and John McGinn will
likely play regardless although the selection of
the 19-year-old Chelsea midfielder Billy Gilmour
offers an intriguing option.
It is in the attack that Scotland tend to struggle
and Clarke will have been relieved to see the
Southampton forward Che Adams accept a call
up and then impress in World Cup Qualifying in
the last round of competitive fixtures. Lyndon

As you can see the majority of the expected
first eleven are firmly in the peak age range and
this bodes well for the future of Scottish football.
This is especially the case in the midfielders and
defenders in the squad while the defenders,
understandably, are towards the upper end of
our age range.
In the defence Liam Cooper and Scott McKenna
provide cover options although neither is as
comfortable in possession as the likes of Tierney
and McTominay.
While Billy Gilmour offers an interesting younger
option in the midfield the likes of Stuart Armstrong
and John Fleck are more experienced options.
Ryan Christie is a flexible member of the squad
with the ability to play as a forward, as a ‘10’ or
in the centre of the midfield. It also remains to
be seen where Clarke sees the role of David
Turnbull fitting into the squad. Similar to his
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teammate at club level, Christie, Turnbull offers It is no surprise that Scotland rely on crosses
interesting positional flexibility.
with the tendency to look for Andy Robertson
to provide a creative spark when in the final
While Ryan Fraser offers a more indirect option third. On the opposite side, however, Stephen
in the attack with his tendency to move wide, O’Donnell also offers the ability to move the ball
the Hibernian forward Kevin Nisbet is a more into the area although he does so more often
direct goal scoring option. Nisbet has beaten from the half-space on the right side.
out Lawrence Shankland of Dundee United to
a place in the squad and the Hibernian forward Scotland tend to create shooting opportunities
has the capacity to drop and link play or run in either from these crosses or from winning the
behind.
second ball in and around the penalty area with
John McGinn in particular impressing in these
areas.

ATTACKING PHASE

Scotland uses the width of their defensive line
in the build-up phase. This is especially effective
when Tierney and McTominay play as the wide
central defenders with their ability to progress
the ball.
They tend to play short in and out of the midfield
nder Steve Clarke we have seen Scotland initially in order to pull the opposition defensive
develop into a side that prefers to attack in block towards the ball. This then allows the ball to
transition with an emphasis on moving the ball be switched across to where the far side central
forward into the opposition final third in order to defender can comfortably progress the ball.
create attacking opportunities.

U

You can see from the attacking radar that over
the last calendar year we have seen Scotland
tend to attack directly into the final third but rely
on crosses in order to access the opposition
penalty area. The forwards tend to play with
their back to goal before receiving and looking to
link with midfielders who are moving from deep
whether wide or in central areas.
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As Scotland move forward in the attacking phase
it is John McGinn who tends to provide the
catalyst in the opposition half.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

As Scotland attack quickly to the strikers of via
wide play that allows the wingbacks to develop
their position it will be the Aston Villa man who
moves into pockets of space in order to connect
everything together.

The role of Kieran Tierney is key when the
opposition look to press higher in order to
prevent and delay the build-up from Scotland.
His movement profile and ability to carry the
ball forward allows Andy Robertson to move into
advanced positions quickly in order to help the
attack to develop.

A

s expected given their stature in the World
game Scotland have been extremely active
in the defensive phase over the course of the last
calendar year. They have a tendency to defend
in a medium to deep defensive block and as such
they will always see a large proportion of aerial
duels and clearances.

We see this here as Tierney makes a small
lateral movement to collect the ball out from the
goalkeeper before then engaging and outplaying
the Austria attacker who looks to press the ball.
This allows Scotland to move the ball towards the
opposition half and Robertson takes a position
more like a traditional winger.

In the established defensive phase Scotland
dropped into a medium to deep defensive block
with limited space between the lines for the
opposition to exploit.
Here we see that Ryan Fraser has dropped
deeper to engage the ball carrier and this is
where Scotland will have to find a solution as
Adams and Dykes are selected to play together.
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TRANSITIONS
This deeper defensive block means that when
the opposition try to attack into the final third
there tends to be a spare defensive player who
can quickly engage and attack the ball.

I

n transition from defence to attack Scotland will
tend to always have a target striker to play to
We see this here as Austria try to drop the ball
into the edge of the Scottish area. The spare should the need arise. Both Lyndon Dykes and
defender however is able to read the game and Che Adams can receive comfortably with their
comfortably win the ball before transitioning into back to goal.
the attack.
If the pass is on, however, Scotland will look
to switch the play to access the space on the
far side and to stretch the opposition defensive
structure.

Even if the opposition do find a passing option
that allows them to comfortably progress the
ball into the final third the Scottish defensive
organisation means that they do not easily get
If the opposition are high up the field in moments
outplayed.
of transition then Scotland will not be averse to
As the ball comes into the feet of the Austrian playing more direct in order to quickly outplay a
striker there are runners looking to move off the large number of opposition players. The ability
ball in order to open up passing lanes. Scotland, of the Scottish players to shield the ball before
however, maintain their line and the pass is bringing others into play allows them to play
quickly in this manner.
easily intercepted.
We see this here as six opposition players are
immediately outplayed and Scotland can build
the attack.
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MIDFIELDERS
When the opposition are transitioning to attack
Scotland will drop off in the front line in order to
delay the opposition from building their attack.
They will sit deeper in the opposition half and
hen we look at the midfielders in the
then wait for the opposition to move the ball
squad we immediately see that Clarke
forward before engaging and looking to win the
is unfortunate to have lost both Ryan Jack or
ball back.
Rangers and Kenny McLean of Norwich City
to injury. Both have impressed in their ball
progression metrics.

W

FORWARDS

You can see from the first chart that Billy Gilmour
offers an interesting profile in terms of his ability
to move the ball into the final third.

I

n terms of the forwards that have received
Scotland call ups in the last calendar year it
is interesting to note that the best performing
forward is in fact Lee Griffiths, although the Celtic
forward has not been called into the squad. This
is, however, likely due to personal issues that
the forward has suffered over the last 12 months
which have limited his minutes at club level.
As you can see Kevin Nisbet impresses in terms
of his shots per 90 and touches per 90 but also
on the second chart when looking at his goal
contribution and expected goal contribution.
This further shows why many observers feel
that Nisbet is the most natural goalscorer in the
squad.

The chart with expected goal contribution and
goal contribution shows how valuable Ryan
Christie is as an option to play in the attacking
phase. His output in each metric comfortably
outperforms the rest of the squad.

DEFENDERS

T

he defensive metrics for those players in the
squad show that arguably Ryan Porteous of
Hibernian was unfortunate not to receive a call
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up. He was active and efficient with his defensive
output. Liam Cooper and Jack Hendry each
offer interesting options from a purely defensive
perspective.
In terms of carrying the ball forward for their
teams and moving the ball through the thirds
we again see an unfortunate Hibernian player
in Paul McGinn but Andy Robertson and Kieran
Tierney both offer ball progression.

BEST PERFORMER

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

T

he likes of England and Croatia will, of
course, provide stiff opposition in the group
stage for Scotland and they have played close
games against Czech Republic in recent years.
It is worth, however, acknowledging that they will
benefit from two ‘home’ matches in Glasgow.
Scotland ignited the nation in qualifying for the
tournament and in doing so in such a nail biting
fashion. There is a feeling that anything more
from this point is an added bonus. With that
said, however, Steve Clarke has developed a
reputation as a coach who is fiercely competitive
and he will not settle for just making up the
numbers.

D

espite the importance of Andy Robertson
and Kieran Tierney to this squad we feel that
midfielder John McGinn will be the key player
for this Scotland team. While, for a midfielder
his passing and progression metrics are lower
than expected, his performance in the attacking
phase cannot be ignored.

Second place in the group may not be out of reach
but a lot will rest on Scotland’s performance in
the opening match.

In the final third McGinn really comes to life and
he will be the player who collects second balls
or breaks the lines of the opposition defensive
structure with his surging runs from deep.
McGinn will be one of the most important players
in the squad when it comes to finding ways to
access the opposition penalty area.
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DATA VIZ
EURO 2020 GROUP E: PLAYERS TO WATCH
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

S

ince winning Euro 2012, Spain have been below average in all the international competitions
they have partaken in. Luis Enrique will be looking to take his team deep into the tournament
and it is fair to suggest that this squad is the best Spain have had in recent years. Grouped with
2018 World Cup quarter finalists Sweden, Poland and Slovakia, the job at hand for Spain should be
fairly easy, one would think. The following visualisation shows the players to watch out for from each
team in Group E.
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NOTE: DATA FOR THE VISUAL WAS COLLECTED ON MAY 5TH, 2021

T

DANI OLMO (SPAIN)

he rise of Dani Olmo over the last one and half years has been quite remarkable. After signing for
Leipzig in January 2020, Dani Olmo is having an excellent season at RB Leipzig. Olmo is a quick
right-footed player who frequently plays as a winger or as an attacking midfielder. He is not one of the
frequent goal scorers in the team but is an able creator. None of the attacking forwards have played
more through passes per 90 minutes than Olmo. The 22-year-old also ranks among the best for key
passes per 90 minutes. Having made his senior Spain debut in November 2019, Olmo is now a regular
in the Spain team and will be one of the players to watch out for this summer in the Euros.

H

DEJAN KULUSEVSKI (SWEDEN)

aving made his move to Juventus in January 2020, Kulusevski joined the squad at the beginning
of the current season. Kulusevski has not really lit up Serie A in the 2020/21 season, however,
he is only 21 years old and could still play an integral part in Sweden’s challenge for the European
Championships. As evident in numbers, Kulusevski is quite a creator. Only five other wingers have
a higher xA per 90 value than Kulusevski. A lot of Sweden’s hopes in the tournament lies on the
shoulders of Dejan Kulusevski and, hence, he is one of the players to watch out for in the summer’s
European Championship.

K

KAMIL JÓŹWIAK (POLAND)

amil Jozwiak, the versatile attacker from Derby County, can play either as a left winger or as
a right winger. The 23-year-old was an important member of the Derby County squad for the
2020/21 season. Having made his national debut in 2019, Jozwiak will be one of the key creative
forces in this Poland team. Jozwiak is an above average dribbler and decent crosser from both the
sides of the pitch as indicated in the visual above. His versatility is an added advantage for him and
that is why he is one of the players to watch out for in this Poland team.

D

ONDREJ DUDA (SLOVAKIA)

uda’s loan move to Norwich in January of 2020 did not quite work out well as Norwich were
relegated at the end of the season and the Slovakian ended with zero goals or assists for the
Canaries. However, Duda secured his permanent move to FC Köln at the beginning of the current
season and has had a decent campaign so far, especially in front of the goal. He ranks among the
best midfielders for goals and assists per 90. The experience of Duda should be a valuable asset for
Slovakia and is certainly one to watch this summer.
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GROUP E

POLAND
SELIM BEN HMIDA // @mrziguen
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P

oland have been drawn with Spain, Sweden
and Slovakia for the upcoming UEFA Euro
2020 and this group E will certainly not be
easy for either team and especially Poland.
Nevertheless, this team has got what it takes to
compete for one of the two qualifying spots and
why not qualify to the knockout phase. The team
played in a tough group during the last UEFA
Nations League edition as well since they faced
Italy, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Netherlands
in League A. Playing in such a high level with
some of the best European teams gave Poland
the boost needed as it was an opportunity for
some of the players to get used to the high level
even though the results were not exceptional.
Yet, Poland’s third spot allowed them to remain
in League A next season as well after they
won at home and away against Bosnia and
Herzegovina, snatched a draw against Italy at
Gdańsk and lost the other matches.
With the return of Robert Lewandowski from
injury, the emergence of talented players like
Kamil Jóźwiak, Jakub Moder, Maciej Rybus,
Jan Bednarek and others, and the existence
of experienced players such as Kamil Glik,
Grzegorz Krychowiak and Piotr Zieliński (with
Kamil Grosicki being with the reserves), Poland
will not be an easy team to beat if they use the
adequate tactics and play according to intelligent
ideas during this UEFA Euro.
Therefore, Poland will certainly aim at finishing in
a qualifying spot for the knockout phase knowing
that the best third-placed teams will also qualify
to the next round of the tournament. And this
makes Poland’s qualification mission even more
achievable if no surprises happen.
The team’s recent UEFA Nations League’s
experience in one of the toughest groups, along
with the FIFA World Cup qualifying fixtures and
friendly games with teams like England, will
surely have a positive impact on Poland and this
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Łukasz Fabiański
Łukasz Skorupski
Wojciech Szczęsny

DEFENDERS

Jan Bednarek
Bartosz Bereszyński
Paweł Dawidowicz
Kamil Glik
Michał Helik
Tomasz Kędziora
Kamil Piątkowski
Tymoteusz Puchacz
Maciej Rybus

MIDFIELDERS

Przemysław Frankowski
Kamil Jóźwiak
Mateusz Klich
Kacper Kozłowski
Grzegorz Krychowiak
Karol Linetty
Jakub Moder
Przemysław Płacheta
Piotr Zieliński

FORWARDS

Dawid Kownacki
Robert Lewandowski (c)
Arkadiusz Milik
Karol Świderski
Jakub Świerczok

will probably be seen throughout the tournament.
Yet, from a tactical perspective, Paulo Sousa is
still searching for the best formation that suits
the players who are at his disposal and reduces
the danger of opposing teams. In fact, Sousa
alternated between various formations in the last
season including the 3-5-2, the 4-3-3, the 3-42-1, the 4-1-4-1, the 4-2-3-1, the 4-4-2, and the
4-5-1.

THE SQUAD

This experimentation showed that Sousa
preferred to use a suitable plan to each match and
even though this could have been an intelligent
choice given the circumstances and the quality
of their opponents, such recurrent alteration of
formations may result in some drawbacks. For
instance, players will play this Euro 2020 while
they are not perfectly used to their movements
and duties with and without the ball.
And playing according to different formations for
each match of the tournament may also create
some issues since players will be thinking about
their new positions and movements ahead
of each match instead of focusing mainly on
some specific details and on their opponent’s
weaknesses and strengths. This distraction of
the players can be avoided by relying on just one
or two formations throughout this tournament
to ensure that the team gets the opportunity
to improve some specific tactical plans in the
breaks that follow each match.

D

espite the fact that Sousa used a plethora
of formations in the last period, the 4-2-3-1
remains the formation that suits this team best and
Poland would more likely use it more than once at
least in this tournament since it exploits the players’
strengths perfectly and gives a balance to both
the attacking and the defensive phase. Poland
were successful in getting positive results against
tough teams using this formation this year, and it
is enough to say that Poland drew with Italy and
disturbed them using the 4-2-3-1, and won 3-0
against Bosnia and Herzegovina using the same
formation. This further implies that it suits the team
especially in transition and when attacking.
As a goalkeeper, Wojciech Szczęsny has got a
clear advantage over his teammates to be the
starting goalkeeper since the Juventus’ player
is currently at the peak of his career and his
performances are definitely more convincing
than the other Polish goalkeepers.
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In defence, Kamil Glik and Jan Bednarek will
more probably form the defensive duo since
both players have been playing regularly with
their teams, Benevento and Southampton, as
they are also better than Paweł Dawidowicz,
Kamil Piątkowski, and Michał Helik in terms of
performances. Moreover, those two players
have been used to playing with each other and
there is already a good chemistry between them,
and that’s why Sousa has been usually relying
on them in all “big” games.

and shooting abilities, while both Jóźwiak and
Milik will try their best to exploit counter-attacks
thanks to their pace and serve the team’s striker
and captain, Robert Lewandowski.
Both wingers however can be replaced by
Przemysław
Frankowski
or
Przemysław
Płacheta in the course of matches to provide
more freshness at delicate times while Karol
Świderski and Dawid Kownacki can both be very
useful subs whenever Lewandowski needs to
get rested.

As a right-back, Bartosz Bereszyński will be the
starting player in this Euro 2020 since he has
been always present in Poland’s line-up this
year and his performances were solid, whereas
Paweł Dawidowicz can be used as a second
choice. And on the left flank, competition is
present between Arkadiusz Reca Maciej Rybus
and Tymoteusz Puchacz since Arkadiusz Reca
was left out of the squad. Rybus is the favourite
to be a starter thanks to his tactical maturity,
while Puchacz would also start in some of the Concerning player ages, Poland’s predicted
matches as he can be useful for the team given starting players form a mixture between players
his pace and attacking contribution.
beyond their peak, others currently at their peak,
and two players in the youth zone. This would
The midfield will be composed of two defensive work in Poland’s way since such a balanced
midfielders, Lokomotiv Moscow’s Grzegorz mixture between experience, youth, and players
Krychowiak and Brighton’s Jakub Moder. These at their peak, will form a solid team capable of
two players will be favoured over the other facing stronger teams with a lot of confidence
midfielders since they provide more security and determination. In fact, even experienced
in midfield thanks to their height and to their players who are beyond their peak such as
defensive abilities, but at the same time they Lewandowski, Szczęsny, Glik and Krychowiak
are good passers with Krychowiak being the are still performing at a high level and their
dynamo of the team. Then, Mateusz Klich and statistics show that they can still compete in
Karol Linetty can be impactful subs in the course such big tournaments and create the difference
of the game.
for Poland.
In front of them, Napoli’s Piotr Zieliński would
play as an advanced playmaker with both Kamil
Jóźwiak and Arkadiusz Milik on the wings.
Zieliński can be one of the team’s most important
players in this tournament if exploited accurately,
and by putting him near the final third, he can
be very dangerous thanks to his key passes
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per 100 passes. This style of play suits Poland’s
tactical plans which rely on fast players on
the wings, shooting from distance, serving
Lewandowski, and alternating between crossing
and penetrating towards the box. In addition,
Poland’s ability to win a lot of offensive duels per
match needs to be credited as it is very important
and it just shows how efficient Poland are in
attacking duels.

ATTACKING PHASE

P

oland’s attacking performance is often based
on counter-attacks especially when they
play against powerful teams, which explains
the low possession average of the team.
Nevertheless, the team relies on wingers and
on attacking midfielders such as Zieliński to
provide Lewandowski with key passes or go for
individual penetrations inside the box. In this
regard, Jóźwiak has been impressive since he
scored numerous goals by penetrating from the
left-wing with the help of Lewandowski who often
gives key passes even when he is marked, just
like you can see below.

Poland rely a lot on vertical and realistic
football, and this can explain the high average
of directness in possession and forward passes

However, both their xG and the number of
shots per match need to be improved to be
able to disturb big teams and score goals when
necessary, since defending well is not enough
to beat such teams and draws are not always
something positive during such tournaments.
Moreover, the reliance on Lewandowski and the
role he plays in the team is huge, yet, without
talented attacking players and midfielders,
Lewandowski will not be able to take Poland
faraway in the competition, and that’s why having
players like Jóźwiak, Zieliński, Milik, Krychowiak
and Moder will be very important in the long run.

Here, we see how as soon as Poland’s players
intercept the ball and start counter-attacks, they
immediately aim at passing to Lewandowski
if he is unmarked, because they know that
these chances don’t come often and a player
like Lewandowski do not find himself free from
marking a lot in a match. That’s why when
such situations occur, Poland’s wingers and
midfielders tend to give through passes to their
striker as soon as possible to allow him to shoot
before defenders surround him.
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As you can see in the following picture, this
happens both from the right and the left
wing, and it all depends on Lewandowski’s
accelerations and concentration because these
things will determine the player’s success in a
match especially when facing fast and attentive
defenders, which will be the case especially
against Spain and Sweden.

In addition to the reliance on Lewandowski’s
finishing abilities, Poland can also use the
wingers in a way that enables them to contribute
in scoring goals. In fact, players like Jóźwiak,
Milik, Frankowski, Płacheta move a lot and we
find them inside the box so often, this helps in
providing more passing options to midfielders
as it gives these players the chance to shoot
and score, just like what happened in this
action. Jóźwiak here saw the empty space left
by Hungary’s defenders and positioned himself
inside the box while waiting to get a through pass
from his teammate before scoring a goal with a lot
of confidence. This highlights the fact that Poland
do also have some good attacking players who
can score goals whenever Lewandowski is not
having his best game or when he is being marked
a lot, which gives Poland more winning chances
as it improves the quality of their attacks.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

W

hen it comes to their defensive
performance, Poland have an organised
backline with many decent players competing
in some of the top European leagues. Sousa
has been relying mainly on the Glik – Bednarek
defensive duo with Bereszyński and one of
Rybus or Puchacz as full-backs. The overall
statistics of this defence tell us that they make a
huge number of fouls and this implies that they
are very aggressive against their opponents.
Such a style can be a double-edged sword
because aggressivity may result in yellow and
red cards and this would not serve Poland in the
long run since they risk getting important players
suspended. But at the same time, aggressivity
without committing dangerous mistakes can also
be considered as a positive thing that can enable
Poland to avoid conceding a lot of chances, yet,
defenders will need to work on decreasing the
number of fouls made per match because they
will face teams who are powerful at executing
set-pieces as well.
Moreover, Poland’s defence has been conceding
way too much defensive duels per match
according to this chart, which means that they
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retreated a lot and waited for their opponents
to attack. And this can also be a weakness for
the team since some teams such as Spain can
punish their opponents even when retreating with
numbers. What makes this even worse, is that
Poland win only 20% of defensive duels, which
implies that their back line was not able to make
a real difference in terms of stopping attacks this
past year, and this needs to be improved ahead
of the Euro 2020.

as they receive the ball, yet Poland commits
marking mistakes at times which results in goals,
even though they are good in aerial duels and in
recovering the ball in their own third.

Nevertheless, the fact that Poland played mainly
against some of the best European teams this
season explains these defensive statistics but
at the same time it shows that Poland are more In this example we wanted to highlight how
likely to concede goals against teams who attack Poland’s defensive positioning is not always
well.
accurate since at times they commit concentration
mistakes that allow opponents to escape from
their marking. Hungary’s player here was able to
do just that when he saw Reca standing in front
of him instead of being just near him to avoid
bad scenarios. Reca however got distracted and
was not aware of the danger that could occur by
leaving a player behind him in such situations,
and the result was a goal by that specific player.
Poland will therefore need to improve their
marking inside the box to avoid conceding such
As you can notice from the image above, Poland goals in the Euro 2020.
often line-up according to these positions when
playing according to the 4-2-3-1 formation.
These out of possession positions enable the
team to resist the opponents’ attacking attempts
by putting some pressure when they are building
up from the back using Lewandowski and the
three attacking players mainly. Then, if the ball
reaches midfield like it happened in this action,
Moder and Krychowiak would mark their direct
opponents’ tightly to oblige them to get rid of the
ball while at the same time the three attacking Another marking issue is showcased here in the
players try to close backward passing lanes to match against Italy when the four defenders were
intercept a possible pass.
not positioned as they should be during an Italian
attack, both Glik and Bednarek were too close to
Furthermore, the back-line often remains narrow each other and this obliged Reca to mark Barella
to avoid attacks from the middle, while both full- who was running towards the box. However, by
backs make sure to mark the wingers as soon marking Barella, Reca left his direct opponent
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Berardi alone and Grosicki was coming back but
did not cover for his teammate on the flank. This
switch of positions at the end resulted in a goal
from Berardi which highlights the importance
of Glik and Bednarek’s positioning because if
they get distracted in a few seconds, the whole
defence becomes messy and big teams do not
miss the chance to exploit such opportunities.

TRANSITIONS

A different plan occurs however when Zieliński
retreats to collect a pass or intercepts a ball
to start a counter-attacking situation. Napoli’s
oland rely on the two defensive midfielders playmaker does not act like Poland’s defensive
heavily in transition given that they both midfielders, instead he runs with the ball,
link defence to attacking midfielders and to dribbles past players whenever he can to reach
attackers, and in most Poland’s counter-attacks the final third and then he thinks about giving
these two players tend to pass either to the key passes to one of the other attacking players.
striker if he is unmarked or to one of the wingers. This determined and skilful attitude gives the
Then, the wingers would either cross towards midfield more creativity and allows the team to
the striker, pass to the advanced playmaker or have an extra leader in the team who is valuable
cut inside. In the following example you can see especially in counter-attacks.
how Krychowiak immediately anticipated Italy’s
wrong pass and gave the ball to Lewandowski to
launch the counter-attack.

P

FORWARDS
In most of the other cases however, Poland
midfielders pass automatically to the wingers
since those players are the fastest in the
team and do often advance prior to everyone
during counter-attacks. In this example of such
situations you can notice how Krychowiak
instantly gave a through pass to Jóźwiak as soon
as he intercepted Netherlands’ pass.

P

oland has got some very decent attacking
players, and most importantly, they have
one of the best European strikers at the moment;
Lewandowski. And even though Bayern Munich’s
striker has got some high statistics especially in
terms of xG, goal contribution and the number of
shots per match, the other Polish attackers are
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way behind him in terms of numbers. This leads
us to be more familiar with Poland’s attacking
plans since they rely heavily on Lewandowski by
trying to give him passes from different players
and in various situations. It means that both
wingers tend to cross towards the box searching
for Lewandowski’s header, while at the same time
Zieliński and the other midfielders will always
wait for the right time to give through passes
to Lewandowski. Moreover, Sousa knows that
passing to Lewandowski will not always be the
right thing to do since defences will always try to
mark him tightly, and this is why having a player
like Milik who is naturally a striker, would help a
lot in providing extra attacking depth to the team
as he also be an additional dangerous player
inside the box given his good aerial abilities and
physical strength.

MIDFIELDERS

I

through passes, even though he does not have
a high average of passes towards the final third.
We can also detect that both Krychowiak and
Moder are the best two midfielders when it
comes to progressive passes and this is one of
the reasons why the two players are more likely
to be the starters in the Euro 2020.

DEFENDERS

F

n order to assess the quality of Poland’s
midfielders we first need to identify the roles of
these players. For instance, for players like Linetty,
Klich, Moder it is normal to not have high goal
contribution numbers or a high average of passes
to final third since these players’ roles are mainly
defensive duties which often include intercepting
passes, marking attacking midfielders in the final
third, and clearing the ball from the danger zones
as well as initiating counter-attacks. However,
contributing in goalscoring chances is not their
duty. And that’s also why we see Zieliński being
the best midfielder in terms of goal contribution,
knowing that one of his roles is to provide key
passes and help in creating goalscoring chances

or defenders, Poland has got a mix of talented
and experienced defenders competing for
starting spots in this Euro 2020. In the 2020/21
season, many of these players have been
over performing and we can highlight Helik
and Bednarek among these players especially
because they combine a very good average of
interceptions per match and a high number of
successful defensive actions per match. The rest
of defenders however are all close to each other
in terms of these statistics and this shows that
the level is quite similar between these players.
The chart also tells us about players who opt
for vertical and progressive passes and runs,
and these include Michał Karbownik, Jakub
Czerwiński, Paweł Bochniewicz and Tomasz
Kędziora. And despite being important, these
progressive passes and runs do not determine
the quality of a defender but the defender’s
ability to contribute in the build-up phase and to
not be passive when the team is in possession.
And that’s why some players like Glik who do not
have excellent averages in progressive passes
and runs are still one of Sousa’s favourite
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defenders in the team. Glik’s experience and
tactical awareness as well as his physical
strength are very important to Poland and along
with Bednarek, they form an excellent defensive
duo.

BEST PERFORMER

In terms of passing, Lewandowski’s passing
statistics are way above the median and this
is not something common for strikers. In fact,
Lewandowski has got some very high averages
for key passes, smart passes and passes to
penalty area per match while he is also good
at providing forward and accurate passes per
match.
For defensive actions, Lewandowski can
improve in some of these statistics such as in
defensive duels and interceptions mainly, but at
the same time he is very good in aerial duels and
in committing tactical fouls.

L

ewandowski is by far Poland’s best player
and he is more likely to be Poland’s best
player during the tournament as well. He is
actually considered as one of the best strikers
in the world and this can be easily noticed when
watching his goal contributions or when looking
at his statistics. This player has got some very
high averages in terms of attacking and shooting.

Lewandowski can be Poland’s best weapon
during this tournament especially in attack while
some other players may also shine, namely
Jóźwiak, Zieliński, Milik, Krychowiak and Moder.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

C

onsidering the group in which Poland will
play in this tournament, the team has got
high chances to qualify among the top two teams
His number of non-penalty goals, expected if Sweden do not create a small surprise and
goals, shots and touches in the box per match qualify as the second team along with Spain.
are all phenomenal and exceptional while his If that happens, Poland will more likely qualify
expected goals per shot, goal conversion and as one of the best-placed thirds and reach the
head goals per match are also excellent but to a knockout phase. However, they would eventually
lesser degree. And all these very good statistics be playing against a top-placed team from group
can only serve Poland in a positive way in the B or C in the round of 16 if they qualify as a bestattacking phase since having a player who knows placed third, and this will make their qualification
how to exploit half chances to score goals can to the quarter-finals more complicated. So, if no
only be very beneficial to any team in the world. surprises happen, Poland will reach the round
of 16 and try to advance to the quarter-finals,
The only drawback for Lewandowski however is but they will most probably get eliminated at this
his dribbling rates, but we all know that dribbling stage.
is not what matters most for strikers since
scoring, giving assists, positioning well and
moving intelligently without the ball are the main
roles that strikers tend to excel at.
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SLOVAKIA
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M

any of the teams in the 2020 European
Championship are tournament regulars,
with Slovakia just about fitting into that category,
based on their success over the last eleven
years. Having qualified for the 2010 World Cup
and Euro 2016, expectations of them were raised
and hopes were high that they could reach their
third major tournament, having missed out in
qualifying for the 2018 World Cup in Russia. In a
qualifying group containing Azerbaijan, Croatia,
Hungary and Wales, they finished third, but
made it to the play-offs thanks to their Nations
League performance.
They are in a tough group for the finals, having
been drawn in Group E with Spain, Sweden and
Poland. There will be some expecting little from
them, but they are definitely a team capable of
causing an upset during major tournaments. In this
tactical analysis, we will look at every part of their
team, picking out their strengths and weaknesses.
The key players to look out for in their squad
include Milan Skriniar, the Inter Milan centre-back
who has consistently been linked with a move to
the Premier League, particularly to champions
Manchester City. He played a major part in
Inter’s Serie A title win this season, helping them
to topple Juventus from their throne for the first
time since 2010-2011, scoring three goals, all in
crucial matches. He could well be one that the
“Sokoli” (the Falcons) rely on in this tournament,
with him possessing the obvious quality to lead
from the back and ensure opponents find it hard
to break the Slovakian defence down.
Another player worth keeping an eye on is
21-year-old forward Robert Bozenik, who plays
for Feyenoord in the Eredivisie, and who is a
potential future star of Slovakian football. He is
not yet a prolific scorer, but leads the line well
and creates options for his teammates in the final
third. This is something Slovakia rely on, with the
striker playing an essential role in their tactics, as
this analysis will show.
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Martin Dúbravka
Dušan Kuciak
Marek Rodák

DEFENDERS
Dávid Hancko
Jakub Holúbek
Tomáš Hubočan
Peter Pekarik
Ľubomír Šatka
Milan Škriniar
Denis Vavro

MIDFIELDERS
László Bénes
Matúš Bero
Ondrej Duda
Marek Hamšík (c)
Lukáš Haraslín
Patrik Hrošovský
Erik Jirka
Juraj Kucka
Stanislav Lobotka
Róbert Mak
Tomáš Suslov
Vladimír Weiss

FORWARDS
Róbert Boženík
Michal Ďuriš
David Strelec
Adam Zreľák

They may not advance beyond the group stages,
but getting wins is not out of the question for
them, so we shouldn’t be surprised if they do
claim points from the other three teams in their
group.

THE SQUAD

been a regular between the posts since his
return from injury earlier this year. He has won
25 international caps since his debut in May
2014, whilst their other Euro 2020 squad options,
Dusan Kuciak and Marek Rodak, have 13 and
five caps respectively. Dubravka has proven to
be a reliable player for club and country, and his
experience will be important when Slovakia face
teams with intense attacking styles of play.
In defence, Peter Pekarik and Jakub Holubek
are both capable of dominating the wings and
dropping back to help out defensively. Both are
in their 30’s, so, again, their experience will be
essential in giving the team leadership qualities.
The two central defenders have different roles,
with Denis Vavro likely to win balls more, whilst
Skriniar is more adept at running from the back
and starting attacks for the team.

The role of the midfielders is to link the play
between the back and front, and having Napoli’s
Stanislav Lobotka, Genk’s Patrik Hrosovsky and
Parma’s Juraj Kucka gives them a wide range
of options when doing this. Having a variety of
qualities allows them to find different areas of
the pitch, depending on where the space is and
the positions of the opposing players. There are
different variations of the midfield three that they
lovakia tend to play with a 4-3-2-1 formation, can use, fitting different match situations, but
which lends itself to their tactics nicely. It the main point to take is that those players can
gives them natural width in defence, with the remain in the central areas of the pitch, as the
full-backs also covering the lack of wingers by full-backs look after the wide channels.
playing high up the pitch and controlling the wide
channels when the team is in possession. The Slovakia’s two inverted forwards play off the
three midfielders can then move around the central striker, moving the ball into them and
central areas of the pitch, helping to link up the then running into spaces beyond to receive it and
play during transitions. Their attack is built on a shoot at goal. With this in mind, the two attacking
pivot style of play, with the striker holding the ball midfielders, Ondrej Duda and Robert Mak, are
up and allowing the two inverted forwards to get both likely to be crucial players for the team,
into dangerous areas ahead of them, causing and the source of the majority of their attacking
problems for their opponents.
play. Many of Slovakia’s key players can be
found in this role, with the experienced Vladimir
Slovakia’s starting goalkeeper is likely to be Weiss and young star Tomas Suslov both viable
Newcastle United’s Martin Dubravka, who has alternatives for different games.

S
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In attack, Slovakia have players at both ends
of the age scale, with Michal Duris likely to start
most games, due to his experience, but the centre
forward alternatives to the Omonia striker in the
squad are the aforementioned Bozenik and David
Strelec, the 20-year-old Slovan Bratislava forward.

When looking at their ages, we can see that the
majority of Slovakia’s team are in their peak, whilst
there are also options in the youth and experienced
sections of the chart. This suggests that Slovakia
are well covered for any situation they will face in
Euro 2020, with the experienced players likely to
feature heavily, whilst the younger, up-and-coming
players can bring extra energy and perhaps a more
direct style of play when required.

ATTACKING PHASE

T

his graphic shows how Slovakia operateṣ
in attacking phases of play. Their highest

value is for average shot distance, ranking in
the top 5% for this when compared to the other
23 teams in Euro 2020. This reflects how they
take shots from a longer distance than the other
teams, backed up by their lower rank for touches
in the penalty area per 90 minutes. From this, we
can expect them to shoot from outside the box
more, because the striker will stay further back
than normal to feed balls into the two inverted
attacking midfielders. Given that we have already
mentioned how they play balls into the attacking
midfielders behind opposing defences, this may
sound strange. However, when those passing
options are closed down, the striker will need to
shoot at goal themselves, and their positioning
in front of the defence will mean more shots from
greater distances.
It is also worth noting that Slovakia rank in the
top 10% for directness in possession, which is
again because they always play up the pitch
when in possession, hoping to create goalscoring
opportunities as often as possible. However,
Slovakia’s productivity in the final third, despite
this, is not as high as it perhaps needs to be, with
them ranking very low for expected goals, shots
per match and crossing tendency, showing how
they could struggle in the final third when they do
have opportunities, which could be their undoing
in the tournament.

We have mentioned it a lot, but this image
shows one way that Slovakia’s attacking setup
works. They have the ball in the far side channel
here, looking to move it up the pitch and into a
dangerous area. Robert Bozenik, as the central
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striker, has taken up a position close to the Israeli
defenders, ensuring that all of the attention is on
him or the ball. This allows Robert Mak, who we
can see moving in behind the defensive line, to
receive the ball in the open space. This chance
leads to a goal for Mak, so we can see how they
used the striker as a decoy here, allowing the
Ferencvaros winger to get behind the defence
with little opposition and to shoot at goal.

defence out and making it harder for them to
close off all the spaces. This is something else
we can expect to see from Slovakia during their
Euro 2020 games, especially against teams
who defend deeply and are alive to Slovakia’s
preferred attacking style of play.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

This is something we can expect to see plenty
of in Euro 2020 from Slovakia, because of the
ability of the attacking midfielders to get into
these good positions almost without being
noticed. Opposing defences will need to be on
high alert against Slovakia, as any open spaces
and lapses in concentration at the back will be
exposed by them.

S
The other key feature of Slovakia’s attack is the
role of the full-backs. We have already mentioned
how they don’t play with wingers, instead asking
the full-backs to control the wings, and this image
demonstrates what that gives them tactically.
The ball is in space here, with two Slovakian
players positioned close to each other centrally.
This appears to be the obvious passing option,
but Scotland have seen this threat, moving all of
their defenders into that area to block it off.

lovakia are likely to defend a lot in Euro
2020, so it makes sense that this is where
their values are higher across the board. This is
supported by the fact that they are in the top 20%
of teams at the tournament for shots against
per match, but also for recoveries per match,
recoveries in their own third, interceptions and
clearances, all highlighting their organised
approach at the back. This comes from the
defenders knowing their roles, ensuring that
balls are won, but gaps are not left open in the
process for their opponents to exploit.

It is also interesting to note the comparison
This is where the full-backs come in, with Peter between their defensive duels and aerial duels.
Pekarik, in the blue circle here, running ahead We can see from the graphic how they are in the
of the ball and making it clear that he is a viable top 20% for both defensive and aerial duels per
passing option to keep the attack alive. His match when compared to the other 23 teams,
positioning also extends the area Slovakia’s but win significantly more defensive than aerial
attack covers, trying to stretch the Scottish duels. This implies that they are more confident
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when the ball is on the ground, rather than, for communication and gaps opening up, so is why
example, when the opponents are crossing it other teams can beat Slovakia more easily when
into the box. This is one defensive weakness they keep the ball in the air.
that opposing attackers can exploit, and we can
expect that Spain, Sweden and Poland will look
to play aerial balls into the final third as often as
possible, making it harder for Slovakia to win
the ball and increasing the likelihood that the
attackers convert their chances.

When there are four players back, one tends
to move out and close down the ball, leaving
the other three to form their rigid three-player
structure. We can see here how Pekarik has
moved out to his Paraguayan opponent, taking
time away and forcing them to play the ball
quicker, increasing the chance of them making a
mistake. This happens on both sides of the pitch,
with the left-back going out if the ball is on their
side of the pitch, so is an adaptable defensive
tactic that Slovakia will use plenty of during the
tournament.

This image shows how Slovakia’s defensive
setup works. Despite playing with a back four,
the full-backs alternate with each other in
supporting the attack. This leaves three players
at the back, who then form the defensive line
that we see here. Malta have moved the ball into
Slovakia’s goal area here, but the home side
have marshalled the threat and ensured that it The reason they play this way is to prevent
goes out of play, ending the attack.
crosses coming into the box, stopping opponents
from exposing their weakness. This is another
The line discipline shown here is the crucial responsibility that the two full-backs have in
element, with none of the three players going the team, as well as controlling the wings in
too far forward or back, meaning no gaps are attacking phases of play. Slovakia are a strong
left open. With this structure, they can let the ball team defensively, but, if any gaps are left open,
drift across their goal, confident that no Maltese or the full-back doesn’t get out quick enough,
attackers can reach it. Alternatively, if they then there is space for attackers to move into,
needed to, they could make an interception or so their defensive strength relies on all players
tackle, but working together to protect their goal knowing their roles and working together.
is the reason they have proven difficult to break
down, and why they rank so highly for defensive
statistics when the ball is on the ground.
Their lower aerial duels won is likely to be
because the organisation ends as soon as the
ball is in the air, with all three players trying to
win the ball and clear it. This leads to a lack of
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TRANSITIONS
When moving the ball from the back to the
front, they look to play quick football, making
early decisions about where to pass to. This
leads to one-touch football in their transitional
e mentioned how the full-backs track back play, helped by their fluid three-player midfield,
when Slovakia lose possession, and David who all move into spaces around the pitch. This
Hancko, who can play at left-back or centre- ensures that, no matter where the opposing
back, gets back here to stop Malta playing the players are positioned, Slovakia can always
ball into the space which would have been left find pockets of space to pass the ball into,
open on the nearside wing. This is because the ensuring that they keep the momentum going
other three Slovakian defenders are positioned in attack. The arrows here show the two passes
narrowly in the middle, looking to stop Malta’s they made in this transition, and we can see
central threat, but have left the wide channels how they have covered a large part of the pitch
open in doing so. If the full-backs don’t get into with their quick play.
these positions quick enough, the opponents can
get behind their defence and cross the ball into This takes time away from Scotland, who are
the box, exposing Slovakia’s aforementioned looking to get back and close off the spaces,
aerial weakness.
and increases the chance of Slovakia scoring as
a result. We know that, when they get into the
We mentioned how only one full-back goes final third, the Slovakian striker is used as a pivot
forward at a time, and this ensures that the to enable others to get into dangerous areas
two centre-backs don’t become isolated by the behind the opposing defence, and this quick
opposing attackers. If the two centre-backs passing enables the ball to reach them with more
were alone, the attackers could play outside speed, helping to expose the open spaces in the
them, giving them a way of moving the ball into opponents’ third.
the final third. Therefore, in attack-to-defence
transitions, it is essential that the full-backs play
their part and slot into these gaps, otherwise
Slovakia will struggle against their opponents,
and will concede plenty of goals throughout the
tournament.

W
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their attacking threat, then Strelec or Bozenik
would be a better choice to lead the line in their
group games, depending on how Slovakia want
to play, but we will have to see if this is the case
when the tournament starts.

FORWARDS

MIDFIELDERS
T

o look at Slovakia’s forward options in this
scout report, we will compare touches in
the penalty box and shots, both per 90 minutes,
as well as goal contributions and expected
goal contributions. The player who immediately
stands out across all four areas is David Strelec,
the 20-year-old Slovan Bratislava forward, who
ranks highly for goal contributions, expected goal
contributions and touches in the box, and has
the fourth-most shots as well. However, Robert
Bozenik, another player fighting to start in the
striker role, has more shots per 90 than Strelec,
though ranks lower for everything else.

F

or the midfielders, we will look at progressive
passes and passes to the final third, both per
90 minutes, as well as goal contributions and
expected goal contributions.

Undoubtedly the star of Slovakian football over
the years has been Marek Hamsik, who spent
twelve seasons at Napoli and also played in the
Chinese Super League between 2019 and 2021.
This shows how Slovakia have different options The statistics show that he makes the secondin their forward line, meaning they can switch most progressive passes per game, and the
tactics as required. Therefore, when they are most passes to the final third per game as well,
behind, Strelec will go for goals more, whilst showing how he always plays forwards when
Bozenik will drop deeper and bring other players he gets the ball, creating opportunities for those
into the game, linking up the play more, and further forward. Patrik Hrosovsky also ranks
the fact that Bozenik has a low value for goal highly in the same areas, and, given he is likely
contributions highlights how his role focuses to start the games, this ensures Slovakia have
on movement, taking defenders away from a constant source of balls into the final third,
ensuring they can cause problems for opposing
teammates.
defenders.
We picked out Michal Duris to start most games,
but only because of the experience he will bring, Another who ranks highly for progressive passes
compared to Bozenik and Strelec. His statistics and runs is Laszlo Benes. The midfielder, who
are not as high as those two, so it may be that plays for Augsburg, on loan from Borussia
Slovakia coach Stefan Tarkovic will start him with Monchengladbach, is a creative attacking
the intention of bringing others into the game, like midfielder who can move the ball into the forwards,
Robert Mak. However, if they want to maximise giving them plenty of chances to score. His
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progressive passes and passes to the final third
values are among the top five in the Slovakian
team, reflecting how he looks to get himself and
the ball forwards as often as possible. When
Slovakia have Strelec upfront, they lose the
pivot striker, so Benes gives them another way
of creating goalscoring opportunities. His goal
contributions are also high, sitting second in this
statistic, showing again how he gives Slovakia
plenty of options in attacking phases of play.
18-year-old Groningen forward Tomas Suslov is
one of the up-and-coming talents in Slovakian
football, and has the third-most expected goal
contributions and the most goal contributions in
the team, but has a lower rank for progressive
passes and passes to the final third. However,
this is likely to be because he plays more often
as one of the two inside forwards, so is already
in the final third when he receives the ball. He
is capable of scoring goals in the tournament,
especially if players like Bozenik feed him
accurate passes behind the opposing defence.

reflects how his role is to win the ball back, going
out to meet opposing attackers and prevent
them advancing too near the goal. Skriniar,
meanwhile, ranks highly for progressive passes
and runs, showing how his job is to move the
ball out from the back, helping to launch attacks
once Slovakia retake possession. Given this, we
can expect a lot of Slovakia’s attacks to start with
him passing out from the back, especially as the
full-backs and midfield trio are always available
as passing options.
Across the board, most of the defensive options
at right, left and centre-back rank have similar
values in the charts, showing how Slovakia’s
defence is made up of players who can slot in
where needed. This means they won’t need to
alter their tactics too often when substitutes are
introduced, ensuring a constant and fairly fixed
blueprint can be adhered to, as well as tactical
consistency.

BEST PERFORMER

DEFENDERS

I

n our predicted starting XI, we named Milan
Skriniar and Denis Vavro as the two centrebacks, and these two graphs show how both are
very different players with different qualities.
Vavro ranks just above average for interceptions
and successful defensive actions per game,
but below most for progressive passes and
progressive runs, both per 90 minutes. This

G

iven the part he played in Inter Milan’s
title win, we can expect that Skriniar will
play as big a part in Slovakia’s Euro 2020 finals
campaign, because he brings so much to all
areas of the team.
From his attacking and creativity statistics, we
can see how he is in the top 20% of defenders
at the tournament for dribbles per 90 and smart
passes per 90. This shows how he has the
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confidence to not just clear the ball towards his
teammates once in possession, but also to keep
it and wait for the right moment to release it. This
means that Slovakia are calm under opposing
pressure, helping them to be harder to beat, and
Skriniar is a key part of this.
When it comes to passing and progression,
he is one of the most accurate defenders in
possession in Euro 2020. From the middle graph
on the graphic, his forward passes, accurate
passes and passes per 90 minutes are all in the
top 10%, showing again how he is comfortable
with the ball at his feet, willing to pick the right
pass and not giving it away too easily. Therefore,
when he is in the team, Slovakia will always
have a chance, because he is the one that his
teammates look to when under pressure from
opposing attackers, and he rarely fails to deliver.
It is worth noting that his average pass length is in
the bottom 30%, which demonstrates two things
that we have already mentioned. Firstly, when he
passes from the back, he tends to give the ball
to a player nearby, rather than risking a longer
pass being intercepted, and, when dribbling,
he moves the ball across shorter distances, not
trying to get it into the opposing box with long
balls. This reflects how he is a team player, doing
what is needed at each point in the game, but not
trying to get the headlines.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

T

here is no doubt that Slovakia have the quality
in their squad to win games, and will cause
plenty of issues for Spain, Sweden and Poland
in their group matches. We have seen how they
move their inverted forwards into spaces beyond
the opposing defensive line as much as possible,
which could be an effective tactic, and one that
catches out a few of their opponents. We have
also seen how they can play long balls or work
their way through the thirds, giving themselves
different ways of playing, which is also an
essential ingredient to have.
If they play well, there is a genuine chance that
they could qualify for the knockout stages of the
tournament. This is because, whilst Spain will
be a tough opponent, there is a chance of them
beating Sweden and Poland, as both are capable
of having poor games from time to time. Slovakia
will prove to be a difficult team to break down,
as well as having goals in the team, and have
a clear tactical playing style. All of this means
that, if they play well, there is a chance that they
could sneak a place in the knockout stages of
Euro 2020.

The statistics for his defensive actions are not
as high, with none being over the median line,
but this is all to do with making interceptions and
duels, and, as we have already established, this
is not his main role in the defensive unit.
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SPAIN
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I

t is safe to say that in the World Cup in 2018,
the last major international tournament, Spain
massively underperformed having been one of
the favourites to win the entire competition prior
to it starting. The Spaniards got out of Group
consisting of themselves, Portugal, Iran and
Morocco, and were then knocked out of the
round of 16 by the tournament’s hosts Russia on
penalties.
People brushed this off as poor decisionmaking by the Royal Spanish Football
Federation (RFEF) since they had sacked Julien
Lopetegui as the first-team manager prior to
the commencement of the competition since he
had accepted the Real Madrid job behind their
back with no communication whatsoever. He
was subsequently replaced with Spanish legend
Fernando Hierro, but latter was seemingly thrown
in at the deep end on such short notice.
However, by coming to the conclusion that this
was the main reason behind Spain’s failure in
2018 would be to ignore their two tournaments
prior to that. In 2014, they were the defending
champions heading to Brazil, and after they failed
to even get out of the group stages, losing two
out of three games, the Spanish team returned
home as disgraced champions. Subsequently at
the European Championships in 2016, they were
also sent packing early, losing 2-0 in the round
of 16.
The reason for this failure can be speculated
although a lot of players playing in the last three
tournaments were from their previous successes
from 2008-2012 and so they were quite old as a
squad and one which was clearly past its prime
and was struggling to integrate the younger
generation of players.
This time around though, with former Roma and
Barcelona manager Luis Enrique at the helm, the
Spanish national team has undergone severe
changes to personnel since their failure in 2018
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
David de Gea
Robert Sanchez
Unai Simón

DEFENDERS

Jordi Alba
César Azpilicueta
Eric Garcia
José Gayà
Aymeric Laporte
Diego Llorente
Marcos Llorente
Pau Torres

MIDFIELDERS

Thiago Alcantara
Sergio Busquets (C)
Koke
Pedri
Rodri
Fabián Ruiz
Pablo Sarabia

FORWARDS
Álvaro Morata
Gerard Moreno
Daniel Olmo
Mikel Oyarzabal
Ferran Torres
Adama Traoré

with quite a lot of less experienced players being him a selection headache when he will have to
integrated into the side, including Ferran Torres, narrow down his squad and finalise it ahead of
Daniel Olmo, and Pau Torres.
the tournament.
They will certainly be a greater threat this time
around, having lost just once in their previous eleven
matches since international football restarted back
in September 2020. Enrique has implemented a
very similar style of play and tactical structure as
he did with all of his previous clubs.
However, regardless of their aesthetically
pleasing style of football, Spain still have areas
they need to improve tactically including their
struggles to break down deep defensive blocks
when the single pivot is being man-marked, but
their strengths and weaknesses will be analysed
in greater depth later.

THE SQUAD

Enrique has deployed a 4-3-3 as the base
formation in almost all of his games in charge of the
Spanish national team, a system he is very familiar
with throughout his managerial career, particularly
with Barcelona, and so it is extremely likely that
this will be Spain’s choice starting formation at the
European Championships in the summer.
Looking at the squad from the previous visual, the
goalkeeping position is quite stacked with quality
with Unai Simon, David de Gea and Robert
Sanchez all available for selection ahead of the
summer. Going on who the manager has trusted
more though in recent games, Unai Simon is
the likeliest to start. The Athletic Club keeper is
far better with the ball at his feet than his two
competitors and so it suits Enrique’s philosophy
where the goalkeeper is very important in the
team’s build-up play.
Enrique also has some fantastic options in
defence including Laporte, Torres, Jordi Alba,
Jose Gaya, César Azpilicueta, Diego Llorente,
Eric García, and even Marcos Llorente at right
back. He has used many combinations involving
these players so it is difficult to pinpoint who will
start but the back four is likely to consist of Alba,
Laporte, Garcia and Llorente.
In midfield, Rodri will battle it out with Sergio
Busquets to start in the midfield single pivot role,
but Enrique has preferred the Manchester City
man as of late. The manager has also opted
to trust Thiago and Koke as the two advanced
midfielders, although Fabián Ruiz or the in-form
Pedri may be given the nod too.

Up front is slightly less ambiguous as Álvaro
pain have excellent squad depth across Morata has the number 9 position nailed on,
the board and Enrique will have a number likely to be flanked by Olmo on the left and
of players to choose from in each position given Torres on the right. However, Mikel Oyarzabal
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and Gerardo Moreno are decent options too on
the flanks with the latter capable of playing as a
back-up centre-forward also.

As we can see from this data representation of
the players’ minutes played compared to their
age, Spain are a team very much in transition.
The majority of their players are coming to the
end of their peak or are reaching their peak whilst
they still have a few stragglers from the previous
generations such as Thiago and Busquets.
However, they have quite a lot of up and coming
stars in the side being embedded into the starting
lineup like Torres, Simon, Olmo, and Pedri who
will almost certainly be major players for La Furia
Roja in the future.

ATTACKING PHASE

O

f course, Spain are a possession-based side
as has been their footballing philosophy
for an extensive period of history now. Under
Enrique it is not different, of course. They build
their attacks from the goalkeeper and try to craft
their way through the thirds of the pitch using
their positional play methods to ultimately create
goalscoring opportunities for themselves.
As we can see from the data visualisation, Spain
average a really high amount of possession per
game, one of the highest out of all the countries
competing in the European Championship in the
summer. We can also see that they tend not to
play direct and so the overwhelming majority of
their passes are short which their in-possession
structure allows them to achieve.
When building out from the back in the first third
of the pitch, La Furia Roja split their two centrebacks wide to accommodate the goalkeeper
who sits in between them and helps move the
ball around and provide a passing option. Spain
then shift from a single pivot to a double-pivot
with one of the advanced midfielders dropping
alongside the lone ‘6’ whilst the other pushes up
between the lines.
The fullbacks push up slightly higher and keep
in line with the double-pivot and so Spain have
plenty of passing options to play out from the back
with. However, as we can see from the visual,
they still do tend to struggle with progressing from
the build-up phase, shown by their incredibly low
number of forward passes per 100 passes per 90.
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Further up the field, when they pin the opposition
back into their own half of the pitch, Spain set up
in a very similar way although the shape slightly
changes. The four defenders stay back to help
circulate the ball when their opponents are sitting
in a deep defensive block, whilst they maintain
a double-pivot behind the defensive team’s first
line of pressure.

Looking at all of their chances since the
resumption of international football back in
September of last year, only two of Spain’s
shots on goal have had an xG of 0.6 or greater
with almost all of their chances hitting the range
between 0.0 and 0.2 xG.

The reason for this is unknown. It may be down
to poor positioning of the centre-forwards or
The other advanced midfielder pushes between that the creators are not creating good enough
the lines into the halfspace while the two wingers chances, but it is certainly something that needs
maintain the width of the pitch to stretch the improvement ahead of the Euros.
opposition, and so the shape then resembles a
4-2-1-3.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

We can also see from the original data visual for
this section that Spain average a high number
of touches in the penalty area as well as a high
volume of shots on goal. Their expected goals per
90 (xG) is subsequently very high compared to
other nations because of their excessive amount
of touches in the opposition’s penalty area.
At times though, stats can be massively
misleading, and one of the main issues for the
Spanish national team is that it takes them quite
a lot of chances to score.

L

ooking at the data viz, it is very obvious
how Enrique wants his side to play out of
possession. Spain are extremely active and
engaging when they do not have the ball, with
an incredibly low Passes per Defensive Action
(PPDA). This means that they press their
opponents high and aggressively when they do
not have possession in the hopes of winning it
back as quickly as possible.
When out of possession, Spain deploy a manoriented pressing system, principled around
getting tight to your marker and blocking passing
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lanes to eventually turnover possession quickly.
They also press in tandem and push most of
their side high, even deeper players, so that they
have plenty of bodies forward when they do win
back the ball and look to transition to attack.

They have one of the highest averages for ball
recoveries in the final third per 90 which can be
seen from the data viz at the top of the section,
meaning that their high-risk pressing system
does pay dividends for them although it can still
be exploited.
One of the ways it can be exploited is when the
opposition play in a direct manner in front of
Spain’s backline and behind their midfield line.
In the previous image, the three central midfield
players are highlighted specifically in the high
press. They are inside the final third, whilst the
backline cannot position themselves higher than
the halfway line due to the risk of playing their
opponent’s forwards onside. This means that
there is a massive gap between these two lines.

Although Spain are quite good out of possession
in the defensive phases, it is important to note
that the main reason behind their excellent
defensive metrics, which we have seen in the
data viz for this section, is because of how they
set-up in possession.
Essentially an ‘attack is the best form of defence
mentality’, their domination of the ball in games
severely reduces how many defensive duels and
aerial duels they must compete in every game as
well as limiting how many shots the opposition
can have against them per game. When the
opponent does not have the ball, they cannot
score, an ideology which has stayed through with
them for a long time now in terms of the country’s
main coaching philosophy.

Teams can often bypass Spain’s high press by
playing direct into this space and by winning the
second ball and using good combination play,
they can exploit the spaces left at the back and In this data representation, displaying all of the
in behind.
shots that Spain have conceded in their previous
eleven games, we can see how this actually
is considering they played some high-ranking
footballing countries within that time such as
Germany, the Netherlands, and the Ukraine.
More impressive is that just nine of the shots they
conceded in total had an xG of over 0.2, meaning
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that almost all of the shots taken against them
are low value chances, decreasing their chance
of scoring per game.
Spain’s recoveries in their own third are quite low,
mainly because they tend not to drop into their
own third when defending. Instead, when the
opposition break through their high press, they
collapse into a defensive mid-block as opposed
to a low block, holding the line firmly until they
are forced to collapse even further towards their
own box.

S

TRANSITIONS

pain are not a team predominantly known
for their transitions, particularly in their
transitions from defence to attack. However,
they are still very useful at attacking transitions
as they have players up front who are rapid.

When transitioning though, Spain use a mix
of supporting runs out wide to stretch the
opposition’s defence, as well as late runners
The shape looks to be a 4-5-1 in this mid-block who are making runs from deep to arrive late for
but typically one of the wide players or central a cut back or just to provide more bodies in the
box. Typically, they would use four to five players
midfielders pushes out and creates a 4-4-2.
in a counterattack, although this does depend
heavily on the situation and so can fluctuate
under a number of variables.

As we can see here, the right-winger, Torres, has
pushed up and moved across to create a twoman front-line of pressure with Morata, switching
the system from a 4-5-1 temporarily. This is
because the ball is in the wide areas and Spain’s
mid-block has shifted across. When Germany
move the ball back to the central corridors, Torres
will drop back to create a 4-5-1 as he needs to be
ready to defend the wide areas should the ball
be switched to it.

As we can see from this scenario, Spain have
gotten themselves into a fantastic position in
transition. They have two runners out wide
stretching the opposition’s defenders which has
created plenty of space for Morata to make a run
through the middle and to be slipped in behind.
There are also two midfielders supporting from
deep, making late runs into the box for cut-backs.

Spain are constantly active in the defensive
phases, which contributes to their very impressive When their transitions are in full flow, they can be
defensive attributes, which we saw from the deadly, as seen in the Spanish national team’s
recent 6-0 thrashing of Germany where they
metrics at the start of this section.
scored some fantastic goals from rapid counterattacks after winning the ball back.
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In defensive transition, Spain look to counterpress
the opposition to win the ball back as high up the
pitch as possible before potentially transitioning
themselves in dangerous areas. They do this
through their in-possession set-up. Spain
constantly have players supporting the ballcarrier with short passing options. By having
players at short proximity to the player on the
ball, Spain can then counterpress with multiple
players at one time if they lose it as we can see
in the following image:

box and shots on goal per 90, but they range
more medium to low on the graph regarding
their actual goal contributions and expected
contributions.
The reason for this is because they mainly play
for possession-based teams like Barcelona and
so most of the teams that they play against,
namely lesser opposition, sit deep and defend in
an organised low block, typically in a 4-5-1, 5-32, or a 5-4-1, whilst the centre-forward or one of
the centre-forwards sit on the number ‘6’ to stifle
their ability to progress into the final third.
The opposition sitting in a low block stifles the
chances they create because there are plenty
of bodies behind the ball, which makes it more
difficult to get into good positions to score as
there is little space and it also makes it harder for
creative players to create better quality chances.

As can be seen from this example, Spain have
lost the ball and are in defensive transition mode.
Instead of retreating, they look to push up with
numbers on the ball-carrier to close him down
before he can play forward and hit them on the
break. They generally do this with at least two
or three players, sometimes more depending on
the situation.

FORWARDS

G

One of the main reasons why Spanish players
have a high volume of shots on goal though whilst
also having a low xG contribution is because a lot
of shots are also taken outside the area. Against
teams that sit deep, there may be a lot of room
outside the area. Shots from deeper areas of the
pitch are lower in terms of xG quality so a high
volume of shots from this area of the pitch would
bring down the overall xG contribution for a player.

MIDFIELDERS

oing off what was discussed earlier in the
‘attacking phase’ section, Spain’s forwards
have a medium to high number of touches in the

S
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traight away, after looking at this graph, we
can see that Spain’s midfielders are almost

all excellent at contributing to how their sides
play in possession from the first two thirds of the
pitch, but not so much in the final third.
These midfielders all usually play in deeper
positions in the midfield as a lone number ‘6’, in a
double-pivot, and as an ‘8’. Dani Olmo would be
the main exception though of course as he plays
more as a winger and as a number ‘10’ just off
the centre-forward. One could argue that Marcos
Llorente could be another exception as he can play
as a ‘10’ and even out wide as he has done for
Atletico Madrid this season, although he also plays
in deeper positions and even at right-back at times.
Spain’s midfielders are excellent at taking
the ball from deeper areas of the pitch from
the backline and progressing it to the forward
players in the final hence why the national side
has a number of players who rank high on the
graph for progressive passes per 90 and passes
to the final third per 90 such as Busquets and
especially Liverpool’s Thiago.
However, what we also see is that they are
not efficient in the final third in terms of goal
contributions and expected goal contributions.
Essentially, if Spain’s forward line are not firing in
the summer, it is unlikely that they will get much
goal-scoring help from the midfield.

DEFENDERS

far the highest performing area of the team. From
a first glance at the graph, we can see that the
Spanish defenders have been excellent in and
out of possession for their respective sides with
the lowest ranked defenders still performing to a
decent capacity.
Dani Carvajal is the highest-ranked player in
terms of successful defensive actions per 90 and
percentage of possession-adjusted interceptions,
with Pedro Porro and Diego Llorente also ranking
quite high and are able to play at right-back too,
however Carvajal and Porro were left at home by
Enrique and so the Spanish national team are
coming into this tournament without a recognised
right-back, although it is likely that either Diego or
Marcos Llorente will start in this position.
We can see from the graph on the right, which
measures the defenders’ progressive passes and
runs per 90, they are all performing at a medium
to high level which shows how comfortable they
are on the ball. In a system like the one that Luis
Enrique deploys, being comfortable in possession
is a huge bonus.
Pau Torres is quite possibly the most consistent
performer out of all of the players above who were
brought to the tournament as he is performing
very consistently on both metrics while Aymeric
Laporte and Garcia are also impressive in all four
metrics, so Enrique has a tough choice to make
ahead of the tournament.

BEST PERFORMER

W

hile Spain’s forward and midfield line have
their own deficiencies, the backline is by
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J

orge Resurreccion, more commonly known
as Koke, is going to be a key player for Spain
in the European Championships this summer.
The central midfielder has just come off the back
of a stellar campaign with Atletico Madrid where
he won La Liga under Diego Simeone for the
second time in seven years and the Spaniard
played a crucial role throughout their title chase.

In terms of his progressive passing metrics,
Koke is seriously impressing in this area too.
He completes an astonishingly high number of
passes to the final third per 90, which have high
accuracy. He also completes a high number
of passes per game in general, with superb
accuracy, much higher than La Liga’s average
for central midfield players.

Koke is such as a well-rounded midfielder and
is capable of playing in a variety of different
positions in midfield. Simeone, typically known
for his adoption of a rigid 4-4-2, has opted to use
a more expansive and unconventional 3-5-2 with
Los Colchoneros this season, one of the catalysts
behind Atletico’s title victory. In this system,
Koke has been used as a number ‘6’, and ‘8’,
a wide midfielder, and even as a wingback, one
of the stranger tactical nuances deployed by the
Argentinian head coach.

Defensively, Koke tends not to challenge much
for aerial balls but when he does, he has a high
completion rate. The Spaniard has a tendency to
get stuck in when his team loses the ball and is
not afraid to engage with any opposition player,
hence why he competes in a high number of
defensive duels per 90. More impressive though
is his high competency in these defensive duels
as he wins most of them.

Atletico’s star man will be vital for Luis Enrique’s
team as he is a very well-rounded player who is
The 29-year-old, who still has three years left excellent on the ball as well as off of it despite
on his current deal with the Spanish giants, has not being the most physically imposing player in
shown himself to be a real leader on the pitch, the squad.
hence why he is the club’s captain since the exit
of Diego Godin in 2019. However, his hard work
is one of his better qualities. Koke helps his team
out defensively just as much as he helps them
in attack which can be seen from the stats in the
player profile above.
pain are certainly not the best team at the
tournament in terms of squad depth or
For a player who has predominantly played
in deeper positions in the midfield, as well as quality of players, but they could potentially be
out wide, Koke has intriguingly solid attacking one of the underdogs. La Furia Roja were given
statistics. He has an incredibly high number of quite a favourable group, although not overly
deep completions per 90 as well as smart passes, easy, playing Poland, Sweden and Slovakia.
through passes, and passes to the penalty box However, it is likely that they will progress as the
per 90, all of which he is above average in group leaders, potentially earning themselves a
compared to the rest of La Liga’s midfielders. comfortable tie in the Round of 16. A semi-final
Not only this, his expected assists per 90 (xA) finish would be very respectable for a side who
are very high too, but he is on the below-average are in somewhat of a rebuild, which is where we
scale in La Liga for shots per 90 and expected see them finishing at the Euros in the summer.
goals (xG) per 90.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

S
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GROUP E

SWEDEN
MAK PAKHEI // @MakPakhei
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E

uro 2020 will mark Sweden’s seventh
appearance in this competition, with their
best finish coming at their debut campaign in
1992, where they reached the semi-finals and
finished third. Sweden made it to the quarterfinals at Euro 2004, and this, along with their
1992 appearance, is the only time that they
have made it out of the group stage. The side
will therefore be looking to break this record, and
emulate their performance from the 2018 World
Cup, where they reached the quarter-finals after
qualifying from a group containing Mexico, South
Korea and Germany. Janne Andersson has been
in charge of the side since 2016, and this group
of players is now well-adjusted to his demands
and tactics.

THE SQUAD

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Karl-Johan Johnsson
Kristoffer Nordfeldt
Robin Olsen

DEFENDERS

Ludwig Augustinsson
Marcus Danielson
Andrea Granqvist (c)
Filip Helander
Emil Krafth
Pontus Jansson
Victor Lindelof
Miakel Lustig
Martin Olsson

MIDFIELDERS
Jens Cajuste
Viktor Claesson
Albin Ekdal
Emil Forsberg
Dejan Kulusevski
Sebastian Larsson
Kristoffer Olsson
Ken Sema
Mattias Svanberg
Gustav Sevensson

A

ndersson has preferred a 4-4-2 formation
for the majority of his tenure, and this is the
shape that Sweden will most likely line up in at
Euro 2020 as well.
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FORWARDS
Marcus Berg
Alexander Isak
Jordan Larsson
Robin Quaison

Robin Olsen will be the man with the gloves, with
Karl-Johan Johnsson and Kristoffer Nordfeldt
as backup. At right-back, the 34-year-old Mikael
Lustig will be first-choice, while Werder Bremen’s
Ludwig Augustinsson will occupy the left-back
berth. Emil Krafth and Martin Olsson offer
experienced backup options for these positions.
Manchester United’s Victor Lindelöf is likely to be
partnered by Brentford captain Pontus Jansson,
with Andreas Granqvist unlikely to start despite
being the captain of the side.

Gustav Svensson and Berg. There are some
key players operating at their peak, with the likes
of Kulusevski adding some youthful dynamism.
This mix of experience and youth could be vital,
since the older players all have a lot of caps and
can help guide the younger players with regard
to their tournament experience.

ATTACKING PHASE

Kristoffer Olsson and Albin Ekdal will form
the midfield duo, while the Swedes have two
excellent options on the flanks, in Juventus’ Dejan
Kulusevski, and RB Leipzig’s Emil Forsberg. The
veteran Sebastian Larsson is part of the squad,
with Viktor Claesson and Mattias Svanberg as
options on the bench too.
Having announced his return from international
retirement for this tournament, it came as a blow
that Zlatan Ibrahimović misses out due to injury.
In his absence, Marcus Berg and Alexander
Isak should start as the strike pair, with Robin
Quaison and Jordan Larsson in reserve. Larsson
e can immediately gauge from this radar
is of course the son of Sweden and Celtic legend
that Sweden are not a side that tries to
Henrik Larsson, and it will be interesting to
see if he gets a chance to emulate his father’s dominate possession. Sweden’s 4-4-2 shape
under Andersson is built to attack quickly and in
achievements at this tournament.
a direct manner, as we can see from their ranks
for possession % (20th percentile), forward
passes per 100 passes (84th percentile), long
pass tendency (64th percentile) and directness
in possession (68th percentile). However, they
do struggle to create too many goalscoring
opportunities, with low ranks for xG per match,
touches in the penalty area, shots and shots of
target %. This means that Sweden will probably
have to be extremely efficient and clinical in
In terms of age profile, we can see that Sweden scoring the few chances that they do create, and
have a largely experienced and old squad, thus Ibrahimović’s absence will be keenly felt.
with a number of players well above the age
of 30 who could yet play important roles, such
as Lustig, Granqvist, Olsson, Seb Larsson,

W
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makes it easier for the opposition to press. It is also
perhaps another reason why Sweden usually play
a more direct style of football, eschewing short
passing since they try to progress from wide areas
rather than centrally.

In their first phase of possession, Sweden use a
pair of deep and wide full-backs to hold width and
stretch the pitch, as we can see in the image. This
is to give the central players passing options out
wide to escape the opposition press, and also
give the goalkeeper and centre-backs the option
to hit direct long balls out wide if necessary.

Sweden’s shape morphs into a 4-2-2-2 in their
second phase, where the wingers come infield to
The two midfielders in Sweden’s 4-4-2 shape operate in the half-spaces, and width is provided
also stay central and deep to help in the build- by the full-backs. This can be seen in the image,
up. However, neither Ekdal nor Kristoffer Olsson where Kulusevski and Forsberg have both
are particularly progressive midfielders, and this moved into central areas, and Lustig will overlap
limits their central progression and usually means on the right to maintain width. Forsberg will often
that they try to progress upfield via the flanks. drop deep as well, as he does in this example,
Lindelöf’s ball-playing ability is crucial here, as to compensate for the lack of creativity from
he often steps up and tries to influence the build- Sweden’s central midfielders. The two strikers
up through his passing and ball-carrying ability will try to stay high and push the opposition
from centre-back.
defensive line back to create space for these
players, and also to give them passing options in
behind when they do get on the ball.

One of the issues with this shape for Sweden is that
they are fairly rigid, and therefore players do not
always move to pick up space when others move
out. We can see an example of this from the game
against Portugal, where the centre of the pitch has
been completely vacated, with nobody dropping
deep or coming infield. This often means that there
are no options to pass the ball in these areas, and

We have already mentioned how the Swedes
play in a very direct style, and winning aerial duels
and second balls is a key part of their attacking
strategy. This is also helped by their attacking
structure, with narrow wingers and two central
strikers making it easier to win second balls.
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However, this is another area where Ibrahimović’s
absence is sure to be felt, as the AC Milan striker
is excellent in the air. In his absence, Berg will be
the likely target for long balls from deep, with the
likes of Isak, Kulusevski and Forsberg looking
to latch onto flick-ons and otherwise pick up
possession in advanced areas after he wins the
ball. The image shows how Sweden’s attacking
players stay central and close to each other to
facilitate their direct style of play.

This image shows Sweden’s unique structure
which they adopt at times when utilising a more
direct style of play. It is almost a 2-2-2-2 shape,
with the three advanced lines of players all close to
each other horizontally and vertically to offer a lot
of coverage, while this shape also makes it easy
to counter-press immediately if possession is lost.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

S

weden are quite an active side when
defending, as seen from their ranks for
interceptions (88th percentile), clearances (76th
percentile), defensive duels (68th percentile) and
aerial duels (64th percentile). This also shows
their approach - Sweden usually defend in a
compact block, happy to deal with crosses, while
also being proactive at winning the ball back in
a physical manner. They are above average for
PPDA, indicating a moderately intensive press,
while they also prefer to counter-press and
attempt to win the ball back in the opponent’s
third (52nd percentile) than in their own third
(24th percentile). However, they have been quite
leaky over the last year (72nd percentile for shots
conceded per match), and this indicates a need
to tighten up defensively for this tournament.

Sweden tend to operate in a mid-block to deny
easy central progression for their opponents, as
we can see in the image. They are flexible and
can adopt different shapes off the ball based on
the opponent. This image is an example where
Sweden’s off-ball shape was a 4-3-3 to counter
France’s back three in the build-up phase. Sweden
try to have numerical equality or superiority in this
zone of the pitch when defending, and as we can
see, it would be easy for this front three to now
press France’s back three. Of course, this means
that Sweden are happy to concede space out
wide, as the priority is to deny central progression.
Their 4-4-2 also transforms into a 4-2-2-2 off the
ball, with the central midfielders staying deep
and central, and the wingers also moving into
narrow positions to cut off central progression.
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When pressing, Sweden are good at overloading
a flank and recovering possession out wide. This
image against Portugal is an example where the
Swedes have a 6v5 on the ball-side flank, with
the full-back also moving high to press, while the
far-side winger is in position to press the centreback or full-back immediately if a switch is made
while the rest of the side quickly shifts over. One
of the central midfielders stays deep to provide
protection, while the other moves high and wide
to press and create that numerical superiority.

Sweden’s direct style of play also lends itself to
using offensive transitions to create chances.
Berg offers a physical presence up front
to win the ball in the air, with Forsberg and
Kulusevski capable of running into space and at
backpedalling opponents at speed. This could
be very important against teams that play with a
high defensive line, as Sweden would be able to
get in behind with just a couple of well-executed
passes.

FORWARDS

If the press is bypassed, Sweden shift into a low
block, and as mentioned earlier, attempt to close
passing lanes centrally and force opponents out
wide, where they can again press aggressively,
using the touchlines as natural barriers.

I

TRANSITIONS

n defensive transitions, Sweden need to be
careful to not overcommit players during their
attacking phase, which can lead to the sort of
situation seen in the next image, where their
defence is left isolated.
Here, Sweden conceded space out wide as both
full-backs were higher up to support the attack.
The centre-backs are therefore left exposed when
one of the central midfielders gave possession
away, unable to step up due to the amount of
space available in behind.

T

hese graphs are a comparison of all the
attackers called up by Sweden over the last
calendar year. Given Ibrahimović’s absence,
Isak is the next-best option in the squad when
it comes to involvement in the penalty area and
shots, and he has also had a decent goalscoring
season for Real Sociedad. Berg is likely to act
as a foil for the 21-year-old, concentrating more
on winning the ball in the air and laying off
possession, since his attacking numbers are not
too great.
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back at Euro 2020, based on these numbers,
while Pontus Jansson is also impressive in terms
of his ability to win the ball back via interceptions.

MIDFIELDERS

In terms of ball progression, it is the two fullbacks, Olsson and Lustig, who stand out. Olsson
makes more progressive runs, while Lustig is a
better progressive passer, which is an indication
of their relative strengths and roles within this
Sweden side as well.

BEST PERFORMERS

N

ext, we will look at the Swedish midfielders,
where Kristoffer Olsson stands out in terms
of creative ability on the left-hand chart. Given
the general lack of creativity from the Swedish
midfield, he could be an important cog in the
wheel in terms of getting the ball forward, with
Sebastian Larsson likely to only make an impact
off the bench. Larsson is also the midfielder who
was most involved in goalscoring as well as
setting up chances by far this season - the former
Sunderland veteran is excellent from dead-ball
n Ibrahimović’s absence, Forsberg is Sweden’s
situations, and set-pieces are definitely an area
best player, and his ability to score and create
that the team will look to exploit when he is on
will play a huge role for the side at this tournament.
the pitch.
He has years of top-level experience in the
Bundesliga and the Champions League for RB
Leipzig, and we can see just how influential he
will in possession for the side, ranking high for
nearly all of our passing and progression metrics.

I

DEFENDERS

O

ur last comparison looks at the Swedish
defenders, where it is perhaps a surprise to
see Newcastle United’s Krafth as one of the best
performers on our defensive metrics. There may
be a case for him to start over Lustig at right-

The 29-year-old once notched 22 assists in a
single Bundesliga campaign, and his xA numbers
show how he is likely to be Sweden’s chief
creator. He is a goal threat himself as well, while
also having the ability to get past his opponent in
a 1v1 duel when needed. Forsberg will also play
a big role in Sweden’s counter-press, having
been part of an excellent counter-pressing unit
at Leipzig, and overall, his performances will go
a big way towards deciding just how far Sweden
can progress at Euro 2020.
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PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

G

iven the make-up of their group, we expect
Sweden to be in the running for second
place behind Spain, and they could even sneak
into the round of 16 as one of the four best thirdplaced teams. Croatia could be one of their
potential opponents in that round, while they
may also face the Netherlands or Belgium if they
qualify as one of the third-placed teams. This is
probably the limit of their ambitions, and it would
take some excellent performances for Sweden
to progress any further.
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DATA VIZ
EURO 2020 GROUP F: PLAYERS TO WATCH
VENKATANARAYANAN VENKATESAN // @VenkyReddevil

A

fter their disappointment in the 2018 World Cup Germany will be looking to go all the way in this
summer’s European Championships and give a winning send off to their coach Joachim Löw.
But that won’t be an easy task as they are grouped with World Champions France and defending
European Champions Portugal. Underdogs Hungary also compete in this group, with some promising
names on their roster. This is very much the group of death at this summer’s competition, and one
of the world’s heavy-weights will be sent packing before the knockout stages even begin. The below
visualisation shows the players to watch out for from Group F.
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NOTE: THE DATA FOR THE VISUAL WAS COLLECTED ON MAY 5TH, 2021

F

FLORIAN NEUHAUS (GERMANY)

lorian Neuhaus has steadily made a name for himself in the Bundesliga. Coming from the back
of a decent individual season in 2019/20, Neuhaus is currently having another above average
season. The midfielder is one of the chief creators in the M’Gladbach side. As shown in the visual
above, Neuhaus also scores frequently for a midfielder. Having made his international debut recently,
the 24-year-old midfielder is one of the players to watch out for in this Germany side looking to prove
everyone wrong.

J

JULES KOUNDE (FRANCE)

ules Kounde first caught the eye of mainstream football fans last season when he was impressive
for Sevilla in the league and in Europe. Kounde, only 22 years old, continued his impressive form
this season in Sevilla’s push to secure Champions League football. The c center-back is extremely
good in 1v1 defending as indicated by his percentile rank for defensive duels. He is also above
average for Aerial Duels Success Rate as shown in the visual above. Kounde is quick, has a good
eye for a pass to spot the run of his teammates and, given his impressive form, it would not be
surprising if he plays a vital role in this summer’s Euros even though he has only just been called
up for the first time.

L

NUNO MENDES (PORTUGAL)

eft backs taking creative responsibility is becoming quite common these days in football. Mendes,
only 18-years-old, is quick, and has an eye for a pass. He ranks in the 78th percentile for expected
assists per 90 among fullbacks in Primeira Liga. He has been linked with top clubs in the Premier
League as a result of his excellent attacking showing for Sporting CP this season. Mendes will be
one of the bright talents going to the Euros this summer and is one of the players to watch out for
from Portugal.

R

ROLAND SALLAI (HUNGARY)

oland Sallai has the same number of goals as Jadon Sancho in the Bundesliga this season.
However, the 23-year-old winger from Hungary is not a creator like Sancho or some of the other
Bundesliga wingers, as shown in the visual above. He is also someone who frequently attempts
shots and hits the target frequently as well. Having made his senior debut five years ago, Sallai
is now an established part of the Hungary team and if Hungary are to cause any upset in the
tournament they will need Sallai to step up.
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GROUP F

FRANCE
JACK MANSHIP // @Jmanship19
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I

n the 2018 FIFA World Cup, France showed the
entire planet what they are capable of, winning
the trophy for the first time since 1998. Not many
teams have the longevity and quality to win
back-to-back major national tournaments i.e.
Spain between 2008 and 2012, but this France
team may be able to challenge that notion. With
an intent to play intense, attacking football and a
squad that compliments this philosophy, they are
the many people’s favourites to win this year’s
UEFA European Championship.
The French have suffered the taste of defeat three
times since that 2018 triumph, falling second best
in games against the Netherlands, Turkey, and
most recently Finland. This tells us that while
they have an immensely talented squad with
good depth to it, they are not an invincible team.
However, since that 2018 World Cup final win
over Croatia, they’ve demonstrated the ability to
beat the best of the best, picking up wins against
teams like the Netherlands and Germany.

THE SQUAD

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Hugo Lloris (c)
Mike Maignan
Steve Mandanda

DEFENDERS

Lucas Digne
Leo Dubois
Lucas Hernandez
Presnel Kimpembe
Jules Kounde
Clement Lenglet
Benjamin Pavard
Raphael Varane
Kurt Zouma

MIDFIELDERS
Ngolo Kante
Thomas Lemar
Paul Pogba
Adrien Rabiot
Moussa Sissoko
Corentin Tolisso

FORWARDS

Wissam Ben Yedder
Karim Benzema
Kingsley Coman
Ousmane Dembele
Olivier Giroud
Antoine Griezmann
Kylian Mbappe
Marcus Thuram
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A

bove is arguably France’s strongest starting
XI, using the formation that has been most
common for them in recent fixtures. There are a
number of positive elements about this line-up,
aside from the actual quality of the individuals
that is. Firstly, the majority of these players
are yet to even reach their prime years as
footballers, so their ability will only develop over
time. Secondly, something that is more relevant
to the upcoming Euros is their strength in depth,
with strong options on standby in every position.

to plug opposition attacks and quickly turn them
into attacking moves of their own.

Their attacking unit is something that nearly every
nation will be envious of. Kylian Mbappé has
showed the world time and time again what he is
capable of – at both club and national level, and
we believe he will operate as an attacking leftwinger to ultimately link up with Karim Benzema
in the number 9 role - a potential switch to 4-42 midgame to allow the two to play together up
front is also on the cards. The experienced Olivier
The defensive unit embodies the style of play Giroud is just one of the options available from the
that manager Didier Deschamps wants his bench, and offers France a different attacking route
side to deploy – each player possesses at as his game is centred more around his physicality
least average pace, with a good level of ability rather than pace.
on the ball: being able to comfortably play out
of defence via passing or dribbling and being
strong as a defender. Furthermore, like the rest
of the predicted starting 11, the back four all
have experience at the very top level, having
competed for domestic titles and Champions
Leagues in recent years. With the likes of
Lucas Digne and Clément Lenglet amongst the
substitutes too, there is no shortage of cover
in the case of an injury, suspension, or purely
squad rotation. Manchester City’s Aymeric When we look at the ages of French players who
Laporte will also be in and around the first team, we expect to be in with a shout of call-up to the
and will give Deschamps a selection headache team for the Euros, we see that the majority of the
as to who starts alongside Real Madrid’s Varane. expected starters are, as touched upon earlier,
With several teams having dangerous attacks, yet to reach the years of their career. While a
this back unit will be pivotal if France are to find lack of experience is not an issue for this team as
any success.
their squad isn’t hugely different from the 2018
World Cup squad, the footballing knowledge
The midfield unit could be one area that of senior players like Kante, Giroud, Lloris etc.
raises questions, more specifically about the could be priceless, especially for things like game
consistency of Paul Pogba and whether they opt management and dressing room influence.
to play Mbappe on the wing to allow Benzema the
central role. A player like Moussa Sissoko offers There are also a number of players who are yet
depth in central areas, ready to be called upon to to reach 23 years of age, including Mbappé,
undertake any number of roles depending on the meaning France’s squad will be in safe hands
match scenario. N’Golo Kante offers something for the next few years. Players like Christopher
that is priceless to France as there are not many Nkunku, Houssem Aouar, and Eduardo
players like the Chelsea midfielder. His defensive Camavinga to name a few have huge potential
capabilities will be essential in France being able to help France maintain their incredibly high
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standards in the next few major international
competitions. These players have also collected
a good amount of match experience at club level
(relative to their age) based on their number of
minutes this season. Despite there being some
stiff competition in a number of positions, players
such as Griezmann and Kimbempe who have
been regular starters for their respective clubs
throughout this campaign, are likely to heavily
feature for France this summer.

ATTACKING PHASE

alternative avenue of attacking. This is where
players like Paul Pogba become very useful:
an ability to create chances/forward an attack
from a variety of methods is rare, and we have
seen Pogba produce in relation to this for
France in the past.
Winning offensive duels clearly isn’t a strength
of the French, meaning they look to play
efficiently, making the ball do the work, not
looking to get into many 1v1 duels – whether
that’s on the ground or in the air.
They do rank well in the xG department, and
if you look at their results over the last year or
so, scoring goals isn’t a big issue for them –
and nor should it be with the players at their
disposal. They also rank around midway when
it comes to touches in the penalty area and
shots per match, which shows they can pose
a threat to opposition midfield and defensive
units.

T

his attacking radar France can give us
an indication of their preferred attacking
tactics. With a rank of 48% possession per
game, we shouldn’t expect to see them deploy
a Barcelona/Manchester City-esque approach
where they look to push the opposition deep
into their half and play slower, more patient
football around the penalty. On the flip side,
don’t expect them to sit back and play very
defensively – their possessional approach is
simply more focused on quick build-up play.
However, as we can see by their numbers in
forward passes per 100 passes and directness
in possession, they are no strangers to
recycling possession and looking for an

One element of France’s game that will be
a danger to other sides is their ability to
play through the lines to launch an attack
into dangerous territory. With the opposition
midfield occupied with closing the space in
France’s half, it sometimes leaves considerable
space between the midfield and defence, and
as we can see above, France have the right
player in Griezmann to make the most of
these sort of scenarios. The Barcelona man
drifts into this space and makes himself free,
before receiving a fizzed-in pass. But we know
this isn’t just a random one-off happening for
France as their progression after this first pass
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allowed them to create a clear-cut chance.
As the ball travelled into Griezmann’s feet,
Pogba peeled away from his starting position
and made himself available in a better position
to receive the bounce-back pass from his
teammate. With the opposition midfield unable
to recover quickly enough, France are able to
exploit this and surge forward quickly to take
on the defence.

France have an element of variation to their
attacking philosophy, but attacking via the
flanks is a popular one with them. While the
build-up play remains practically the same to
reach areas like the one they find themselves
in above, their end product varies on who
their striker is. In this instance, Giroud is the
man leading the line, so we see more direct
play – more floated crosses into the Chelsea
striker for him to make an aerial challenge.
Analysing this scenario first, we see that the
wide midfielder will almost always have support
from the full-back, either making overlapping
runs or drifting in close-by to become a
passing option. Furthermore, another midfield
will likely be close to the crosser to offer
himself an alternative option – this can also
drag an opponent out of position to mark him,
freeing up space to be exploited. We also see
Griezmann floating at the edge of the box, with
a space to his right to be taken advantage of.
While we won’t see a great deal of that from
him, we have seen it from Mbappe when he’s
played as a left winger with Giroud up-front.

Moving onto how France would approach from
the wide areas with Mbappe present as a striker,
we may still see floated crosses, but only if there
are a number of other teammates in the box to
cause danger. Aside from this, expect to see a
few more passing combinations to get France
towards the byline before a low-cross/pull-back
to a lurking France player.

France’s team has the ability to be very solid
defensively in midfield, as we will see below.
However, they also have the ability to give
attacking licences to more midfielders than
they usually would, especially in games that
they expect to dominate, with the opponents
chasing a goal. Each player in the attack will
take up a position that looks to exploit either
an open space or some poor positioning from
a defender that they can create a passing
combination from. Poise and composure is key
in these scenarios, timing the next pass is the
make or break action: with the players in this
France side, however, this should not be an
issue. The thing they would have to be cautious
of, though, is losing the ball and quickly being
overrun in midfield as the opponents transition
into a counterattack.
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Here we see a defensive tactic that we are likely
to see quite often from France this summer,
with the average quality of opponents being
higher than what they faced during the qualifying
campaign. While Deschamps’ side are unlikely
to park the bus and sit deep for a large period
of the game, we will see them set up to block an
incoming opposition attack by limiting the space
and therefore the passing options. In these
instances, the midfield unit is solely responsible
for remaining compact enough to do exactly
that, leaving little space between themselves
and their defensive unit too. Each player in that
midfield unit also positions themselves to be
effective at stopping an opponent near them
should that be required. In front of the midfield
will be the attacking unit – whether that’s the lone
striker and the attacking midfield in their 4-2-3-1,
or both strikers in their 4-4-2 formation. Notice
e said earlier that France’s defensive unit how Giroud and Griezmann are inside their own
will be crucial to any success they find half, leaving little distance between each other
in the summer, and we can see that has been as well as their own midfield unit, again limiting
the case prior to writing. While they struggled in that midfield space for the opposition. It’s those
duels higher up the pitch, they are obviously very areas where France will look to close in and win
capable in these areas at the back: high rankings the ball back to cause a turnover in possession
for defensive duels won, aerial duels won, and before launching their own attack.
recoveries in their own third indicate that they
are difficult to break down, and also that their
defensive players are capable in a variety of 1v1
situations.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

W

They also rank nicely for recoveries in the final
third, which gives a big insight into the philosophy
for when they lose possession. They look to win
the ball back as quickly as possible with clever
positioning in a counterpress.

As we mentioned, France won’t deploy the same
off-the-ball strategy every time. We will also see
them look to press the opposition, especially
in midfield areas. This will often be based on
triggers such as a poor pass, poor first touch, or
even the opponents turning/passing backwards.
Essentially, as soon as the threat to France is
lowered, they will apply pressure to force a
mistake from the opponent. The nearest player
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will shut down the man on the ball, with a number
of surrounding teammates either keeping a close
eye on potential passing options or covering
space behind the first presser. In many cases, as
the midfield unit are able to push the opposition
back, we will also see France’s backline and
remaining midfielders push higher up the pitch,
closing the gap and ultimately applying more
pressure to the other team.

attack, though, France will keep things fresh in
terms of where they attack – they are not strictly
limited to just attacking the flanks.

TRANSITIONS
In terms of how France react to losing possession,
we will see a similar mindset to their approach in
attacking transitions. More often than not, they
will look to swarm the opposition with intense
pressure, forcing either an immediate turnover
in possession, or forcing the opponent into
a mistake like a stray pass. France do this by
having the midfield compact, ready to surround
the opponent on the ball. The nearest man will
rance will look to execute a counterattack apply pressure with a tackle if possible, with
in most cases where they manage to stop covering midfielders on their toes ready to either
an opposition attack and retain possession collect the ball or to commit to a tackle if an
(keeping the ball in play and under control), but opponent rushes at them with the ball. While this
the intensity to which they do so depends on is a high-pressure method which is very difficult
the situation (game time, score line, where they to play through, there are teams in the Euros who
won the ball etc). However, the principles of their will be well equipped to deal with this method,
attacking transition remain the same regardless. so France will need to ensure that they have the
The midfield who regained possession, Rabiot necessary cover to combat this.
in the image above, will have a winger/striker
directly ahead of him surging forward as an In some scenarios however, we will see France
immediate option. On the far side, another retreat to limit the danger of being exposed
runner will get himself into a position where he between midfield and defence, or to preserve
can be of assistance once the attack reaches energy – again this depends on variables like the
the final third – the central striker also does this. score, the opponent, and the time remaining in
A number of supporting teammates will also join the game.
the attack, but won’t dash forward in front of the
man on the ball, instead simply remaining closely
behind him. This performs two actions – it makes
them available as the safe passing option if the
opposition are able to shut down the attacking
options, but it also offers defensive protection
in the event of another possession turnover. In

F
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likes to drop in deeper to help link up the play
to progress the attack. We all know the quality
Giroud offers in front of goal, and if any doubt
remains, his xG goal contribution and goal
contribution % numbers should put that to rest.
Griezmann’s numbers in these areas are also
worth paying attention to while remembering his
operations will likely fluctuate between the role
of an advanced midfielder and a shadow striker
for Mbappe.

FORWARDS

T

he split graph above helps us decipher how
clinical France’s strikers are, and which
players they may turn to in games/situations
where taking an alternative approach is required.
It comes as absolutely no surprise that Mbappe is
out on top in both of the graphs – his involvement
is highlighted in a very positive light above.
With a healthy number of shots and touches in
the penalty area averaged each game, we can
get a good sense of how much he likes to be
involved in attacking phases – this also becomes
apparent if you simply watch him play for a few
minutes. France also have a surprise return in
the form of Real Madrid’s Karim Benzema, who
has been recalled to the national side for the first
time in years. As our data suggests, he is still a
lethal striker who will be able to provide fantastic
cover in any situation where Mbappe is absent
from the striker role.
Mbappe isn’t the only one with impressive
numbers in either/both graphs, though. Celtic
striker Odsonne Édouard is a very dangerous
backup option for Deschamps to consider,
with the 23-year-old demonstrating quality and
consistency in goal contribution metrics as well
as his involvement in the penalty area.
While the experienced Olivier Giroud finds
himself middle of the pack on the left-hand-side
graph for shots and touches in the penalty per
90, this is reflective of his play style as he often

Another noteworthy element of the above graph
is that yet again we get an idea of the immense
strength of depth Deschamps has at his disposal
– even the names towards the lower ends of
the graphs would be able to offer a good level
of attacking threat and an alternative attacking
method. Deschamps would have had arguably
the best backup striker in the entire competition
had Karim Benzema still been in and around the
national team picture.

MIDFIELDERS

T

he split graphs for the midfielders help paint
a picture of who we should expect to be
contributing to build-up play and getting on the
end of attacking phases. Firstly, we will focus on
the two central midfielders who we predicted will
start in France’s strongest line-up – Kante and
Pogba. As we know, Kante’s most effective traits
relate to the defensive side of the midfield role,
acting as protection for his back-four behind him.
Despite this, we can see that he offers a good
number of progressive passes per 90 minutes,
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showing that once he has retrieved the ball from
the feet of an opponent, he has the mindset
and technical knowhow to release the ball into
a more advanced area of the pitch. What isn’t
much of a surprise, though, is his contribution
towards goals – again though, this is reflective
of his role in that midfield both for France and
Chelsea. Pogba was outstanding for France
in their previous World Cup campaign, and
Deschamps will hope to bring that side of his
game to the forefront once more in this year’s
Euros. Like Kante, Pogba finds himself playing
a high number of progressive passes, which we
see from him frequently in a Manchester United
shirt, and we expect to see it in a France shirt this
summer, especially in games where France may
be forced to take an approach centred around
counterattacking.
Behind those two are some interesting options
for France to explore in terms of creativity from
midfield areas. Steven N’Zonzi and Adrien
Rabiot are two solid understudies for Kante’s
role, should he become unavailable. N’Zonzi’s
experience across a multitude of leagues has
him well equipped for pressure situations, while
Rabiot’s ability to have a calming impact in
midfield could also come in useful.
Looking at the numbers a little more closely, we
may see the likes of Corentin Tolisso of Bayern
Munich play an important part, as he has shown
that he can contribute nicely in xgoal contributions,
passes to the final third, and progressive passes
– all important elements of France’s style of play.

DEFENDERS

T

he graph on the left gives us an insight
into how France’s defenders perform in a
defensive capacity, looking at their interceptions
as well as their average number of successful
defensive actions per 90. 23-year-old right-back
Ruben Aguilar impresses in both of these areas,
and with that level of consistency, the Monaco
player will be very good competition for Pavard
at that right-back spot.
Ferland Mendy may struggle to win a regular
place in Deschamps’ side this summer, partly
because of how well Lucas Hernandez has
played this season, but also because of Mendy’s
lack of consistency. According to our data, the
Real Madrid left-back has struggled in both of
the above defensive areas.
Modern football requires defenders to be
comfortable on the ball, offering their team
another dimension of breaking out and building
up play. Therefore, we have the graph on
the right-hand side to uncover which French
defenders shine when it comes to progressive
runs and passes. Clement Lenglet is another
defender who stands out in the data who could
provide a strong defensive option for France.
The Barcelona man, despite having a season of
mixed fortunes, possesses the tools capable of
being of benefit to this back line. It is likely that
he will compete with Kimpembe for that left-sided
central defensive role next to Varane.
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Again, we can get another idea of how important
Lucas Hernandez may be for France this summer,
showing that he is very good both defensively and
on the ball. His pace and technical capability will
allow him to contribute in a variety of scenarios.

BEST PERFORMER

Moving onto his performance in the passing and
progression section of analysis, we can use the
data to gauge an idea of how consistent Mbappe
is with passing in various scenarios. Again, for
the majority of the areas covered above, he is
above the median for strikers in the division. He
gets into good positions to be able to provide
assists or important passes that progress an
attack, making a good number of key passes
and passes into the penalty area too. This tells
us that his footballing IQ is high, and he is more
than just a clinical goalscorer.

It isn’t worth putting a major scope over his
defensive input, as this won’t be something we see
much of from a France striker in this tournament.
We can get a good idea of how successful he is
once he gets into a duel, however: Aerial duels is
not an area where he shines, but his percentage
hile there are a number of players who will of defensive duels won suggests that he also
be crucial for France in several areas of has some defensive qualities in the locker too.
the pitch, we believe Kylian Mbappe will be their
biggest asset, and our data will give you a good
idea as to why.

W

If we firstly consider his performance in the
area of attacking and shooting – where we will
see him primarily operate for France, we can
see he boasts incredible records for several
different metrics, blowing the median of other
Ligue 1 strikers out of the water. His goal record
isn’t reliant on penalties, and he chips in with a
goal contribution in a strong number of games.
However, as we can see, one area that isn’t
as strong (still not really a weakness for him)
is his headed goals average. He may still be a
threat in the air, however, due to his power and
athleticism, but many teams would prefer to
defend against him in an aerial duel rather than
a ground duel. His dribbling is also an important
part of Mbappe’s game: whether it’s a quick burst
of acceleration or his pace over longer distances,
this player running at full speed with the ball at
his feet is very difficult to stop without giving a
foul away.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

A

s we mentioned earlier, for many people,
France are one of the favourites to win the
2020 European Championship, and quite frankly
they are well equipped to do so. They have
good experience in dealing with the pressure of
playing in high-pressure games and on their day
they look dangerous enough to beat anybody
by a convincing margin. If they can maintain
consistency in players like Pogba and Lemar, as
well keeping their defensive unit competitive yet
united, they will be very difficult to score against,
never mind beat. Ultimately, France will be
expecting themselves to win the tournament this
year, but with strong competition from the likes of
England, Portugal, and Spain to name just three,
it likely won’t be a walk in the park.
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A

fter the previous European Championships
in 2016, many people probably would have
predicted Germany to be one of the main favourites
for both the 2018 World Cup and this year’s
European Championships. Germany though as
a national side have had probably one of the
most interesting few years since that tournament,
with the beginning of this slide coming with their
early exit from the 2018 World Cup. Following on
from that failure, Germany’s national side looked
set for a revamp, and after further failure in the
UEFA Nations League, head coach Joachim
Löw announced that Mats Hummels, Jerome
Boateng, and Thomas Müller would no longer
be considered for selection. The rather ominous
quote from 2019 which looms over this decision
now is “This is the year for our new beginning”.
As I’m sure you know by now, Germany have
since reversed that decision and have included
both Hummels and Müller in their squad for this
tournament. From a purely footballing perspective,
this would seem the right decision, as both players still
play a pivotal role for their clubs despite their age, and
both will likely start for Germany in the tournament.
The German national team’s year of new beginning
looks more likely to be this year, and to be precise,
just after this tournament ends. Following a torrid
last two years in which they have been battered
6-0 by Spain, and defeated by North Macedonia, it
was announced in March that Joachim Löw would
step down from his role as head coach after Euro
2020. Exits on the directorial side of Germany
have also come about, with DFB president
Fritz Keller being forced to resign following
severely distasteful comments about one of his
colleagues. Problems seem to just be leaking out
of the DFB at the moment, and it wouldn’t be over
the top to describe it as a crisis heading into the
tournament. The one cause for optimism though
is that Joachim Löw will now almost certainly be
replaced by ex-Bayern Munich boss Hansi Flick,
who served as Löw’s assistant manager from
2006 to 2014. Following his massive success at
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
BERND LENO
MANUEL NEUER (c)
KEVIN TRAPP

DEFENDERS

MATTHIAS GINTER
ROBIN GOSENS
CHRISTIAN GÜNTER
MATS HUMMELS
LUKAS KLOSTERMANN
ROBIN KOCH
ANTONIO RÜDIGER
NIKLAS SÜLE

MIDFIELDERS
EMRE CAN
LEON GORETZKA
İLKAY GÜNDOĞAN
KAI HAVERTZ
JONAS HOFMANN
JOSHUA KIMMICH
TONI KROOS
FLORIAN NEUHAUS

FORWARDS

SERGE GNABRY
THOMAS MÜLLER
JAMAL MUSIALA
LEROY SANÉ
KEVIN VOLLAND
TIMO WERNER

Bayern, Flick is rightly considered to be one of the
best managers in the business, and so Germany
realistically could not ask for a better coach to try
and lead them into a new era, and if this is paired
with changes at the DFB, Germany will be back
looking to compete for silverware quickly.
This tournament then is an odd one for Germany.
With their manager departing and the team
currently struggling on the international stage,
expectations are low for Die Mannschaft. Having
said this, players will be fighting to be a part of
this new era for German football, and perhaps
more pertinently, Germany still have a squad that
possesses world class talent. Because of this,
you simply cannot write them off in a tournament,
and I don’t think many teams will actively want to
play the Germans despite their current struggles.
Their squad is tactically flexible, full of talent, and
full of experience, all of which can culminate to
a successful tournament. In this preview we will
review the squad using data, and analyse how
they will likely set up tactically at Euro 2020.

THE SQUAD

G

ermany have experimented with some
different formations during qualifying
campaigns, with the usual fluctuation being
between a back three formation and the 4-3-3.
In their most recent qualifying games, they seem
to have settled on a 4-3-3, and so I would expect
them to use this primarily in the tournament.
Their squad is one that allows them to adapt
tactically to the opposition, and so changes in
the line-up will naturally occur depending on the
game, however this is my general prediction for
who we can expect to start.
In goal, captain Manuel Neuer will start in goal,
with any competition removed when Marc Andre
Ter Stegen was injured at the end of the season
and ruled out of the tournament. At centre back,
I expect the recalled Mats Hummels to start
alongside Chelsea defender Antonio Rüdiger.
Niklas Süle could compete with Rüdiger for a
place in the team, however Rüdiger has started
more frequently for club and country. At right
back, I’d expect Matthias Ginter to start, as he is
often a regular at full-back for the national team,
despite him playing as a centre back for Borussia
Mönchengladbach. Joshua Kimmich could also
play there to allow room for another midfielder, but
I wouldn’t expect to see this regularly. Germany
are rather short of experienced options at leftback, with Robin Gosens, Christian Günter and
potentially even Lukas Klostermann competing
for this role. Gosens has started in recent
qualifiers, while Günter offers a reliable option,
however his lack of caps and playing time for the
national team leads me to believe he won’t start.
The midfield is clearly Germany’s strongest area
of the pitch, and they have three world class
midfielders who could start together. I’d expect
Toni Kroos to start as the six, and he remains
one of the best midfielders at the tournament,
as he demonstrated with some impressive
performances for Real Madrid this season. In
front of Kroos, I expect İlkay Gündoğan to start
and act as the main goal threat from the midfield,
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with the midfielder able to rack up 13 goals in
28 Premier League games this season. Joshua
Kimmich could also start in midfield, and will likely
act as a hybrid between Gündoğan and Kroos’
roles. Leon Goretzka will look to try and force
his way into midfield, however without any of the
three mentioned players moving positions, I can’t
find a way in for him at the moment. Germany
could drop into a double pivot to form more of
a 4-2-3-1, or could drop into a back three with
Kroos, leaving Kimmich to then act as a single
pivot. Both players have experience doing this at
club level, and so Germany should look to utilise
this flexibility.
As for forwards, this is where the most variation
could occur, as some forwards could drop into
midfield, and other players could be preferred
depending on the opponent. I would expect the
Bayern Munich pair of Leroy Sané and Serge
Gnabry to start on either wing, however the likes
of Timo Werner and Kai Havertz could start in
these positions, with Havertz more likely in
games which Germany expect to have to break a
deeper opposition block. Sané can play on either
wing, as he can cut in and play inside, or provide
width to the attack and dribble at defenders.
Havertz could also move into midfield if Kimmich
is preferred at full-back. Up front, I expect Thomas
Müller to start the majority of matches, and his
raumdeuter role would allow him to be more fluid.
However, Müller could even start wider in that
‘space invader’ role while Timo Werner starts up
front and provides a threat in behind. If Germany
seek to play more in transition in a match, you
would expect Werner’s pace to be used up top.

has picked up a decent number of minutes for
his young age.
Germany have a number of key players in their
prime, with the likes of Kimmich and Gnabry all
in this category and playing a high number of
minutes. We see Matthias Ginter and Marc Andre
Ter Stegen play the most minutes of anyone in
this age category.

Players such as Kroos and Gündoğan fall outside
the prime age category, however Gündoğan has
had an excellent season this year. We can see
Manuel Neuer in the far top right of the graph
standing out as playing a very high number of
minutes despite his age, however this likely plays
to Germany’s advantage with his experience in
big tournaments.

If we evaluate Germany’s squad in terms of age,
we see they actually have a number of players in
their pool who fall into that prime age category.
We can see on the younger side Florian Wirtz
and Jamal Musiala, with the latter making the
squad despite only having two caps to his name.
The former England youth international has
impressed for Bayern Munich this season and
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ATTACKING PHASE

G

ermany are a team who have favoured
possessing the ball most often, and have
relied upon slower positional attacks often
throughout qualifying due to the opposition’s
more defensive approach. They have averaged
59% possession in games in the last calendar
year, and despite being drawn against some
difficult opposition in the group stage, I would
expect them to stick to their ideas in terms of
shorter, more progressive build-up. Germany
have averaged a high number of shots per
match and touches in the penalty area, and we
can clearly see they have not been a direct side.

To create such overloads, or to open passing
lanes, Germany will occasionally form a back
three, with one full-back moving narrower to act
as a centre back, allowing the whole back line to
stretch, which in turn stretches the opposition’s
first line. Doing this allows for a full-back to space
much wider and higher, and so the inside forward
and nearest central midfielder can occupy the
inside lanes and receive the ball.

In qualifiers against weaker opposition they will
often be structured in this almost 3-1-6 structure,
with Goretzka often particularly offensive when
he plays. Here Sané occupies the full-back,
Germany’s build-up structure relies on their while Can pushes on to provide width and to
central midfielders often to create overloads, also overload this full-back. Gündoğan’s role is
and the interaction between the full-back, inside vital to the attack, as it allows an overload to be
forward and central midfielder are key. We can created on a centre back, with him and Gnabry
see a deeper example here against Romania, able to create this. Without this overload, it can
where Germany work the ball through the full- be difficult to progress the ball cleanly, and so
back. Germany play into the centre backs, and with Germany using a 4-1-4-1 in possession in
so Kai Havertz, who played as an inside forward qualifiers, it allows the nearest central midfielder
in this game drops into the half-space to receive. to create that overload consistently.
With Havertz dropping, Goretzka then makes
a run higher, and Goretzka can be found by
Klostermann in the central area. With Havertz
and Goretzka both occupying the half-space, an
overload is created, and when Romania react to
this, a diagonal ball is played into the far central
midfielder Gündoğan, who is completely free.
Germany have interchanged roles quite well
between full-backs and wingers, with Lukas
Klostermann performing well and often bombing As will be discussed in the transition section
forward into the half-space if it became vacated though, Germany may have to tone this structure
against Romania.
down slightly, and I would expect more of a 4-23-1 shape to evolve in possession. As a result,
there would be more responsibility on that
‘number ten’ within the system (likely Gündoğan),
and so he would have to shift to support the ball
often and time his movement to receive the ball
well. An overload cannot always be created, and
it isn’t always needed, however it is an extremely
useful and efficient method in progressing the
ball. Serge Gnabry has also dropped deeper to
create overloads at times, and if Thomas Müller
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starts up front, I would expect him to look to
create central overloads to allow ball progression
Something Germany should look to take
advantage of is the threat they pose in behind,
as well as the threat they pose in terms of ball
progression through midfield. The combination
of these things makes teams consider whether
to press high or drop off slightly, and if they can
beat presses with combinations such as this,
and then play in behind, they could find success.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

Their 4-1-4-1 structure sees their wingers press
against full-backs from inside to out, and so
they protect the inside lane initially, while central
midfielders press outwards with opposition central
midfielders in a fairly relaxed fashion often, with
neither clear player or clear zonal orientation.
Players instead seem more option based, but
this executed badly often leading to some poor
mistakes. We can see an example here of this
basic 4-1-4-1 structure, with Goretzka here
pressing out with the nearest central midfielder.
However he allows him to turn here and play the
ball forwards, which immediately gives Romania
access to Germany’s last line.
Germany’s last line can therefore often be
dragged higher, and the centre backs can be
quite aggressive, which opens the opportunity
for the opposition to play in behind.

Germany’s system tends to be forced into being
more passive due to the lack of pressure on the
ermany operate a 4-1-4-1 mid-high block centre backs. The central striker is tasked with
out of possession, and this area of the pressing the two centre backs, but this is often
game is probably their biggest weakness, with done poorly, with passing lanes between centre
their system being exploited by the likes of backs rarely cut, and pressing triggers badly
North Macedonia and Switzerland, as well as executed. Because of this lack of pressure on
being completely annihilated by Spain. Against the ball, it often forces one of Germany’s central
lesser opposition they are happy to press higher, midfielders to push into the first line to press.
however they still do not press too intensely as This can create an overload for the opposition
a result of their system as I will explain. They in the second line, however with compactness
concede a slightly concerning number of shots and good timing of the pressing run it can be
per match, and this is more concerning when you managed. Germany don’t really do either of
consider the amount of possession they usually those things consistently well, and so they are
have, and the relative lack of action the defence often caught with central midfielders higher, but
sees, as evidenced by their defensive and aerial poor pressure on the ball, all of which leads to
duels per 90.
the opposition progressing.

G
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Here for example Germany have pressed higher
with the nearest central midfielder initially, and
so fall into more of a 4-4-2 before the ball is
forced wide. After pressing a centre back and
forcing the ball wide, Gündoğan drops back to
cover Spain’s nearest pivot. This means there is
no pressure on the centre back on the ball. As
Gündoğan goes to cover this near pivot, we can
see far central midfielder Toni Kroos also jumps
to press the same player, and he therefore leaves
a large central space behind him. This leaves
Goretzka alone to defend a central area, and
with no pressure from the front Spain can play a
simple pass into the player behind Goretzka and
progress.

pressing structure. In a counter-pressing example
here, we see both Goretzka and Gündoğan have
gone forward into their usual structure, while six
Joshua Kimmich has also been dragged forward
after attempting a long shot. As a result, when
they lose possession, Germany have only their
full-backs and centre backs available to press
from in front of the ball (goal side), and so better
sides would punish them massively here. Even
if they attack with two central midfielders along
the back line, that leaves only the number six
available to counter-press directly from the
front, and so this one player cannot cover space
effectively and can be easily bypassed. Against
the likes of Portugal and France they will need
two players behind the ball shielding the back line
if they are to regularly prevent counter attacks.

Mid blocks without pressure on the centre back
can work, but without compactness and coverage
of space, teams with any quality should simply
pick you apart, as Spain did here. If Kroos sits
off and remains close to Goretzka, Gündoğan
can cover both the near pivot and Kroos’ player,
and Spain would have no space to play forward
into. Germany need to press two centre backs
more efficiently using cover shadows and arced
pressing runs against better opposition, as if
they don’t teams will just trigger their central In terms of offensive transition, Germany often
midfielders to press for fun and gradually pick rely on the verticality of the likes of Werner and
Gnabry, as well as the high speed dribbling of
them off.
Leroy Sané. The wingers will tuck narrower in
transition, and their pace allows them to support
play quickly. The ball can often be recovered
by the Germany central midfielders when they
become more passing lane oriented, and so
when this happens the likes of Goretzka and
Kimmich are good at escaping any initial counterpress and releasing the ball into an on rushing
attacker. It will be interesting to see how much
Germany rely on offensive transitions throughout
the tournament.

A

TRANSITIONS

s stated earlier, Germany’s in possession
shape will likely have to adjust against the
better sides in order to maintain a good counter-
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FORWARDS

I

f we look at pure forwards for Germany in the
last year, we see Germany are struggling for a
real predator in the box, with no players really
standing out as taking a high number of shots or
contributing goals or assists. Timo Werner has
had a notoriously tough season for Chelsea, and
so we can see his goal contributions are nothing
to shout about, while Gnabry leads the way for the
forwards shown. His numbers are solid, but again
don’t really stand out in the data, with ten goals
and five assists in the Bundesliga this season.
Due to this lack of an obvious goalscorer, I expect
Germany will look to spread the goals and rely
more on interchanges and movement to create
chances for their forwards, rather than relying on
a consistent focal point.

MIDFIELDERS

we see Toni Kroos and Joshua Kimmich lead
the way, with their accuracy also excellent. This
is to be expected from the pair, who both play
key ball progression roles for their clubs. Florian
Neuhaus, who perhaps misses out on the squad
just due to his playing style being similar to others,
has also put up some impressive numbers in a
struggling Gladbach side this season. Gündoğan
and particularly Havertz are very low in terms of
ball progression metrics, however, Germany do
not rely too much on either of these players for
progressive passing. For example, Kai Havertz
has played as an inside forward mostly for
Chelsea and positioned himself in the right halfspace, and so he usually receives passes into
the final third rather than playing them.

DEFENDERS

I

n the defending department, we see a very even
data set again, with Germany’s starting players
not really showing themselves in the data. Robin
Koch has the most successful defensive actions
and interceptions, however he has played in a
Leeds United team all year whose man oriented
system actively creates many duels and
defensive actions. Nico Schulz and Phillip Max,
both previously capped left backs, are seen at
the bottom of the graph and have struggled in
both of these areas, which likely contributed to
neither player getting the call up.

In terms of ball progression from defenders, we
n midfield, we see a much more obvious data see Niklas Süle performing well for progressive
spread. When looking at progressive passing, runs and decently for progressive passing, as

I
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is Emre Can who plays midfield also. Matthias
Ginter has been impressive with his progressive
passing, and this is something which will be relied
upon for his role as a full-back at the tournament.
Marcel Halstenberg missed out on the squad,
however his numbers are good in progressive
passes and runs. He has not played as regularly
for RB Leipzig as in previous seasons though.
One shock from the data is that Robin Gosens
does not stand out in terms of progressions,
with the Atalanta wing-back offering far more
of an offensive threat than you would expect
from looking at this data. For all of Robin Koch’s
defensive actions, he seems to be struggling to
progress the ball well, and this will be something
Leeds and the national team will look to work on
with him.

position for ball progression and retention. His
passing range allows him to access threats in
behind, such as Vinícius Júnior at club level, or
potentially Leroy Sané and Timo Werner at this
coming tournament.
In terms of attacking and creativity, we see again
he plays a high number of different pass types.
He averages only 0.89 touches in the penalty
area per 90, however this is to be expected with
his role being more in deeper build-up. When the
ball is in a higher area, he aims to maintain an
effective rest defence to allow Madrid to counter
press or restrict the opposition effectively if they
lose possession. Kroos averages 0.2 expected
assists per 90 and 1.46 shots on target, of which
a large majority are long shots.

Defensively, we see his metrics are low for all
stats per 90. Real Madrid have averaged 59%
possession in the last calendar year though, and
with most of his work being in the rest defence
phase, it is to be expected that his defensive
metrics are low. His lack of pace and athleticism
make him not much of an intense presser, and
so this also contributes to his low defensive
metrics. Casemiro can help Kroos in this regard
at a club level, and if Germany are to press
high I expect they will rely on the more athletic
central midfielders in the squad to do the bulk
of the sprints, with Kroos likely to excel in more
of a passing lane oriented role. Teams may look
have highlighted Toni Kroos as Germany’s best to take advantage of this though, and forcing
performer in the squad, with the 31-year-old Kroos to engage in the press could create some
still able to dictate games at will and progress rewards for the opposition.
the ball against even the toughest defence. If
we look at his passing and progression data
we can see this is clearly his biggest strength,
with his metrics in passes to the final third,
number of passes, and the actual accuracy of
those passes being very high. His forward pass
ermany have been drawn into Group F,
ratio is not too high, however to perform the
which can easily be considered the ‘group of
role of a pivot successfully, not all passes have
to be forward passes, and sometimes playing death’ for the tournament, with Hungary, France
sideways or backwards creates a better angle or and Portugal making up the rest of the group.

BEST PERFORMER

I

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

G
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France and Portugal have extremely strong
squads and are fancied as some of the favourites
for the tournament, and so Germany face an uphill
task to qualify from the group stage, especially
when this group is combined with all of the chaos
occurring around the German national team at
the moment. Their game against Portugal will be
a crucial one, as although Portugal have a very
strong squad and are the reigning champions of
the tournament, they did not have the strongest
World Cup qualifiers, and their defence could be
troubled by the Germans.
Germany could also qualify for the knockout
stages as one of the best third placed teams,
with four slots available for this, however they
would have to put in convincing displays against
France and Portugal and would likely have to
beat Hungary by a good margin. Hungary are
no pushovers either and have talent within their
squad, and they could pose Germany problems
from set-pieces.
If they get to the knockout round, I wouldn’t
expect to see them make it past the quarter
finals, however with knockout football anyone
can beat anyone. For me, there are too many
question marks around their out of possession
play, and with them not likely to be allowed all
of the ball as they are so used to in qualifiers, I
think they could struggle massively against the
quality sides.
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GROUP F

HUNGARY
RISHICKESH RAMESH // @RishickeshRame1
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A

s the 2020/21 season draws to an end, We
will be witnessing the Euros take place this
summer after it got postponed from its original
date due to the pandemic. The shift meant that
every team had exactly a year to get prepared
for the bigger stages especially for those who
qualified just a few months before the summer
of 2020. The Hungary football team is one such
team that would be hugely benefited from the
fact that it got delayed as they have had ample
amount of time to prepare themselves.
In 2016, they took everyone by surprise when
they topped their group that contained the then
champions Portugal and another good team in
Austria. Though they were humbled to a 4-0
defeat by Belgium, they would look to replicate
the same. But this time instead of Austria and
Iceland they will lock horns with World Champions
France and 2014 World Cup champions Germany
along with the defending champions Portugal,
who look even stronger compared to last time.
It will certainly be difficult in the group of death
with the presence of the mentioned teams. We
will discuss their style of play in detail in this
piece while also looking into their squad. Let’s
begin the analysis.

PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Denes Dibusz
Peter Gulacsi
Balazs Toth

DEFENDERS

Bendegúz Bolla
Endre Botka
Attila Fiola
Szilveszter Hangya
Akos Kecskes
Adam Lang
Gergo Lovrencsics
Loic Nego
Willi Orban
Attila Szalai

MIDFIELDERS

Tamas Cseri
Daniel Gazdag
Laszlo Kleinheisler
Adam Nagy
Roland Sallai
David Siger
Dominik Szoboszlai
Roland Varga

THE SQUAD

FORWARDS

H

ungary have a very good number of players
in their peak years to choose from. The
peak years we have seen to be fit for a footballer
is from 24-29 years of age. We can see some
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Filip Holender
Nemanja Nikolic
Szabolcs Schön
Adam Szalai (c)
Kevin Varga

quality players like Willi Orban, Adam Lang,
Szilveszter Hangya, Nagy, etc come in this
bracket. Most of the players in their peak have
also played a good amount of minutes in the
last calendar year. They also have some good
young talents like Attila Szalai and Roland Sallai
who impressed in their recent 3-3 draw against
Poland. Szoboszlai is one of their brightest ones
though he has featured very less this season for
both club and country owing to injuries.

of the team present in their group. Also, the likes
of Szalai played very few minutes last year and
the lack of match practice this season might also
be an issue for Rossi in the main stage. Apart
from this, they have a very good goalkeeper in
the form of Gulacsi who is a constant presence
for RB Leipzig.

The probable squad might also contain a lot of
veterans and 30+ players with some prominent
names like Fiola, Adam Szalai, Lovrencsics,
Nikolics, etc. These players have humongous
experience playing at the top level for both club
and country. Analyzing deeper with respect to
each position we see that they have a good
balance in the defensive area. So Marco Rossi
will have a good amount of options to choose
from and assemble the team.
In the midfield department, they have a lot of
players playing in their peak years. The likes
of Nagy, Kalmar, Siger and Kleinheisler are all
in their peak years currently. So this is another
department where Hungary seems to have it
covered.
Their forward department seems to have some
good experienced players like Szalai, Nikolics and
Cseri while also the likes of Geresi and Sallai can
instil some freshness and energy into the attack.
But this where there seems to be an imbalance
as they don’t have someone in their peak years
in the squad. Though Geresi is 26, he has played
very few minutes at both club level and has made
only one senior appearance for his national team.
This lack of balance, when compared to the other
departments, could be an issue since the young
players’ inexperience means they might fail to
step up at the right moments and the old legs of
Szalai and Nikolics might also mean that they
might not be able to make a substantial impact
for a run of games especially against the quality

As we have seen the potential players capable
of going to the Euros, let’s look into the starting
lineup which is given in the above image. Gulacsi
is a no-brainer in front of the goal. Ahead of him
in a 3-5-2 formation, which Rossi has preferred,
are the 3 centre-backs Orban, Attila Szalai
and Fiola. The 3 of them have started a good
amount of games for Hungary together and
their combination is going to be very important
for Hungary’s chances. They will most likely be
joined by wing-backs Hangya and Lovrenscics
responsible for providing width and defending
against the opposition wingers. The case can
also be made for Botka but Lovrenscisc’s
experience could prove to be very vital in the right
wing-back position. The probable 3-men midfield
combination will feature Nagy at defensive
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midfield pivot, Szoboszlai as a left central
midfielder and Kleinheisler as his counterpart on
the right. We have gone with a strike partnership
of Szalai and Roland Sallai as the youthful
energy of the latter and the experience of the
former would be the perfect combination. More
tactical and statistical details about the team will
be discussed in the following sections.

ATTACKING PHASE

D

uring possession, we can see from the chart
that Hungary are not a possession dominant
team as they only have a 36th percentile rank.
They are very direct in their approach and would
like to directly enter the final third with long balls.
This can be inferred from the chart where they
are at an 84th percentile in terms of long pass
tendency and 76th in terms of directness.. This
means a good share of their passes are long
balls. Since they deploy a wing-back system (34-3 or 3-5-2 formations) rely on crosses for their
chance creation. Very less possession means
they don’t always create opportunities to have
offensive duels which is why they have just a
36th percentile rank.

They have a 72nd percentile rank in crossing
tendency showing that they use crosses a
lot compared to most European teams. Their
forward passes per match are high because due
to their directness in play that means long-balls
from goalkeepers or centre-back to forwards are
constantly seen which skews the value.
Inside the final third, they are known to be very
threatening. Despite averaging very few touches
inside the penalty area, they generated more
shots and better quality shots than an average
European team playing in Euros this year. Along
with that, they are very clinical with their shots
too as most of their shots end up on target and
tests the goalkeeper. Their strikers and advanced
midfielders take most of their shots with the wingbacks too playing second fiddle to them.
Delving deep into their structure, their usage of
a 3-man backline means that their wing-backs
Hangya, Lovrencsics, etc are given the freedom
to provide width in the final third of the pitch and
stay high. We can see that in the image below
where Hungary’s 3-man backline is shown. Most
teams in Europe at club level use 3 men to play
out from the back since teams that press do not
commit more than 2 men upfront and those 3 are
enough to create a numerical advantage against
the opposition. The image is also one of the
less often played games where Hungary faced
a much weaker opposition and were allowed to
score the team’s goal to play out from the back.

They usually deliver long balls to their strikers
from deep and the second balls would be won by
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the midfielders and they would immediately ping
a pass into the final third. But they are capable
of playing from the back too when they look to
draw opposition to one of the flanks and look to
switch it to the far sided flank for progression. An
example of that can be seen in the image below,
where the wing-back and centre-back have
drawn the Andorra players and when Nikolics
(the striker) drops, he drags two Andorra players
with him and receives a wall pass. His wall pass
is then bounced to Kalmar (circled white) who
then immediately shifts the ball to the right flank
where the wing-back now has acres of space to
run. Szalai is also another player who can drop
and looks to help his team create numerical
advantages in the midfield. This would mean
that a defender would follow him by vacating his
space. Space can then be attacked by the likes
of Sallai, whose pace and skills can cause a lot
of issues for the opposition’s defence.

It will be interesting to see their attack against
the likes of Germany, France and Portugal in
the group stage. All the aforementioned teams
are one of the favourites to win the tournament
and would demand a lot of possession. This
means that the Hungary attack would play on
the counter from where they would look to create
issues and especially we have seen Germany’s
struggles against counter-attacking opposition in
recent years. Also they need to be at their clinical
best in each of their games, since playing in a
low-block, which they are certain to play, might
see very few chances come for them.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

H

ungary, as we discussed, line up in a
3-5-2 formation which shifts into a 5-3-2
formation as the wing-backs aid the centrebacks by going deeper. Historically, 5-3-2 also
is commonly used by many low-block teams that
look to compress the space for the forwards with
additional defenders to defend the box. We can
see Hungary’s defensive statistics as they rank
above the 50th percentile in most of the metrics.
They have a very low PPDA (Passes per
defensive action), which is the number of passes
allowed by a team per every defensive action
they make in their final two-thirds of the pitch,
with a rank of 28. This means a low PPDA and
Hungary are one of the most intense teams.
But delving deeper we see that they make very
few recoveries in the final third and a very high
amount in their third. So they make a good
amount of defensive actions in the middle third
that impacts the PPDA. Due to their intensity,
they also concede a lot of fouls where some of
them can be deemed as unnecessary.
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Looking into their defensive duels, they contest
a good amount of them per game and also have
a win percentage that is more than half the team
playing in Euros. They also intercept well with a
percentile rank of 56 and some of their defenders
like Willi Orban and Adam Lang are very good at
reading and anticipating plays and make good
interceptions. They also make fewer clearances
suggesting that they mostly look to play passes
to their players when they intercept the ball and
since clearances happen mostly in the 18-yard
box or near the touchline, we can say Hungary
are very proactive in these situations and look to
retain possession.

This particular match also saw them maintaining
a very high line against weaker opposition.
Against better opposition, they gradually stay
a little deeper but mostly even that would be a
mid-block like in the image below. We can see
how compact they are and again look to force
The most impressive aspect of their defensive Poland, this time, to wide regions. When Poland
side is their overall aerial ability. They are a very looked to play over the top balls to their runners,
good team in the air and probably one of the best Hungary with an extra centre-back defended
going into the tournament. Even though they well and stopped the attack.
contest a lot of duels they win most of them with
a percentile rank of 72 in terms of aerial duels
won. This talks a lot about their sturdy approach
and a rigid defence that can sustain crosses and
long-balls during a match. A hallmark of a great
team is to concede very less shots per match.
Hungary seems to be conceding fewer shots
per game than an average European team,
which shows they are extremely difficult to score
against.
Though they are a good team defensively, they
faced very strong teams in the qualification phase
Despite being a mid-block team, they also set out last year. Portugal, France and Germany are at
to press higher up the pitch especially in their initial a different level when compared to the likes of
minutes. We can see their press against Andorra Turkey, Andorra, etc. So it might be interesting to
when they press in a 3-5-2 system in the below see how they are going to defend against such
image. With Andorra using a 3 man to create a teams in the tournament. But the obvious thing
numerical superiority, Hungary are shrewd in is that they would set up much deeper than usual
forcing the ball out wide. Then immediately their and sit in a low block against these teams.
wing-back presses with intensity and forces a
turnover. Also, we can see how they have shifted
as a team towards the flank while their midfield
trio have also kept control over the coverage in
eams that cede possession to their
the centre.
opponents to attain defensive solidarity on
the pitch know the importance of transitions in
their play. Given the overall quality of the teams

T
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TRANSITIONS

in their group, Hungary are certain to be the least
dominating team in their group at least in terms of
possession. So counter-attacking situations are
very important to them in terms of a goalscoring
perspective. They are pretty much a very good
team during transition from defence to attack
with some good players to launch and complete
it. Their game against Poland in March was one
of the recent games where they set themselves Also, the execution of actions are very important
out to hit their opposition during transitions.
during counter-attacks. Players making the right
runs and passers finding them with the right
passes with precise execution are very important
and Hungary must be at the top of their game in
the main tournament.

After winning the ball in their defensive third,
Hungary defensive midfielder Adam Nagy
immediately pings the ball to centre-forward
Roland Sallai. In this situation, the entire Poland
structure was disorganised with insufficient
space coverage by their first two lines. Sallai
made good use of the uncovered spaces and
used his pace to go and score the goal for his
team.
After the first goal, Hungary as expected settled
in a very deep block. They committed a lot of men
behind and were much more conservative. This
reduced the numbers they were going to commit
forward for a counter-attack which means that
the opposition can easily stop the transitions
with their rest defence. We can see the number
of Hungary players in the box against very few
Poland players.

In the games where they dominated possession,
they did well during defensive transitions (attack
to defence). Though they won’t be in these
situations for 95% of the time in the tournament,
this is something that still needs to be discussed.
Hungary have a good knack for immediately
having a large number of players tracking
back during transitions. Their wing-backs are
industrious and their centre-backs have a good
sense of initial positioning. We can see that in
the image below where Hungary have all their
defenders against three Andorra players.

These could come in handy especially against
the likes of Mbappe, Ronaldo, Werner and
Sane as all these players are dangerous during
counter-attacks with their pace and intelligence
could be too much to handle for the defenders.
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FORWARDS

MIDFIELDERS

H

ungary have a good number of forwards who
can represent them in Euros this year. From
the veterans like Szalai and Nikolics to young
guns like Roland Sallai, head coach Marco Rossi
has a good amount of options in front of him.
When we compare the forwards with each other
we can see almost everyone seems to be having
the same impact and they record almost the
same statistics. We would like to ignore Geresi
from this comparison as he has played just one
match which has slightly skewed his statistics.
Among the rest, Szalai, Holeneder and Nikolics
have comparatively averaged more touches
inside the box while taking very few shots.
Whereas, Sallai and Varga have been showing
much more end-product by taking more shots
with fewer touches in comparison.
When we look into their goal contributions,
Nikolics and Varga stand out as the best attackers
statistically. We can see why Nikolics despite
averaging more touches has taken fewer shots
is that he gets a lot more involved in delivering
the final pass. Even if he does not shoot much
he seems to be making up for that by assisting
shots. Sallai too seems to be good and is one of
the players who has outperformed his expected
contribution. This means that he can be very
clinical in front of the goal. Szalai’s end product
seems to be average when compared to the other
attackers but he brings a lot more balance to the
attack by getting himself involved in deeper plays.

C

omparing the midfielders we can see from
the chart that Máté Pátkai is their best central
midfielder statistically. He records more passes
into the final-third and progressive passes per
game when compared with the other Hungary
players. Though he hasn’t fared for almost a year
due to his age, he still seems to be showing that
he can be a valuable asset if taken on the plane.
Among the realistic players to make it to the squad,
we see that Nego records more progressive
passes than any other player apart from Pátkai.
This is because of his style of play which means
that he is much more involved after the ball has
gone to the final third rather than before it. But
he plays as a specialist right-back for his club
and will go into the tournament as a right-back.
With respecto the goal contributions, Szoboszlai
is their best player and has a ridiculous amount
of output when compared to the other players.
The likes of Kalmar and Kelinheisler are less
involved in moving the ball into the final third for
their respective teams but inside the final third
they record very good statistics that can be seen
from their expected and actual goal contributions.
Kalmar has been the best of the available pool of
midfielders in terms of goal contributions. But his
injury means he would not be making into the
Euros squad. Gazdag is just behind him and also
is another great option for Rossi for an attacking
midfield role.
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Schafer is good at progressing the ball and
getting it into the final third. But his contributions
in front of the goal is pale when compared to
Kleinheisler who seems to be the probable
candidate to partner with Kalmar in the central
midfield. If Rossi wants to have a more balanced
midfield instead of two midfielders who are
heavily involved inside the box, then Schafer
could be chosen. The defensive midfield role,
an important position in football, will be covered
by Nagy and Siger. Both seem to be averaging
the same numbers when it comes to playmaking
while Siger edges out Nagy with his involvement
in the final third. Regardless of that Rossi seems
to be preferring Nagy due to his intelligence and
ability without the ball and in Siger he has a very
good back-up for the former. Overall, Hungary
have extremely good options with players playing
at their peak and Rossi would be expecting his
midfield department to deliver at the biggest
stage.

DEFENDERS

T

he expected starters seem to be doing well
here especially in the defensive metrics.
Right wing-back Lovrencsics seems to be
recording the most number of interceptions
(possession adjusted) and successful defensive
actions per game. This speaks volumes about
his reading of the game and ability to defend
without possession.

instincts that are required for a wing-back
especially when Hungary are predominantly
going to be playing in a 5-3-2 setup. Attacking
wise, he plays the most amount of progressive
passes among the available pool, though he is
not good at doing the same while carrying the
ball. The reason could be his age (32 years old)
where you can no longer have the same mobility
as before. His back-up, Bolla, seems to be the
best-attacking full-back available as he ranks
first for most progressive runs while just behind
Lovrenscics in progressive passes. Rossi could
also opt for Bolla as his energy can bring in a
fresh dimension at the wing-back role.
His partner on the opposite side, Hangya also
seems to be doing well. Though he does not
average a lot of interceptions, he makes up for
that with his ability to perform other defensive
actions and help his team out. He seems to be
a little balanced with respect to his progressive
actions when compared to Lovrencsics but still
behind the latter as well as Bolla.
Looking at the potential starting centre-backs,
we see that Szalai and Orban lead the roster
when it comes to the defensive metrics as well
as the offensive ones. Szalai is comfortably
ahead in all 4 metrics and seems to be one of the
best young defenders going into the tournament.
Orban too is not very far behind as he makes
a lot of progressive passes per game while he
can also be a decent carrier with the ball. His
importance to the team will be discussed in detail
in the following section.
Fiola seems to be the best of the rest with respect
to the statistics and is why we have chosen him
to be the third centre-back in the starting 11.

For his club, he plays as a right-back and
positions much deeper. So he has the defensive
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why he records a lot of interceptions per game
(possession adjusted) and has also blocked
a lot of shots (ranks above 70th percentile in
both). He can also be reactive and is capable of
performing last-minute challenges in a situation
where they have been caught out. This balanced
defending means that Leipzig concedes very few
spaces behind their opponents.

BEST PERFORMER

Like every other modern-day defender, Orban
is also extremely good and valuable on the ball.
He is among the players responsible for helping
Leipzig play out from the back. He ranks around
90th percentile in both passes attempted per
e discussed how Willi Orban’s performance game and passing accuracy. His forward pass
might decide the fate of Hungary in their ratio suggests most of his passes are lateral
group of death. The statistics here prove why and are much more oriented towards retaining
he is probably their best player going into the possession, he still completes a lot of forward
tournament. He is their high profile player as he passes with great accuracy. This can be seen
represents one of the best clubs in Germany and from his progressive passing stats as he is one
Europe, RB Leipzig.
of the best defenders in progressing the ball up
the pitch. His average pass length suggests that
Julian Nagelsmann’s side have been the best most of his progressive passes are line breaking
team in the 2020-21 Bundesliga, conceding short passes which also adds a lot of value to the
the least number of goals. The core central team from an offensive perspective.
defenders part of their backline include Orban,
Bayern Munich bound Dayot Upamecano and Along with that, he is also a high volume carrier
Liverpool bound Ibrahim Konate. Despite a dip in with the ball and makes a lot of progressive
the performances of the latter two, Leipzig have runs with it. Playing in a back-3 means most of
been successful defensively which is mostly down Leipzig’s opponents press with a 2-men forward
to Willi Orban’s extraordinary performances for line, giving Leipzig’s backline a 3v2 advantage.
the club this season. Experts around the world Orban, who starts at the left centre-back position,
also agree on the fact that he has been their best is given the opportunity and time to progress the
defender this season.
ball in the half-space.

W

We can see from the chart that Orban ranks around
the 95th percentile for aerial duels contested per
game and his success rate is also above the
league average. Unlike his French partners, he
is not very aggressive in his challenges which
can be seen in the number of defensive duels
on average he has contested per game. His
style is to delay the attackers’ actions by staying
tight to them with the right body orientation and
reading their next actions. This is the reason

His involvement on the ball can also be seen in the
final third where he ranks above league average
with respect to the number of passes into the
penalty area and key passes. He possesses a
good ability to break defence with these passes
and find runners in good spaces. He is also a
dangerous threat during set-piece situations as
he is one of the main targets for both club and
country during those. This is one of the reasons
why he has taken a lot of shots and we can see
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his xG per game is at the 96th percentile rank
among league defenders.
Despite Hungary having quite a few experienced
players, Orban will be their most impactful player
going into the tournament with Champions league
level playing experience. Hungary’s chances of
progressing are going to be less but Orban could
greatly inspire them and can be a deciding factor
if they manage to pull some upsets out of the bag
in the tournament.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

H

ungary faces the daunting task of playing
against very good teams and worldclass players. Though they have some very
good players and some underrated ones in
their squad, it would be very tough for them to
compete against the likes of France, Portugal
and Germany. They are surely the underdogs in
their group and they need to punch above their
weight to have a chance of qualification to the
knockout stages. We expect them to finish 4th in
their group and if they do qualify it would be from
one of those 3rd place spots.
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GROUP F

PORTUGAL
SCOTT MARTIN // @CoachScottCopy
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E

uro 2016 was a transformational tournament
for the Portuguese. Ever the bridesmaid, the
squad finally broke through the glass ceiling,
conquering Europe to claim the country’s first
senior international trophy.
In previous tournaments, the prevailing theme was
hope. Hope that the Golden Generation would
break the deadlock. Hope that Cristiano Ronaldo
could lift the squad to new heights. At long last,
hope was fulfilled, a lasting memory formed and a
place among the champions secured.
Now, as the reigning champions of Europe, Portugal
enter the tournament with a new mindset. Far from
being outsiders, Fernando Santos and Cristiano
Ronaldo enter Euro 2020 supported by a new
generation of players that could very well exceed
the talent and accomplishments of Luis Figo and
Rui Costa’s group from the 90s and early 2000s.
Portugal enter the tournament with extraordinary
depth and an abundance of top-end talent, making
them one of the favourites to lift the trophy.
Ronaldo will continue to lead the line, but
opponents can no longer afford to build their
tactics around stopping one man. With the likes
of Bernardo Silva, Joao Félix, Bruno Fernandes
and Diogo Jota set to feature in the squad, the
concern isn’t with the talent available. Rather, it’s
a matter of deploying the right mixture of worldclass talent into a cohesive squad.
If these are the issues Santos faces, it is a nice
problem to have.
As the Portugal careers of Ronaldo, Pepe
and Joao Moutinho come to a close, the next
generation looks poised to take the reins without
a drop in quality. Whether you’re looking at
the dynamic, young attacking nucleus or the
defensive stalwarts led by Ruben Dias, this next
generation of Portuguese players offers their
veteran teammates two more opportunities to
hoist a trophy on the international stage.
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PREDICTED
EURO 2020 SQUAD LISTS
GOALKEEPERS
Anthony Lopes
Rui Patrício
Rui Silva

DEFENDERS

João Cancelo
Rúben Dias
José Fonte
Raphaël Guerreiro
Nuno Mendes
Pepe
Nélson Semedo

MIDFIELDERS
William Carvalho
Bruno Fernandes
João Moutinho
Rúben Neves
Sérgio Oliveira
João Palhinha
Danilo Pereira
Renato Sanches

FORWARDS

João Félix
Pedro Gonçalves
Gonçalo Guedes
Diogo Jota
Cristiano Ronaldo (c)
André Silva
Bernardo Silva
Rafa Silva

Expectations are high, both among the squad
and the nation, that despite a draw into the Group
of Death, which is becoming commonplace for A
Seleção. This tournament preview offers insight
into the squad, as well as a tactical analysis of
the squad. Data analysis visuals offer insights
into player performances in the 2020/21 season
and how their skill sets fit into Santos’ tactics.

THE SQUAD

Along the backline, don’t expect much rotation
at centre-back. Dias is the PFA Player of the
Year award winner and Pepe has put in another
brilliant season for Porto. Cancelo is the leading
option at right-back while Guerreiro should hold
his spot on the left. Santos has top options at
outside-back, including Mendes and Semedo.
The centre-back options aren’t as abundant as
Fonte is the only other centreback in the reserve
squad.
In midfield, Santos has an embarrassment of
riches at his disposal. The tricky part isfinding
the right fit. Carvalho Is the preferred starter at
defensive mid, but his lack of playing time and
match fitness at Real Betis is an issue, one
swinging in favour ofPereira. Sporting CP’s
Palhinha is another holding mid who could make
the team and steal some minutes, as is Rúben
Neves. Higher up the midfield, Moutinho, Renato
Sanches and Sérgio Oliveira will battle it out for
playing time in the box-to-box role. Portugal does
tend to operate with one midfielder in a more
attacking position. Expect Bruno Fernandes to
claim that spot, but Bernardo Silva and Rafa
Silva can also fill that role.

If you thought the midfield was complicated, the
forward situation is even more difficult to parse
out. If there’s one given, it’s that Cristiano Ronaldo
will be in the lineup. That leaves Bernardo Silva,
Félix, Jota, André Silva, Gonçalves, Rafa Silva
ith the abundance of talent on the 26- and Guedes to battle it out for the remaining
man roster, expect rotations throughout two spots in the forward line. This is where we’ll
the tournament. That’s especially the case with likely see Santos adapt his starting XI to the
some of the veteran players. João Moutinho will opponent. Against possession dominant teams,
certainly not start each match in midfield, nor will look for Jota to earn a start. If Portugal expects
Danilo Pereira. There’s simply too much talent in to dominate the ball against an opponent that will
the squad to start the same 11 players.
often defend in a low block, André Silva offers
the box presence the squad needs.
One player who should start every game is Rui
Patrício. The Wolverhampton man has been the
uncontested starter for nearly a decade. The
former Sporting Portugal keeper will be the man
between the posts barring injury.

W
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ATTACKING PHASE
In terms of the squad’s age demographics and
minutes played during the current campaign,
four of the key players are 33 or older. Pepe and
Cristiano Ronaldo are both on the other side
of 35 and have played significant minutes this
season, but don’t expect them to rest during their
final Euro campaign.
The majority of the Portuguese squad falls in the
peak age range. Bernardo Silva, Fernandes, Jota
and Cancelo are the four most notable names.
They’re joined by fellow starters Guerreiro and
Pereira. Should William Carvalho garner some
starts, he’s a player at the top end of this bracket,
whereas the other defensive midfield option,
Neves, is just entering his peak.
Although few players in the Portuguese squad are
younger than 24, you can see the type of impact
in that youngest age range. Dias, Sanches, and
Félix will all play a role at the Euros. While the
remaining players in the 18-23 category are a
tournament or two away from making an impact,
you can see the incredible talent in the pipeline.
Once the last of the Ronaldo generation retires
from international play, don’t expect a drop off for
the Portuguese.

T

rue to their footballing heritage, this
Portuguese side will favour an attacking
brand, despite Santos’ natural inclination to a
more pragmatic style. With the abundance of
talent in the squad, they won’t have many issues
generating chances on goal. In terms of their
percentile rank across all competitive matches in
the last calendar year, Portugal was one of the
best in the world in chance creation and shots
on target. Their 88th percentile xG points to
the frequency and quality of the chances they
produce.
When Portugal is in possession, expect them
to keep the ball on the ground, overwhelming
opponents with their security in possession. This
is a side that uses its exceptional wing play to
progress, which leads to a high number of crosses.
Fortunately for Portugal, Ronaldo, André Silva
and Jota are all proficient in the air. Fernandes is
also capable of getting into the box and winning a
header or finishing off the second ball.
Even though Portugal has the personnel to play
more direct, expect them to save this tactic for
some of the bigger teams in Europe. Granted,
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two of those nations, France and Germany,
are in their group, so we could see the more
pragmatic approach from the Portuguese early
in the tournament as they try to advance from
the Group of Death. If the UEFA Nations League
was a foreshadowing of the Euros, don’t expect
Portugal to fear France, the favourite to win the
group. They’ll also like their chances against one
of the weaker German sides in recent years.

Once Portugal drive their opponent into a low
As Portugal build up, look for them to offer a block, look for them to overload on one side,
nice balance of a strategically located player then switch play to the other. One of the attacking
around the ball to offer security in possession cues the team will look for is the positioning of
and transitional defending. Higher up the pitch, Ronaldo. If he’s positioned on the near side, look
you’ll see the forwards and attacking mids for them to switch the point of attack to the other.
cooperating to drag the opponent out of shape That will situate Ronaldo on the far post, giving
and create low-risk/high-reward opportunities to him more flexibility in his run into the box.
play forward. In our first tactical image, the left
sided overload leads to a switch of play behind
the backline on the right. Portugal followed up
this move with Jota’s third man run into the box,
leading to a goal.

With regards to the wide overloads, if Portugal
has quantitative or qualitative superiorities in the
wing, look for them to use their wide playmakers
to break down the opposition’s defence. Even if
the opponent’s defensive structure is unbalanced
towards the ball, Portugal’s comfortable engaging
the press. Breaking the press then creates a ripple
effect of chaos and disorganization amongst the
remaining opposition.

When Portugal look to shore up defensively,
look for Ronaldo to play more centrally, Jota to
receive the start on the left and the hard-working
Bernardo Silva on the right. He not only gives
them the creative presence they need higher up
the pitch, but he’s also willing to track back and
put in the work defensively. He’s a huge asset
for the Portuguese midfield as they settle into
middle and low blocks.
While the opponents will likely determine who
starts in midfield, we can expect Portugal to use
their outside-backs higher up the pitch. With
creative talents like Guerreiro and Cancelo, this
Portuguese team looks to establish qualitative
superiorities in the wing to break down the
opposition before launching their attack on goal.
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DEFENSIVE PHASE

When Portugal defend in a middle block, look
for a 4-1-4-1 setup with Ronaldo at the top of
the formation with the other two forwards and
two attacking mids making the line of four. That
will leave the defensive midfielder to operate
between the lines to intercept passes.

That point links closely to the second. When
Portugal do not enter the match as the possession
dominant team, look for them to sit deeper and
rom a defensive standpoint, we must look absorb pressure. This is where we could see
at Os Navegadores in two regards. The first them field both Pereira and either Carvalho or
is when they enter a match as the possession Neves. Carvalho in particular would give them
dominant team. In those matches, their knack for four central players who are exceptional at
recoveries in the final third, which rates in the defending in and near the box. If Carvalho is
80th percentile, will help tremendously. Even deemed ready for play, we could very well see
though Portugal’s PPDA (passes per defensive him join Danilo in the starting XI against France.
action) only rates in the 44th percentile, Portugal
does tend to up their pressing intensity when The style is very similar to what we saw in their
enjoying a substantial percentage of possession Euro 2016 finals win over France. Santos’s side
in the opposition’s half. When Portugal is the was willing to let France dominate the ball, but the
possession dominant team, look for a higher Portuguese controlled the match through their
PPDA and more recoveries in the final third.
defensive initiative. Though France had a couple
of quality scoring opportunities, the Portuguese
Should the opponent beat the high press, were able to keep them at bay and ensure
Portugal’s deeper midfielders and backline slow France’s scoring opportunities were infrequent
the opponent’s attacking progress to allow the and complicated. Though this Portuguese side
rest of the team to recover. Once Portugal settles is more talented than the Euro winning team,
into their middle or low blocks, they’re very willing this group is still highly adaptable and capable
to show patience, taking away the middle and of playing a possession dominant style with a
baiting the opposition to play into their press. corresponding high press or look to initiate play
Portugal prioritizes structure over pressure on the through their defensive tactics.
ball when they defend in their own half. A Seleção
want to operate from a position of strength, so
the team takes a very disciplined approach and
forces the opposition to break them down.

F
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and André Silva give them excellent high targets,
which then allows the wingers to make their runs
behind the backline. Look for Portugal to target
the up/back/through sequence.

This isn’t a team with many defensive
vulnerabilities, but the performances of the
outside-backs will be key to their defensive
success as Portugal’s outside-backs tend to be
more attack-oriented. In the final image from this
section, we see Guerreiro using poor defensive
technique and losing his 1v1 duel. The attacker
runsinto the space behind Guerreiro, forcing Dias
to slow his approach to goal and impact the angle
of his shot.

Defensively, Portugal will engage in an aggressive
counterpress once they’ve lost the ball. When
the counterpress is working, they’re able to deny
progression opportunities. If they can’t win the
ball immediately, denying progression is the
minimum expectation. Forcing the opposition to
Pepe and Dias will certainly give Portugal the play square or negative then allows Portugal to
defensive security they desire, but the outside- regain their defensive shape.
backs have to put in the work as well, reducing
the opposition’s attacking success in the wings.

A

TRANSITIONS

ttacking transitions are a source of strength
for the Portuguese. Jota gives them someone
who can run behind the lines and wreak havoc on
the opposition. Ronaldo’s a willing runner as well,
as is Bernardo Silva who, while not the paciest
player, uses intelligence to receive the ball high
up the pitch, then uses his playmaking ability to
create scoring opportunities for his teammates.

One key for Portugal will be the team-wide
awareness of pressuring the ball carrier in
transitional defending moments. In the UEFA
Nations League match against Croatia, Portugal
overcommitted in their pressure of the ball carrier
In transitional moments, it’s not uncommon to without having adequate coverage behind the
see Portugal connect two or three passes to ball or accounting for Croatia’s second attackers.
draw in the opposition’s counterpress, then hit In this instance, Croatia targeted Portugal
them with a line-breaking pass.
between the lines. Poor communication from
the centre-backs led to both pressuring the ball
At other times, as seen against France, A carrier, leaving the two wide runners open high
Seleção play a positive first pass, set back into in the half spaces.
midfield and then hit the third runner. Ronaldo
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Depending on the personnel, we should see
more effective counterpresses than in this image.
For example, should Pepe, Dias, Pereira and
Carvalho form the central square in Portugal’s
formation, their chemistry and quality will lead
to more efficient defensive transitions to combat
the opposition’s threat.

FORWARDS

Looking beyond the four players mentioned, who
should earn the majority of the minutes up top,
Santos has plenty of secondary options. Among the
players we haven’t mentioned in the section, Félix
is the most likely to earn minutes, either as a starter
or super-sub. Despite his Atlético Madrid minutes
sparse in the build-up to the tournament and the
fact that he hasn’t necessarily shown exceptional
chemistry within this Portuguese squad, he’s
undeniably one of the top individual talents on the
team. He’ll get his chances in a second striker role.
With the tournament roster expanding to 26
players, many of the forwards are needs-based
picks. Since Rafa Silva, Guedes and “Pote”
Gonçalves are not core players at this time,
Santos will look to that group to shore up any
situational needs within the squad.

MIDFIELDERS

A

s the domestic seasons come to a close,
the Portuguese are likely to end the year
with top-five goal scorers in the English Premier
League, Serie A and the Bundesliga. They’ll
also have the leading scorer in the Portuguese
Primeira Liga. Once a cause for concern among
the Portuguese, goals should not be in short
supply at the Euros.
In terms of the forwards’ shots P90 and touches
in the box P90, it’s no surprise that Ronaldo
continues to set the standard, offering the best
combination of the two categories. Though
players like Jota and André Silva aren’t taking as
many shots as Ronaldo each match, they’re still
incredibly effective at latching onto balls in the
box. Each player, as well as Ronaldo, averages
approximately five to five and a half touches in
the box per 90.
In terms of goal contributions and expected goal
contributions P90, André Silva, Ronaldo and
Jota stand out. Each offers greater than a 0.6 xG
contribution and a 0.6 total contribution towards
their club’s goals.

M

uch like the forwards, there’s plenty of talent
in the Portuguese midfield. For Santos, the
task is finding the right combination of players
in each match. When the team has to play
more pragmatically, Pereira and Carvalho have
historically offered the best partnership. When
Os Navegadores expect to have more of the ball,
players like Neves and Moutinho often claim the
two deep midfield roles.
In terms of what the players have accomplished
during the current league season, we see Neves,
Sanches, Oliveira and Fernandes in a cluster of
progressive passes and passes to the final third
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P90. The veteran Moutinho isn’t far behind that
cluster in either category. In the case of Pereira, if
you got the impression he’s more of a defensive
stalwart than someone to direct the attack, you
thought right. He is there primarily for defensive
security.
Interestingly enough, the leader in both statistical
categories is the little-used Carvalho. His falling
out at Real Betis is a surprising one. Not only was
he one of their key players in previous seasons,
but he is typically one of the most important
players on the pitch for Portugal. His defensive
security and smooth attacking contributions
earned him the nickname “The Velvet Tank.”

DEFENDERS

Turning now to the defenders, arguably the
area of the team with the least depth, we still
find a stacked group of outside-backs. Ricardo
You may have noticed Bernardo in our midfielder Pereira, regarded as one of the best right-backs
category even though he’s the projected starter in the English Premier League over the past few
at right-forward. The reason is that he commonly seasons, didn’teven make the 26-man squad.
plays midfield for Manchester City. It’s also a role That’s because Manchester City’s left-back,
he can play within the Portuguese national team. Cancelo, is likely to start on the right for his
Though the presence of Fernandes will likely country. He can play on the left if necessary, but
limit the need for Bernardo to slide deeper into Guerreiro is still the incumbent in that role. Even
the midfield, it’s certainly a role he’s willing and if the Borussia Dortmund man is given a day off,
Sporting Clube de Portugal’s promising youngster,
able to play.
Mendes, who hasbeen linked with a move to just
Looking briefly at the xG contribution and real about every European giant, put in some excellent
goal contributions P90, Fernandes is easily the performances in World Cup qualifying. He’s likely
strongest player among Portuguese midfielders. done enough to earn Santos’s trust and make the
Expect him to feature heavily at the #10 for team, and could even see the field.
Santos. If Portugal needs more dynamism in
midfield, Bernardo can drop deeper or Santos Since we’re on the topic of outside-backs, have
can lean on Sanches or Oliveira. Sanches is a look at the right side of the graph first. That’s
electric while Olivera had a brilliant season for where we compare the Portuguese defenders in
the Champions League quarter-finalist and terms of their progressive passes and runs P90.
offers a nice creative element while still chipping It’s tough to beat Guerreiro’s attacking influence
from that left-hand side. That’s the reason he
in defensively.
has been the go-to left-back for Santos since
he entered the national team fold. One player
we failed to mention in this section is Nélson
Semedo. The former Barcelona right-back, who’s
now at Wolves offers the most progressive runs
in the group but rates among the worst in terms
of progressive passes P90. There are also some
concerns about his defensive reliability.
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Moving now to the left side of the graph, we have
possession adjusted interceptions and successful
defensive actions, each on a 90-minute basis. In
terms of the outside-backs defensive qualities,
Pereira and Mendes stand out.
Looking at the centre-backs, we see the high
number of interceptions Pepe collects each
match while nearly equaling Dias’s successful
defensive actions P90. In fact, each of the
centre-backs ranges from approximately 6.58.5 defensive actions P90. Rúben Semedo
leads the group with seven possession adjusted
interceptions P90, followed by the veterans of
the group, Pepe and Fonte.

BEST PERFORMER

T

hough it hasn’t been an easy year at
Juventus and rumours of Ronaldo’s exit are
swirling, the 36-year-old forward is still carrying
the Torino based side, leading them in goals
and easily leading the way in percentage of
goals contributed. He could very easily finish
the season with 20 more goals than the next
Juventus player.
In terms of his attacking and shooting
performances at Juventus, our player profile
shows he ranks in the 90th percentile or better in
nearly every category. The only two categories
where he falls short are xG per shot and goal
conversion percentage, the latter of which still is
in the 60th percentile. His presence up top gives

Portugal a lethal finisher to cap off their attacking
moves. With so many proficient crossers in the
team, his aerial prowess in the box is vital to A
Seleção’s success.
With Juventus struggling for creativity in deeper
areas of the pitch, Ronaldo also rates among
the best Serie A forwards in most passing and
progression categories. xA is the lone category
where he rates below the league median. Other
than that, the 60th percentile is his performance
floor. He’s shown excellent accuracy with his
forward passes, rates in the 90th percentile of
smart passes P90 and approximately the 80th
percentile in both passing accuracy and passes
to the penalty area P90. He’s had another
phenomenal season at Juventus despite the
club’s lacklustre performances.
Defensively, when you start Ronaldo, there’s an
understanding that you’re not getting much out of
him on that side of the ball. While he’s exceptional
in his aerial defending of set pieces, note that
we’re not talking about standing in a wall, Santos
will try to structure the defence to account for
Ronaldo’s limited contributions. If positioned
well, the former Real Madrid star has shown
an opportunistic approach in pressing, rating in
the 70th percentile among Serie A forwards in
possession adjusted interceptions P90. When
he does intercept passes, good things tend to
happen, and quickly.
Having delivered the country’s first two trophies,
Ronaldo will enter a tournament with the
strongest supporting cast he’s had since the
Portuguese Golden Generation of Luís Figo,
Ricardo Carvalho, Rui Costa and Deco. He’ll
be the focal point of the attack, but he certainly
won’t be the only threat up top.
The combination of Jota, Bernardo, André Silva,
Félix and Fernandes gives this Portuguese side
all the attacking punch they’ll need. With those
players supported by talented midfielders, such
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as Mourinho, Neves, Sanches and Oliveira,
Portugal will not have to lean as heavily on
Ronaldo’s goal-scoring as they have in previous
seasons.

Despite their draw into the Group of Death,
there’s an expectation that the team make a deep
run in the tournament. A semi-final appearance
is the minimum expectation, but this is a team
and a nation with a fervent hope for so much
Two other players worth mentioning in this more. Should Portugal defend their European
section are Pepe and Dias. If Portugal makes crown, they shock the world again, but certainly
a deep run in the tournament or manages to not themselves.
defend their title, those two will play a huge role
in the team’s success. In the deep stages of the
tournament, it’s often a team’s defensive unity
and a moment of attacking magic that secures
results. Pepe and Dias will be up for it, ready to
deliver for Portugal.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

U

nexpected champions in Euro 2016, this
Portuguese team won’t sneak up on anyone.
Loaded with some of the top talents the game has
to offer, this is a side with sky-high expectations.
Though some will point to France, England,
Belgium, Germany and Spain as the favourites,
looking past the experience and talent of this
Portuguese team is to their detriment.
Many of these players have either helped
Portugal hoist one of their two recent trophies
or have experienced domestic and continental
success at the club level. They certainly don’t
lack big-game experience, nor will they shy away
from Europe’s other powers.
This is a side that’s up for a fight.
The mentality Santos has instilled in this team is
the backbone for their success. They’ll use their
intelligence and pre-match analysis to determine
their approach in each matchup. Santos has
shown that he’s willing to adapt his tactics to the
opponent, giving his team clear instructions to
maximize their impact on the match.
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A

rgentina is expected to win every tournament
they play regardless of the squad, situation or
rivals and this year’s Copa América won’t be any
different. For a country that hasn’t won anything
since 1993, it always seems like the next trophy
will be the one and they’ll face massive pressure
to raise the trophy at home.
Despite being his first head coach job in senior
football, Lionel Scaloni seems to have found the
much-needed stability to lead a national team
with expectations as high as Argentinians. His
time as an assistant coach to Jorge Sampaoli
was enough for the Argentinian federation to
trust him and he’s a fresh face that’s expected
to translate all his playing experience into good
results with a new generation of footballers. So
far, he has averaged 2.04 points per game in his
25 games in charge since 2018, much better than
his two immediate predecessors Jorge Sampaoli
(1.67) and Edgardo Bauza (1.38).
Argentina will face Uruguay and Chile, two of
the favourites for the title, and also Bolivia and
Paraguay for one of the four spots in the quarterfinals. Going through the group stage should be
easy for them.
In this tactical analysis, we’ll have a look at
Argentina’s tactics, playing style and best players
to predict how they could do in the tournament.
As one of the last chances Messi will have to
raise a trophy for his country and hosting the
cup, it will be an especially interesting one for
Argentina.

COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Franco Armani
Emiliano Martínez
Juan Musso

DEFENDERS

Marcos Acuña
Juan Foyth
Lucas Martínez Quarta
Gonzalo Montiel
Nicolás Otamendi
Germán Pezzella
Cristian Romero
Nicolás Tagliafico

MIDFIELDERS
Rodrigo De Paul
Nicolás González
Giovani Lo Celso
Lucas Ocampos
Exequiel Palacios
Leandro Paredes
Guido Rodríguez

FORWARDS

Sergio Agüero
Ángel Correa
Ángel Di María
Lautaro Martínez
Lionel Messi (c)
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THE SQUAD

position. The River Plate defender has already
been targeted by big clubs in Europe and he’ll
have the chance to add more caps to the eight
he already has.
On the left, Scaloni has tried different options
and has very good depth. Sevilla’s Marcos
Acuña and Ajax’s Nicolás Tagliafico are the two
main contenders. Both have 28 caps to their
names and have had successful seasons at
their clubs. We’ve chosen Acuña as the starting
player because of his excellent work rate and
power going forward and also because he’s
playing at a higher level. A third option could be
Nico González, who’s normally a forward but has
been used as a left-back by Scaloni. However,
he has been injured for most of the last months
and despite having scored six goals in just 633
minutes in the Bundesliga, he could struggle to
make the list.

The centre-back position is also very unclear.
The usual partners have been Nicolás Otamendi,
now playing for Benfica and captaining them, and
ith plenty of options in every position, Lucas Martínez Quarta, who has had a decent
choosing a starting XI for Argentina won’t first season at Fiorentina but isn’t an automatic
be an easy task for Scaloni. It seems clear that starter there.
he’ll use a 4-3-3 or 4-4-2 depending on where we
want to locate Messi and the phase of the game. Scaloni could opt for keeping his usual lineup or
trying with players who are playing at a higher
In goal, Franco Armani has been the preferred level and having better seasons. If he decides
choice recently. However, River Plate’s to change, the Serie A partnership of Germán
goalkeeper is already 34 and has missed some Pezzella (Fiorentina) and Cristian Romero
games recently due to COVID so it seems (Atalanta) looks like the best choice. Both of
reasonable that Scaloni will go for someone them have had excellent seasons at their clubs
playing at a higher level who could also be the and offer a very good mix of experience and
future number one. Both Juan Musso, who plays youth. Even if Romero doesn’t have any cap
for Udinese in Serie A, and Emiliano Martínez, to his name yet and substituting Otamendi who
Aston Villa’s goalkeeper in the EPL, are the best has been capped 74 times is a big step, he still
options and despite not having any caps yet, we seems the best option going forward.
expect Martínez to start in the Copa América.
In midfield, Leandro Paredes, Giovani Lo Celso
In defence, the right-back spot seems clear, and Rodrigo De Paul are the expected starting
with Gonzalo Montiel having started the last four trio. Leverkusen’s Exequiel Palacios has had his
games and not having a lot of competence in the chances too in recent matches but he’s still 22,
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hasn’t played a lot this season after picking a
back injury with Argentina in November 2020 and
doesn’t have as much international experience
as the other three.
In attack, Lionel Messi and Lautaro Martínez
will be starting, leaving just one free spot in the
lineup. The list of candidates for that position is
very long but Ángel Di María, who has had a great
season at PSG, is the best option overall. With
over 100 caps and over 40 goal contributions for
Argentina, the winger could adapt to both wings
and provide the quality and work rate Scaloni
asks from his players.
Other options are Lucas Ocampos, who fits very
well with his energetic style and has been used
frequently; Lazio’s Joaquín Correa, a quality
player who has enjoyed a great season; Ángel
Correa, who can play from the left or in more
central positions and playing for Atlético Madrid
he has developed the intensity he needs to
compete in Argentina. And if Scaloini chooses
to play two strikers, Sergio Agüero is a fantastic
option, Lucas Alario has also responded well
when he has had the chance and Mauro Icardi
remains a top-class striker even if he’s not
having his best year at PSG. And we still haven’t
mentioned Papu Gómez, Emi Buendía, Gio
Simeone, Paulo Dybala or Eric Lamela, who
could also get minutes in different scenarios.

With very experienced players like Messi and
Di María still at a great level and Otamendi and
Armani (if they play) leading big teams even if
not in a top-5 league, the leadership is assured
for the Argentinian national team.
When it comes to players at their peak, Pezzella,
Acuña, Emiliano Martínez, Taglaifico, De Paul,
Ocampos or Paredes are regular starters at the
highest level. Other players who are either stars
at a slightly lower level or not starting every game
at the top level are Lo Celso, Montiel, or Martínez
Quarta. Some peak players aren’t having a great
season but they’re still expected to make an
impact if needed like Dybala, Icardi or Lamela.
Some players are still very young and already
playing for top teams who can lead the national
team in the following years. Lautaro Martínez, a
star for Inter in the Serie Al or Cristian Romero, a
regular starter for a very good Atalanta side, are
the clearest examples. Other interesting young
players who may have opportunities but aren’t
as established are Exequiel Palacios, Facundo
Medina or Marcos Senesi.
Surprises are usual in South American football
and it shouldn’t be a shock if Scaloni chooses
to play some unusual choices from a European
point of view. Players like Matías Zaracho (23,
Atlético Mineiro), Walter Kannemann (30,
Grêmio) or Enzo Pérez (35, River Plate) could
have a role in the squad as they’re more used to
the South American football and have a different
set of experiences that could help the time in
specific moments.

Regarding age, Argentina has a very nice
balance of young and experienced players who
are playing consistently at a high level.
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midfielders. De Paul and Lo Celso are the ones
expected to play in front of Paredes in midfield
and both of them combine good running capacity
with quality on the ball. When looking at the
starting players in general, they’re all aggressive
in attack and look to get forward frequently and
beat rivals, which explains why Argentina gets
involved in more offensive duels than 84.6% of
the teams in the tournament.

ATTACKING PHASE

A

s one of the big teams in the continent,
Argentina tends to dominate possession,
both because of their playing style and rivals
usually sitting deep and looking to defend against
them. Playing at home in this edition of the Copa
América, they’re considered the favourites and
will have to step up to the challenge.

When looking at Argentina’s positioning in attack,
Paredes stays in front of the centre-backs, helping
in the buildup and recycling possession while his
midfield partners have a much more dynamic
role, joining the attack, appearing on both wings
and making runs in behind. The formation looks
like a very fluid 4-3-3 as Messi doesn’t have a
fixed position and Scaloni encourages a lot of
movement.

Messi’s position determines how the players
around him move. The FC Barcelona star has
complete freedom to come deep, move centrally
or wait near the box so the rest of the team has
to adapt and occupy the spaces he leaves. The
right central midfielder (usually De Paul) and the
right-back are key in this as they need to provide
However, Scaloni’s team doesn’t look to have the width and depth Messi needs on the right
the ball at all cost and is a direct team in attack, side of the pitch.
trying to get the ball forward quickly. If we have a
look at Argentina’s offensive stats, they’re a team Upfront, Lautaro Martínez is expected to be
that shoots a lot (more than 76.9% of the teams Messi’s main partner. The Inter striker has a role
in the competition) and from good positions (one that demands a very high work rate in his offof the highest xG per match and lowest average the-ball movements. He’ll run in behind, come
shot distance). It’s especially interesting how deep to play with his back to the goal and open
they rank very highly in touches in the box per up spaces for Messi to play comfortably around
90 but below average in possession. This means the edge of the box while also getting into good
that despite being a team capable of dominating, positions into the box to be a scoring threat.
they still look to get the ball into the box quickly
but usually using low passes as shown by their A very frequent pattern of play of Argentina in
very low aerial duels per 90.
attack is playing the ball to the wings, where they
can overload with the central midfielder, the winger
Scaloni has a preference for technically solid and the full-back. They have a good organization
players in all lines but also demands dynamism, so there’s always someone providing width and
especially from his full-backs and central creating space for the other players to make
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runs in behind through the half-spaces. The fullbacks don’t always overlap and can also attack
through the centre if there’s a winger providing
width, becoming an unpredictable weapon for
the Argentinian team.
The next example shows exactly that. When the
ball reaches the right side, the right-back gets
forward, attracting the rival full-back and creating
space for the central midfielder to also run
forward between the full-back and the centreback. With quality passers like the ones in the
Argentinian squad, these movements provide
very good options to get forward.

In the previous picture, there are two important
details to note. First, Messi drops deep and
wide to get the ball outside the rival defensive
block. When he does this, the right-back Montiel
provides width and De Paul gets forward and
tries to provide depth on the right side, balancing
Messi’s movement.

DEFENSIVE PHASE
In general, Argentina is a dynamic team in attack,
knowing that Messi will always create things for
himself or for his teammates if there’s movement
and space around him. This dynamism is one of
the reasons why some exceptional players may
not be granted a starting position in favour of
those who fit better this style even if they aren’t
as good overall.
When Argentina faces a well-organized low block
and can find passes to break it, it’s Messi or one
n defence, Argentina uses a clear 4-4-2 with
of the central midfielders who step out of that
Messi and the striker upfront, the right central
block and look to receive wide and with some
space to play. When this happens, it’s crucial midfielder covering the right-wing and Paredes
that the players in front of the ball-possessor and the left central midfielder in the middle.
still keep their running as that’s how spaces will
With just below average PPDA (passes per
appear.
defensive action), we can’t say Argentina is a
team that uses an intense press but they don’t
sit back either. They usually use a high block but
don’t press the defensive line, inviting the rivals to
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play from the back and keeping a compact block
to force them into mistakes. This has proven to
be a very effective strategy and Argentina are
one of the teams with the most recoveries in the
final third.

In the picture below, we see how Messi just
stands and leaves space for the rival defender to
step out with the ball and launch a direct pass in
behind the high defensive line.

The next screenshot shows us Argentina’s typical
shape when pressing, with a well-defined 4-4-2
and a high block.

The second issue in Argentina’s defensive tactics
is Paredes positioning. When he’s in front of the
centre-backs he’s fantastic, covering the area
very efficiently. He’s an excellent tackler and a
great presence to have to protect the defensive
But Argentina also has a good share of line. But if he’s forced to leave that position to
recoveries in their own half so they don’t mind press high or defend the wings, then a lot of
defending deeper if needed. They’re excellent at spaces appear in central areas and the rivals can
winning defensive duels, with solid midfield and get into dangerous positions are¡und the edge
defensive lines. If the rivals don’t fall into the trap of the box. With both Messi and Lautaro staying
of taking risks in the buildup, Argentina’s centre- high, there’s a lack of central players in some
backs are aggressive to anticipate and win duels phases of the game and it requires a lot of effort
so it’s very difficult to hold the ball against them from the wing players or from Paredes’ midfield
or beat them with direct passes.
partner in defence to cover those spaces.
As one of the teams with the fewest conceded
shots, Argentina’s defensive tactics have been
working very well. Their adaptability is another
key aspect of this as they can also defend in a
mid-block if the rival takes control of possession
and manages to build from the back.

If Argentina can keep their high and compact
block, it shouldn’t face excessive defensive
problems. The team indeed needs extra sacrifice
to balance Messi’s inaction off the ball but they
have found a way of doing that that seems to be
working well. Also, Messi is more active in these
important tournaments, especially in his La Liga
matches, and he’ll put a shift in when needed.

However, there are two issues Argentina can
face in defence. First, Messi could be targeted
in the build-up as he’s not very aggressive and
will usually let the rivals play around him. The
team needs to be close to him so rivals don’t find
tarting with defensive transitions, Argentina
space to play and launch quick direct attacks,
is a team that looks to counter-press and
requiring extra defensive work from the players
they can continue their attacking runs and turn
on that side of the pitch.
them into a high press that prevents the rivals
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TRANSITIONS

from counterattacking before the team gets to play forward if they don’t do it when there are
organized. Once the danger of a counterattack more spaces and the rival isn’t organized.
disappears, Argentina gets back to its normal
compact high block as described in the previous
section of this tactical analysis.

FORWARDS

When they lose the ball, the defensive line
doesn’t drop and encourages the team to play on
the front foot and defend going forward. Keeping
a compact team in defensive transitions means
the only way the rivals have to counterattack is
using direct balls over the defensive line, which
is the action the Argentinian centre-backs must
be ready to face and solve.
In attacking transitions, Argentina keeps their
philosophy of getting the ball forward quickly
and will counterattack if given the chance. The
wingers are quick to make deep runs as soon as
the team recovers the ball and with great passers
in midfield and Messi’s ability to both pass and
drive the ball forward, Argentina is a dangerous
team on the counter.

A

rgentina has a very powerful attacking
line. As expected, Messi leads the way in
shots, expected goal contributions and goal
contributions per 90 so we’ll be looking at the
rest of the players to see which two could be the
best to play with the Barcelona star.

In the striker position, Lautaro Martínez is the
expected starter and the stats support that
In the next picture, we see the moment right after decision. He’s by some distance the player with
Argentina recovers the ball. They manage to find the most touches in the box per 90 and has the
Messi with a quick pass and the moment that second-highest goal contributions just behind
happens, there are up to four players making Messi. With 18 goals and 10 assists this season,
runs forwards trying to benefit from Messi’s he has grown into a top striker and has the
challenge of forming a lethal partnership with
vision and excellent passing range.
Messi.
Alongside Messi and Lautaro, there should be a
balanced player capable of creating and scoring.
Statistically, Nico González looks like a fantastic
option, with the second-highest expected goal
contributions among Argentinian forwards and
with a good presence in the box. However, he’s
usually played in the left-back position in the
national team and has struggled with injuries late
When Argentina can’t find a pass right after in the season so he’s not expected to be a starter
recovering the ball, their transitions tend to be in the tournament.
slow and they lose the opportunity to create
danger. They aren’t the quickest team to break The next best choice is Ángel Di María. Despite
pressing lines and can struggle to find spaces playing in a deeper position, he’s close to Lautaro
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Martínez and Lucas Alario in goal contributions
per 90. His relatively low touches in the box per
90 show he’s playing more in the second line and
would fit very well in a front three with Lautaro
and Messi. His ideal position is on the right-wing
but he has plenty of experience playing on the
left and wouldn’t have any problem adapting.

Celso creates in more advanced positions and
isn’t as active at passing the ball forward. They
complement each other and their tendency to
get into good positions means Messi will have
more passing options.

Nico Domínguez also looks very interesting here.
In his first season at Bologna, he has the highest
The most affected by Messi’s presence is Paulo passes to final third and progressive passes
Dybala. The Juventus’ forward wouldn’t adapt among Argentinian midfielders. He’s still 22 but
well to playing on the left or as the lone striker already has eight caps to his name and could be
so he doesn’t really have space in the starting a nice option to contribute from the bench. He’s
XI. However, he’s someone who could contribute very dynamic, wants to play forward and would fit
with both goals and assists, creating from the very well in Argentina’s tactics, especially when
second line and also shooting very often. If the starter players need some rest.
Argentina needs to break a low block or score
goals, he will be an excellent option from the
bench.

DEFENDERS

MIDFIELDERS

D

efensive abilities are difficult to measure
with stats so these are difficult positions to
decide on based just on that. The tactics of each
ur expected midfield trio of Paredes, Lo team and the playing style play a very important
Celso and De Paul looks very balanced on role here and very often explain the differences
stats. Paredes is excellent at progressing the between players.
ball and getting it into the final third. His deep
positioning and quality on the ball mean he has Starting with the full-backs, we can see why
a wide range of options to progress and makes Montiel is the preferred choice. The 24-year-old
good decisions too.
right-back has the most progressive runs per 90
among Argentinian defenders and is also a great
In front of him, we expect to see two much passer from the back. Playing for a dominating
more attacking options. De Paul and Lo Celso team like River Plate, he doesn’t get involved in
are first and second respectively both in goal defensive duties as much as others but he’s still
contributions and expected goal contributions the best in interceptions when we adjust them for
per 90. De Paul also looks great at progressing possession and ranks ok in successful defensive
the ball and getting it into the final third, while Lo actions per 90.

O
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On the left-back position, Taglaifico and Acuña
both rank well as offensive players. Acuña has
more power to run with the ball and is at the
same level when playing passes through the
lines. However, Tagliafico is more involved in
defence so he offers something slightly different.
Both are excellent options and Scaloni will have
a difficult choice there.
In the middle of the defensive line, the competence
will be huge. Lens’ Facundo Medina stands out
as a fantastic progressor from the back but at 21
and ranking just averagely in defensive stats, he
would be a risky choice.
Martínez Quarta also looks very good both in
attack and defence. He’s one of the best ballprogressors but also the player with the most
successful defensive actions per 90 and good
at interceptions too. However, he has lost his
starting position at Fiorentina and doesn’t
reach the tournament at his best. His teammate
Pezzella, who we’re expecting to start, doesn’t
rank especially well in the metrics we’ve selected
but has still played more than him at Fiorentina.
Otamendi, the other centre-back who has started
in recent games, is very proactive and ranks very
well in interceptions. He’s a leader at the back
and that could be a big point in his favour even if
he’s past his best years.

BEST PERFORMER

T

here isn’t much to say about Lionel Messi
that hasn’t been said before. Despite having
his worst season in more than ten years and
playing for a Barcelona side that has been poor
in La Liga and the UEFA Champions League, he
has still managed to be on top of the goals and
assists tables once again.
He’s the best striker in La Liga for non-penalty
goals, xG, shoots, dribbles, passes, smart
passes and passes to penalty area per 90 and
ranks in the top 10% for the rest of the creative
passing stats. At 33, Messi has developed into a
player capable of creating danger from any part
of the pitch, getting into good positions in the
box, progressing from midfield and with a vision
that’s unmatched in world football.
The season has been difficult for Messi. After
wanting to leave Barcelona at the end of the
2019/20 season, he has been surrounded by
rumours and negative opinions. The low quality
of Barcelona’s current squad, the presidential
elections in the middle of the season and another
European humiliation have only contributed to
his mental fatigue and he’ll need a good rest
before the tournament to see it as a fresh start.
Argentina will once again trust their number 10 to
win the Copa América, which would be Messi’s
first major trophy with his national team. He has
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played four finals with Argentina (three in the
Copa América and one in the World Cup) losing
all of them, so at the moment it’s the only flaw
in his otherwise perfect CV. At his age, this will
be one of his last chances to win silverware for
his country and he’ll be obviously motivated and
focused to get it.
When he steps onto the pitch, Messi will still be
the best player on Earth despite all the noise
surrounding him and his future. We can expect
him to compete for the MVP award and help
Argentina win the Copa América. Doing it at
home and the year Diego Armando Maradona
passed away would add an extra emotional
component to the trophy.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

A

fter some transition years after the 2014
World Cup, Argentina once again has a
squad full of footballers playing at the highest
level and capable of competing against anyone.
With the tournament being held in Argentina,
they’ll have the added pressure of being the
hosts and favourites but are expected to accept
it and compete until the end.
In a tournament as open and tough as the Copa
América, it’s difficult to choose one favourite but
Argentina is definitely one of them. Hosts and
with the best player in the world in their squad,
they are expected to beat any rival and raise a
much-awaited trophy they haven’t won since
1993.
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GROUP A

BOLIVIA
MARIO HUSILLOS JR // @camusuno
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B

olivia aren’t on a good streak. Having won
just two of the 26 matches they have played
since 2018 and with their last official win having
come in September 2017, they are clearly the
worst team in the tournament.
2017 saw them having one of their best streaks
ever, winning three games, drawing one and
losing three that year and reaching the 49th
position in the FIFA Ranking, their third-best
position since 1997. Since then, they have been
in a free fall and are currently ranked in the 81st
position, just below Syria and Oman.
Since the appointment of the Colombian coach
César Farías, Bolivia has only won 8.3% of the
points in official matches and despite being
historically one of the worst national teams in
South America, voices are claiming the coach
should leave and the Federation rethink its
strategy to develop local football.
If we look at all the players Bolivia has used in
their last matches, only 22.2% of the players who
have been in the squad play outside the country.
Considering Bolivia has the weakest national
league in South America, this gives us a good
insight into the level of the squad and the struggles
the coach faces to select a competitive team.
Bolivia’s main strength is playing at home
because their stadium is located over 3,500
meters above sea level, making it difficult for
foreign players to adapt to the lack of oxygen and
the strange movements of the ball because of
the low air resistance. Bolivia’s best results in the
Copa América (winners in 1963 and runner-ups
in 1997) both happened when they hosted the
tournament but when they couldn’t benefit from
that, their best result was fourth (1927 and 1949)
but they normally don’t get past the group stage.
In this edition of the Copa América, Bolivia will
face Argentina, Uruguay, Chile and Paraguay in
Group A. The last time they played against the
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COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Carlos Lampe
Jimmy Roca
Javier Rojas

DEFENDERS

Diego Bejarano
José María Carrasco
Roberto Fernández
Jorge Flores
Luis Haquín
Adrián Jusino
José Sagredo
Gabriel Valverde

MIDFIELDERS

Boris Céspedes
Alejandro Chumacero
Leonel Justiniano
Erwin Saavedra
Henry Vaca
Ramiro Vaca
Diego Wayar

FORWARDS

Gilbert Álvarez
William Álvarez
Juan Carlos Arce
Marcelo Moreno Martins (c)
Rodrigo Ramallo

former three, they lost but against Paraguay they
drew and won their last two games so there could
be some hope there. Anyway, Bolivia expects to
be a solid team and make it as difficult as possible
for the rivals considering the difference in quality.
Only a miracle could see them go through but
they can still frustrate one of the contenders and
give something to celebrate to their country.

THE SQUAD

In defence, Valverde and Carrasco are the
most likely centre-back pairing. With a good
mix of experience and youth - Valverde is 30
and Carrasco, 23 - they are the most solid
pair the Bolivians can use. Valverde plays for
The Strongest, one of Bolivia’s leading teams,
while Carrasco has already moved to a better
league and plays for Independiente del Valle in
Ecuador.
On the full-backs, Sagredo and Flores, both
playing in Bolivia for The Strongest and Always
Ready respectively, are a balanced pair that
suits the team’s defensive style very well while
also providing some ability to carry the ball
forward.
The midfield line will probably be composed
of at least three defensive players (Céspedes,
Wayar and Justiniano) plus Saavedra, who has
more ability on the ball and is a very dynamic
winger who can also play as a right-back so
he’ll work hard in the defensive phase too. From
this line, only Céspedes plays outside Bolivia,
having spent his whole career in Switzerland
and being a regular starter for Servette.

Upfront, Farías will probably go for his most
experienced players. Marcelo Moreno Martins
(or Martins Moreno, depending on the country)
is the key player and top goalscorer of Bolivia
and at 33 he’s still playing at a good level for
olivia hasn’t found a clear starting lineup Cruzeiro in the Brazilian second division.
in recent games so most places in their Xi Alongside him, the 36-year-old Juan Carlos
are very disputed and could change from game Arce also has all the necessary experience
to game. 4-4-2 seems to be Farías’ favourite with 70 caps and 12 goals to his name. He has
formation but he has used a 5-4-1 and other been in Bolivia for over a decade now but he
more defensive formations too.
played in Russia, Brazil, South Korea and Qatar
in the past and with over 100 goals in the local
In goal, Lampe is the usual first choice. At 34 championship, he’s one of Bolivia’s best players
and with 33 caps to his name, he has played in recent years.
for Bolivia regularly in the last years and even
captained them. Enjoying playing time at local
side Always Ready, this will be his third Copa
América.

B
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In attack, Bolivia is a very direct team as they
lack the technical ability to dominate possession
and break low blocks. They usually play against
much better and dominating teams so they start
their attacks from very deep positions and most
of their passes are forward, looking to get the
ball away from their box and exploit spaces.
They don’t have the technical ability to have the
Regarding age, Bolivia has most of its players in ball for long periods and are the worst team in
their peak years or reaching them but still keep the Copa América for average possession. When
three or four very experienced players to lead they have the ball, they look to quickly put it in
the team.
advanced positions as shown by their very high
directness in possession and long and forward
There are some interesting youngsters who are passes tendency. They will also try to put the
starting to break into the team like Vaca or Raúl ball into the box from anywhere, knowing they’ll
Fernández and could be tempted to pursue a have Marcelo Martins, their best player, there.
career abroad but most of the team is composed All these crosses and direct passing leads to a
of local players who are regular starters for their quite high number of touches in the box but they
teams.
struggle to translate them into shots

ATTACKING PHASE

Bolivia will also shoot every time they have the
chance as they don’t have the individual skill or
the numbers upfront to have better options or try
to get into better positions. They shoot from far
away and they have the lowest xG per match
among the teams in the tournament.

https://totalfootballanalysis.com/wp-content/
uploads/2021/05/mario-husillos-3.jpg
As mentioned, Bolivia’s attacks are mostly based
on what Marcelo Martins can do upfront. He
doesn’t get the ball too many times but when he
does he can hold it to try to wait for reinforcements
and will also try to shoot if he has the chance.
He’s the main reason why Bolivia wins most of
their offensive duels but being so isolated means
he doesn’t really have the chance to create much
and he’s like a one-man army.

H

istorically and currently the worst national
team in South America, Bolivia are used to
being dominated and adapt their attacking play
to that situation, especially when they don’t play
at home and don’t have the advantage of playing
at an altitude of 3,637 metres above sea level.
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Above we see one of the rare occasions when
Bolivia are in a positional attack. They don’t
have any creative player who can and wants
to play between the lines so they’re basically
divided into two lines: defenders and forwards.
Their only chance is a direct ball forward to see if
something happens or crossing as soon as they
have the chance.
Bolivia can get their chances if they frustrate
rivals and don’t concede too soon in games.
As rivals start to get forward and take risks,
their chances of benefiting from a mistake with
a quick counterattack increase. Set-pieces will
also be key for them as they are one of their few
chances to get numbers into the box. However,
they don’t really have the quality to create much
in attack and aren’t expected to have any brilliant
offensive performances.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

and try to defend by accumulating players and
keeping a solid structure.
Bolivia’s passiveness in defence is striking. They
rank among the teams with the lowest defensive
and aerial duels per match and they don’t even
try to foul the rivals to interrupt their attacks. As
mentioned, they don’t have especially physical
players and being low-level defenders, they’re
one of the worst teams in defensive duels. This
leads to them being the team that recovers the
ball the least times despite defending for most of
the game.
Where Bolivia does well is in their defensive
structure. They try to frustrate rivals and force
them to make difficult passes, getting lots of
interceptions per match. Logically, this is because
of their high volume of defending in every game
but it’s still a positive. They’re also good in the
air and they feel quite comfortable (or at least
not too threatened) when their rivals use long
balls or crosses. However, the opponents know
this and try to keep their passes low and beat
Bolivian defenders on the ground, where they’re
poor.

Bolivia looks to create a compact defensive shape
and all of their eleven players are most of the
hen it comes to defending, Bolivia is usually time in their own half. By being short and narrow,
forced to sit deep and defend for most of they look to prevent rivals from playing between
the game as shown by their high PPDA. They the lines and force them to play wide and cross,
don’t have players who are quick enough to press which is how they feel most comfortable even if
high and the individual quality of their defenders they don’t excel at marking.
is poor compared to the rivals they usually face in
South America, so they take a passive approach

W
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This very conservative and defensive approach
translates into conceding few shots. However,
they aren’t excellent at this and 38.4% of the
teams concede fewer shots than then. When
a team plays against Bolivia, they know they’ll
have their chances at some point as mistakes
will happen and the individual quality of the
forwards is higher than that of the defenders. It’s
more a matter of converting those chances than
of creating them.

TRANSITIONS

allows them to put the ball into the box. Individual
efforts or defensive mistakes are the only options
they have to get a shoot when transitioning from
defence to attack.
Defensive transitions aren’t frequent in Bolivia’s
game but when they happen they can be quite
bad. Their lack of quality means they can lose the
ball in dangerous situations and if that happens
during one of the rare occasions when they send
players forward, they’re left with few players to
defend spaces that are too big for them.

They’re also slow to recover their position and
track back and any line-breaking pass when
olivia is a poor team in transitions. When they’re positioned high in the pitch means they’ll
going from defence to attack, they only have be in a dangerous situation at the back. The
Martins as an option and even if he does well to next example shows how badly they transition
hold the ball and fight against rival defenders, he into defence. A simple progressive pass when
can’t create a lot by himself.
Argentina recovers the ball means they get a 3v3
situation with spaces. The difference in quality is
huge and the play ends in a goal.

B

It’s normal for Bolivia to initiate counterattacks
with all their players in their half. The example
shown is a typical one. Martins on the left side
of the picture is Bolivia’s most advanced players
and only he and his teammate carrying the ball
are the ones trying to create something. It’s
almost impossible to create anything from there
and the play ends when the ball carrier reaches
the midfield line where the rivals have some
players defending the transition.

Letting Bolivia play from the back and trying to
attract them so they commit players forward is
a good strategy to force these mistakes and a
good way teams have to rest from pressing high
while also getting some space to play.

Lacking the quality to break lines with passes or
the pace to threaten with runs in behind, Bolivia is
quite limited in its counterattacking options. Most
of the time, the best they can get from attacking
transitions is a foul in the opposition half that
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players with a proven record in the national team
that will be before him in the pecking order.

FORWARDS

Marcelo Moreno Martins, Bolivia’s most
recognizable and best player, hasn’t had his
best season in terms of scoring and assisting.
He’s close to 0.4 expected goal contributions
per 90 but has underperformed and isn’t scoring
or assisting as much as expected. However,
he’s still a presence near the goal with more
than 3.5 touches in the box and 2 shots per 90.
Considering he plays for Cruzeiro in Brazil and
not in the local league, these figures look even
illiam Álvarez and Ramiro Vaca are the better as the level there is much higher. He has
two Bolivia forwards who have performed also been in excellent form in his last matches
the best in the last year. Both of them play in the for Bolivia, registering four goals and one assist
low-level Bolivian league, so their figures don’t in his last five appearances.
mean they’re the best forwards around but they
have still shown they could be at a higher level
and help their national team in the upcoming
tournament.

W

MIDFIELDERS

Álvarez is close to one expected goal contribution
per 90 but is slightly underperforming that,
while Vaca is overperforming his less than 0.6
expected goal contributions and is close to one
goal or assist per 90. They’re used to playing in
teams that dominate a lot more than Bolivia but
their presence will still be important.
Aged just 21, Vaca has been in and out of the
senior national team so he isn’t expected to be an
automatic starter. Mostly an attacking midfielder,
he doesn’t really fit into Bolivia’s tactics and
would need a team with more attacking presence
to really impact the game. However, he can be
a good option coming from the bench when
Bolivia wants to score and the experience in a
tournament like the Copa América will surely be
important for him in his international career.
Álvarez only has one cap for Bolivia and it was in a
friendly match in March. Given his performances
in the local league, he’s expected to get into the
squad but aged 25, there are more experienced

W

ayar and Justiniano are the expected
pair in Bolivia’s central midfield and even
if they have rotated a lot, they look very good
statistically for their playing style. Expected to
defend deep and then transition quickly into
attack, both of them fit perfectly into that role with
their ability to play progressive passes and even
passes into the final third. The low contribution
in attack shows that they rarely get themselves
into the final third and thus will maintain Bolivia’s
defensive structure.
As for players playing in a more attacking role,
mostly from the wings, Erwin Saavedra is the
most interesting one. He can play as a right-
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winger or a right-back, which suits Bolivia’s hardworking and defensive style very well, but he’s
still the midfielder with the most expected goal
contributions in the squad with more than 0.5 per
90. At 25, he already has 24 caps to his name
and will add more in the tournament.
Another interesting player from the offensive
point of view is Henry Vaca. The 23-year-old
attacking midfielder has had a very good year
and despite not counting in recent games, he
could get a chance from the bench when Bolivia
needs more attacking players.
Céspedes is expected to start on the left side of
the midfield line. He’s more of a central midfielder
but has been used in that position with the
national team and playing at a high level in the
Swiss Super League with Servette, he certainly
has the level to contribute to the national team.
He has a more balanced profile than the other
players and can contribute both to progress the
ball and close to the goal. He made his national
team debut with Bolivia in October 2020 after
choosing them over Switzerland, which he has
represented at youth level, and he already has
three caps and a goal.

DEFENDERS

As a left-back, Jorge Flores seems the best
choice. He’s an excellent runner with the ball,
completing more than 4 progressive runs per 90
and also capable of progressing with passes.
He can be a good option when Bolivia needs
to transition into attack, especially considering
they’re expected to play Céspedes on the left
side of their midfield and he’s not a winger. In
defence, Flores looks ok and will surely be good
enough to defend in a low block.
On the right side, the situation is different. With
Saavedra being very capable of progressing
and attacking from midfield, the right-back is
expected to be more balanced and defensive.
Jesús Sagredo is expected to start and he’s one
of the best defenders Bolivia has if we look at
successful defensive actions and interceptions.
He’s also capable of passing the ball forward but
doesn’t join the attack as often as others with
runs, keeping a good balance for the defensive
structure.
The centre-back partnership of Valverde and
Carrasco is also a balanced one. Valverde is
very good at progressing from the back, which
could help Bolivia to counterattack quickly, while
Carrasco possesses excellent defensive ability.
Aged 30 and 2ith 14 caps to his name, Valverde
is a household name in Bolivia. Carrasco, aged
only 23, is playing at a high level for Independiente
del Valle in Ecuador and despite having only four
caps to his name, he’s one of the best Bolivian
centre-backs at the moment.

Bolivia has changed its defensive line several
times in their last matches and they don’t have
many outstanding options to be automatic
starters.
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On the ball, Martins has a good first touch
to bring down long passes and makes good
passes when he plays with his back to the goal
to teammates who come from the second line.
His shots are very powerful with both feet and he
just needs a fraction of a second to finish. He’s
also an excellent finisher with his head. His great
finishing in general means he will take shots as
soon as he can with Bolivia.

BEST PERFORMER

Finally, Marcelo Moreno Martins is a leader on
the pitch and tries to guide his team at all times
with his experience and personality. He works
as hard as he can and sacrifices himself for the
arcelo Moreno Martins has been Bolivia’s team even when that means he’s far from the
best player for lots of years now. The goal and can’t contribute upfront.
striker, who also has a Brazilian passport and
represented Brazil at U20 level, left Bolivia when
he was 17 and has played mostly in Brazil but
also in China, England, Germany and Ukraine,
scoring more than 100 goals in his club career.
Moreno Martins has been capped 80 times and
olivia is expected to lose every game in the
is the top goalscorer of Bolivia’s history with 23
tournament. Paraguay seems like their best
goals. He has scored in their last three official
matches and comes into the tournament as their chance of getting a positive result but they’re still
the worst team in their group. They play Argentina
best player despite being 33.
in the last matchday of the group stage and if the
Moreno Martins is a striker who stands at 187 team led by Messi needs a win to qualify, then
cm. Physically strong, he’s used as a target man Bolivia could play with their nerves to get a good
and uses his body to protect the ball and hold result. Anyway, for Bolivia, it’s more a matter of
it to put his teammates into play. This ability to getting positive performances and seeming a
play with his back to the goal is very important in solid squad than getting results as it seems very
unlikely that they advance in the tournament.
Bolivia’s tactics.

M

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

B

An intelligent player in the final third, Moreno
Martins gets into very good positions in the box
and is a great goal poacher. Bolivia do not service
him too much but he still manages to score goals
for them and he’s the main player rivals must
mark also in set pieces.
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GROUP A

CHILE
SCOTT MARTIN // @CoachScottCopy
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C

hile’s Golden Generation is one of the big
storylines of the Copa America, but not for
the same reasons as in previous years.
These legendary players helped Chile to their
first two Copa titles in the nation’s history, the first
in 2015 and the second in 2016, each featuring
a shootout victory over Lionel Messi’s Argentina
in the final. In 2021, the storyline shifts from the
hope of breaking a historic curse to the final ride
for the heroes of the Golden Generation.
The likes of Alexis Sánchez, Arturo Vidal, Claudio
Bravo and Gary Medel will take centre stage for
Chile, but they’re certainly not alone. Though the
generation following them doesn’t have the hype
and marketability of their predecessors, Chile
enters the tournament with a fantastic balance
of veteran stars and core members who are in
their prime.
Even though Chile enters the tournament with
a large number of 30 and older players, there’s
the hope that the next generation of Chilean
footballers can make a statement, rising to the
level of the Chilean winners of the past. Among
this group of players are Guillermo Maripán from
Monaco, Paulo Díaz from River Plate and Erick
Pulgar of Fiorentina. Each of these players is
either 26 or 27 years old and playing for big clubs
in top leagues. For Chile to make a deep run in
this tournament, these three players in particular
must step into the spotlight and show their quality.
Martín Lasarte, who takes the reins from
Reinaldo Rueda, enters the tournament with the
understanding that he’ll have to lean heavily on
the Golden Generation and must adapt his tactics
accordingly. While we’ll still see the high intensity
pressing that we grew to love during the Copa
winning years, though to a lesser degree, look
for Lasarte to tailor his approach to the physical
capabilities of his veterans. The hope is to keep
them as fresh as possible for a deep run in the
tournament.
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COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Gabriel Arias
Claudio Bravo (c)
Gabriel Castellón

DEFENDERS

Yonathan Andía
Jean Beausejour
Mauricio Isla
Guillermo Maripán
Gary Medel
Francisco Sierralta
Sebastián Vegas

MIDFIELDERS
Charles Aránguiz
Claudio Baeza
Luis Jiménez
César Pinares
Erick Pulgar
Arturo Vidal

FORWARDS
Ben Brereton
Jean Meneses
Felipe Mora
Fabián Orellana
Carlos Palacios
Alexis Sánchez
Eduardo Vargas

In this Chile Copa America preview, we’ll analyze
the pool of available players, focusing especially
on the expected starters and key contributors.
Through data and tactical analysis, we’ll also
offer some insight into how Chile will approach
the tournament. Hope remains high, even as
the Golden Generation takes its final bow in the
continental championship. Can Chile give them
the sending off party they deserve? Let’s launch
into that analysis, starting with the possible
squad selection.

THE SQUAD

Eduardo Vargas of Atlético Mineiro join them at
the top of the formation, that would give Chile
four players ranging from 28 to 32 years of age.
Those four will likely carry the load, but Chile
also has players like Charles Aránguiz, Fabián
Orellana, Gary Medal and Felipe Mora who can
rotate into the starting XI.
Turning to the midfield, the mainstay is Vidal. Only
injuries, suspensions or a meaningless group
stage game with progression already clinched
will move him to the bench. In all likelihood, his
pairing in midfield will be the Fiorentina defensive
midfielder, Pulgar. The two Serie A players will
situate themselves so that Pulgar sits deeper
while Vidal pushes higher to offer a presence in
the box and engage in the counterpress.
The backline will likely feature Jean Beausejour
and Mauricio Isla as the outside-backs.
Meanwhile, look for Maripán and Francisco
Sierralta to command the majority of the minutes
at centre-back. Enzo Roco, providing he makes
the final squad, and Medel could receive some
playing time as well. They’ll protect 38-year-old
Bravo, the Real Betis goalkeeper.

T

hough Chile will lean heavily on the remaining
members of the Golden Generation, this is
a squad with excellent depth. That mixture of
veteran Copa America champions and players
in their prime is most apparent among the front
four. Looking at Chile’s most recent matches,
Lasarte has rotated the squad with some
consistency. Sánchez, César Pinares and Jean
Meneses are three players who have featured
more consistently over the past 9 months. Should

Turning now to the age profile, you get a nice
breakdown of the age of the potential team
members. With the rosters freezing just before
the start of the tournament, we’ve taken the
liberty of including each of the most likely players
to make the squad.
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Right away, you can see that this Chile team
will rely once again on the Golden Generation,
possibly in their last Copa America, but the roster
will also have a large number of players entering
the prime of their careers, which is a recipe for
tournament success. There’s almost an equal
distribution of 29 to 38-year-olds compared to
the 24 to 28-year-olds.
Sierralta is the likeliest of the young players to
make the final roster and earn minutes, though
Víctor Dávila, who’s off to a fantastic start for
Club León in Liga MX, could also force his way
onto the final roster and see the field.

ATTACKING PHASE

Though there’s an awareness in Chile that this
veteran squad cannot play at the same level of
intensity as the 2015 and 2016 Copa winning
groups, there’s still an expectation for attacking
football. Looking at the attacking radar, this is
still a side that should enjoy an advantage in
possession in most matches. They should also
experience a great deal of success in their
offensive duels.
The challenge is to produce the final product.
Again, this does come from a small sample size
of five matches, one of which was a friendly
against Bolivia, but the squad rates very low in
shots, forward passes per 100 passes and xG per
match. Rating in the 38th percentile for touches
in the penalty area per match is troubling as well.
Video analysis of the team shows that there is
nuance within their possession. Rather than
keeping the ball for its own sake, they have
shown a tendency to possess the ball in order to
stretch the opposition vertically and horizontally.
It’s not until they’ve created significant space in
the opposition’s lines that they progress from
preparing to attack the opponent to attacking
the opponent. In our first tactical image, Chile
is enjoying a spell of possession and is in an
expansive attacking shape. Once Colombia’s
press is stretched, both vertically and horizontally,
Chile initiates the movement up the pitch.

T

he difficulty of analysis with this Chilean side,
as with all of the South American teams, is
that they’ve played so few matches in the past
18 months. Covid-19 restrictions hit the region
hard, so Chile will enter their June 3rd World Cup
qualifier against Argentina with just five matches
in a 19-month span.
Fortunately, all five of those games have come
since 8 October 2020. It’s a small sample
size, but it does give some insight into the way
Lasarte’s group is shaping up.

Once that initial pass is sent, signalling that it
is time to attack the opposition, Chile’s tempo
increases. They become very direct while the
space is readily available.
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Given the experience of the squad, Lasarte’s low
tempo build-out to create space with a transition
to a high tempo attack once the opponent is
stretched is a brilliant way to adapt the team’s
tactics to the physical abilities of the squad.
Players like Sánchez and Vidal still have that 5th
gear, but the ability to play at that tempo, with
that level of intensity for 90 minutes, is simply
not realistic.

As Chile make their move to goal, they’ll often use
combination play to enter the box and send their
final pass from the two half spaces. Meanwhile,
they’ll have two or three players making runs into
the box. This is where opponents must watch
the runs of Vidal. The Inter Milan man makes
fantastic runs into the box and is excellent in
aerial duels. He’s a threat from deep in midfield
and a player Chile will look to target in the box.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

Instead, this low tempo build-out to high tempo
direct attack offers a nice balance for his star
players.
When Chile has an open possession in the
opponent’s half of the pitch, look for them to use
a midfield square in their rest defence to deny
their opponent’s access to the central channel
when counterattacking, as is shown in the image.

The other aspect worth pointing out is the white
shadow at the top of the formation. As Chile
progresses the ball up the wing, look for them
to situate two or three high targets to give them
runners into the box.

T

urning now to Chile’s defensive tactics, our
percentile rank radar is quite interesting.
It shows a well-balanced squad that’s equally
comfortable defending in a high press or dealing
with crosses in a low block. Though they won’t
counterpress with the same level of intensity that
they would have five years ago, this is still a side
that will aggressively hunt the ball once it’s lost.
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Video analysis backs up that point, but it also apply immediate pressure, leading to the Atlético
shows a team that enjoys pressing high up the Madrid man releasing a shot from the top of the
pitch in a man-oriented high press, and it’s very box, scoring the game-winning goal.
effective. From a statistical standpoint, that’s
where recoveries in the final third, interceptions
and defensive duels won percentage give
credence to the impact of the high press.
So does the number of aerial duels per match
and their win percentage. In our first tactical
image on Chile’s defence, we find them in a high
press against Colombia. The red arrows show
the man-marking approach with just Sánchez
responsible for two players, which is due to the
fact that he’s the far-sided defender. Otherwise,
Chile is man-for-man, eliminating all short and
intermediate options. That forces Colombia to
play long, leading to an aerial duel that Chile
wins.

Though Chile has a great deal of success in
the high press and can make life difficult for
the opponent as they settle into a low block, it’s
the more direct attacks and the corresponding
second ball that offer the greatest threat. Pulgar
and Vidal must offer coverage for the backline by
winning the second ball.

W
As opponents progress into the Chilean half,
the squad will fully commit to getting numbers
behind the ball. They suffocate the passing lanes
and make it very difficult for opponents to play
through their press.
If there is one defensive concern for Chile, it’s
that they have shown some vulnerability on set
pieces and against more direct teams, such as
Uruguay. With 90 seconds left in their World Cup
qualifier in Montevideo, Uruguay doubled down
on their direct attacks, launching long passes
into the Chilean box. To his credit, Sierralta won
the aerial duel. However, he put the clearance
directly into the path of Luis Suárez. Chile’s
remaining defenders were too far from Suárez to

TRANSITIONS

e’ve mentioned that Chile engages in a
high press and that opponents can find
success playing more directly against them.
One thing that points to is the significance of
transitional moments.
From an attacking standpoint, Chile can use
their man-marking high press to find their way to
goal. With the players situated in close proximity
to each other, a high or medium recovery means
that Chile has a well-connected network higher
up the pitch, typically in numerical equality. Once
Chile claims possession, they can look to play
the first pass up the pitch to take advantage of
their highly concentrated numbers in one specific
area.
Once they play into that numeric overload, they
have the clever and highly technical players to
break down the opposition with a sequence of
one and two-touch passing. This collection of
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players shows a nice understanding of each other
as they look to progress up the pitch with quick
combination play, as is seen in this sequence
against Uruguay.

Aránguiz and Vargas quickly combine around
Rodrigo Bentancur, allowing the Bayer
Leverkusen midfielder to run at Sporting
Portugal’s Sebastián Coates. By pinning the
Uruguay backline to the spot, Chile creates a
scenario where Sánchez can run onto a through
ball in the box. This attacking transition is an
excellent example of Chile’s effectiveness when
counterattacking.

If opponents can break the counterpress and gain
space against the first recovery defender, the
remaining Chilean players must show a greater
attention to detail in their recovery runs. In the
World Cup qualifier against Colombia, Chile
over-committed near the ball, leaving Sierralta to
mark two runners in the box. Jefferson Lerma’s
strike gave Colombia an early lead as he was
untracked on his run from the midfield.
If Chile can correct that aspect of their transitional
defending, they’ll be incredibly difficult to score
against.

FORWARDS

In terms of defensive transitions, Chile will
undoubtedly counterpress the opposition with
the desire to quickly recover possession. Again,
since they are possession dominant, have a
PPDA (passes per defensive action) that rates
in the 62nd percentile and make a high number
of recoveries in the final third each match,
defensive transitions have long been a strength
of the Chilean national team.
Perhaps the greatest concern for Lasarte is the
recovery after a failed counterpress. When that
happens, Chile will often go on the offensive and
send the nearest defender to pressure the ball
carrier. At times, it would be better to delay the
opposition’s attacks, but that doesn’t necessarily
fit the aggressive philosophy of a nation that’s
won two of the past three Copas with virtuoso
performances based on aggression and speed
of play.

T

urning now to the player performances
over the course of the 2020/21 season,
we’ve broken the Chilean national team into
three distinct groups, the forwards, midfielders
and defenders. We’ve plotted the groups in
comparison to each other in certain statistical
categories.
Let’s start with the forwards, looking first at
touches in the box per 90 by shots per 90. Right
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away, we see key figures like Meneses, Sánchez,
Mora and Vargas near the top of the touches in
the box per 90 category. Dávila and Gaete join
these elite performers in the category, but they
also lead the player pool in shots per 90 minutes,
averaging nearly three per match. Diego Valdés
is at the top end of the shots for 90 minutes scale
as well, but he offers the fewest touches in the
box per 90 minutes.
The second graph plots goal contributions by
expected goal contributions per 90 minutes.
Here, Sanchez is the clear top performer in the
group, averaging approximately 0.725 real and
expected goal contributions per 90 minutes.
Mora and Dávila have also performed well in
the two categories, which is a major positive for
this Chilean team. Should Andrés Vilches make
the squad, which is a possibility given his strong
season at Unión La Calera, he offers another
dynamic presence higher up the pitch. His
contributions fall in line with Mora and Dávila, as
do those of Bryan Carrasco. The Club Deportivo
Palestino winger could force his way onto the
squad despite totalling just four appearances for
the national team. He remains a fringe candidate
to make the final roster.

MIDFIELDERS

T

urning now to Chile’s midfielders, the first
statistics we’ll consider are progressive
passes per 90 minutes and passes to the final
third P90. As listed on the data visualization,

passing accuracy is indicated by the size of the
data points. The larger the circle, the better the
passing accuracy. A quick glance at the visual
shows that there’s very little variation in the
passing accuracy among the squad.
Looking at the stats, Aránguiz Is the clear
top performer among Chile’s midfielders. He
averages roughly 2.5 more progressive passes
P90 than the next competitor, Pablo Galdames.
After those two, Vidal and Pulgar rate third and
fourth on each chart, which is a good sign for
Lasarte’s midfield. The fact that each player
carries an excellent passing accuracy percentage
is a major boost to the squad as well.

As we did with the forwards, we’ll now look at
xGoal contribution and goal contributions per 90
minutes. We certainly see much more variation
in these categories. Pablo Parra of Curicó Unido
offers the highest xGoal contribution among the
potential player pool. In fact, he’s in a league
of his own with elite numbers in the expected
goal contribution and one of the top statistical
performances in actual goal contributions.
Second place in each category goes to Pinares,
who’s a likely starter in the team as an attacking
midfielder. He often plays on the right-hand side
for Chile, so expect him to make his mark as a
winger.
An interesting player is Ángelo Araos. He
recently started for Corinthians in their Copa
Sudamericana victory over Sport Huancayo,
playing 70 minutes. He may not have the
necessary match fitness to earn a spot in the
squad, but he is certainly a player to watch in
Chile’s future.
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less likely to make the squad. Andía, however,
offers some versatility to the squad and could
prove himself as a highly valuable member when
Chile has to press forward in the attack.

DEFENDERS

BEST PERFORMER
F

inally, we look at the potential defenders
in the squad. The player pool is rated first
on possession adjusted interceptions and
successful defensive actions, each on a per
90-minute basis.

A

fter consulting numerous sports journalists
and coaches from Chile, it was abundantly
Díaz, who suits up for River Plate, leads the way with
more than 10 possession-adjusted interceptions clear that the nation looks to Sánchez as
per 90 minutes, an incredible total. He rates second their most important player heading into the
in successful defensive actions for 90 minutes to tournament. From the conversations I had, the
Erick Wiemberg of Unión La Calera of the Premera view is that when Chile needs a goal, it’s the
Inter Milan marksman who produces the moment
División de Chile.
of magic. Without a world-class centre forward
Beyond those two players, Valber Huerta of in the squad, it will be El Niño Maravilla, who’s
Universidad Católica performs well in the two no niño these days, who will bear the burden to
categories and is followed by the remaining produce goals.
players more or less in one cluster.
His transfer away from Manchester United has
The final two metrics for assessing Chile’s pool of revived his career. Totalling just 32 matches
defenders is progressive passes per 90 minutes for the Red Devils from 2018 to his transfer in
by progressive runs P90. This is where the age 2020, Sánchez has gone on to make 29 league
of Isla and Beausejour are very apparent as the appearances for Inter this season, starting 12,
two players rate among the bottom of the player with just the season finale to play. In that time,
pool in progressive runs P90 minutes, averaging he’s produced seven goals and five assists,
fewer than one per match. However, they make helping the Nerazzurri claim their first Serie A
up for those runs with more than 10 progressive title since 2009/10, breaking Juventus’s run of
passes per 90.
nine consecutive titles.
Ignoring Wyscout’s error in placing José Pedro
Fuenzalida among the defenders, Wiemberg
and Yonathan Andía offer the greatest balance
between the two categories, though the latter is

He’s found his form and the depth of Inter Milan
has allowed Antonio Conte to use Sanchez in a
manner that preserved the freshness of his legs.
That’s key for Chile.
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Over the course of the season, his statistics
read among the top Serie A forwards in virtually
every attacking and shooting statistic, as well as
passing and progression categories. He’s had
an excellent year, exerting his influence every
time he steps onto the pitch.
Looking at the defensive actions section of the
player profile, we see that he’s also putting in the
work defensively, which is a credit to his Chilean
heritage. That hard-working, high-intensity
mentality that carried Chile’s Golden Generation
to unseen heights on the international scene is
very much a part of the 32-year-old’s performance
identity.
While he’s the one many highlight as the top
Chilean player heading into the tournament, his
club teammate, Vidal will help to carry the load.
With both players returning from late-season
injuries, which included knee surgery for Vidal,
the burden can’t rest solely on one player. The
mohawked Vidal will bring his passion and
intensity to the midfield.
Elsewhere, look for the deep triangle of Maripán,
Sierralta and Bravo to play key roles as well.
The two centre-backs, each in the early prime
of their careers, must show the leadership and
cohesiveness that Chile need at the back. Their
partnership, as well as their individual quality, will
be key for the national team in this edition of the
Copa America and well into Chile’s future.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

A

s mentioned, I had several conversations
with Chilean journalists and coaches as
part of the research for this Copa preview. In the
end, each person had the same expectation; a
good tournament meant a deep run, at least to
the semifinals. Though the hopes of the nation
aren’t as high as they were five years ago during
the peak years of the Golden Generation, there
is still the prevailing hope that Sánchez, Vidal
and Bravo can guide the team to another Copa
America title.
There’s an understanding that other squads in the
tournament have a stronger collection of players,
especially Brazil and Argentina, but there’s the
hope that the Chilean collective, with its high
intensity, hard-working identity can secure one
more Copa before the Golden Generation rides
off into the sunset.
It’s a tall task and certainly a hope built on the
best-case scenario, but Chile is not a nation that
shrinks in the face of pressure. This collection
of players has traditionally risen to the occasion.

The nation asks for one more run, one more
dance to the Copa America finals before the
national team enters a full transition. Should
For Bravo, this is likely his final Copa. At 38 years Lasarte’s men secure the title, Chile will carry
old, there’s an outside chance that he makes it its heroes to their well-deserved national team
to the next one in 2024, but time is certainly not retirement.
on his side, even if he is playing at a high level.
The Captain’s leadership, both at the back and
for the team on the whole, will be critical.
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GROUP A

PARAGUAY
FINTAN O’REILLY // @FintanFootball
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J

udging them by their FIFA World Ranking,
you might view Paraguay as outsiders for the
2021 Copa América. They’ve got the third-worst
ranking (35) of any CONMEBOL team, besting
only Ecuador and Bolivia.
Paraguay occupy a unique position in
CONMEBOL. They carry expectations based on
their historical standing in Copa América. Only
South America’s ‘big three’ (Uruguay, Argentina,
and Brazil) have won this competition more than
Paraguay, while Los Guaraníes La Albirroja have
competed in the Copa América final more than
any other non-big three nation.
In recent decades, Paraguay’s Copa América
performance has been nothing to write home
about. They failed to go beyond the quarter-finals
in the 1990s and 2000s. In the 2010s, they fared
better, finishing second in 2011 and making it to
the semi-final in 2015, while they took eventual
winners Brazil to a penalty shootout in their 2019
quarter-final.
For the first Copa América of the 2020s, they
shouldn’t be written off, as they’re currently
undefeated in 2022 World Cup qualification and
if they can get their most exciting talent - like
Miguel Almirón of EPL side Newcastle United
and Ángel Romero of Argentinian Primera
División side San Lorenzo - performing to their
best, there could be cause for some optimism
amongst Paraguay supporters.
In this tactical analysis, in the form of a scout
report, we provide analysis of how Eduardo
Berizzo’s squad and the tactics he’s likely to use
in this tournament, based on how they’ve been
performing since the former boss of La Liga sides
Celta de Vigo, Sevilla, and Athletic Club took
over at Estadio Defensores del Chaco in 2019.
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COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Alfredo Aguilar
Roberto Fernández
Antony Silva

DEFENDERS

Omar Alderete
Júnior Alonso
Santiago Arzamendia
Fabián Balbuena
Alberto Espínola
Gustavo Gómez (c)
Iván Piris

MIDFIELDERS

Miguel Almirón
Ángel Cardozo Lucena
Andrés Cubas
Alejandro Romero Gamarra
Gastón Giménez
Jorge Morel
Ángel Romero
Óscar Romero
Richard Sánchez
Mathías Villasanti

FORWARDS

Raúl Bobadilla
Darío Lezcano
Antonio Sanabria

Paraguay’s back-four is likely to have Alberto
Espínola at right-back, Santiago Arzamendia at
left-back, team captain Gustavo Gómez at right
centre-back, and Júnior Alonso at left centreback. Berizzo has been keen to have a left-footer
at left centre-back and a right-footer at right
centre-back with Los Guaraníes La Albirroja,
and the commonly-played Alonso-Gómez duo
provide that.

THE SQUAD

U

nder Berizzo, Paraguay have primarily lined
up with either 4-2-3-1 or 4-3-3. In their most
recent outings, the 51-year-old has played a 4-33, so that’s how we predict Paraguay will line up
for Copa América. Even when they’ve used the
4-3-3 recently, their shape has looked more like
a 4-2-3-1 at times in defence, as we’ll discuss
later in this tactical analysis.
Figure 1 shows our predicted first XI for Paraguay
this summer, based on the quality of players
available, their form during the 2020/21 season
and Berizzo’s recent squad selections. Antony
Silva is Paraguay’s number 1 and we predict
he’ll remain that for this summer’s tournament.
He’s been a regular at club-level this season and
he played the entirety of Paraguay’s last three
competitive games.

Espínola featured at right-back in three of
Paraguay’s four undefeated competitive games
in 2020 and played an important role. Other
right-back options include Iván Piris and Jorge
Moreira, both of whom have more international
caps than Espínola, however, with Moreira only
recently recovering from Coronavirus, it may be
too soon for him to be in the starting XI, and given
how Espínola performed in Paraguay’s latest
competitive games, it may be his spot to lose right
now. Left-back Blas Riveros is sidelined with a
knee ligament injury and as a result, Arzamendia
is Berizzo’s clear left-back option and should suit
his tactics well.
For the holding midfield position, we feel Andrés
Cubas of Ligue 1 side Nîmes Olympique may
be Berizzo’s best option. He’s played for Nîmes
consistently during 2020/21, he’s quick and
aggressive off the ball, while he’s also got good
long passing quality. As for the 8s, we predict that
Gastón Giménez and Mathías Villasantí will take
these places. Giménez, of MLS side Chicago
Fire, would provide a box-to-box presence and
likely drop slightly deeper than Villasantí in the
defensive phase, while Villasantí will be more
attacking and sit slightly higher, especially in the
defensive phase. This trio would fit Berizzo’s
tactics and provide balance to Paraguay’s
midfield. Other contenders for a place in
Berizzo’s midfield include Richard Sánchez,
Ángel Cardozo Lucena, and Jorge Morel.
Lastly, Paraguay’s front three will likely consist
of Almirón on the right, Ángel Romero on the
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left, and Darío Lezcano in the centre. Romero
and Almirón are two of Berizzo’s best players.
Paraguay will rely heavily on this duo’s creativity,
so provided they’re fit, they’ll have a place on
either wing this summer.

ATTACKING PHASE

Paraguay’s main centre-forward options are
Antonio Sanabria, Darío Lezcano, and Raúl
Bobadilla. Lezcano has played more league
minutes than Bobadilla and Sanabria this season,
while he’s also been favoured over the other two
in Paraguay’s recent competitive games, and we
give him the edge over the others.

F
Figure 2 shows that the age distribution amongst
Paraguay’s most regularly-played men is quite
healthy. The majority of their key players sit
within the ‘peak’ range (24-29), including the
centre-back duo, Almirón, and Ángel Romero.

igure 3 shows us this team’s percentile rank
in key offensive areas over the last calendar
year. To summarise this, Paraguay are a heavily
possession-based team. They are not direct with
the ball, they tend to play lots of short passes,
and they play lots of backwards and lateral
passes, biding their time to create openings
before progressing upfield.

Paraguay take lots of shots per game, but they
Plenty of players also sit in the ‘experienced’ take a lot of long shots and don’t get the ball into
range (30+). These players should provide the penalty area much. Additionally, they don’t
valuable experience, with some of them having play many crosses, preferring other methods of
been part of relatively successful Paraguay breaking into the opposition box, such as dribbles
squads in the 2010s. while they’ve got five and through balls.
players sitting in the ‘youth’ range (23-), which
is fairly positive for Paraguay’s future. They’re a While Paraguay take lots of shots, their high
team largely at their peak, with plenty of room volume of long shots reduces the overall quality
still to grow, which bodes well for their chances of their attempts at goal and that, combined with
of performing to their best at this tournament and the fact that they don’t manage to break into the
opposition penalty area much, means they don’t
future tournaments.
tend to create many high quality chances.
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As Paraguay move upfield, they often form a
diamond between the centre-back, full-back,
winger and central midfielder. We see an example
in figure 5. The triangle that forms between the
central midfielder, full-back and winger is a key
part of Paraguay’s ball progression.
If Paraguay can progress through the centre of
the pitch, via the midfield trio, they will, but the
We see Berizzo’s side during the build-up phase opposition typically guard central midfield firmly,
here in figure 4. With the ball at the feet of the so it’s common to see Paraguay’s centre-backs
goalkeeper, the two centre-backs split either forced out wide to the full-backs during build-up,
side of him, while the full-backs push out wide. instead of to the 8 - the furthest forward short
Meanwhile, the holding midfielder sits centrally, passing option.
but enjoys freedom to shift towards the left or
right.
The opposition’s press often picks up when the
ball is played out wide, but Paraguay try to use
A diamond is essentially created by the holding the fact that they will often be forced out wide to
midfielder, centre-backs, and goalkeeper in this their advantage by creating this wide diamond/
situation. At the same time, Paraguay’s 8s sit triangle and overloading the opposition out wide.
ahead of the holding midfielder, essentially in By doing so, the full-back has plenty of passing
the same vertical line as the centre-backs. They options while being pressed aggressively and
form a central triangle with the holding midfielder doesn’t need as much time to consider his next
and a wide diamond with the holding midfielder, move.
full-back and centre-back.
This shape makes it easier for Paraguay to play
lots of short passes because of the diamonds
and triangles that are formed, as they give every
player plenty of passing options - usually at least
three. Berizzo’s side will take the furthest forward
short passing option if possible. For example, if
the ball carrier can pass to the end of the triangle/
diamond closest to the opposition goal, then they
will. However, they spend the majority of their
time trying to forge a clearer opening through
lateral passing.

Paraguay’s full-backs have a key role in ball
progression as the centre-backs are often forced
to play through them. This is via passes and via
forward runs - both on the ball and off the ball.
In figure 6, we see an example of a common run
that Paraguay’s full-backs make. We frequently
see them lay the ball off to the winger before
underlapping, essentially doubling up on the
opposition full-back, forcing him into a dilemma
over who to follow. Paraguay’s full-backs also
often make overlapping runs, it’s generally more
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common to see them underlapping though, with
the winger out wide and the full-back attacking
the half-space.

Paraguay commit a lot of men forward in attack.
As well as their attacking full-backs, at least one
of their two 8s will actively try to find space in
between the lines, like the wingers. In figure 7,
we see the wingers in the half-spaces and one
of Paraguay’s two 8s in the 10 position, with the
other not far behind.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

I

n figure 8, we see Paraguay’s percentile rank
in key defensive areas over the last calendar
As mentioned earlier, Paraguay’s entries into year. To summarise what this tells us, Paraguay
the opposition box often come from dribbles are very active off the ball, making their fair
or through balls and to achieve this, they try share of recoveries inside the final third, as well
to exploit space between the lines. At Copa as plenty of recoveries inside their own third.
América, expect to see them committing plenty Berizzo’s side win a relatively average amount
of men forward to try and overload the opposition of their defensive duels.
backline and get men on the ball in space
between the lines. They’ll try to find these players Paraguay don’t try to engage in many aerial
via short passes and their offensive shape will be duels, and that’s by design. Their team isn’t
set up to provide their deep-lying passers with packed with lots of physically imposing players
and they try to avoid aerial duels where possible.
plenty of options to make this easier.
This is smart, as their poor aerial duel success
rate highlights how they don’t perform very well
in this area when they are forced to engage
in aerial duels. Paraguay’s aerial ability is a
weakness in their game and it would be smart
of their opponents to exploit this in the summer,
especially as they’re good at defending on the
ground via their aggressive pressing.
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By doing so, the striker helps his team to cut
the pitch in half, to force the opposition to play
the ball out wide, where Paraguay will be more
aggressive with their pressing, with the benefit
of the opposition having a smaller area of play
to use, and set up central pressing traps, should
they manage to play out from this position into
the centre.
As mentioned in the previous section, many
teams will generally prioritise preventing their
opponents from playing through central midfield.
Paraguay are no different in this regard. In figure
9, we see an example of Paraguay’s press.
Off the ball, their shape gets more horizontally
compact, with the wingers sitting slightly closer
to the 8s.
Their 8s retain access to the opposition’s holding
midfielders - with just one usually pushing up
this far if the opposition are playing with just one
holding midfielder, making their defensive shape
into more of a 4-2-3-1 - while they form a diamond
around the opposition holding midfielder/ballnear holding midfielder if there are two, which
we see here. The wingers retain access to the
opposition’s full-backs in this phase, while the
centre-forward leads the press.

We see another example of Paraguay’s pressing
in figure 10. Just before this image, Paraguay
successfully prevented the opposition from
building through the centre again, forcing the
opposition’s right centre-back to play out to
the right-back. As this player received the ball,
Paraguay’s left-back began closing him down,
while a pass into the ball-side central midfielder
was left somewhat open.

This is an example of the type of central pressing
Paraguay’s centre-forward won’t press the trap that Paraguay commonly set up during this
opposition’s centre-backs aggressively when phase. As this central midfielder receives the
they receive a forward pass, like one from ball, Paraguay’s central midfielder and winger
the goalkeeper, which happened just before press aggressively. They can force turnovers
this image. The opposition’s right centre-back through these pressing tactics, but there is also
received the ball and the striker held his ground, risk involved, as if the opposition are quick to
keeping himself close to the holding midfielders pass and move, they can beat Paraguay’s press
and ensuring that central progression was and play through them via the centre by making
impossible. As that player passed the ball triangles like the one we see in figure 10, so this
laterally to his central defensive partner, the is something for Paraguay’s opponents to be
striker sprung into action, pressing aggressively aware of and potentially exploit.
and getting in between the ball receiver and
his central defensive partner, ensuring that he
couldn’t pass the ball back.
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Should the opposition break Paraguay’s press on
the counter, they can create a 3v3 scenario like
the one we see in figure 11 versus Paraguay’s
centre-backs and holding midfielder. Clearly,
n transition to defence, Paraguay generally Paraguay’s remaining defence here lacks
counterpress aggressively. We know they play width, and this can be exploited, especially by
lots of short passes and as a result, many tend fast opposition attackers, so this weakness is
to be quite close to one another to make those something for Paraguay’s opponents to keep in
short passes easier. This helps them to keep mind this summer.
possession but it also makes counterpressing
easier should the opposition intercept a pass,
due to the positioning of their players. Should
they get intercepted, the opposition will likely
be surrounded by Paraguayan shirts, who will
immediately turn to hunting the ball off that player,
acting similar to how they do when the ball is
played into their pressing trap as we analysed in
the previous section.

I

TRANSITIONS

As mentioned previously, however, Paraguay
tend to commit plenty of bodies forward in
attack and while this helps with breaking into
the opposition’s box, it can also work against
them if the opposition manages to evade their
counterpress and break away.

In figure 11, we see how Paraguay’s offensive
tactics can leave them short on numbers at the
back and vulnerable to counters. We saw earlier
that both full-backs get forward at times, and
while on these occasions at least one of the
8s will ideally err on the side of caution and sit
deeper, that’s not always enough to prevent the
opposition from punishing them on the counter.

As for transition to attack, Paraguay rely heavily
on their attackers’ dribbling quality, particularly
the wingers, 8s and full-backs. In figure 12, we
see one of Paraguay’s central midfielders making
an interception just outside of his side’s box. This
player is a good dribbler who can carry the ball
upfield successfully, and he’s given the freedom
to do that within Paraguay’s system.

As play progresses into figure 13, we see
that this player has carried the ball into the
opposition’s half from where he intercepted it,
evading challenges and garnering support from
teammates around him. As a result, he’s put his
team in a better position than they were before
he made his interception. As we know from our
prior analysis, Paraguay don’t have a great aerial
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threat in their squad, so don’t tend to opt for long
balls in these types of situations. They’ve got
some very tricky dribblers, however, and they’re
capable of quickly putting the opposition in a bad
position, like this, if given space to run into, which
they’ll often have in transition.

If a player who’s not as good of a dribbler makes
the interception for Paraguay or if he doesn’t
have space to carry the ball upfield himself, it’s
common to see a through ball quickly played out
wide to a winger or overlapping full-back, as was
the case in figure 14.
Paraguay’s wingers and full-backs are always
alert to their side’s defensive actions and are
always ready to burst forward as a turnover
occurs. By doing so, they make themselves
immediate passing options should the ballwinner opt not to carry the ball themselves.

FORWARDS

F

igure 15 highlights some key statistics for
Paraguay’s attackers. Firstly, let’s use these
two graphs to compare Paraguay’s three main

centre-forward options - Sanabria, Bobadilla, and
- our pick for the starting XI - Lezcano. Looking at
the left-sided graph, we see that Bobadilla takes
more shots per 90 and more touches in the box
per 90 than the other two options, with Sanabria
and Lezcano returning very similar numbers in
this area.
Looking at the right-sided graph, with Bobadilla
taking more shots, it’s no surprise that he’s also
got a greater xG contribution than Lezcano and
Sanabria, the latter of whom has the lowest
xG contribution of the three. However, all three
players’ actual goal contribution rate is around the
same level, indicating that Bobadilla tends to be
fairly wasteful and Paraguay need a more clinical
centre-forward, especially as Bobadilla has failed
to score in any of his 13 club appearances this
season.
Lezcano provides more of a presence inside the
opposition box than Sanabria, while he’s also got a
greater xG contribution than the Torino man, along
with similar actual goal contributions. Paraguay
don’t spend much time in the opposition box, so
perhaps Lezcano could help them in this regard,
while they’ve also got a relatively low xG per 90,
and Lezcano has the potential to make more of a
difference in this area than Sanabria, though the
margins are fine between those two players.
We also see numbers for Ángel Romero, who
we predict will start at left-wing for Paraguay, in
these graphs. Looking at the right-sided graph,
we see that Romero has the second-best xG
contribution of any player listed here, trailing only
Bobadilla, but he’s converting these high quality
chances into actual goals and assists more than
Bobadilla, with his xG contribution and actual
goal contributions almost matching up. Romero
is in a very positive position on this graph, which
highlights his quality in the final third and his
important role in this team that needs a creative
spark and risk-taker to turn their high possession
into high-quality chances.
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As for the right-sided graph, this says more about
Paraguay’s midfield creators. If Ángel Romero
were on this graph, he would be sitting just above
Alejandro Romero Gamarra. Like Ángel Romero,
Romero Gamarra performs very impressively in
these numbers, but unless Paraguay play with
a 10, it may be difficult to find a place for him
in the starting XI, though he could represent an
exciting bench option for Berizzo.

MIDFIELDERS

F

igure 16 highlights some key statistics for
Paraguay’s midfielders, with the notable
exception of Gastón Giménez, for whom there was
a lack of data. The left-sided graph tells us about
the midfield ball progressors that Berizzo has
available to him for Copa América. Holding midfield
could be important for Paraguay in this regard, and
two players who we’d like to highlight as potential
options for that position, outside of Cubas, are
Ángel Cardozo Lucena and Jorge Morel.
These are two viable options for Paraguay’s
holding midfield position purely based on their
ball progressing ability, however, Cardozo
Lucena would be more familiar with an 8 role
than a holding midfield role, which is also an
option based on his ball progressing quality.
Morel is familiar with playing in holding midfield
and represents a good midfield ball progressor,
so it may be wise for Berizzo to make him part of
his plans for this summer’s tournament.
However, it’s worth remembering that a lot of
Paraguay’s ball progression comes via the fullbacks and even the wingers when they drop to
carry the ball upfield, while patience and safety
on the ball will be highly valued during build-up.
As a result, ball progression may not be the be
all and end all for Paraguay’s holding midfielders
and knowing how much Cubas provides off the
ball as a mobile defensive midfielder, he may still
have a place in the starting XI.

Both Ángel’s twin brother Óscar Romero and
Paraguay’s star Almirón perform very well on
this graph too, highlighting their creative quality,
with those players likely to be an important
part of Berizzo’s squad, while Sánchez also
puts up some very impressive numbers here,
outperforming Villasantí, who has been playing
in the 8 position frequently for Paraguay of late.
Should Sánchez continue to perform at this level,
then he may well end up ousting Villasantí from
the starting XI.

DEFENDERS

F

igure 17 highlights some key statistics for
Paraguay’s defenders. Firstly, the left-sided
graph indicates how well these players do at
regaining possession. Paraguay’s full-backs, in
particular, stand out for their ball-winning abilities.
Left-back Arzamendia and right-back Espínola
both sit in impressive positions on this graph,
while right-back Piris also performs impressively
in terms of PAdj interceptions and successful
defensive actions per 90.
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Paraguay’s full-backs are likely to get engaged
in defensive duels often due to their aggressive
role within Los Guaraníes La Albirroja’s press,
so they may have to put up numbers like this
in Copa América and it bodes well for their
defensive role within Berizzo’s tactics that they
do make so many successful defensive actions
and interceptions.
The right-sided graph tells us more about the
ball-progressing ability of Paraguay’s defenders.
Riveros ranks very impressively in terms of his
progressive runs here, which would make him a
great fit for Paraguay’s offensive tactics, but due
to his injury, he’ll be out of commission for this
summer’s tournament.

BEST PERFORMER

W

e’ve chosen to highlight Ángel Romero as
Paraguay’s best performer ahead of this
tournament and figure 18 highlights some of the
Luckily for Berizzo, he has other good full-back playmaker’s key qualities - his dribbling, highoptions, with left-back Arzamendia and right- quality chance creation, through ball quality and
back Espínola also putting up some impressive defensive work-rate.
numbers in terms of their ball progression particularly their progressive runs. We know that Paraguay will generally be very patient on the
Paraguay rely on their full-backs in build-up, so ball, with the aim of slowly but surely creating
these figures are very promising for their chances openings for players like Romero and Almirón to
receive between the lines and be the calculated
of successfully fulfilling their offensive role.
risk-takers, carrying the ball into a shooting
It’s worth noting that left centre-back Alonso ranks position or playing a teammate into a shooting
very impressively here in terms of his progressive position. Romero has been more threatening
passing, while right centre-back Gómez is less than Almirón or any other Paraguayan player in
impressive in terms of his on-the-ball quality. As this regard of late, as we established earlier in
a result, expect Paraguay to try and focus more this tactical analysis piece and as is evident by
of their build-up through the left centre-back the fact that Romero was Paraguay’s top-scorer
than the right centre-back. If teams are aware of in competitive games in 2020, netting four goals
this, they could try and cut off passes to Alonso, in their four competitive games.
pressing him more aggressively and forcing play
through Gómez, which could hinder Paraguay’s
build-up.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

A

s mentioned at the start of this piece, on
paper, Paraguay are outsiders for this
tournament and shouldn’t really progress beyond
the quarter-final, however, they performed quite
well in Copa América in the 2010s and have an
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impressive record in CONMEBOL World Cup
qualification, so recent form suggests that they
shouldn’t be overlooked.
How far they go in this tournament will largely
depend on luck of the draw, but they certainly
have the quality to progress beyond the group
stage, at which point anything can happen
in knockout football. Paraguay have proven
themselves to be a difficult team for even the
toughest of sides to beat in recent years, so we
feel that if they can keep their key players fit, a
run to the semi-final is certainly on the cards and
we back them to achieve that, though it certainly
isn’t a given and would be made much easier by
avoiding one of the ‘big three’ in the quarter-final,
should they make it there.
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GROUP A

URUGUAY
CAMERON MEIGHAN // @cam_meighan
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U

ruguay are a national team who are very
much at the end of a golden generation. In
the previous decade they returned back to some
of their former glory across many competitions,
with some of their highlights including a fourth
placed finish in the 2010 World Cup, reaching
the Quarter Finals of the 2018 World Cup, and of
course their famous Copa América win in 2011.
All of these successes were overseen by long
serving manager Óscar Tabárez, and with 74 year
old Tabárez’s contract expiring in 2022, this could
well be the last Copa América for ‘El Maestro’.
The golden generation of course doesn’t end
with coaching, and the majority of Uruguay’s key
performers are now at the end of their careers.
The three main stalwarts of the side, Diego Godín,
Edinson Cavani and Luis Suárez are all 34 or over,
and so for these players it could well be their last
Copa América also. Captain Godín is Uruguay’s
most capped player ever with 139 appearances,
and Cavani and Suárez follow closely in third and
fourth, and so the experience running throughout
this squad cannot be questioned. Suárez and
Cavani are also at the top of Uruguay’s goalscoring
records, with Suárez leading the way with 63
goals in 113 appearances. Both of these strikers
will be looking to add to this tally in the upcoming
tournament.
Uruguay are often labelled as a dark horse in
these tournaments because of their awkward
playing style and tenacious attitude, but it is
worth remembering that Uruguay are the most
successful team in Copa América history, with
15 wins under their belt. This success was of
course seen in the early 20th century, where
Uruguay’s dominance helped them to dominate
not only South America, but the World Cup on
two occasions famously, including winning the
first ever World Cup as host nation.
For this year’s Copa América, Uruguay are in
Group A, and so will play games against Bolivia,
Argentina, Chile, and Paraguay. Uruguay came
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COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Martín Campaña
Rodrigo Muñoz
Martín Silva

DEFENDERS

Ronald Araújo
Martín Cáceres
Sebastián Coates
José Giménez
Diego Godín (c)
Agustín Oliveros
Damián Suárez
Matías Viña

MIDFIELDERS

Mauro Arambarri
Rodrigo Bentancur
Giorgian de Arrascaeta
Nicolás de la Cruz
Nahitan Nández
Lucas Torreira
Federico Valverde

FORWARDS

Edinson Cavani
Maximiliano Gómez
Darwin Núñez
Jonathan Rodríguez
Luis Suárez

out comfortable winners over Chile in a World
Cup qualifier in 2020, and have not played
Argentina or Paraguay in a competitive game
in the past two years. A fixture which will stand
out for Uruguay is their match against Peru,
who knocked Uruguay out of the 2019 Copa on
penalties in the Quarter Finals. ‘La Celeste’ will
therefore be looking for revenge over Peru, who
managed to make it all the way to the final that
year before losing to Brazil.

THE SQUAD

U

ruguay’s starting eleven is not completely
set in stone, but their consistency in team
selection allows you to make some safe bets
around who is likely to start. I would expect them
to use their much used 4-4-2 for the majority of
the tournament, and this has been used in 44%
of matches in the past calendar year, with the
4-1-4-1 used when missing one of those key
strikers often. The much tested partnership of
José Giménez and Diego Godín will surely be
seen again, with this partnership easily one of

the best in world football. Uruguay’s 8th most
capped player Martin Cáceres, who currently
plays for Fiorentina, will likely slot in at right fullback. Matias Viña will likely make the eleven at
left-back, although there has been more rotation
around this area. Palmeiras full back Viña though
has started in the majority of recent matches.
The midfield is where the real decisions will be
for Tabárez, who is spoilt for choice in central
midfield. I have chosen Federico Valverde and
Rodrigo Bentancur as the starting two within a
4-4-2, as they have played at a high level for
their clubs this season. As I mention though,
Uruguay are blessed in this area, and have very
good options such as Lucas Torreira and Matias
Vecino, who has been side-lined for a large part
of the season through injury. Lucas Torreira
has been excellent in a Uruguay shirt at big
tournaments, with his performance in the 2018
World Cup no doubt playing a part in his move to
Arsenal, however he has struggled for minutes
in the past year also, and so I have put Real
Madrid midfielder Valverde in just ahead of him.
Uruguay have used a 4-1-4-1 and a diamond
shape at times in the past, and so this could be
used to allow more of these central midfielders
in the team. The 4-1-4-1 though of course forces
either a striker out of the team which is unlikely,
or forces Cavani to act as a winger at times.
For their wingers, the biggest area of contention
seems to be between Nicolás De La Cruz and
Giorgian De Arrascaeta. River Plate midfielder
De La Cruz was preferred in more recent
competitive games, but De Arrascaeta is a top
performer for Flamengo in Brazil, and so it is
difficult to guess who will start between those
two. Nahitan Nández, a feisty midfielder currently
plying his trade for Cagliari, is likely to start on
the right, and his attitude and characteristics as
a player massively suit Uruguay’s famed style
of play. Finally, as you would expect, barring no
injuries, Cavani and Suárez will start.
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Here we can see a graph showing the age of
the squad and the number of minutes played
in the last calendar year. Again we can see the
relative age of their squad and that many of
their players are not seen as being in their prime
statistically. Of those players in the prime ages,
only Nández, De Arrascaeta, Giménez and
Laxalt have ever really been regular starters for
the National side. Despite their age, Godín and
Suárez have played a large number of minutes
in the past year, and although they are slowing
down, they are both still capable of playing at
the highest level. Cavani has had his minutes
managed quite well By Manchester United, and
so we see him lower down on the graph. Lucas
Torreira is also very low down on this graph with
the midfielder missing out due to injuries and just
not being selected, and we can see a contrast
between this and the likes of Rodrigo Bentancur,
who managed almost 3500 more minutes.

ATTACKING PHASE

U

ruguay are a team who generally struggle
offensively, and although their xG per match
metric seems fairly average, in the past calendar
year it has been very reliant on penalties. Uruguay
do their best offensive work in transition, which
naturally compliments their deeper defensive set
up. Uruguay don’t look to dominate possession
of the ball, and when in possession look to
play quick, dynamic football. As we can see in
the chart, they play a high number of forward
passes and compete in many offensive duels. A
They do have some youngsters coming through, key aspect of their offensive play is their use of
with the likes of Darwin Núñez being a real case crosses, which are used to take advantage of the
for excitement. Bentancur and Valverde are both two strikers’ excellent movement in the box.
in their early twenties also, but replacing the
goals provided by that deadly strike partnership Their shots per match are low, however this is
is likely to be the main issue for Uruguay in the to be expected from a team who look to sit in a
deeper block, with this obviously impacting on their
next decade.
ability to create shooting opportunities. When they
do create shooting opportunities, they have the
offensive quality to take them, and so although
their shots on target percentage is low, they are still
able to score what few chances they take.
Uruguay’s attacks are quick and look to access
the strikers where possible, but with the opposition
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often guarding the centre well, they can be forced
onto the wings. Full-backs will push on during
longer possession phases, but Uruguay will often
be forced to keep their wingers wider to receive
the ball. Strikers drop between lines at times, but
because of Uruguay’s focus on crossing, they often
want to stay centrally to have a chance of attacking
the ball, and so if central midfielders support the
ball poorly (which they often do), Uruguay can be
contained in the wider areas. We see here how no
occupation of the half-space, as well as no central
midfielder arriving from depth, means that Nandez
has no options and has to play backwards.

We can see a better example of their offensive
play here within the 4-4-2, where their full-back
is able to push on into a wider area, which allows
the winger to move into the half-space. The
winger receives dynamically and is supported by
Suárez, who also starts deeper so he can arrive
onto a through pass behind the defence. Cavani
will then maintain height to the attack, and takes
up his usual position between full-back and centre
back, while the far winger can also support.

Because numerical superiority is rarely created
by them, they have to rely on other methods
such as dynamic superiority through wingers to

progress the ball. Wingers dribbling to cross is a
key method of progression which can be used,
and even if they do not reach a striker, their two
combative midfielders are usually on hand to
counter-press within reason. These crosses are
reliant on the movement of the two strikers, who
use tactics such as stop-start movements and
positioning on the blindside of defenders to create
separation to win a header. Cavani and Suárez are
both extremely street wise and clever in the use of
their bodies, and so win fouls further up the pitch
which allows Uruguay set-piece opportunities.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

U

ruguay’s approach defensively is consistent
and usually effective, although its impact
on their offensive game has been shown. They
are a team who operate in mid or deep blocks,
and focus on organisation and compactness
to prevent the opposition progressing the ball.
The number of recoveries in their own third tells
the story of their deeper defensive approach,
as does their shots against per match metric.
Uruguay do not look to press high, and would
struggle to do so as a result of their forwards
mobility, particularly Suárez who no longer
has the stamina or acceleration often to press
intensely.
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Their defensive duels won percentage showcases
both the defending skills of the Uruguay players,
but also the overall compactness of the team, as we
see that not many defensive duels actually occur.
This speaks to the fact that opposition players
simply don’t have the space to initiate a ‘duel’, as
the compactness of the Uruguay side means there
isn’t space to dribble into. To progress through
Uruguay, you have to have a good positional play
structure which seeks to manipulate their shape,
and also have to have technically proficient players
who can receive the ball in tighter areas. Their
aerial duels faced are quite low, which again is
to be expected considering they are not pressing
teams into playing longer passes, and so it would
be illogical for teams to play longer, more vertical
passes against a deeper block.
As mentioned earlier, Uruguay’s most favoured
formation is the 4-4-2, although they have used such
variations as the 4-diamond-2 as well as a 4-1-4-1.
The aim of any of these structures is to remain in a
compact shape centrally and limit ball progression
by forcing the opposition wider. A key aspect of any
modern side while defending is their coverage of
the half-space, and Uruguay’s central midfielders
often look to stay as zonally oriented in this space
as possible, as we can see in this example.
Uruguay’s 4-4-2 often becomes a 4-4-1-1 in shape,
as Edinson Cavani will often be given the role of
covering the nearest opposition pivot. This not only
seeks to prevent a midfield overload, but also the
effect that a midfield overload could have. If the ball
near central midfielder is forced to press outwards
in a more central position to nullify an overload,
this naturally decreases their coverage of the halfspace. By allowing Cavani, and sometimes Suárez
to cover one or both opposition pivots, it allows the
nearest central midfielder to act more zonally, and
basically gives them less responsibility, allowing
them to focus on covering the half-space.
Some teams use a 4-4-2 in this way, but use
central midfielders in a more man oriented

way. This allows more pressure on the ball and
prevents free passes into players, but it allows
you to be manipulated more easily, and can
open the half-space. Torreira here stays in the
half-space despite a player moving wider, and
instead allows the full-back to press forward to
cover this option. As a result, it is more difficult to
open the half-space for the opposition. If Suárez
presses centre backs from the front, he is able
to cut this option off further, but this option is
rarely available due to Suárez’s lack of pressing
generally. The winger stays narrow for as long as
possible to further cover the half-space, and will
jump out to press wide if the ball is played.

We can see a similar example here, where the
4-4-1-1 structure adjusts slightly, with the centre
back not under direct pressure, but with passing
lanes cut off. The winger has pressed the ball
wide and forced the pass backwards, and we see
Suárez again doesn’t apply pressure on the ball,
and instead now cuts the lane to the opposite
centre back. This prevents a switch in play,
which would harm Uruguay’s compactness, and
so Colombia are forced to play into Uruguay’s
compact midfield structure. Colombia actually
play a diagonal into their far pivot, who is covered
by Uruguay’s right winger, clearly showing their
narrowness out of possession. They are able
to be this narrow again because of Suárez’s
positioning, as any switch in play would have
to be a longer pass which takes longer to get
there, and would allow Uruguay time to shuffle.
Colombia play a poor pass into the player,
Uruguay can steal the ball and within one pass
Cavani has scored in the box.
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higher line could help to nullify it, but sometimes
technical excellence gets you through in transition,
and that is something Uruguay have in abundance.

I

TRANSITIONS

n transition Uruguay rely on the hold up and
combination play of the two strikers, who combine
well and are supported by the two wingers, who’s
narrow positioning in possession can help them to
get into good positions in transition. One of the two
strikers will usually drop into a position to receive
and progress play, while the other will provide height
to the attack, and it is the quality of the two strikers’
that often allows them to be effective in transition.
Transitioning out of their 4-4-2 shape means
that the centre forwards and wingers are usually
only the real players who can join the attack.
Uruguay will steal the ball in their compact block
and immediately look to find one of the strikers
usually, with this pass allowing the wingers to move
forward in support. Again Suárez nowadays is a
much slower player, and so accessing him early,
or leaving him much higher to attack in the box is
usually the best option. Suárez can turn and receive
the ball and play excellent passes into onrushing
teammates, and when on the last line, can make
clever movements which make space for him or
his teammates. Here he is kind of caught between
those two roles, and so struggles to contribute to
the transition, which then moves wider. If anyone
remembers Uruguay’s first goal against Portugal
in the 2018 World Cup, you will remember Cavani
and Suárez linking up with simple longer passes,
where Suárez stretched wide on the last line and
found Cavani with an excellent cross. Positionally,
their transitions are not unmanageable and good
counter-pressing or rest defence structure or a

FORWARDS

U

ruguay have a number of forwards who have
performed fairly impressively this season, with
Núñez boasting the most number of touches in the
box per 90. Suárez performs slightly lower on this
metric, but this is often determined by team playing
style, and so Atlético Madrid’s often more defensive
style naturally reduces this number. Cavani also has
a similar number to his strike partner, and Cavani’s
touches in the box for Manchester United tend to
be getting on the end of crosses or the final pass
being played into him, and so he doesn’t make too
many touches in the opposition’s area.
In terms of goal contributions, we see statistically
no players really stand out massively, but this isn’t
to say they aren’t somewhat impressive numbers.
Diego Rossi and Darwin Núñez are slightly ahead of
the others, however they play in the MLS and Liga
Nos respectively, and so this is to be expected. At
the time of writing, Suárez has managed 23 goals
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this season from 15.36 xG, while in over 1000 fewer
minutes, Cavani has registered 16 goals from 12.74
xG. Cavani is able to create such a high number
from those minutes due to his excellent movement
in and around the box, and so the positions he takes
up lead to higher quality chances.

MIDFIELDERS

W

hen looking at some statistics from
midfield, you get a good idea of the profile
of Uruguay’s central midfielders. When looking at
progressive passing and passes to the final third,
we see the likes of Fede Valverde and Nahitan
Nandez are poor progressors of the ball. These
players are better in the defensive side of the
game, and for their clubs do not play roles which
rely on them to progress the ball often. Lucas
Torreira and Rodrigo Bentancur have slightly
better numbers, but again do not show amazing
numbers. De La Cruz stands out as the biggest
offensive threat in terms of progressions and
goal contributions, and so this could help him to
get a place in the starting eleven.

D

efensively as stated earlier their back four
is fairly pre-determined, with Giménez and
Godín certain to start if fit. Godín performs a large
number of defensive actions per 90, highlighting
his role in the Cagliari defence while Cáceres
and Giménez seem to perform less successful
defensive actions. This stat is of course somewhat
reliant on the number of defensive actions they
actually perform. In terms of progressions, we see
Diego Laxalt likes to run with the ball to progress it
and has also been effective in passing. Laxalt has
played for Celtic this season though, and so he is
allowed a freer role than some other full-backs, due
to Celtic usually dominating possession. Matias
Viña performs a decent number of defensive
actions, but his ball progression metrics are very
low for a full-back, who has even played as a wingback at times this season. 21 year old Federico
Pereira, who plays for Liverpool Montevideo in
Uruguay has put up some impressive numbers
both defensively and offensively, and this could
put him in with a shout of making the squad. The
level of competition he is playing at though does
impact on the impressiveness of his data though.
Neither of the two centre backs are particularly
good ball progressors in their sides, but this is
unlikely to be expected at either their clubs or in
the National Team. They both will be relied upon
for their defensive positioning more than anything,
as well as their aerial ability from crosses, and
with both players around the 60% success mark
in aerial duels, they should be as reliable as ever.

DEFENDERS
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BEST PERFORMER

I

’ve picked out Luis Suárez as Uruguay’s likely
best performer, as even at the age of 34 he
is one of the worlds best strikers. He made the
move this summer from Barcelona to Atlético
Madrid, and it will be one that Barcelona are now
regretting, with Suárez impressing at Atlético this
season with 23 goals as mentioned at the time
of writing. Suárez has been an ever present in
the Uruguay national team since his debut in
2007, and averages 0.54 goals per game for the
National side, allowing him to overtake the likes
of Diego Forlan in the scoring charts.
Suárez has of course slowed down from his
prime physically, with his once world-beating
dribbling skills allowing him to burst past players
now limited by his pace. We can see in the chart
here that his dribbling success rate has struggled
and he is no longer attempting many at all. His
positioning and incredibly intelligent movement
has not faltered though, and so we see his non
penalty goals and expected goals per 90 are far
above the league average. His expected goals
per shot is noticeably low, which may be in part
again down to the kind of team he plays in, but
we see his conversion rate allows him to still
score a very healthy number of goals.
In terms of his passing he is still performing
relatively well, with his key passes and smart
passes standing out. Suárez is unlikely to play
too many passes into the penalty area, as he is
often one of the last attackers for Atletico.
Defensively Suárez has slowed down a lot with
his age, and he is now allowed to save his energy
to be used on the offensive side. His defensive
duels per 90 are incredibly low suggesting not too
many pressing actions, which is to be expected
when playing for the team with the fourth highest
PPDA in La Liga, which suggests a not very
intense press. His aerial duels per 90 are low,
however the aerial duels he does have he seems
to perform well in, and Suárez has always been
a player who can be combative in the air.

Suárez will look to link up with Cavani and rely
on his intelligent movement to receive the ball,
and his finishing ability allows him to score from
low quality chances, something Uruguay may
have to rely on particularly when playing a more
defensive system. Cavani often performs most of
the work defensively, and so it will be interesting
to see if or how this changes with Cavani having
aged since the last major tournament.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

A

s always Uruguay will be an outsider
favourite for the trophy, with the likes of
Argentina and Brazil more fancied for the
tournament. Uruguay have a good squad who
are familiar with a consistent way of playing, and
have vast experience which is always useful in
major tournaments. Their compact defensive
tactics, combined with their attitude, tenacity
and aggression as a side, make them one of
my favourite international teams to watch, and
usually make them one of the least favourite
international sides for teams to play. Their
weaknesses obviously lie in possession, and
their lack of ball progressors means they rely
on their defensive work heavily, and with the
strike partnership aging, I suspect they will rely
heavily on pace and support being supplied by
the wingers if Uruguay are to have success.
They manage games expertly, are tactically
robust, and will be as motivated as ever, with
this maybe the last Copa America for the recent
golden generation of Uruguay’s National Team,
and so a spot in the semi-final or beyond should
probably be the target for Uruguay. In a one off
game, they can beat anybody and so it will no
doubt be interesting to see how teams cope with
them if they reach the latter stages.
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GROUP B

BRAZIL
LORIHANNA SHUSHKOVA // @LorihannaSh
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D

ue to the global pandemic and the postponement
of the Copa America by a year, Brazil played
just four games in 2020. The team’s last outing was
in November 2020, against Uruguay, and while their
players have been on duty with their clubs, Tite’s
side have not had the chance to work together to
prepare for this delayed tournament now.
It is still encouraging that Brazil won all four of
those games, against Bolivia, Uruguay, Venezuela
and Peru. They will be facing Venezuela and Peru
in their North Zone group at the tournament, and
these recent victories will provide them with some
confidence for the initial stages. The Seleção have
been impressive under Tite, and the 60-yearold has put a defined style of play in place that
focuses on attacking and creativity.
Brazil have a number of impressive individuals,
and the challenge, as always with this team, is to
mould them into a cohesive unit that is capable
of bringing out the best of these players.

THE SQUAD

COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Alisson
Ederson
Wéverton

DEFENDERS
Danilo
Emerson
Felipe
Renan Lodi
Marquinhos
Éder Militão
Alex Sandro
Thiago Silva

MIDFIELDERS
Casemiro (c)
Fabinho
Fred
Douglas Luiz
Lucas Paquetá
Éverton Ribeiro

FORWARDS
Gabriel Barbosa
Éverton
Roberto Firmino
Gabriel Jesus
Neymar Jr.
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T

ite’s most-used formation in charge of Brazil
is the 4-3-3 although he has also used the
4-2-3-1 and 4-1-3-2 as well. With his current
starting XI options, he is most likely to play with
a defensive midfielder who could provide more
fluidity in the build-up and better protection
during defensive transitions.
His goalkeeper options are quite impressive as
he has to choose between Ederson (Manchester
City), Alisson (Liverpool) and Wéverton
(Palmeiras). It is most likely that Ederson will start
after an impressive season with Manchester City.

As shown in the age profile of the team, in the
last year, the Seleção have the right balance
between young prospects and experienced
players, as well as players who are currently at
their peak.

Atletico Madrid’s Renan Lodi is our pick for the
left-back spot, as he started all four of Brazil’s They have enough players for creating a good
games in 2020, although his lack of game time selection that will be a combination of talent,
for Atletico in recent months may move Alex leadership mentality and technical skills.
Sandro ahead of him in the pecking order. On the
opposite flank, Juventus’ Danilo is the most likely
right-back. The central defensive pair is likely to
be made up of Thiago Silva and Marquinhos,
with both players having had impressive seasons
with their clubs, and of course they have had an
established partnership during their time together
at Paris Saint-Germain as well.

ATTACKING PHASE

The midfield trio will see Casemiro start ahead
of Fabinho as the defensive midfielder, with
Éverton Ribeiro and Douglas Luiz on either
side. Fabinho, Lucas Paqueta and Fred provide
alternative options in this area of the pitch.
It is in attack where Brazil have an embarrassment
of riches, and even so, Neymar will continue to be
the key player for this side, operating off the left
flank. Roberto Firmino is expected to start as the
central attacker, from where he will drop deep and
link up with the midfield and also create space for
the wide attackers to move into. On the right, it
is going to be a choice between Richarlison and
Gabriel Jesus, with the Everton man more likely to
get the nod ahead of Jesus. The likes of Vinicius
Junior, Gabriel Barbosa and Everton offer strong
alternatives for Tite to consider as well.

T

he biggest advantage that the Brazilians
have in attack is their speed. Relying on
creativity and technical abilities is certainly their
main trait but executing everything with pace and
using their strengths to outplay the opposition is
something that they focus on.
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The team play possession-based football and
like to circulate the ball at the back, but their
advanced positioning allows them to quickly
progress it to the final third should they see a
good opportunity to attack.

As shown above, their backline is quite high, and
they tend to circulate the ball at the back until they
find a way to open the passing lanes and attack.
Firmino has dropped deeper to offer an additional
passing option and help in the build-up.
They usually focus their attacking actions on
creating combinations on the flanks and tend to
rely on frequent crossing in efforts to threaten
the goal. It is noticeable that when they’ve had
Neymar in the starting XI they have relied more
on combining on the left in efforts to penetrate
their opponents with his help.

The image above shows their advanced
positioning and the occupation of the advanced
areas. The team have focused on retaining
possession and overloading the final third in aim
to break through the opposition’s 5-3-2 low block.
Brazil like to have as much time on the ball as
possible. They average 551 passes per game
with an impressive 89.1% accuracy. Seleção
tend to build up from the back as the main
passing links are usually the ones between the
centre-backs and the full-backs. That’s why they
rely on many lateral passes, instead of forward
passing, despite their attack-minded approach.
The team often use their central midfielders in
efforts to break through the opposition’s pressing
structures and progress the ball. As the manager
has said, they focus on having possession since
then they could outplay the opposition with their
skills on the ball.

That doesn’t mean that they stay away from the
central areas, as they do frequently focus their
ball progression there, but they averaged 17.25
crosses per 90 in their last four meetings, which
underlines their active use of the wide players for
creating chances.
In terms of shooting activity, they do produce a
higher number of shots on average compared to
their opponents, and 52.25% of their shots have
been on target, showing their attacking players’
proficiency and concentration.
Brazil also tend to use their speed to counterattack, although having to react quickly they
often lose momentum and it takes away from
their accuracy. They averaged 3.5 counters per
90 last year but only 21.4% of them ended with
shots.

The image above shows Firmino’s movement on
a counter. He outran his opponent to move behind
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the defence and receive Arthur’s through balls.
The team rely on pace and smart movement in
their counter-attacking efforts.

DEFENSIVE PHASE
Their man-to-man marking is illustrated above.
They made sure to cover each of the ball-near
players in aim to recover the ball immediately
after the throw in.
Tite has been very particular in his instructions
for the team when they are out of possession. He
wants them to keep fighting for the ball:

T

heir high line is the starting point of their
build-up but would also help in executing
their pressing strategy out of possession. The
team have been extremely focused on their high
press intensity and recovering the ball in the
advanced areas to expose the opposition.
Their high press has been successful, especially
against teams who tend to give away the
initiative and allow being pinned at the back.
Brazil wouldn’t be involved in pressing that high
against more attack-minded teams but would
still focus on gaining back possession as soon
as possible and keeping the opposition away
from their defensive third. They’d just focus their
actions around the central line.

“The ball is in the air, no possession – fight for
it. Because this is how to play when we do not
possess the ball. Loose ball – fight for it. Dead
ball situation – pay attention.” said the manager
in one of his pre-game speeches shown in the
“All or Nothing: Brazil” documentary.
And this is what his players replicate on the
pitch. They constantly press the opposition in
efforts to win the ball back. That is shown in their
average PPDA rate of 7.06. They try to limit their
opponents’ space for movement and pressurise
them enough to force them into errors. They
recover the ball 77.25 times per game on average
which helps them in keeping the goal safe but
also in having more time on the ball and attack.

The above image shows their pressing efforts
where they try to block the passing lanes and
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then pressurize the ball carrier in order to force
him into individual error and losing the ball.

W

FORWARDS

TRANSITIONS

hen it comes to defensive transitions, it
is impressive that they don’t often get
exposed considering their advanced positioning.
This is partly possible due to Danilo’s successful
split of responsibilities and while he contributes
to ball progression, he does stay closer to the
backline compared to Lodi. With the contribution
of the midfield players who do involve in providing
additional defensive support, combined with
their pressing, they manage to keep the opposite
teams away from the goal. They have only
allowed 4.75 shots against them on average in
their last four games.

The team’s defensive awareness is shown in the
above image. After the full-back was dragged out
wide, one of the midfielders immediately covered
depth and didn’t allow the opposition to have
numerical advantage on the flank while filling in
the gap.

I

n the above scatter plot, we have focused on
showing the attacking players’ goal contribution.
The list of players that have been involved
in attack for Brazil in the last calendar year
consists of Neymar, Firmino, Richarlison, Pedro,
Coutinho, Rodrygo, Éverton Ribeiro, Gabriel
Jesus, Thiago Galhardo, Matheus Cunha and
Vinícius Júnior.
On the left we can see their Touches in the box
per 90 next to their Shots per 90. This allows us
to better understand their efficiency in attack and
if they manage to take advantage of the chances
they get in quality areas. The plot shows that
Neymar and Coutinho create the most shots
per 90 on average with the PSG player having
advantage in that area, which is explained by
his more advanced position. It turns out that
Coutinho has more touches in the box per game,
but a lower number of shots produced. This
could be as a result of his tendency to create
opportunities for his teammates and provide key
passes instead of directly shooting.
The least efficient out of all has been Éverton
Ribeiro who doesn’t often contribute in the box,
although this is usually out of his responsibilities
as a right midfielder. He gets involved in the
attacking actions but more as an additional
option in the wide areas which explains his low
numbers in the penalty area.
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On the right we have added their Goal contribution
numbers next to their xGoal contribution. The
plot shows that actually Neymar underperforms
in that area. His expected goal contribution
is higher than his real contribution. Galhardo
has performed as expected, while Coutinho
has performed better and has provided more
opportunities up front than expected.

MIDFIELDERS

actions and being a passing outlet for pass
combinations with the backline, meaning many of
his passes are sent back. Paquetá is the player
with the most progressive passes on average.
On the right, there is their xGoal contribution
next to their real Goal contribution. We can see
that only Paquetá has higher goal contribution
compared to the other midfielders, but as
mentioned for many of the players this is due
to their positioning and different responsibilities.
The Ligue 1 players has more attacking
responsibilities than his teammates displayed in
the graph.

DEFENDERS
T

he team haven’t had many options in midfield
though. The players that have covered the
central areas in the last year are Casemiro,
Arthur, Douglas Luiz, Allan, Fabinho, Lucas
Paquetá and Bruno Guimarães.
The above scatter plot shows their Progressive
passes per 90 next to their Passes to the final
third per 90. This partially shows their ball
progression contribution and if they have been
involved into the attacking actions as well. This
cannot be measured only by these indicators
and the players’ positions should be considered
as well, but it provides more clarity on their
strengths and responsibilities.

I

n the last scatter plot in our analysis, we have
compared Brazil’s defensive options, by looking
at PAdj interceptions (Possession-adjusted
interceptions) next to their successful defensive
actions per 90. The full-backs’ involvement
in attack should be considered as it takes
off of their defensive contribution. As shown,
Militão is successful both his overall defensive
actions and in PAdj interceptions. Emerson and
Marquinhos also have shown consistency and
have performed solidly in defence.

The plot shows that Arthur and Guimarães
complete the most passes to the final third on
average, which shows their involvement in ball Thiago and Carlos on the other side have
progression but underlines their aim to deliver provided quite a high number of PAdj on
average per game, which is very important for
the ball directly to the frontline.
the team’s defensive performance especially in
Douglas Luiz’s low contribution in these areas their defensive third where they need confident
is expected due to his focus on the defensive players who don’t hesitate to dive into challenges
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and gain back possession. Menino has been the
least successful in his defensive actions.
On the right, we looked into their contribution
to the build-up play by adding their Progressive
passes per 90 next to their Progressive runs per
90. The plot is showing that quite a few players
contribute actively to the ball progression.

Neymar plays as a left-winger in Tite’s set-up
and is the team’s key player who is crucial during
possession and in offensive transitions. He is
known for his technical abilities which he uses to
support his teammates with through balls,smart
passes and crosses but also to provide a direct
threat to the goal. His control and confidence on
the ball result in impressive dribbling attempts
and help him in holding on to the ball.

Danilo, Alex Sandro, Thiago and Arana have
excelled in that indicator. This shows Thiago’s
importance in retaining possession and in
advancing the ball. The other three players are
full-backs and have the responsibility to occupy
more advanced areas and support the attacking
onsidering their line up and their successful
actions, while despite Thiago’s centre defence
performance in 2020, Brazil are one of
position he is used according to his strengths as
the favourites for the Copa America triumph.
a ball-playing defender.
They need to defend their 2019 title and if they
Felipe is the player that has contributed to the stay consistent and stick to what they do best
build-up the least but he is known for his focus – be creative in attack and concentrated in
on his defensive contribution where he excels defence they have high chances to outplay their
opponents.
with high concentration and awareness.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

C

BEST PERFORMER

The bookmakers have pointed out both Brazil and
Argentina as the two top contenders for winning
the tournament, but they have also considered a
possible surprise by Colombia and Uruguay who
also have their strengths.
The Brazilian squad seems like the most complex
out of all, having players that have been among
the top performers on a club level both in Europe
and South America which is definitely a reason
for increasing their confidence and hopes.

N

eymar is considered to be Brazil’s best player
in the last few years. He soon celebrates ten
years of representing Seleção’s on the international
scene. He already has 103 appearances in which
he has scored 64 goals and assisted 43 more.
This makes him one of the most efficient forwards
that have played with the infamous yellow and
green shirt among Pelé and Ronaldo.
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GROUP B

COLOMBIA
DOMAGOJ KOSTANJSAK // @DKostanjsak
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C

oming into this year’s Copa America,
Colombia are one of the dark horses of the
tournament. As of right now, there is not much
we know about the team, the coach’s intention
or the style of play he’s planning to instil.
What we do know, however, is that Colombia
will be heading into the event with a quality
squad but still with a sour taste in their mouth
following somewhat disappointing results
from both the last Copa America and the
2018 World Cup in Russia. Speaking of the
latter, perhaps the word ‘controversy’ fits the
narrative the best here. Colombia couldn’t
get past England in the round of 16 of the
competition after a series of unfortunate and
questionable decisions went against them.
The whole situation ultimately led to the
departure of the longtime coach José
Pékerman who was replaced by Arturo Reyes
in 2018. But the new gaffer would only last four
games in total, giving way to Carlos Queiroz
just in time for the 2019 Copa America. But
despite an excellent group stage and good
feelings going into the knockout rounds,
Colombia couldn’t get the better of Chile,
bowing down the opposition after a penalty
shootout.
This, along with a rather disappointing start
to the 2022 World Cup, qualifiers resulted in
Queiroz also getting the sack, leaving Colombia
with their third coach since 2018 - Reinaldo
Rueda. The former Colombia, Honduras and
Chile manager took over in January this year
and due to various postponements, he is yet
to play his first game as the new coach.
Intriguingly, Rueda was the one who eliminated
Colombia from the 2019 Copa America as he
was at the helm of that Chile team that sent
the Los Cafeteros packing. Needless to say,
some of the fans might still be unconvinced
by the appointment but he is a local man with
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COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
David Ospina
Aldair Quintana
Camilo Vargas

DEFENDERS

Carlos Cuesta
Stefan Medina
Yerry Mina
Daniel Muñoz
Óscar Murillo
Davinson Sánchez
William Tesillo

MIDFIELDERS
Wilmar Barrios
Juan Cuadrado
Gustavo Cuéllar
Jefferson Lerma
Mateus Uribe

FORWARDS

Miguel Borja
Rafael Santos Borré
Luis Díaz
Alfredo Morelos
Yario Moreno
Luis Muriel
James Rodríguez (c)
Duván Zapata

enough experience and prestige to lead them
to a successful campaign.
One of his greatest feats is winning the Copa
Libertadores with Atlético Nacional in 2016. Can
he restore Colombia’s pride and lead them to
glory in a tournament they’ve won only once but
have been to the final twice in their history?
We’ll have to wait and see.

THE SQUAD

the time to experiment a lot, we’re predicting that
there won’t be any huge changes for Colombia
once the tournament rolls in. They may opt to
play their cards close to the chest and try to keep
their best and most effective tactics somewhat
hidden for the upcoming World Cup in 2022.
That being said, the squad Rueda has at his
disposal is still a good one. The likes of James
Rodriguez, Luis Muriel, Juan Cuadrado and
young stars like Steven Alzate will surely have
something to say in the tournament while the
coach still has the services of reliable veterans
like Radamel Falcao. The backline is likely to
consist of Davinson Sanchez and either Yerry
Mina or Jeison Murillo while the full-backs are
still largely unknown.
Colombia have two potential approaches ahead
of them - either go fully offensive with the likes
of Santiago Arias and Frank Fabra or stick with
a more balanced option by introducing more
pragmatic choices like Stefan Medina.
Interestingly, as we will shortly see in the following
graphic, Colombia are a team that’s blessed with
exceptional defensive midfielders. If they decide
to stick with Rueda’s preferred 4-2-3-1, we’re
likely to see Wílmar Barrios and Mateus Uribe
deployed as the double-pivot. In case of a 4-3-3,
Barrios will be the team’s destroyer in the role of
a no.6.

L

ooking at our predicted lineup here, it’s
extremely difficult to say for certain what the
new coach is going to deploy. The 4-3-3 was
Colombia’s preferred structure under Queiroz
and it was also a very aggressive and attackingminded setup that would often transition into a
4-2-4 as Cuadrado pushed forward to join the
forward line. This in itself was a huge change
compared to Pékerman’s 4-2-3-1/ 4-4-2 system,
which was far more pragmatic in the first place.
However, considering Rueda won’t exactly have

As for the front three, we know Rodríguez and
Duván Zapata will most likely get the nod while
the third man in attack could very well be Luis
Muriel as he’s been one of their standout players
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despite not getting regular starting spots. Again,
this largely depends on the structure Rueda
plans to employ and variations are more than
just likely.
Looking at the age chart and game time
distribution in the last calendar year, we can see
that Colombia’s veterans still play a huge role in
the team. Similarly, players in their late peaks
have a high minute tally too and going into the
Copa - and even beyond it towards the next World
Cup - they will have significant roles to play.

ATTACKING PHASE

that their possession percentile ranking puts
them among the teams that can dominate the
ball if necessary and should the opportunity
arise. However, this also reveals a flaw in their
system.
Colombia’s expected goals (xG) values per
game as well as their shots and shots on target
suggest they were struggling to break teams
down. They don’t register too many attempts per
match and when we combine that with a rather
long shot distance, we can conclude that not
only were they not shooting often but when they
were, it was not from ideal positions on the pitch.
Clearly, that is something that needs to change
quickly under Rueda. Another big thing to note
is that they are among the top 7.7% teams in
offensive duels but are worse than 77% in
winning them. This tells us they engage in 1v1
encounters often but are largely unsuccessful,
which is definitely a part of the overall problem.
But these were the stats before Rueda took over
and it will be interesting to see how and if they
change for the better.

As mentioned, the new coach’s preferred system
is a 4-2-3-1 and compared to the former manager,
we can expect him to be more positional and
less focused on the transitional phase. At Chile
and Atlético Nacional we saw something similar
nder Queiroz, Colombia were a very direct and with the personnel he’s got at Colombia, this
team that had the tools to maintain control style could indeed be replicated.
but often chose not to. As we can see from their
attacking chart, they rank among the more direct The main idea is to keep the ball more, recycle
and transitional teams that weren’t afraid to possession when that’s possible and beat the
deploy fast, long balls over the top towards their press or dismantle the block by spreading the
striker. Interestingly, however, despite having a pitch and use the wide players to their fullest
lethal forward in Falcao usually roaming the box, potential. We’ve seen Rueda focus on these
they didn’t really put that much focus on crossing tactics before, utilising the overlapping full-backs
the ball.
and ball-carriers from the backline.

U

Instead, getting it to their main creative outlets
before circulating it forward with speed and
precision was the way to go. We can also see
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Playing to his players’ strengths, however, is
still going to be a major factor. After all, there’s
simply no time for major overhauls and while
this is a big change in itself, it’s still something
his players should, on paper, adapt to relatively
quickly. Combined with a more balanced and less
aggressive 4-2-3-1 with Rodríguez in the no.10
role and flanked by two pacey wingers, Colombia
In such a scenario, the personnel and the could finally improve their chance creation.
structure matter a lot. If given the choice between
Zapata and Radamel Falcao, Rueda is likely to
go for the former due to his better hold-up play
and link-up with the midfield. The latter lacks in
these categories and is likely to be more of a
liability if the new coach is indeed to implement
such a system.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

Of course, Falcao’s lethality in the box should
not be overlooked but if Colombia are to focus
on a possession-based style of play, having a
striker with such attributes will be a must for the
team. After all, we’ve seen Zapata perform that
role decently for them before. Our next example
shows us exactly that as his dropping movement
and quick lay-offs are used to send Cuadrado
into space out wide.

J
This works well even with the more direct
approach, which used to be more of a trademark
of the previous manager. Zapata is good at
holding the ball and then waiting for the overlaps
to happen and as such, can be used in the targetman role as well. But as we’ve mentioned earlier
in this tactical analysis, we expect Colombia to
shift away from that style of play under Rueda.

ust as was the case with their overall attacking
tactics, we still don’t know what Rueda is going
to do with the team in regards to their defending.
Looking at the chart, however, we can conclude
that so far, Colombia have been a somewhat
aggressive team off the ball. Granted, the 69.2
percentile ranking wouldn’t indicate as much but
when we look at the number of recoveries in the
final third, we see the makings of a team that likes
to press when that option is available to them.
Similarly, their defensive duels per match and
even more importantly, defensive duels won
percentage, are on an even higher level, which
complements the aforementioned recoveries.
And it seems Colombia were generally more
successful with that approach than regaining
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possession in their own half, as suggested by
a significantly lower tally in recoveries in their
own third, which immediately lowers the overall
recoveries per match percentile ranking to 46.1.
Another important thing to note in their defensive
style of play is the number of fouls they commit.
As per our data, Colombia tally more fouls than
84.6% of other teams. This can impact their press
while also playing an important role in stopping
transitions, both of which we’ll analyse further
down the line of this tactical analysis.
They also seem to be very vulnerable to aerial
balls and crosses, implied by a very low percentile
ranking in aerial duels won. Seeing that they tally
a lot of aerial duels per match, the data could
suggest other teams have also identified this
as a weakness in the system and have tried
exploiting it already. And seeing how they are
among the worst teams in stopping opposition
shots per match, it is safe to say this is becoming
a problem for them.
So what can we expect Rueda to change, if
anything? Replacing the reckless and overly
punishing pressing with dosed aggression and
a slightly milder mid-block could indeed be on
the cards. We’ve seen Colombia assume a
variation of a 4-1-4-1 that transitions into a more
traditional 4-4-2 with the team slowly raising
their defensive line.

Generally speaking, the lone striker will be used
to track the ball and disrupt the first line while
the line of four behind him try to shut down any
progressive passing channels. Once one of the

midfielders jumps up, the destroyer who was
positioned in front of the back four takes his
place to complete the 4-4-2. When the opposition
recycles the ball towards the flanks, the wide
men will also make the transition forward,
progressively transitioning their mid block to a
high one and starting the more aggressive press.
Considering he doesn’t have as much time to
implement an entirely different (and successful)
defensive structure within weeks, it’s possible
he sticks with a variation of the very same
system we’ve seen so far. However, coming
back to the data which tells us Colombia are not
among the most proficient defenders out there,
improvements will still be necessary.
How and if Rueda goes about making his
changes, remains to be seen.

T

TRANSITIONS

ransitions used to be Colombia’s go-to
tactics, as the initial attacking charts confirms
as well. Aiming for their target man up front and
trying to get the ball forward as quickly as possible
in deadly counter-attacks was something that
served them decently well in the years gone
by. However, as previously mentioned, Rueda
may want to step away from that style for the
upcoming event(s).
Still, that doesn’t mean we won’t see a Colombia
capable of executing such plans should the
opportunity arise. We already talked about
Zapata being key in their link-up play and
sustaining pressure through possession and
structural dismantling of the opposition. But the
same is true for their success in transitional play.
Having a clear outlet up front to aim for who also
pins the defence and creates space is crucial.
Fortunately for Rueda, he’s inheriting a squad
that’s already capable of such tactics. Our first
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example will deal with attacking transitions and
shows us Zapata as the focal point up front while
Colombia use their aggression to recover the ball
and quickly get it to their ball-carriers in midfield.

Equally important is to have good runners off the
ball as well. Notice how in our example Colombia
immediately have at least three outlets to aim for
once the ball is recovered around the middle of
the pitch. Using the pace they have in the wings
will be crucial in executing good transitions, as
will using their striker properly.

Colombia open through a quick interplay after
a high recovery. Granted, this was not due to
Colombia’s press being broken but still shows
how pushing players forward in numbers can
be extremely punishing when teams know
how to exploit it. On a positive note, however,
it does seem that they mostly have adequate
runners who try to get back in time, often trying
to maintain their numerical advantage over the
counter-attacking team on the other side.
By limiting their aggression and using a more
conservative mid-block, Rueda may succeed at
preventing these situations when possible. But that
is still something we can’t guarantee is going to
happen at the upcoming Copa America tournament.

FORWARDS

Zapata is pinning the defenders and that creates
separation between the opposition’s backline
and the midfield line, ultimately giving Colombia
space to work with when carrying the ball forward.
Creating such circumstances is key and Rueda
does have the personnel to execute this properly.
Shifting over to defensive transitions, however,
we encounter some of their weaknesses and
potential problems for the new coach. We’ve
seen Colombia assume high-pressing manmarking systems which raise their defensive
line significantly and that, at times, has serious
disadvantages should the press be broken by
the opposition.

In our next example, we see Ecuador carving

W

hen we look at Colombia’s attacking
firepower, we can immediately notice a
couple of important things. Firstly, they do have
quality players in their forward line, which is
excellent news. However, both the depth and the
dependence on a couple of main pieces of the
jigsaw are the other side of the coin that needs
addressing soon.
Zapata and Muriel are the obvious stand-outs in
the chart as Colombia’s biggest presences in the
box and in pure shooting output. Both players
seem to shoot a lot and from close range while the
latter tops the chart in terms of xGoal contribution
(expected goals + expected assists), which are in
line with his real Goal contribution (goals + assists).
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Edwin Cardona is still an unknown quantity,
considering his limited game time in the last
calendar year and the fact he’s still in China. But
it does seem like he’s finding himself in good
positions to both score and assist while also
overperforming his expected values. Alfredo
Morelos is also someone who could get an
honourable mention in the attacking metrics.

deciding the most important pieces of the jigsaw.
Of course, a big part of this will depend on
Rueda’s initial structure. Should he opt to keep
Colombia’s 4-3-3, we’re likely to see a single
pivot acting as a destroyer with two floating no.8s
either side of him.

That system also makes better use of natural
wingers on both flanks and gives them the option
The 24-year-old has seen decent game time in to play Rodríguez in a midfield role. However, if
the last calendar year and seems to be doing our predictions are correct, Rueda is likely to
decently in both charts. Still, even with that being swap to a 4-2-3-1 system, opting to deploy a
said, it feels like Colombia will depend on both double-pivot partnership behind an attacking
Zapata and Muriel doing what they do best and trio and a sole striker in Zapata. Now, looking
bagging the goals. We shouldn’t forget Falcao, at the numbers, we can see that Víctor Cantillo
of course, whose lethality and fox in the box leads the line in terms of progression numbers,
instincts can still be of value but considering the showing impressive values in both passes to
predicted change in system, he could see limited final third per 90 and progressive passes per 90.
game time in the upcoming tournament.
However, we can’t say for sure he’ll be in
It’s weird not seeing Rodríguez topping any of Rueda’s plans as much if the last calendar year
the metrics here but that also shows that when is any indication at all. Recently he hasn’t been
we exclude the forward line, or rather pure used as much but of course, all of that could
strikers and wingers specifically, their output change drastically with the new coach. Three
suddenly drops. The Everton man will act as the of the players who are expected to play a part,
number 10 or a winger on the right but it seems however, are Uribe, Barrios and Jefferson Lerma,
that he won’t score or directly threaten the goal all of whom are still relatively high on the charts,
that often despite the play generally still running which is a good sign for Colombia.
through him.
Uribe, in particular, has been improving a lot lately
despite being 30 years of age. He could indeed
be Barrios’ partner in crime should Rueda opt for
a double-pivot structure. If not, expect Barrios to
be the team’s no.6. The second chart analyses the
midfield’s proficiency in delivering the final product,
which, as alluded to, is not particularly impressive.

MIDFIELDERS

Uribe and Alzate lead the line but neither are exactly
covering themselves in glory here. The numbers
do improve only slightly if we count Rodríguez as
a midfielder rather than a forward but even with his
inclusion, Colombia still lack an offensive presence
udging the midfielders is also quite a difficult from the middle of the park. This not only puts an
task. We’ve chosen their progression and even bigger strain on their forwards but also makes
final product metrics as good parameters when them an easier team to defend against.

J
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We’ve already explained how there are
essentially two possible routes Rueda takes in
the upcoming Copa America. Colombia basically
have two contrasting approaches as clear
options: either go aggressive and attackingminded or more conservative. That decision will
ultimately determine who starts. But regardless,
we can see Tesillo and Arias as the most
progressive passers from the backline while the
likes of Moreno have the tendency to run with the
ball a lot.

DEFENDERS

Cuadrado is listed here because of his
inally, we’ll touch upon Colombia’s best deployment at the right-back position, which
defenders in two main metrics - defending was an experiment that didn’t necessarily end
and progression. We’ve opted for successful that well so it’s questionable whether we’ll see it
defensive actions and PAdj (possession-adjusted) again soon. Still, we have to note that he offers
interceptions as we feel those two will give us a excellent progression both via runs and passes
clear picture of the most proficient defenders in when deployed in deeper positions on the pitch.
the team. Interestingly, and perhaps worryingly However, having him closer to goal could still be
for Rueda, the players that are likely to play key far more beneficial for Colombia.
roles in the tournament don’t necessarily top the
charts here.

F

Sánchez, Mina and Murrilo are players who
could likely find their names on the starting XI
sheet often but neither is among the best in
the first chart to the left. In terms of defending
efficiently, Yairo Moreno, William Tesillo and
Jhon Lucumí are the names that stand out.
The third player there has admittedly formed a
decent partnership with Carlos Cuesta and they
could make a surprise inclusion as a very young
centre-back duo should Rueda decide to roll a
dice a bit.
But given the whole narrative of the new manager
sticking to the main and established players in
the roster, we’re likely to see the two out of the
first three defenders mentioned start in most
games. Moving to the progression metrics, we
actually have to keep in mind ball progression
often comes from the full-back positions, which,
in Colombia’s case, could still change drastically.

BEST PERFORMER

P

utting Rodríguez as Colombia’s best
performer might be stating the obvious but
this has not really been a simple decision to
make. The likes of Muriel and Cuadrado certainly
deserve a shout while there are also some other
less exciting players - mostly because of their
roles - in the squad that would genuinely deserve
this title. However, opting for Rodríguez seems
reasonable since the major brunt of Colombia’s
creative power will fall onto his shoulders.
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The Premier League man is not always the
one putting the finishing touches to actions, as
we’ve already concluded, but his importance to
the system should not be disregarded. This is
especially true if Rueda opts to reintroduce the
role of the attacking midfielder or the no.10 in
t’s difficult to completely write off Colombia with
his 4-2-3-1 structure. In that case, Rodríguez
all the attacking talent they have at their disposal.
will play in arguably his best position and will
therefore be able to influence games even more. However, their shaky defensive numbers and the
fact they’re essentially heading into the event
Looking at the stats, however, we can see why blind with little to no practice with their new coach,
he’s so important despite being in his late prime they could run into some problems along the way.
years already. The Colombian is an elite creator,
topping the charts when it comes to passing With that being said, we would still expect them
and progression and registering great numbers to reach the knockout stages and then, if things
in expected assists per 90, successful dribbles go their way, even finish in the latter rounds of
percentage and shots on target percentage. He the tournament. How reasonable and possible
likes to shoot from outside the box too, which goes that prediction is only time can tell.
in line with Colombia’s overall attacking tactics But given the overall quality of the squad and
the new coach’s established pedigree, it’s not
that put a lot of emphasis on that approach.
entirely out of the question. Making a deep run
Due to his limited participation with the team’s would certainly be considered as a success
exploits in the last calendar year, his overall story for almost any nation. Winning the whole
numbers have taken a dip but if fit, available and thing, however, would be pushing it just a little,
firing on all fronts, Rodríguez should still be the especially with the likes of Brazil, Chile and
one to carry Colombia to potential success in the Argentina standing in their way.
upcoming Copa America.

I
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PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

GROUP B

ECUADOR
HARSHAL PATEL // @HarshalPatel93
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E

cuador are a proud footballing nation, but
amidst the likes of Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay,
Colombia and Chile, they have always been
relative minnows in South American football. La
Tri are currently in 53rd place in the FIFA World
Rankings, which makes them the second-lowest
South American team, only ahead of Bolivia in
81st place. This is an accurate representation of
Ecuador’s position in the South American football
hierarchy. However, the team has had some
encouraging moments in the not-too-distant
past, qualifying for the World Cup for the first
time in 2002, while they also made the quarterfinals of the Copa America Centenario in 2016.
Ecuador’s best finish at the Copa America is
fourth place, achieved twice, in 1959 and 1993,
and while emulating that performance may be a
step too far, they will be hoping to at least make
it to the quarter-finals, given the format of this
tournament, which sees the 10 teams divided into
two groups of five on the basis of geography, with
the top four teams in each group going through.
Ecuador therefore only need to not be the worst
side in their group, but even this is not as easy
as it sounds, with Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela
and Peru as the other teams alongside them.
However, they have had some huge wins under
new manager Gustavo Alfaro, who only took
charge in August 2020, but has already overseen
wins over Uruguay and Colombia, among others,
in the South American section of the 2022 World
Cup qualifiers. El Tri will therefore go into this
tournament with hope and confidence, and they
could be a tricky opponent for any side if they
manage to make it into the knockout stages.

COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS

Alexander Domínguez (c)
Hernán Galíndez
Moisés Ramírez

DEFENDERS

Robert Arboleda
Xavier Arreaga
Byron Castillo
Pervis Estupiñán
Mario Pineida
Jackson Porozo
Ángelo Preciado

MIDFIELDERS
Moisés Caicedo
Alan Franco
Carlos Gruezo
Fidel Martínez
Ángel Mena
Jhegson Méndez
Christian Noboa
Gonzalo Plata
Renato Ibarra
Romario Ibarra

FORWARDS

Leonardo Campana
Michael Estrada
Enner Valencia
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being sold to Villarreal this summer, with whom he
has just won the UEFA Europa League. Arboleda and
Arreaga have formed a solid partnership at centreback for quite a few matches now, while Preciado
will also provide energy and thrust from right-back.
The rest of the defensive unit is quite inexperienced
in terms of international caps, and Alfaro has tried to
bring through younger players throughout the squad
in this manner, as we shall see.

THE SQUAD

Moisés Caicedo, who joined Brighton in January,
will be one of the two holding midfield players,
with Jhegson Méndez of Orlando City likely to
partner him. The experienced Christian Noboa
can come into the side as a defensive midfielder,
while if Alfaro wants to play with a number 10
instead, we can expect to see Ángel Mena come
into the side. Mena can also play out on the
flanks, while the likes of Jhegson Méndez, José
Cifuentes, Fidel Martínez and Alan Franco offer
alternatives across these positions.

U

nder Alfaro, Ecuador have been quite
flexible, using the 4-1-4-1, 4-4-2 and 4-23-1 formations in five matches. Ecuador have
only lost one of them, a 1-0 defeat to Argentina,
while the aforementioned victories over Uruguay
and Colombia were big ones - 4-2 and 6-1,
respectively, with two wins over Bolivia as well,
putting them in third place in the standings at
the moment. Ecuador’s squad may not have
too many big names, but there are some quality
players who could go on to make a name for
themselves at this tournament.
Veteran goalkeeper Alexander Domínguez will
start between the sticks, with a back four of Pervis
Estupiñán, Xavier Arreaga, Robert Arboleda and
Ángelo Preciado in front of him. Of these, Estupiñán
will probably be the most recognizable name - the
23-year-old left-back was on Watford’s books for
four years, during which time he was out on loan
at Granada, Almeria, Mallorca and Osasuna, before

Mena is likely to be a key part of the XI, whether
as the central playmaker or out wide, while the
Ibarra brothers, Romario and Renato, are also
options out wide, along with Sporting Portugal
winger Gonzalo Plata, and Fenerbahçe attacker
Enner Valencia. Valencia can play as the central
striker as well, with Michael Estrada expected to
lead the line, and Leonardo Campana offering
backup alongside Valencia.

Looking at the age profile of this group, there is
almost an equal split between young prospects,
those at their peak, and more experienced
veterans. The likes of Mena, Valencia, Noboa
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and Domínguez offer experience and leadership
in the dressing-room, while some of the most
important players of the side, such as Estrada,
Arreaga, Gruezo and Arboleda are in their
peak years. Finally, Caicedo, Plata, Cifuentes,
Preciado, Estupiñán and Franco are all still
quite young, but will have big roles to play for
Ecuador, not just at this tournament, but in the
years to come as well. Overall, Alfaro has done
a good job of assembling a well-balanced group
of individuals, in terms of age, experience and
playing profiles.

ATTACKING PHASE

percentile), with a low rank for possession (38th
percentile). It is also encouraging that this style
has helped them create a decent amount of
chances as well, as seen by the rank for xG per
match (61st percentile), but it is slightly worrying
that they rank low for shots per match (30th
percentile). When combined with the high rank
for shots on target % (92nd percentile), it is clear
that Ecuador have been able to get into good
goalscoring positions in their last few matches,
but have not done so quite frequently enough,
as also seen by their rank for touches in the box
(46th percentile). Overall, this is not too bad - it
suggests that Ecuador’s direct style of play suits
their players, and they have been able to create
high-quality chances through this approach,
albeit the number of those chances needs to
be increased, as we suspect that Ecuador will
not be able to keep up the efficiency of finishing
that has brought them so many goals in their last
five matches, and therefore must increase the
quantity of chances created.
In the build-up phase, Ecuador utilise a number
of strategies, but the most common shape seen
is a 4-2-4, with the full-backs pushing high and
wide, and the wingers coming infield to form a
front four with the striker and attacking midfielder.

T

he radars in this piece are based on an
admittedly small sample size, as the
COVID-19 pandemic meant that Ecuador
played just five games in the last calendar year.
However, all of these matches were under the
new coach, so they do provide us with some
idea of his philosophy and principles. Looking
at these metrics, we can get a fair idea of
Ecuador’s strategy in possession, and it is
clear that they are a fairly direct team, ranking
high for forward passes per 100 passes (92nd
percentile), directness in possession (69th
percentile) and long pass tendency (84th

However, another common strategy is to move
to a back three to allow the full-backs to get even
further forward. This is done either by having one
of the central midfielders drop in, or with one of
the full-backs tucking in, leaving the other one to
move upfield.
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Here, it is the right-back who has stayed deeper, This instance is the perfect example of Ecuador’s
while the left-back is allowed to move high up directness in possession - Estupiñán has safer
the pitch.
options to pass to, but he chooses to play a linebreaking pass to the striker instead. The move
Ecuador try to utilise the wide spaces as much as broke down since Estrada attempts an audacious
possible when attacking - as we have seen, they backheel here - with a little more composure, he
will push the full-backs high to facilitate this, but had the space to lay it off to a teammate instead
also have one of the central midfielders moving and Ecuador would have been able to attack at
wider in support of the winger on occasion, to speed.
play quick passing moves and release players
behind the opposition’s defensive line.
Ecuador’s squad is well-suited to this approach,
and they just need to have more composure
and calm on the ball for moves such as this to
develop into goalscoring opportunities.

DEFENSIVE PHASE
We can see an example of this here, as Estupiñán
gets on the ball. The central midfielder Méndez
is pushing into the wide spaces to receive
possession, from where he is able to play the
winger in behind. This sort of move is quite
common for Ecuador.
El Tri also tend to make direct, vertical passes
whenever possible, and while this does lead to
them giving the ball away quite frequently, it also
allows them to get into the final third quickly and
efficiently.

I

n terms of defensive approach, we can see that
El Tri are a pretty aggressive side. They press
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quite intensely (23rd percentile rank for PPDA),
but this seems to be a targeted press across the
middle and defensive thirds, rather than across
the pitch. An 84th percentile rank for interceptions
suggests that they are good at blocking passing
lanes in their defensive shape and stepping up
to nick the ball away, while also being well above
average for a host of other defensive metrics.
They do concede quite a few shots per game
(69th percentile rank), and this reflects the fact
that they are not very good at winning the ball
back, as seen by the low rank for recoveries
per match (23rd percentile). The building blocks
are in place, though, and Ecuador’s approach
in defence will be crucial to their chances at the
2021 Copa America.

We have mentioned Ecuador’s tendency to
press intensely, and while this is largely in their
own half, they do step up and press high in the
opposition’s half on occasion. Here, we can see
how El Tri’s forward and midfield line is tracking
all of Colombia’s players, except one.

up from right back to stick tight to the Colombian
player on the wing.
However, we are far more likely to see Ecuador
sitting back and looking to compress space
centrally, in this manner -

In general, Ecuador will be happy to let the
opposition bring the ball into their half, which
is when they will try to press in an aggressive
manner and win the ball back before springing
forward on the counter-attack.

E

TRANSITIONS

cuador utilise quick, direct passes to the
flanks in offensive transition, with one of the
central midfielders usually trying to spread the
play wide. At the same time, if the ball is won back
out wide, we can expect to see Estrada moving
deep and wide to support, while the player on the
ball will play it back and infield to a teammate in
space, who can then pick out Estrada with the
forward pass.

This was a pressing trap, designed to get the ball
played into that player, which is when Caicedo
rushes out to pressure him, and Perlaza moves
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In defensive transitions, El Tri will try to press
initially, and if that proves unsuccessful, the
players will quickly get back into their compact
and deep block.

MIDFIELDERS

FORWARDS
N

ext, we will look at Alfaro’s midfield options.
In terms of creativity and ball progression,
it is the 36-year-old Noboa who leads the pack,
while the likes of Caicedo and Gruezo lag far
ur first comparison is between the various behind. On this evidence, there may be a case
attackers available to Alfaro. We can see for Noboa to start, provided he has younger
that none of the Ecuador forwards have been players around him in midfield to do his running
able to get too many touches in the opposition for him. Noboa also stands out when it comes
penalty area, and while this is also a reflection to goal contribution (goals +assists) from those
of their respective clubs’ playing styles, it is also players in our predicted squad - the veteran has
what they can expect to see with Ecuador, as we only scored four goals for Ecuador in 77 caps,
have already seen how El Tri do not create too but he may well add to those numbers at Copa
many chances. Estrada, the lead striker, has had America 2021. However, it is far likelier that
decent numbers with regard to goal contribution, he will be used as a defensive midfielder, with
with Plata also potentially a crucial provider of Caicedo, Gruezo, Franco and Cifuentes playing
chances. In general, this section does not look higher up the pitch. It is clear from this chart as
to promising, where several players will have to well that Ecuador’s goal threat will have to come
step up and improve their form if Ecuador are from their attackers, unless one of the midfielders
to score the goals to fire themselves into the steps up and surprises everyone.
quarter-finals.

O
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DEFENDERS

L

BEST PERFORMER

astly, we come to the Ecuadorian defenders.
On the left-sided chart, we can see Arboleda
as one of the better performers on both our
metrics, with Arreaga not too far behind.
Ecuador’s defence is likely to come under
sustained pressure in many of their group stage
games, and their centre-back pairing will need
to be strong and robust. When it comes to ball
progression, it is the right-back Preciado who is
one of the most impressive candidates here in
terms of progressive runs, while Estupiñán has
been far more conservative. The two starting
centre-backs are not too bad when it comes to
progressive passes, but are certainly not among
Ecuador’s best in this department, so we may
expect to see the midfield taking up most of
the responsibility for ball progression at Copa
America 2021.

A

s the expected starting centre-forward,
25-year-old Michael Estrada will be one of
the key players for Ecuador at this tournament,
despite having just 13 caps for the national side
so far in his career. He has been a constant in the
side under Alfaro, and while he may sometimes
have a strike partner alongside him, Alfaro has
tended to use a lone striker on most occasions.
Given Ecuador’s direct style of play, he will have
to win his physical battles with the opposition
centre-backs and win the ball in the air before
laying it off for teammates, and also get into the
box himself to provide a goalscoring threat.
In terms of attacking metrics, Estrada has been
decent - around the 75th percentile for nonpenalty goals per 90, and around a similar rank
for headed goals per 90. This shows his aerial
ability, as does the rank for aerial duels won %,
and Ecuador will try to exploit this through crosses
and long balls from deep. His goal conversion
rate has also been far better than average this
season, which bodes well for an Ecuador side
that does not create too many chances. However,
he may need to get into better positions before
shooting, as his xG/shot is lower than the league
average. This is also linked to his low rank for
touches in the box - Estrada will need to get into
the box a lot more to be a regular goal threat for
Ecuador.
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The 25-year-old will also play a role in terms of
creativity, as we can see from the ranks for key
passes and smart passes per 90. Given El Tri’s
relative lack of attacking firepower, the Toluca
striker will have a lot of responsibility on his
shoulders as the leader of the attack.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

T

he format of this year’s Copa America gives
Ecuador a very good chance of making it
into the quarter-finals, as only one team will be
eliminated from each group. We expect them to
finish in third or fourth place in Group B, which
would bring a potential quarter-final clash against
the likes of Chile or Paraguay, assuming that
Argentina and Uruguay are the top two teams in
Group A. Ecuador can realistically hope to beat
either of these sides as well, so a semi-final run
is not out of the question here. El Tri have the
chance to go deep at this tournament because
of its format, and they need to take advantage
of this opportunity. We expect them to reach the
quarter-finals at a minimum, where the identity of
their opponent will be a huge factor in determining
further progress.
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GROUP B

PERU
TOM PEARCE // @PearceTom4
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I

t has been a mixed recent history for the Peru
national football team. Surrounding the build-up
to the 2018 World Cup was a narrative around
a potential dark horse Peru side. Wins against
Croatia, Uruguay, Ecuador, amongst others,
built up hype for a team led by Ricardo Gareca
since 2015, who had finally moulded a squad
ready to face the biggest teams. The tournament
itself was a disappointing blowout in the group
stage, but it preceded Gareca’s greatest feat as
Peru coach, reaching the final of the 2019 Copa
America.
In 2021, it is a squad struggling for confidence
and form - a squad spearheaded by a 37-yearold striker with no truly redeemable long-term
replacement. La Selección are in dire need of
rejuvenation. The Peruvian league is not exactly
famed for its promotion of young talents coming
out of the academy in recent years. Kluiverth
Aguilar is one of the exceptions at just 18-yearsold for Alianza Lima - perennial underperformers
in their recent history. Arón Sánchez is another
18-year-old defender breaking through at senior
level for Cantolao; a Peruvian club mostly known
for its prestigious youth academy.
These, however, are exceptions to the rule
for recent Peru squads. Gareca has primarily
composed his recent squads with players at least
21-years-old. It seems he values experience
and squad chemistry over giving unknown youth
talents a chance to embed in the squad at an
early age. This has aligned with a bad moment for
Peruvian football, struggling desperately against
some of South American best teams. A 4-2-3-1
or 4-1-4-1 has been used in their latest fixtures,
which has resulted in one draw and three losses.
As a squad, they lack star quality across the XI.
Just four members of their recent squads ply
their trade in Europe’s top five leagues and while
they do have players who have played in these
leagues previously, they are now well into their
thirties. Jefferson Farfán as just one example
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COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Carlos Cáceda
José Carvallo
Pedro Gallese

DEFENDERS

Luis Abram
Luis Advíncula
Miguel Araujo
Alexander Callens
Aldo Corzo
Marcos López
Chrisitan Ramos
Anderson Santamaría
Miguel Trauco

MIDFIELDERS

Pedro Aquino
Christian Cueva
Sergio Peña
Edison Flores
Christofer Gonzáles
Yoshimar Yotún

FORWARDS

Luis Iberico
André Carrillo
Paolo Guerrero (c)
Gianluca Lapadula
Raúl Ruidíaz

is now 36-years-old, not able to perform at the
stunning heights he used to. History shows
us that old squads do not typically succeed at
international tournaments, which could especially
be the case with this season’s unyielding fixture
schedule.
In a group against Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, and
Venezuela, Peru’s success relies heavily on the
fixtures against the latter. Games against Brazil
and Colombia are expected to go one way and
one way only, but if they can upset the applecart,
more power to Peru. The games against the other
two sides are must-wins, nonetheless. They have
shown they are a side who can compete in these
bigger spectacles, but unfortunately, results at
this stage are often predicated by which side
has the star talents in an attacking sense. In this
analysis, we are going to see what they can do
to strike the right balance between nullifying the
opposition’s attacking threat and producing highquality attacks of their own.

THE SQUAD

R

ecently, to limited success, Peru have been
lining up in either a 4-2-3-1 or a 4-1-4-1.
Although they have been struggling of late, the
4-2-3-1 does enable some of Peru’s better players
to feature in their favourite positions. A couple
of matches against Colombia and Ecuador act
as their only bits of real-time preparation just a
week before the actual tournament. In theory,
they should get a feel for how their opponents
will play before the tournament, but such is true
with their opposition as well. It may all come
down to which team is fitter than another, rather
than a true test of who is better.
Beginning at the back, goalkeeper Pedro
Gallese of Orlando City will retain his place as
#1 - at the moment the 31-year-old is boasting
an extraordinary 92.9% save success rate in
the 2021 MLS season so far (a season only five
games deep). It is predicted that Gareca will
stick with the centre-back partnership of Carlos
Zambrano and Luis Abram, both of whom play
week in week out in the Argentinian Primera
Division. The full-backs represent a duo of real
quality, two players that operate in Spain and
France, Luis Advíncula at right-back is one of
the squad’s most experienced pros with 93 caps
to his name, while Miguel Trauco is a regular
starter for Saint-Étienne, mixing good defensive
output with decent chance creation in a top-five
European league.
In midfield, Peru boast their greatest current
player in Renato Tapia, who is a key player for La
Liga outfit Celta Vigo. He is a solid 1v1 defender, a
great reader of the game, and has decent passing
range, but it is the defensive aspects of his game
he excels at. His injury sustained in early May
presents a selection issue for Gareca if he were
unable to make it in time for the tournament. Lining
up beside him could be one of two players, both of
whom play regularly in the Liga MX, Pedro Aquino
or Yoshimar Yotún. Yotún is the more experienced
of the two, but Aquino is expected to solidify his
starting position in this tournament.
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In the attacking unit, Peru boast far less quality
of depth. Jefferson Farfán picked up an injury
when playing for boyhood club Alianza Lima,
and at 36-years-old, it could mean the abrupt
end of his playing days. André Carillo has been
Peru’s diamond in the rough in recent fixtures,
scoring three goals in four games for the World
Cup Qualifiers where Peru lost three and drew
one. On the right-wing, Peru’s success in this
tournament will rely heavily on his attacking
impetus. Dubai native Christian Cueva will
feature behind the striker in a 4-2-3-1 with
Edison Flores, the DC United winger, providing
support from the left-wing. The country’s beacon
of shining light, Paolo Guerrero, got back into
action for Brazilian outfit Internacional in the last
month after recovering from a serious injury, and
being called up for the 50-man preliminary squad
by Gareca demonstrates his sustained faith in
the 37-year-old leader. Raúl Ruidíaz has also
been prolific at club level for Seattle Sounders,
but a pitiful 4 goals in 46 Peru appearances has
limited the trust that Gareca has laid upon him.

just be squad members other than a few notable
names such as Tapia or Carrillo. Players in their
thirties here are still accumulating a decent
number of minutes at club level, suggesting that
people such as Gallese and Zambrano have a
few years left in the tank yet.

ATTACKING PHASE

L
The above scatter graph of age and minutes
played in the last calendar year backs up the
statements made previously. Peru lack quality
youth talent who could cause a stir at a national
tournament as they have had in the past. Marcos
López is the youngest at 21-years-old, currently
breaking through at San Jose Earthquakes in the
MLS, but as a defender, he cannot be expected
to make a groundbreaking impact. Many of the
players in the graph are labelled as playing in their
‘peak’ between the ages of 24 and 29. Although,
many players in this zone of the graph will really

et’s begin with the obvious: across the last
calendar year, Peru have not played as much
football than the typical year. The pandemic
struck, games were postponed, and this team
nearly went a year without playing football
together. Let’s continue with a less obvious
remark: during the period in which Peru have
started to play matches again, they’ve been
crippled with injuries. Key players have always
been missing in some shape or form. At this
moment, it appears that some of these key
players will miss the tournament due to sustained
long-term injuries.
The attacking radar does not shine a bright light
on Peru’s forward endeavours either. They rank
in the 15th percentile for both xG and shots
per match, yet they do have a decent number
of touches in the opposition’s penalty area per
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match. This would indicate that when they get
into shooting opportunities, they are indeed too
slow to capitalise on them. Their shot distance is
low, which bodes well for the opportunities they
do get, at least they are of good value. We also
understand that this team has a high tendency
to cross the ball, and they do have some players
with a decent whipping delivery in their toolbelt.

Carrillo here is up 1v1 against the defender,
jinking his body left to right leaving the defender
backpedalling, whilst having three targets to aim
for inside the box.
Utilising a 4-2-3-1 or a 4-1-4-1, the idea is to
protect the defence first before attacking, and
as such enjoy hitting sides with high lines on
the break. They have some players with a good
amount of pace too, Carrillo, Cueva, etc. In these
situations, they will throw men forward if they
feel there is a high-value opportunity on goal to
be had. Typically it will be just the forwards and
maybe one midfielder, to protect the backline as
much as possible too.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

Against Argentina, we saw full-back Trauco
venture higher up the pitch to cross from deep
into the penalty area.
Most of the time, the idea in the final third is to
get the ball into the feet of Carrillo, who has a
good 1v1 dribbling ability to take it past players
and get into areas of real threat. This will
often occur down the flanks, Advíncula moves
cautiously up the field to work closely with the
right-sided central-midfielder, often Aquino, who
will form a passing triangle with Carrillo and they
interchange to get the ball past the midfield line
of pressure. Once this happens, then Carrillo
has a job to do. On his own for the most part, he
will carry the ball into the final third where he can
cut inside or sprint towards the byline and look to
find the target-man inside the penalty area.

F

rom a defensive perspective, it is clear to see
that some of Gareca’s tactics are paying off
to an extent. His low PPDA and high recoveries
in the final third demonstrates the high-pressing
style of play that he wants to employ, and this
has resulted in a low number of shots conceded
per match too. It is in fact defensive errors that
let this Peru side down, and against Brazil, this
culminated in a 4-2 defeat starring a hattrick
from Neymar. They do press a fair bit, but in the
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process it can be quite sloppy, leading to a high
number of fouls as we can see on the radar.
In the actual tournament, they cannot afford to
concede fouls at the rate they are currently at.
It starts from the front with the striker who looks
out for pressing triggers and pressing traps. If a
defender plays the ball out wide to a full-back,
the striker will look to cut off the passing lane
while the winger presses the ball carrier, and
the attacking midfielder will press the spare
man. In addition, if a defender passes back to
the goalkeeper, this causes at least one attacker
to press the goalkeeper, sometimes two if the
attacking midfielder is close enough. At times,
this causes Gareca’s attacking unit to temporarily
switch to a two-up-top pressing unit.

We see here Peru pressing from the front - one
man pressing the ball and another cutting off a
potential passing lane.
When the ball breaches the first line of the press,
the wingers will drop back and create a midfield
bank of four, which usually becomes quite narrow.
This is somewhat an area of weakness, as the
Peru midfielders have been dragged around quite
easily, making the out ball to the wide players fairly
easy, exploiting the space beyond the midfield.
Tapia then typically drops into the backline to
create a back five, and sometimes more players
will drop to protect the goal too. The problem is
that this invites pressure and creates scenarios
where they drop further and further back and do
not apply pressure to players of real quality on the
edge of the area, where they can shoot on goal.

Here we can see Peru pressing in a 4-2-3-1
formation in action.
To improve before the tournament arrives, Peru
must become more active in their defensive
duties inside and around their own area. They
cannot allow players in the ilk of a Neymar,
James Rodriguez, or Coutinho to shoot from
these areas because they will punish you.
Pushing Tapia slightly higher in these scenarios
could be the solution. His solid 1v1 defending
could at least force opposing attackers to pass
sideways to forge an opportunity rather than just
shoot immediately.

I

TRANSITIONS

n the transition on the attack, Peru are quite
direct in their approach. They aim to advance
up the pitch as quickly as possible through the
use of long balls if the possession is recovered in
the midfield, and when they win the ball upfront,
the idea is to hold up the ball and pause for
the supporting run to follow shortly after. Both
of these attacking methods require bundles of
energy and quick decision-making, which can be
a struggle for some of Peru’s older forwards.
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Hitting Argentina on the break; Peru, unfortunately,
were outnumbered here five to two.
Most frequently, Peru will look to regain
possession as far up the pitch as possible,
utilising multiple players to press the ball at once.
Paolo Guerrero is crucial here once the ball is
won back. He is generally excellent at holding
up the ball, allowing time for Peru’s attackers to
get into space, and he possesses good shortpassing and link-up play to find them at the right
moment. This has earned the likes of Carrillo
and Farfan bagfuls of goals over the years.

FORWARDS

I

n both of these scatter plots, we can see two
leading figures at club level at least. Paolo
Guerrero in limited minutes is proving that he
can still produce at the ripe age of 37-years-old,
scoring five times and assisting twice in only five
matches in the 2020 season in Brazil. This, after
scoring 10 goals in the season prior shows that
the physically adept striker is not yet finished at
the top level. Raúl Ruidíaz is another player who
has excelled at club level in more game time at
Guerrero here gets the ball played into feet, which Seattle Sounders. In the 2021 MLS season so far,
he smartly flicks past the defender behind him he is scoring at a rate of 0.83 per 90, and in fact,
for a smart through ball to his fellow teammate.
he averages 0.74 goals per 90 since his arrival
in the American state in 2018. Nevertheless,
From a defensive perspective, they do not he does not entirely suit Gareca’s system, with
engage too heavily in counter-pressing, rather the coach opting for a more physically well-built
opting to drop deeper and close passing operator who can hold up the ball and possess
channels where possible, attempting to regain good link-up play. Add to this Ruidíaz’s poor
their compactness. This has its strengths and goalscoring record on the international stage
weaknesses as with all tactics in football, but for and it is hard to see him start at the tournament.
this Peru squad, it does suit them, as they do not
have the quickest defenders on the international There are other players who put up decent
stage, meaning counter-pressing could see them statistics as well. Serie A journeyman Gianluca
punished regularly if not careful.
Lapadula has scored eight and assisted twice
for relegation-threatened Benevento, which is a
capable return for a side that struggles to create
chances. He has played in all but one Serie A
fixture this term (36 appearances) which also
demonstrates his importance to Benevento
coach Filippo Inzaghi, who happens to know a
thing or two about good strikers. Again, weighing
in at under 70kg, Lapadula does not provide
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Gareca with the physical presence upfront that Looking at the goal contributions metric, Christian
he demands from his centre-forward. Could be a Cueva leads the way generally, and he has had a
useful bench option.
solid season this year with Al-Fateh in the games
he has managed to play. He has traversed the
A player that shined at the 2018 World Cup, André globe in recent seasons, moving to a new club
Carillo, has been putting up some good statistics every season since 2018, travelling from Russia
for perennial Saudi Professional League winners to Saudi Arabia with Brazil, Mexico, and Turkey
Al-Hilal. It seems as if Carillo saves his best sandwiched in between. Nevertheless, 1.21
performances for the international stage, after goal contributions per 90 for Al-Fateh is a stark
struggling to make any significant impact with improvement upon his brief spell in Turkey, and
Watford, before going on to shine at the World he finds form just at the right time to become a
Cup. Seven goals and six assists in 24 matches nailed-on starter for his national side.
is a good return, but vying for the best team in a
historically weak division, you expect more given Pedro Aquino is another player of genuine
the talent he clearly has. Still, he features in the ability, but his profile is awfully similar to Tapia.
Saudi team of the season for a reason.
Perhaps Gareca will start them both in hope
that will provide enough protection for the back
four, and aim to build up through the full-backs
instead. It is one-dimensional, but it could be
their best bet at securing progression through
the pitch. Christofer Gonzáles is another player
who could have an impact and is one of Cueva’s
only backups in terms of attacking midfielders.

MIDFIELDERS

DEFENDERS
When we start to view the midfield, we understand
there is a dearth of talent in this area of the
pitch. Peru do have Renato Tapia, a strong,
tactically flexible, intelligent defensive midfielder,
but ball progression is not his strong suit. 2.97
progressive passes per 90 is only good enough
to rank in the 23rd percentile of all midfielders
across Europe’s top five leagues (according to
FBref.com, with data provided by StatsBomb).
Peru do have Alexis Arias who ranks highly for
both metrics displayed here, but the 24-year-old
is not expected to start. Yoshimar Yotún is slightly
more capable than Tapia in this regard, but his
starting position in this team is not guaranteed.
However, in terms of squad composition, perhaps
it should be.

O

ne player who stands out immediately is
Christian Ramos of Universidad César
Vallejo in the Peruvian League. He ranks
highly for PAdj Interceptions and progressive
passes, but also leads the Peru defenders for
progressive runs per 90 too. He is a centre-back
with 75 caps for the national side, but a couple of
muscle injuries this season have coincided with
him missing recent international fixtures. If fully
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fit, expect Ramos to start alongside Zambrano degree - despite being right-footed, he does not
or Abram, but his starting position certainly isn’t always opt for the overlap, often cutting inside and
fixed, despite strong club performances.
carving open the defence in the process. He is
pretty integral to Al-Hilal’s ball progression, using
Beyond that, we can see Miguel Trauco’s his nimble ball-carrying abilities to good use in
benefits at left-back, with good ball progression forcing the attacks into their favour. Beyond his
numbers and decent defensive output. 0.12 xA ball-carrying, he also possesses excellent vision
per 90, 4.69 progressive passes per 90, and for a winger, consistently passing balls around
1.77 interceptions per 90 is indicative of the full the corner for later runners or Gomis. His xG and
package at left-back, and Gareca would be wise xA per 90 are sitting somewhere above average,
to focus Peru’s build-up play through the Ligue but thankfully Gomis produces sensational
1 defender. Over on the other side of the pitch, output to cover this mini deficit.
Luis Advíncula remains a solid option at rightback. After being relegated with Rayo Vallecano From a passing & progression perspective,
in 2019, he remained in the neighbourhood Carrillo demonstrates his excellence. He ranks
of Vallecas. He is an active defender, really highly for passes into the final third per 90, his
confident in the tackle, and a sliding one does not accuracy in such passes, accurate forward
go amiss when the opportunity arises for Luis.
passes, passes per 90, and average pass length.
Interestingly, Carrillo is involved heavily in AlThe rest of the defensive options are all decent Hilal’s build-up play, which is unique for a winger
defenders, but none of them shining in any to be so involved, but his passing range and
particular regard. Gareca can expect to have a vision are being put to good use here clearly. Not
solid starting back four, especially with the full- only is he passing forwards with frequency, but
backs, but strength in depth here is not something he is finding his targets at a high-performance
they maintain.
level too, indicative of his passing quality.

BEST PERFORMER

From a defensive perspective, Carrillo is not
exactly active in this regard. He does win a
decent proportion of his defensive duels, but
the quantity of these efforts is low. However,
he has an understanding of how to operate out
of possession in a 4-2-3-1, which is extremely
useful for him nailing a starting position for Peru
since they operate with the same formation.
Under Gareca, he will have to put a shift in
defensively, especially when they face South
America’s greater sides, where they will remain
under the cosh for the full ninety minutes.

U

nder the hood, Carrillo has some fantastic
attacking & creativity statistics. Featuring
on the right-hand side of a 4-2-3-1 or 4-4-2 in
a title-winning squad, aiming for target-man
Bafétimbi Gomis in the box. He provides energy
and dynamism down the right flank to the highest
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PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

t will be tough for Peru at the 2021 Copa America.
Getting out of the group stage would make for
a successful tournament based on current form.
However, something else suggests that Peru do
perform on the grandest stage, more so than
they do in qualifying, so another run towards
the final should not be ruled out either. They will
need to find a way to perform better against the
tougher opposition first, however, and they have
little time for preparation.
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GROUP B

VENEZUELA
DAVID SEYMOUR // @davidseymour_
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V

enezuelan football is going through a rather
fruitful period of time, where many of the
players in their Copa America squad are playing
high level football outside of Venezuela. In fact,
the likes of Wuilker Farinez, Josef Martinez,
Yangel Herrera, and Salomon Rondon are well
known players across the globe, whilst much
of their squad plays in Serie A, La Liga and the
MLS.
The Copa America will provide an opportunity for
Venezuelans to focus purely on football for a short
period of time, and their players, led by Head
Coach Jose Peseiro, will fancy their chances of
making a deep run in the competition, with the
aim of uniting the nation behind the team. Despite
the country’s national football team making leaps
in terms of quality, they are still way behind the
favourites for the title in terms of quality. Brazil,
Argentina, Uruguay, and Colombia are all still
leagues ahead.
Venezuela find themselves placed in group B,
where they will face Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador
and Peru. Whilst there are only 10 teams in
the competition, it’s probably fair to say group
B is marginally the kinder draw. Avoiding Chile,
Argentina and Uruguay means that aside from
Brazil, who will be strong as always, Venezuela
will likely vy with Colombia for that second spot.
Of course the top four in the group will go through,
and Venezuelan fans will no doubt be expecting
their team to progress through.
This tactical analysis will look to give an indepth insight into the players who will represent
Venezuela, along with an analysis of the tactics
we are likely to see in the four moments of
the game: In possession, out of possession,
transition to attack, and transition to defence.
On top of this we will look at Venezuela’s stand
out performer, and make a prediction on their
chances this summer.
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COPA AMÉRICA 2021
PREDICTED SQUAD LIST
GOALKEEPERS
Alain Baroja
Jose Contreras
Wuilker Farinez

DEFENDERS

Wilker Angel
Jhon Chancellor
Rolf Feltscher
Alexander Gonzalez
Yordan Osorio
Roberto Rosales
Mikel Villanueva

MIDFIELDERS

Cristian Casseres jr
Yangel Herrera
Junior Moreno
Romulo Otero
Tomas Rincon (c)
Jefferson Savarino
Yeferson Soteldo

FORWARDS

Fernando Aristigueita
Sergio Cordova
Darwin Machis
Josef Martinez
Jhon Murillo
Salomon Rondon

THE SQUAD

Finally, Wuilker Angel is likely to start at centreback. However, the final centre-back role, both
full-back positions and one spot on the wing are
still up for grabs. It’s difficult to say who will take
these positions, however, right now it seems like
one of Jhon Chancellor orYordan Osorio will take
the last centre-back spot, and Rolf Feltscher and
Luis Mago will take the full-back spots. Finally,
Yeferson Soteldo may well take the last spot on
the wing.
We can see their predicted line-up in the
preceding image.
The next graph shows us the ages of Venezuela’s
squad options and their minutes played over the
last calendar year. There are some interesting
conclusions we can draw from examining this.

W

hen looking at the provisional squad
Venezuela have announced for the Copa
America, there is truly a very even mixture of
players coming towards the end of their playing
days, those in the peak of their playing careers, First of all, there are some key players coming
and those who are just starting out.
towards the end of their international careers.
Rincon is the oldest, whilst Rosales, Rondon,
Venezuela play with a back four and a midfield Feltscher and Chancellor are all in or at least
three, with their formation tending to switch coming towards the twilight of their Venezuela
between a 4-1-4-1 or 4-3-3 based on how much careers. In terms of players in the peak of their
attacking freedom is afforded to their wingers. careers, there are a good number, but the likes
Generally speaking though, we will see a 4-3-3 of Mago, Osorio, Machis and Josef Martinez
in possession and a 4-1-4-1 out of possession.
stand out. There are some exciting young
prospects though, and potentially a golden era
Either way, they opt to use a single pivot, with for Venezuelan football is dawning. Football
captain Tomas Rincon of Torino filling this role. manager fans will be all too aware of Wuilker
Yangel Herrera and Cristian Casseres jr will Farinez and his vast potential, whilst Casseres
generally complete the midfield three. Salomon jr, Cordova, Soteldo and Herrera are also
Rondon is likely to start as the lone centre- individuals already playing at a high level and
forward, whilst Darwin Machis will play on one of with an equally high ceiling to Farinez.
the wings, and Wuilker Farinez will start in goal.
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We can also see who key players are within the
squad by looking purely at the minutes played,
and unsurprisingly Yangel Herrera is at the top
of this graph. Herrera is currently on loan at
Granada in La Liga from Man City, and may well
finally get his chance to impress manager Pep
Guardiola in the first team next season. On top
of Herrera being a key player we can also see
that Rincon, Machis, Soteldo, Graterol, Ramirez
and Murillo have played plenty over the past 12
months.

ATTACKING PHASE

that they have an incredibly direct style of play
by seeing how high their percentile rank is for
directness in possession and long pass tendency.
It’s interesting to see that they have a very low
offensive duel win percentage on top of an
already low amount of offensive duels per 90.
And yet, despite their low level of possession
and direct play, Venezuela are able to forge an
average amount of shots per match and their xG
is equally average. But what stands out the most
is that they hit the target at a far greater rate.
The data above certainly gives us an insight into
how Venezuela play in possession, but it doesn’t
give us any specifics. However, upon watching
footage we can start to add flesh to the bones
provided by the radar graphs.
Firstly in terms of their directness, Venezuela
aren’t necessarily a long ball team. They do have
the ability to do this though, and Rondon is a true
threat when operating as a target man. The exPremier League man is strong in the air and can
hold the ball up well, even when outnumbered,
whilst he is able to compete for any long balls
to provide knock ons for the likes of Machis in
behind.

V

enezuela are a side that plays with
considerably less possession than their
opponents. Over their last four games they have
averaged just 36% possession. This has been
from a mixture of being outclassed, like in the
3-0 loss against Colombia and 1-0 loss to Brazil.
However, in their 1-0 loss to Paraguay and 2-1
win over Chile they were equal to their opponents
and yet had only 39% and 37% possession in
those two fixtures, respectively. Whilst with far
less of the ball than their opponents they play
with a disciplined defensive shape, which we will
detail in the next section, they also play with a
very direct style of play when they do have the
ball. We can see by looking at the radar graph

Rondon’s presence, despite being a lone forward,
provides enough of a concern to the opposition
back line for them to focus on covering the front
man at all times. This can lead to them purely
focusing on him and providing the opportunity for
third-man runs in behind, which we can see in
the following image.
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Venezuela look to play forward quickly, and will
look to play through passes in behind for midfield
runners. All the while this allows Rondon to stay
central where he can then look to latch onto any
crosses.
These passes in behind, as well as the long balls
forward to Rondon aren’t the only type of direct
passes. Watch for Venezuela’s centre-backs
to drive forward with the ball before launching
long, accurate diagonal passes over the top of
the opposition defence for their wingers to run
onto. Again, just as with the through passes,
this allows Rondon to stay central, ready for the
final ball into the box. Venezuela’s centre-backs
will generally play these passes rather than any
of their central-midfielders, and they have the
range and accuracy to play them.

And it is with Rondon staying central, lingering in
and around the six-yard box, where Venezuela
can be so dangerous. Unsurprisingly, Rondon is
very strong aerially in the box as he is in hold
up play or just in deeper areas in general. If the
quick break is on, Venezuela will then hit that
whipped, low cross. However, otherwise they
will tend to look to hold their crosses up. Rondon
will look to isolate himself in space against one
defender, where he can beat them aerially in that
1v1 battle. In the next image we can see how he
peels away from the centre-backs and creates
an aerial mismatch against the opposition fullback. Because of this mismatch he can easily
win the aerial duel and head home from close
distance.

Teams will need to be wary of allowing Rondon
to find space close to goal when the ball is out
wide. Even if he isn’t able to finish, he will cause
enough of an issue whereby the ball may well fall
loose around the six-yard box and Venezuela’s
supporting attacking players will be ready for this.

DEFENSIVE PHASE

W

ith Venezuela spending more time than
their opponent without the ball on average
they naturally have to show a great deal of
patience and discipline in the defensive phase.
Generally speaking, the more possession
dominant sides competing in the Copa America
are more than happy to take large swathes of the
ball and are patient in possession. As such, those
teams playing with less possession will spend
particularly long periods of time without the ball.
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A glimpse at their defensive radar graph shows
this. Firstly we can see they rank high for their
PPDA, showing they don’t tend to press the
ball with any great intensity. As a result it isn’t a
surprise to see them rank low for recoveries in
the final third or recoveries per match.

Whilst we know they don’t press with any
intensity, they will look to cut off areas of the pitch
and dictate where the opposition play. Initially
they will start relatively wide as a midfield five,
however, Rondon will look to curve his press to
force the opposition to play forward and to show
them to one side of the pitch. As this occurs, the
far side central-midfielder and far side winger will
tuck back inside. We can see this pattern in the
following image.

There are some concerns though. With a side
that presses so little, you would expect a higher
defensive dual win rate than a side that press
high. With a team that presses high they are
going to be engaging in a higher amount of
defensive duels and forcing these opportunities
at a greater rate than a side that sits off. This may
make it more difficult to win a greater percentage
of defensive duels. And yet, with Venezuela,
they have a relatively high amount of defensive
duels, but an incredibly low win percentage. Of
similar concern is their very low aerial duel win
percentage. The final metric that most definitely
raises an eyebrow is shots against per match,
where Venezuela rank very high. When playing
with less possession, a team is naturally going to
s for transitions, Venezuela don’t do anything
concede more shots than those who have more
vastly specific for defensive transition, other
of the ball, but for it to rank as high as it does tells
than to have the team drop into that 4-1-4-1 as
us that their defence is far from water-tight.
quickly as possible, get players behind the ball,
Out of possession you’re going to see them sit in and protect the centre of the pitch.
a compact 4-1-4-1 shape where the pivot bridges
the gap between the midfield and defensive In attacking transition, Venezuela are even more
lines. Rondon will sit close to the midfield five, direct than when they have the chance to build
protecting the centre of the pitch. As the ball is from the back.
played wide, their midfield five will shift across
with Rondon doing likewise to prevent the Firstly, they look to stretch the pitch horizontally
opposition from being able to switch play easily. as quickly as possible, and this allows them
to find an easy pass out wide. From here,
Venezuela’s centre-backs or full-backs will look
to drive forward, attacking the open space with
the aim to get into a position where they can play
a through pass from.

A
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TRANSITIONS

Here we look at their forwards. Eric Ramirez
ranks high for touches in the box per 90 and
shots per 90 as well as for goal contribution
percentage and xGoal contribution, however, he
has featured minimally in the national team so
this is a small sample size. Rondon ranks well
in both though, as does Aristeguieta. Savarino
is the last forward that ranks well for touches in
the box per 90 as well as shots per 90, however,
On instant turnover, their two number eights his goal contribution and xGoal contribution is
will look to find space in between the lines to relatively disappointing.
allow them to immediately play forward and
past the press, whilst Rondon will also present Otero, interestingly, ranks well for shots per
an option. We can see this in the next image as 90 but very low for touches in the box per 90.
a long ball forward from Brazil is brought under Similarly Juanpi Anor is underperforming against
control by Venezuela’s centre-backs. The full- his xGoal contribution, suggesting he has been
backs immediately stretch the pitch horizontally, unlucky not to contribute more.
creating space for a line-breaking pass to any of
the three options highlighted.
What we can ascertain from these graphs though
is that Venezuela are right to be starting Rondon.
The front man has performed well and we can
see from these graphs that he is a very wellrounded striker with the ability to play by himself
as he offers so much.

MIDFIELDERS
FORWARDS
W

ith the midfielders we can see that there
is a far smaller group of players that
Venezuela have to pick from then with their
forwards. Interestingly, we can see how their
ver the next three sections we are able to three most used central-midfielders, Yangel
take a look at how Venezuela’s forwards, Herrera, Casseres jr, and Rincon, are their least
midfielders and defenders rank on a range of progressive ball players. That could be seen as
different metrics.
somewhat of an issue, but we know already that

O
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Venezuela’s centre-backs play a great deal of isn’t a stand out on the defensive graph, he is
their forward passes, so potentially this skews the nevertheless a respectable performer in both of
data somewhat. Nevertheless, we can see that these categories.
Rivas and Manziano are strong ball progressors.
It’s interesting to see that Angel, who is likely to
Aside from ball progression we can also see be a locked-in starter for the tournament, really
that Contreras and Herrera are respectable goal only ranks well in progressive passes, with him
contributors and essentially perform along with performing considerably lower in progressive
expectations for goal contributions.
runs, and disappointingly in the defensive
metrics too. Likewise can be said of Chancellor,
Martinez, Moreno and Rincon all rank low for who is undoubtedly Venezuela’s weakest ball
goal contributions along with xGoal contributions progressor.
too.

BEST PERFORMER

The midfield is perhaps Venezuela’s least eyecatching department when we look at their data,
but with Rincon and Herrera they have two very
experienced players plying their trade in Europe,
albeit with both at different stages of their career.

DEFENDERS
Y
W

ith defenders we can examine their basic
defensive metrics along with their ability
as ball progressors. For successful defensive
actions per 90 and padj. interceptions we can
see that Fuentes, Osorio, Conde and Mago are
all strong performers. And yet Feltscher and
Gonzalez are the stand out performers when it
comes to ball progression, with both being strong
ball progressors as passers and dribblers.
Feltscher is the most well rounded of these players
when it comes to all four metrics though. Whilst
he ranks well for ball progression and admittedly

angel Herrera, as mentioned earlier in this
piece, is a 23-year-old central-midfielder
on loan at Granada from Manchester City. If he
isn’t able to get that squad role with the Premier
League champions, there will undoubtedly be a
host of clubs across Europe looking to secure his
signature this summer, whether that’s on a lean
deal or as a permanent transfer.
He stands at 1.84m tall and has a strong but
lean build. His energy and athleticism is key for
Venezuela, and we can see by looking at the
defensive actions section of his graph that he
is involved in a large number of aerial duels per
90 and defensive duels per 90. Herrera wins a
good amount of his aerial duels, he wins a below
league median amount of defensive duels. On
top of this he commits a vast amount of fouls per
90, and at the same time makes a high amount
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of interceptions. Whilst Herrera has a good
forward pass ratio, we can see from looking at
his passing and progression section of the chart,
that he makes very few passes per 90 and his
pass accuracy is also concerningly low.
When we look at his attacking and creativity
we can note that again with his passing he is
unsurprisingly disappointing when it comes to
smart passes, through pass and pass to the
penalty area per 90. However, we can also see
how his energy and forward intentions make up
for this with him taking a large number of touches
in the box per 90 on top of him taking a decent
amount of shots, along with a subsequently high
xG per 90.

PREDICTIONS FOR
THE TOURNAMENT

V

enezuela are still some way away from being
serious contenders for the Copa America.
Despite this, they are growing as a footballing
nation and should progress from the group
stages of this year’s competition. Anything more
than this though, would undoubtedly be seen as
a very good achievement.

Herrera is a key performer for Venezuela already
and yet he is still relatively in the early days of his
career. He is one to watch in this tournament and
will be a player Venezuela can build around for
future tournaments.
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